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This dissertation focusses on cultural-appropriate education and the cultural needs of Wayúu 
children living in Colombia and Venezuela. Learning to read and write is a fundamental skill that 
serves as the foundation for an individual’s future learning and development, and, collectively, 
for a country’s social and economic development. All over the world, global processes have 
oppressed Indigenous people. Their culture and aspirations are not well represented in the way 
that education systems are designed. Education needs to be culturally appropriate since skills 
acquired need to be relevant for societal and economic contributions. This dissertation examines 
both current practical processes and theoretical models that promote culturally appropriate 
education and documents how these can be strengthened in policy formation. The dissertation 
question is: What are the factors required for an educational program that meets the cultural 
needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 in La Guajira, Colombia? The dissertation is divided into four 
sub-questions. The methodologies of ethnographic and participatory action research were used to 
conduct this dissertation. The dissertation took place over a four-year period from May 2016 to 
May 2020. The dissertation found that the process of meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu 
children was related to the extent to which the initiatives were endogenous and contextualized. 
Several factors were identified for consideration by local and external actors in meeting the 
cultural needs efforts in Wayúu communities. Furthermore, the dissertation commented on the 
relevance of institutional development and policy implementation theory in curriculum-literacy-
contribution to Wayúu communities. 
 
Keywords: Indigenous Education, Cross-Cultural Education, Early Childhood education. Child 
Development, Culture, Wayúu Culture, Wayúu Literacy, Oral Culture, Interculturalism, 
Curriculum, Inclusive Teaching, Unity and Oneness, Language, Sustainable Development, 
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Preface 

Why analyze the cultural needs of Wayúu Children? 

Education is a massive enterprise which, according to The World Bank (2019,), saw 

Colombia spend over 4.9% of its GDP in 2019 (approximately $17 billion USD), about 15% of 

which was directed to Indigenous populations (The Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) (2019), [Colombia] National Administrative Department of Statistics in 

Colombia (DANE) (2020). School life expectancy (primary to tertiary education) for females 

and males was 15 years (2017). The national scales of the enterprise are significant. For example, 

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) is Colombia’s third-largest bilateral donor, after 

Norway and The United States, and employed some two thousand people in Colombia. There are 

in addition other large and small Wayúu agencies involved in various aspects of the educational 

field. This is just one state’s operations - others, including multilateral agencies such as the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) (2016, 2019, 2020), and The United States 

Agency for International Development (USAID) (2011, 2015, 016) are larger. 

One of the key endeavours of this dissertation is to define the factors of an educational 

program that meets the cultural needs of the Wayúu children in the troubled and turbulent 

environment of La Guajira and to better understand what is involved in this effort. Governance 

activity continues to take place, and with international support, well-intentioned leaders and 

officials do manage to improve Wayúu children’s access to educational programs in spite of 

ongoing prejudice, widespread corruption, disunity, drug trafficking and crime. Yet, the donor-

dependent country of Colombia produces Wayúu students that are uncertain about their identity 

and how they can make a contribution to society and La Guajira continues to be the site for 

others’ proxy activities. This dissertation is a small contribution to the analysis of these efforts.  
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Verse 

A Wayúu child… 

A Wayúu that dies is a library that disappears; I refer to that knowledge and knowledge 

accumulated for decades, forming a wealth of wisdom that shapes and educates the Wayúu 

during life and for life.  

It is the teaching of Wayúu Elders, süpüla Wayúuinjanain waya. They teach us to work, express 

life differently, strengthen the family and defend the territory inherited from the Wayúu 

ancestors. It is a different education recreated in everyday life, expressed in the way of 

interpreting and understanding life in nature, communicated from the deepest of Wayúu being 

and finally replicated by new generations. 

A Wayúu child… 

  



Chapter 1. Introduction 

The main question guiding this dissertation was: What are the factors of an educational 

program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 in La Guajira, Colombia? My 

research analyzes the extent to which the effectiveness of meeting Wayúu cultural needs - as 

indicated by their incorporation into the educational programs of Wayúu schools - is associated 

with the extent to which they are compatible with the contexts in which they are being carried 

out and center its deliberations on its exigencies and requirements. 

Poverty, lack of water, insecurity, malnutrition, pandemics, waves of illegal immigrants, 

transnational crime and the drug trade are a few of the major local and global problems 

associated with the Wayúu people and Indigenous people around the world - see, for example 

(UNICEF 2015; International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) 2016 and 2020). 

Viewed through the lens of The World Bank (2020), Langness (2015) and The International 

Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) 2020, The Bahá’í International Community (BIC) 

(1995 and 2020) and International Children’s Fund (UNICEF) (2019 and 2020), these challenges 

have increased in range and complexity as the globalization process inexorably opens the many 

types of relatively closed boundaries that previously held the diverse parts of the human family 

in their separate and quite different cultural, socioeconomic and geographic enclaves. The 

process has made it possible for a broad range of constructive and destructive influences to flow 

more freely over the face of the earth. As humanity moves toward a more integrated and 

interdependent global framework, what some call a new world order (Valaskakis, 2001, 

Valaskakis, Stout and Guimond, 2009), the quality of education and its components increasingly 

becomes a matter of common concern. Good educational programs, particularly in Latin 

America, are associated with national-level well-being and harmonious world order and are 
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receiving concerted attention from a variety of analysis - see, for example (Bolin, 2006; 

Langness, 2015; McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 2018; Rogoff, 2003; Ssenyonjo, 2016).  

This research examines several interrelated core factors of an educational program that 

attempts to meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children. The overall objective of these factors is to 

strengthen the educational institutions and support the Wayúu communities’ efforts to achieve 

stability and self-reliance so they can take their rightful place in the family of Colombia and 

Venezuela (Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019; McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 

2018; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998). Establishing and indicating factors of an educational program 

that meet the local cultural needs of Wayúu children is a complex matter. A partial description of 

what is known and how this is implemented with Indigenous people, including the Wayúu 

people, is illustrated in this research. This description is an important factor since coverage still 

reached only 37.5% of students [in Colombia], considering all students in the education system 

and the most disadvantaged. Also, there is a lower coverage among the poorest parts of the 

country (La Guajira, Magdalena or Santa Marta) (The Organization for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD), 2018). Another factor is the influx of immigrants from Venezuela 

“The socio-political crisis in neighbouring Venezuela pushed hundreds of thousands of 

Venezuelan nationals and long-term Colombian residents in Venezuela across the border into 

adjacent departments of Colombia” (United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund 

(UNICEF), 2017, p. 3). 

The Context for the Provision of Education in Latin America 

In most Latin American countries, the goal of supplying education to most of the 

population is already achieved (UNICEF 2015 Millennium Development Goals). The challenge 

then is to provide an education that will lead to a prosperous, healthy and successful population; 
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cognitive and non-cognitive skills for early grade students; and improvement of student learning 

through extending primary educational services. As indicated in the following statement by 

Mitchell, D., Crowson, R. and Shipps, D. (2011), “Perhaps the greatest challenge and the most 

urgent unfinished business is developing the capacity to ensure that all children have ready 

access to a quality education that serves the noble academic, social, and civic purposes that have 

been attached to the public schools” (p. 50). Education for all children, including Wayúu 

children in Colombia and Venezuela, is fundamental. 

The following statement by United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) (2010) summarizes the real challenge of having every individual and 

their family from the community fully integrated into society, fulfilling their true potential and 

contributing to society: 

Illiteracy and poverty constitute a mutually reinforcing vicious cycle that is difficult to 

break. People with low levels of literacy are more likely to earn less and experience 

poverty or extreme poverty; moreover, their opportunities are limited in all spheres of life 

(work, education, housing and access to health care) and their children risk falling into 

the same cycle by attending poor-quality schools and dropping out of school at an early 

stage. Access to literacy competence opens essential learning opportunities, thus 

contributing to economic development. In this perspective, it is not literacy on its own 

that makes a difference, but rather what it enables people to do to benefit from new 

freedoms and capabilities to address poverty – accessing information, using services they 

have a right to and reducing vulnerability to disease or ecological change. (p. 2) 

In 2009, the United Nations comments on Indigenous people’s rights highlighted the importance 

of education for Indigenous children (United Nations General Assembly, 2009) by stating that: 
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Education of Indigenous children contributes to both individual and community 

development, as well as participation in society in its broadest sense. Education enables 

Indigenous children to exercise and enjoy economic, social and cultural rights and 

strengthens their ability to exercise civil rights to influence political policy processes for 

improved protection of human rights. The implementation of Indigenous people’s right to 

education is an essential means of achieving individual empowerment and self-

determination. Education is also an important means for the enjoyment, maintenance and 

respect of Indigenous cultures, languages, traditions and traditional knowledge... 

Education is the primary means of ensuring Indigenous people’s individual and collective 

development; it is a precondition for Indigenous people’s ability to realize their right to 

self-determination, including their right to pursue their own economic, social and cultural 

development. (p. 4) 

During the last two decades, there have been significant steps towards establishing environments 

that provide education for Indigenous children. The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 

(2000), the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (2015), the Education for All 

(EFA) movement (2000), the adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous People (UNDRIP)  (2007), the establishment of the UN Permanent Forum on 

Indigenous Issues (2008), the Special Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous people by United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) at the International Year 

of Indigenous Languages (2019) and the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous people 

(2007), are a number of these instrumental steps. The Society for the Advancement of Excellence 

in Education (SAEE) (2005) argues for more detailed and updated data on the state of the 

education of Indigenous children, to formulate better policies and strategies:  
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It is important also to establish a variety of indicators of success and tools of 

measurement, beyond performance on standardized tests. One size does not fit all; there 

are many kinds of learners, many kinds of learning, and many ways of demonstrating our 

accomplishments. Without better research and data, we won’t know where we are, where 

we want to go, and if we are getting there. (p. 16) 

Nevertheless, only a small fragment of the Indigenous children have benefited from these legal 

instruments, therefore, significant effort is required to ensure that Indigenous children and 

societies fully enjoy the right to literacy and education, as recognized in several international 

human rights instruments (United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, 1948), including the 

International Labour Organization Convention no. 169 (articles 26-31); the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child (articles 28, 29 and 30); The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) (articles 12, 13 and 14); and the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (article 26). Furthermore, the Society for the Advancement of Excellence in Education 

(SAEE) (2005) describes what kind of information is important for the success and improvement 

of educational institutions and services to Indigenous children, specifically focusing on:  

(1) organized knowledge of Indigenous communities, both common features and 

variations, historical and contemporary experience, culture, traditions, languages, ways of 

learning, needs and aspirations - which will form the content of Indigenous philosophy of 

education, curriculum, and pedagogy; (2) systematic data on student performance, 

progress, achievement levels, and retention in relation to standard norms. (p. 16) 

The reality of Indigenous children in Latin America, as reported by sources such as UNESCO 

(2005 - 2013); Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; International Work Group for 

Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) (2016); The World Bank (2020), Langness (2015); the Bahá’í 
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International Community (BIC) (1995 and 2020) and International Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 

(2019 and 2020), however, has been a perpetuated marginalization due to the inappropriate 

cultural and linguistic approach to providing education. The UN Committee on Economic Social 

and Cultural Rights’ (UN CESCR) (1999) in General Comment No. 13 on the Right to Education 

and the United Nations Human Rights, point out specific legal obligations and, asserts States 

must “Fulfil (facilitate) the acceptability of education by taking positive measures to ensure that 

education is culturally appropriate for minorities and Indigenous people, and of good quality for 

all” (General Comment No. 13: The right to education (article 13) (1999)). 

Ssenyonjo (2016) also explains that “education has to be flexible so it can adapt to the 

needs of changing societies and communities and respond to the needs of students within their 

diverse social and cultural settings” (p. 387). 

For the past two decades, Indigenous people have gained more attention and 

consideration by world leaders. Heads of religious organizations, intellectuals and people of 

means, access education that is culturally appropriate and has been better addressed by UN 

agencies, most evident through the adoption in 2007 of UNDRIP and the issuance in 2008 of the 

United Nations Development Goals (UNDG) Guidelines on Indigenous people’s issues. This 

document identifies education as one of eight key issues that United National Country Teams 

(UNCTs) should address when planning and projecting programs around the world that affects 

minorities and Indigenous people. Furthermore, according to the Final Evaluation of the 

Implementation of the International Plan of Action for the United Nations Literacy Decade 

(UNLD), which ran from 2003 to 2012, the Decade witnessed a growing interest in meeting the 

learning needs of the marginalized, including Indigenous people, through inclusive policies and 

interventions. Nevertheless, educational programs for Indigenous people are experiencing a shift 
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worldwide, and actions have not reached the several millions of children affected by old policies 

that perpetuate marginalization as stated by the United Nations Department of Economic and 

Social Affairs (UN DESA) (2009) “a majority of Indigenous children do not enjoy access to 

education that is specifically designed for their needs, taught in their languages or that reflects 

their world views” (p. 138).  

Educational Programs for Wayúu Children  

The ancestral territory is the foundation of the existence of the Wayúu people because it 

is the place of origin and their identity (Wilson, 2008; Yanama, 2014; Remedios Fajardo Gomez 

and Pena Vanegas, 2012). In their ancestral territory, the Wayúu people carry forward their 

economic, social and cultural activities which are transmitted by their traditions and ways of 

living, integrated with knowledge and beliefs, enriched by spirituality. For these reasons, the 

Wayúu territory is sacred (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Remedios Fajardo 

Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). 

Through several centuries, the Wayúu people have created and established a system of 

norms, principles and ways of living, which their society strives for. Among the different Wayúu 

clans, they have established a governance system based on relationships, social norms and 

principles that have provided the space and the conditions for their people to flourish and grow.  

Furthermore, the Wayúu people have created ways to transmit their community culture of 

history, identity and language through orality. 

Since colonial times, a progressive loss of Wayúu territory and culture has taken place 

and with it the ways of living expressed through their economic and social activities. Despite 

efforts from a variety of people, institutions and organizations, the Wayúu people have made 

calls in a multiplicity of communication mediums to keep and preserve their territories and stop 
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and reverse the loss of their Wayúu culture, specifically regarding the decline of their birth rate 

and the fewer Wayúu people who speak their mother tongue: Wayúunaiki.  

The way forward is to identify and work towards the factors that will contribute to sound 

educational programs for Wayúu children considering the weighty evidence of the historical 

intercultural epistemological inequalities and conflicts found in Wayúu society. 

Wayúu children from five Pichipata [Communities] (Rancherias) and key members of 

those communities participated in this research. These five (5) Pichipatas [Communities] 

(Rancherias) include Parenska, Frijolitos, Dividivi, Mayapo and Riohacha, in the Department of 

La Guajira, Colombia. I also interviewed other local actors, professors and local government 

officials who were familiar with Wayúu educational programing to provide other perspectives on 

the factors of an educational program based on the cultural needs of Wayúu children, that could 

when implement, lead to a more congruent and effective educational experience.  

While this research focused on the analysis of factors of an educational program, cultural 

needs and policy implementation in Colombia and Venezuela, the issues explored in this 

dissertation resembled challenges in other troubled countries. For example, when I was in the 

state of La Guajira, Venezuela in 2015 to explore the possibility to study these issues there, I had 

a conversation with Dr. Ali Fernández, a Wayúu professor and Wayúu leader from Venezuela, in 

which we discussed possible solutions to the educational challenges that Wayúu children face 

within and without schools (grades 1, 2 and 3 – aged 5-8). Dr. Fernández shared his views on 

economic, social and political challenges during generations past and pointed out that the 

constitutional rights of the Wayúu people are at odds and that the steps reached towards the 

actual national constitutions, do not reflect reality. At one point, I asked the professor if the 

Wayúu people of Venezuela and Colombia could create a unified educational program that meets 
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their cultural needs? Also, whether it was possible to translate the general concepts we were 

discussing into policies, laws, regulations, budgets, strategic plans, staffing charts, recruitment 

and supervision systems, administrative procedures and results-based performance management 

and evaluation processes to implement programs to address the issues in question. He looked at 

me for a long time and with a strong and firm voice, he said:  

No, it will take at least one generation to have the right people to do this work for, at this 

moment we do not have them. Some Wayúu clans have created their educational 

curriculum and programs but there is a lack of unity among the Wayúu people on what 

would contribute to a unified educational program for Wayúu children. (Dr. Ali 

Fernández, personal communication, 2016) 

I asked if there is a consensus on the factors of an educational program and if Dr. Fernández has 

clarity on the cultural needs of the Wayúu children. He said that many factors have been 

identified and that some clans claimed to have clarity on the cultural needs of the Wayúu 

children, but there is neither unity nor consensus among the seven clans of the Wayúu people. 

The national, state and local governments are not aligned in their goals and purposes, neither are 

there enough Wayúu professionals to carry out such laudable and indispensable tasks. 

He seemed to know exactly what I was asking and it pained him to admit that the Wayúu 

people could not do what he knew was necessary to provide an educational program that meets 

the cultural needs of their children.  

On the Colombia side of the Wayúu territory, Ms. Belkis Paz, a Wayúu from Venezuela 

who moved to Colombia in the1980s, one of my main Participatory Action Research participants 

and main advocates for the realization of this research during my visit to Colombia in November 

2016, expressed the current situation in Wayúu schools in the province of La Guajira, where the 
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two key motivational tools that the Colombian Government uses with Wayúu schools is the 

national test called ‘Saber’ [To Know] and scholarships for Wayúu students who are willing to 

take tertiary education. Ms. Paz's main concern was that there is no effort from the Colombian 

government to pursue the teaching and conservation of the Wayúu culture at Wayúu schools and 

a lack of resources to support initiatives directed toward the teaching of Wayúu culture to Wayúu 

children. Being a teacher for over 20 years and principal of a Wayúu school, truly there is little 

space in the curriculum and during the school year to create, start or support activities directed to 

teach the Wayúu culture to Wayúu children. In this connection, Ms. Paz suggested my interest 

and enthusiasm regarding the work with Wayúu children and their loss of culture in the present 

and the great danger that is foreseen in the future as to the loss of the whole Wayúu culture will 

occur if dramatic changes are not implemented at Wayúu schools.  

Ms. Paz suggested two Pichipatas [Communities] (Rancherias) where I could start my 

research and pointed out a few Wayúu teachers and Elders who have expressed concern about 

the loss of Wayúu culture and the lack of teaching of Wayúu culture to Wayúu children. Ms. Paz 

introduced me to two Rancherias where I interacted with various members of the communities, 

including children. After a few visits, the Elders of the two Rancherias granted permission for 

me to stay at the Rancherias and start my collection of data. Elders felt a sense of reciprocity and 

respect during my visits and my willingness to work with them in the pursuit of a better future 

for their children. Wayúu teachers and leaders expressed that the work, the questions raised, the 

possible outcomes and the process to undertake the research were all relevant to their 

Rancherias. Also, I felt that key aspects of the research were understood by the Elders, Wayúu 

teachers and parents involved if not directly then at least indirectly. There was a body language 
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of harmony and unity among us that was felt in our interactions. This was my confirmation that I 

was in the right place, at the right time, with the right people to do my research.  

Dr. Ali Fernández and Ms. Paz could conceptualize solutions to the many problems 

facing the Wayúu children, but they could not readily draft and implement the factors of an 

educational program that could meet the cultural needs, neither could they elucidate the policies 

needed, nor develop the Wayúu institutions and organizations that could carry out the necessary 

institutional building initiatives. Their situations were like that of many of their counterparts in 

the approximately 10-14 indigenous tribes in Venezuela and Colombia - see for example 

(Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014).  

In Wayúu communities, some cultural needs associated with policy initiatives seem to 

proceed more smoothly and rapidly toward implementation and operationalization than others, 

for complex reasons that can be difficult to discern (Blanchet-Cohen, 1997; Pérez van-Leenden, 

1998; Pressman & Wildavsky, 1984; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; UNICEF 

Venezuela, 2014). Some of the reasons for this reality is the fact that the Wayúu context is 

changing and adapting to their societal needs without the corresponding policy implementations. 

Also, two different laws are operating in the Wayúu communities - Wayúu law and the 

Government of Colombia, along with many actors whose cultural backgrounds, training and 

agendas are different. 

Purpose of the Research 

The Wayúu children’s wellbeing for peace and tranquillity is my constant desire.  My 

personal goal is to support the Wayúu cultural needs, specifically their education and 

applications of training and development. 
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This research focuses on understanding elements required for culturally appropriate 

education for Wayúu children between the ages of 5-8. It identifies factors to be considered by 

the Wayúu people (members of the community and Wayúu agencies and institutions) and local 

actors interested in designing educational programs that meet the cultural needs of these children. 

The two elements - culture and needs - are related, in that culture often creates or changes needs, 

as well as needs, can change the culture.  

Using a mix of ethnography and participatory action research (PAR), this research 

demonstrates the value of an interdisciplinary approach to understanding the possibility for a 

culturally appropriate and adequate education system for Wayúu children. These two 

methodologies bridge the empirical and discursive evidence with qualitative methods (Marshall, 

C. and Rossman, G., 1999). This methodological approach ensures that a careful analysis of the 

culture, context and resources of the Wayúu children can support the articulation of “teaching 

ideals” as a foundation for an adequate teaching educational program to meet the requirements 

and needs of Wayúu children.  

Research Question and Sub-Questions 

This research aims to help understand the factors required for an educational program 

that meets the cultural needs of Indigenous children between 5 to 8 years old in Colombia. The 

central question guiding this research was: 

What are the factors required for an educational program that meets the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children aged 5-8 for Indigenous children in Colombia? 

The sub-questions of were the following:  

a. What needs to be learned to increase the understanding of the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children? 
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b. What are the factors required for an educational program for Wayúu children? 

c. What are the conditions that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an 

educational experience that is aligned with their cultural needs?  

d. What are the appropriate policies and strategies that will provide adequate education 

and support literacy for Wayúu children in La Guajira, Colombia? 

Key Concepts guiding these questions were: 

1. Oneness of Humanity and Inclusive Teaching.  

2. Poverty alleviation and Development.  

3. Education. 

4. Language and Literacy. 

5. Cultural Studies, Culture, Oral Culture, Cultural Needs, Interculturality. 

6. Curriculum and Cross-Cultural Education. 

7. Indigenous Peoples and the Wayúu Identity.  

8. Indigenous Education. 

9. Children’s human rights. 

10. Context and Contextualization. 

11. Multimodality. 

12. Ethno-Education. 

13. Endogenization. 

14. Institutions.  

Positionality Statement 

In my research, I endeavoured to manifest the qualities that I have underlined earlier in 

this research: respect for Wayúu culture, appreciation for diversity, full participation and 
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cooperation. I focussed on safeguarding Wayúu culture, all the while recognizing the vast and 

multi-faceted array of factors and elements of the Wayúu culture that deserve protection. Also, I 

conscientiously solicited the energetic participation of Wayúu people in its deliberations while at 

the same time maintaining an atmosphere of goodwill, cooperation and reciprocity.  

As far back in my childhood as I can remember, I was exposed to my father’s work as a 

Deputy for the Congress of Venezuela and as a volunteer with Rotary International and Red 

Cross International. At almost every step, he included me in his community and service projects 

and immersed me in this environment and mentality. I was consequently drawn to the 

international development field and developed a deep desire to contribute to improvements to 

equity and global justice, especially through education. 

In addition to this early conditioning, my interest in international education stems from 

my personal and professional experiences which touch on values, ethical behaviour and good 

governance, both in my native Venezuela as well as in Latin America. I am profoundly interested 

in how effective governance can serve as a pillar of human prosperity. I am excited to contribute 

to a global discourse in the fields of governance, education and development. I am convinced 

that the advancement of civilization in fragile and failed societies can be achieved through 

building capacity at all levels, including encouraging grassroots initiatives in addition to 

innovation, particularly among the Wayúu people of Colombia and Venezuela.  

Professionally, I have over two decades of experience in international education and 

development and have visited over 100 countries while participating in various educational 

projects. My exposure to diverse cultures has given me a deep appreciation for the human 

capacity to rise above social difficulties. I would like to contribute to further an understanding of 

Wayúu culture and the context of Wayúu children that works in an integrated manner with the 
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Colombian and Venezuelan societies and enhance and respects the social and cultural needs of 

Wayúu children. 

Each of the sub-questions of this research gave partial answers to a widening range of un-

answered questions, spurring me on to a broader and deeper engagement with issues impacting 

the dignity of and contribution of Wayúu children within the Colombian context. In the 

education field, this is sometimes (and rather clinically) called socio-cultural contexts 

educational programs - see, for example (Creswell and Poth, 2018; Full-Circle Learning, 2020; 

McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 2018; Ruhi Institute, 2021).  

My work with intercultural relations training and organizational development has shown 

me that the Wayúu community has the right to maintain and develop their unique culture and 

ways of life. In the Bahá'í view, a prerequisite for the preservation of Indigenous people requires 

one to embody cultural diversity and an appreciation for the diverse cultural and ethnic 

characteristics. Therefore, this research calls for educational measures that seek to foster an 

awareness of and an appreciation for cultural diversity.  

Firstly, I will follow and insist that Wayúu people have the right to maintain and develop 

their unique culture and ways of life. My position, of course, condemns outright genocide, 

legally sanctioned discrimination and other direct forms of oppression. But it also calls for 

efforts aimed at erasing more subtle forms of discrimination and prejudice directed towards 

Wayúu people. All people in Colombia, Wayúu people as well as members of other cultures, 

should have the opportunity to benefit from mind-broadening educational programs designed to 

increase understanding between Wayúu people and the dominant society (Colombian), as well as 

between the different groups of the Wayúu people themselves. For these reasons, affirming the 

right of Wayúu people to promote intercultural information and education, recognizing the 
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dignity and diversity of their cultures are important (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; Organization of 

Ibero-American States, 2018; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014; United Nations Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous People, 2008). 

Secondly, Wayúu people will have the right to participate fully and actively in decisions 

that affect them. Their participation will enrich this research in all its components and will 

establish the relational validity necessary to create the space for action and increased 

accountability to the Wayúu people and their land (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). Full and active 

participation will enable Wayúu people to develop the confidence, self-reliance and leadership 

skills that are essential if they are to play an active part in providing a higher level of social, 

economic and spiritual well-being for their peoples. It will permit them to become fully 

contributing members of this research, while simultaneously preserving their unique culture and 

identities. This research will call for measures to promote the development of opportunities for 

such active participation by the Wayúu people. Consequently, we are all responsible and our 

ability to respond is paramount (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). 

Thirdly, cooperation and reciprocity between Wayúu people and myself as the main 

researcher is essential. In the Bahá'í view, respect for different cultures can only be achieved if 

we can perceive, underlying our cultural variations, our essential unity as one human race 

(‘`Abdu’l-Bahá’’, 1978, 2014; Hatcher, 2002; National Bahá'í Education Task Force, 2005).  

The approach to education should be one of empowerment (Langness, 2020; Wilson, 

2004). However, this empowerment that seeks to express itself through the construction of unity 

is different from concepts of power that accept conflict and even violence as a valid means of 

constructing a new society. Moreover, while the development of skills is part of the concept of 

basic education for my dissertation, these skills are to be used in service to and the advancement 
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of humanity and not solely for the improvement of one's own economic and social condition. 

Economic development and full employment occur naturally in a civilization established on 

sound spiritual principles, of which most of the people of the world can agree and commit to 

their establishment, regardless of religion. For myself, development and employment do not 

define the purpose of society and its educational system.  

One approach to scientific accomplishment driven by my moral principles and spiritual 

commitment is to ensure the appropriate application of my research: the challenge is to empower 

society and specifically children between 5 to 8 years old and their parents (UNICEF, 2007); 

and, to increase access to knowledge, which is supported by the ongoing dialogue between 

science and religion as fountains and sources of knowledge (`Abdu’l-Bahá’ 1978, 1914; Hatcher 

2021). It is my sincere desire to contribute to the following goals that Langness in 2015 

expressed because of decades of working with children, including Indigenous children, around 

the world in striving towards an altruistic educational experience that will contribute to the 

betterment of the world:  

Link emotional intelligence with cognitive development, process learning, multiple 

intelligences, the arts, project-based learning and a commitment to world citizenship, then 

a generation of students can grow up intuitively applying lessons across the globe that 

serve a sustainable society. (Langness, 2015, p. 3) 

My Bahá’í Faith. My ultimate goal is to be a researcher who searches for solutions to 

global problems, who seeks to advance the social sciences and presents the best attainable 

knowledge and a true picture of reality by exercising all the learning, skills and qualities 

available, with due respect for the nobility of the human being (National Bahá'í Education Task 

Force, 2005). The Bahá’í Faith is the true motivational mechanism to position me as an 
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individual who is helping humanity to move forward in this ever-advancing civilization “To be 

Bahá’í simply means to love all the world; to love humanity and try to serve it; to work for 

universal peace and universal brotherhood” (`Abdu’l-Bahá’, 1912, p. 401).  

Free from the prejudice of religion, culture and race, any learning obtained from my 

research was aimed to support and become a resource for the Wayúu community to the best of 

my abilities. Learning, no matter how small, was a positive outcome from the research and when 

put into practice was only to be used to move towards an ever-advancing civilization.   

Since early 2000 my volunteer work has taken me to many countries in Latin America, 

Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Africa where Indigenous people reside, including over a 

decade in Colombia, where I became increasingly curious about how to assist the Wayúu people 

in their educational aspirations and goals. Walking together with the Wayúu people to find 

solutions to these puzzles is the motivation behind this dissertation. The relationships I was 

privileged to make with like-minded Wayúu people provided a few insights into the challenging 

circumstances in which they lived and worked and pointed me in the direction of exploring how 

to foster contextually appropriate educational programs, which recognized that improvements 

had to be organically linked to some broader underlying structures in the Wayúu society and in 

the country where they reside. This key piece of the puzzle was the focus of this research, and 

which, I hope, contributes to meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children in their educational 

endeavours and reinforces their ways of living in Colombia and elsewhere in the world.  

A key element to research with Indigenous communities is reciprocity. As Wilson (2008) 

and Windchief and San Pedro (2019) suggest, the feeling of giving back to the Wayúu rancherias 

and all of them that I was directly or indirectly in contact with for this research was reciprocity as 

I did my best to share with their communities my research findings. Ultimately, the Wayúu 
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rancherias where I was researching, wanted and hoped that I will return with recommendations 

and resources in order to collaborate with them in solving their current challenges for the benefit 

of their children and for the overall continuity of their culture.  

My personal beliefs, values, experience and knowledge of the Bahá’í Faith have assisted 

me to do my best to free myself of bias and favouritism. Due to the nature of this research, a 

qualitative study, I am prone to see reality through the eyes of my personal pre-conceived 

beliefs, values and experiences, therefore, putting into jeopardy the academic objectivity and 

validity of this research (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). I did three exercises to prevent these 

scenarios. First, a daily effort to report facts and actual events by writing exactly what my 

partners, informants and participants stated, accompanied by pictures, videos and drawings. 

Second, to confirm with my partners, informants and participants the authenticity of my findings 

and the facts that I collected. And third, I triangulated my findings with experts, including 

Wayúu professors and teachers on my area of research by sharing and confirming my findings 

(Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). My responsibility as a researcher is to investigate reality and be fair 

in judgement (Hatcher, 2002). My subjectivity and potential bias were therefore hopefully kept 

at a minimum.   

Significance of the Research 

Wayúu children, face multiple barriers to literacy and adequate education and are left 

behind in literacy and educational achievement (United Nations, Educational, Scientific, and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 2018). Therefore, the development of tailored, culturally and 

linguistically appropriate educational programs for Wayúu learners should be a priority for all 

countries where Wayúu children reside. The most effective way to do this, according to the 

United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization ‘UNESCO’ (2014) and United 
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Nations Inter-Agency Support Group ‘IASG’ (2014) on Indigenous issues, is to apply a 

community-based, endogenous and bottom-up approach to ensure that the right environment 

(infrastructure, pedagogical materials and curricula) meets the unique needs of Wayúu children, 

their teachers and their communities. Much work has already been done in Canada, the USA and 

Australia (American Indian / Indigenous Education, 2021; Association on American Indian 

Affairs, 2019; Association of Independent Schools of Western Australia, 2021; Centre for Inuit 

Children, Youth and Families , 2021; First Nations Education Steering Committee, 2021) to 

develop specially tailored school systems and pedagogical approaches that align with Indigenous 

learning by prioritizing language instruction and Indigenous knowledge content. These 

approaches require more understanding and support to be properly implemented in all countries 

where Indigenous people live. Equally important is the issue of power relationships between 

Wayúu children and adults. For example, how can Wayúu children be respected as equals in all 

children’s affairs, including research like this? How do we ensure that Wayúu children’s voices 

are respected and heard? How do we explore these issues openly and honestly, particularly 

through the Wayúu ways of living and paradigms that provide clear guidance on these matters? 

Although some scholarship is helping bridge the gap on the importance of elements of 

Wayúu culture and the design of educational programs for Wayúu children, there remains a need 

to discover, articulate and translate many aspects of Wayúu culture and nature into the Western 

academic world to share knowledge and preservation of their culture as a legacy for the world. 

Most of the authors cited in this dissertation have researched the Wayúu tribe and although there 

are studies about this tribe in Spanish, none that I am aware of, deal with the objectives of this 

research. Also, in the Wayúu tribe, as in many others Indigenous tribes around the world, 

knowledge is transmitted by oral means and without a written system (UNICEF Venezuela, 
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2014; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018), therefore to date, there is not a consensus 

among all the Wayúu clans on an alphabet, nor on ways to write ideas, concepts, theories and so 

on. Information collected in one region of the Wayúu land or through a few clans, will not reflect 

the total reality of the Wayúu people, therefore creating another limitation now to attempt to 

provide suggestions and policies. For the Wayúu society, it is crucial to create consensus on 

these areas to move forward and provide to Wayúu children a united curriculum and experience.  

The work of recognizing and indicating factors (curriculum, extra-curricular activities, 

resources, language, arts and crafts and so on) of an educational program is a long, laborious 

process– therefore I have decided to work only with children between 5-8 years old because, in 

this age group, improvement in the educational program can have a bigger impact, rather than 

after this age (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Piaget, 1959; Pulido Vargas, 2014; 

Shonkoff and Phillips, 2000; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014;). Presently, there is no concept, nor 

literature about the cultural needs of Wayúu children in English or Spanish. 

Lack of unity among the Wayúu Clans is a continuous and challenging reality that is 

expressed in all the domains of life, including all aspects of education for children, youth and 

adults. Disparate access to education, inadequate education and lack of clarity and unity, values 

and cultural factors in the education provided to Wayúu children imply an ongoing gap in 

Wayúu education.  

Organization of the Research 

 The first chapter of this research offers an overview of the culture and the Wayúu 

children’s needs of Colombia and Venezuela. Then I present its purpose, the research main and 

sub-questions, how I adopted to the Wayúu ways of living to established authentic and reciprocal 
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relationships and finally the approach I applied by combining sources of knowledge from the 

science and religion and the significance of this research to the Wayúu people and the world.  

The second chapter is dedicated to the discussed theory and theoretical framework 

pertinent to the research drawing from scholars mainly from North America, Australia, 

Colombia, Venezuela and various international organizations.   

The third chapter is dedicated to the Wayúu context. This chapter relate relevant aspects 

of the Colombian condition of the population; the state of education in La Guajira, Colombia; 

how Wayúu participate in Wayúu cultural practices; policy and legal framework; discrimination, 

prejudice issues and gender equality; cultural needs of the Wayúu children and ended with the 

history shared by three different generations of Wayúu people.  

The fourth chapter discusses my chosen methodologies of ethnography and participatory 

action research (PAR) and why these are the appropriate research methodologies for my 

research. I next discuss how I chose my sample and participants; how I collected the data; how I 

analyzed the data; any ethical issues and contextual features that arose; and how I resolved these 

challenges and the possible limitations of my research.   

The fifth chapter presents my ethnographic and PAR data from PAR partners, informants, 

participants and all members of the five Rancherias where I was collecting data. This chapter is 

presented based on the analysis categories that emerged from the data collected and as well as 

further consultations with all PAR partners, informants and participants.  

The sixth chapter will bring together theory, the theoretical framework, the appropriate 

methods and tools used, my ethnographic and Participatory Action Research (PAR) data, my 

systematic and coherent learning experience, all within the complex context of Wayúu children 

and their communities.  
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The seventh chapter presents recommendations for programming and policy based on the 

findings. The research finishes with concluding remarks and directions for future research.  
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

The literature review focuses on defining factors linked to a contextually appropriate 

educational program for Wayúu children. This includes particularly the Wayúu context, the 

cultural needs of the Wayúu children and relevant aspects of the Wayúu ways of living and 

assets (traditional systems). I also explore selected features from the field of education, inclusive 

teaching, poverty alleviation and development, literacy, language, curriculum, culture, 

interculturality, cultural needs and oral culture, ethno-education, cross-cultural education, 

institutions, altruism, conscious and subconscious mind, indigenous child development, 

education and parent engagement. This contextualization and endogenization of efforts to 

strengthen the effective educational experience of Wayúu children also includes drawing on 

lessons learned from the analysis of policy implementation in Colombia and Venezuela. 

Theoretical and Epistemological Framework 

My theoretical framework is grounded in the concrete research experiences of the 

following authors Langness (2005, 2006, 2015, 2020), Bolin (2006), Ball and Pence (2006), 

Rogoff (2003), Cajete (1994), Hatcher (1987, 2002), López-Claros, A., Dahl, A. L., Groff, M. 

(2020), Tamas (2018), Wilson (2008), Archibald and Xiiem (2008) and Archibald, Lee-Morgan 

and De Santolo (2019) who have undertaken research in order to understand children and the 

social and cultural contexts in which they live. Such knowledge, rooted in the experience of 

children (McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 2018), has been noticeably absent from cultural 

learning models’ discourse. This has resulted in gaps in understanding of the multiple and 

interacting factors that shape children's learning styles and of the significance of appropriate 

cultural institutions.  
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Langness shares a study by Sam Oliner conducted at Humbolt University, which 

identified the childhood experiences of altruistic adults whose creative initiatives transcended 

cultural boundaries. Langness (2014) said that “the three most common predictors, during the 

formative years, of future positive contributions to society include a positive adult role model, 

problem-solving experiences related to hardship; and opportunities to empathize with those who 

are different” (p. 4). 

Service as a factor in the process of learning, which is often not included nor recognized 

in an educational program or seen as an important experience for a child, is a missing link in 

achieving individual and societal well-being and prosperity (Langness, 2021 - Full Circle-

Learning). 

Part of the culture of Indigenous people is created by visual images (multimodality), 

especially to create physical and spiritual health (Thorne and May, 2017; Langness, 2015). Also 

referring to intelligence, Langness (2015) highlight how Indigenous peoples have embedded 

their culture in a variety of natural images. 

The spiritual dimension of reality is vital to the Indigenous people and the journey to 

identify and relate these findings to the way Indigenous people learn and relate to nature and 

reality will be a pivotal point of this research.   

Consequently, within the Indigenous culture and methods of teaching and learning, there 

are factors and elements that, even today with its challenges and opportunities, could establish 

and create Indigenous communities where their culture is perceived, protected and respected. 

Simultaneously, the same factors and elements contribute to society in a meaningful, positive 

and just manner. It is in this junction of culture, factors, elements and context where this research 
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is important and key for the future of Indigenous children in the Guajira region of Colombia and 

Venezuela.  

Research conducted by Prof. Inge Bolin stands out in a unique way, in that it uses 

ethnography as its main methodology (2006). Bolin has studied how Indigenous children from 

the Peruvian Andes exhibit superior social and cognitive skills and maintain an attitude of 

respect for all life. It also reveals that these children are fully entwined in a network of reciprocal 

obligations, thereby discovering the meaning of being human (Bolin, 2006). 

Bolin (2006) identified key behavioural elements of aboriginal children in Peru that shed 

light on the essential elements of child learning. Her book focuses more on child-rearing 

observations, which impact directly how Indigenous children learn and acquire access to 

knowledge. These distinctive elements are: 

Children are raised in a permissive manner. They are loved, cuddled, fed on demand, and 

allowed to explore anything that does not prove dangerous or fragile. ... They soon learn 

about the behavioural norms that are accepted by family and community and 

demonstrated by adults and older siblings. At a young age, they are introduced to the 

unwritten law of reciprocity... The harmonious predictable environment in Chillihuani is 

conducive to learning and creating. (pp. 151-152) 

Bolin (2006) continues to identify major features of child-rearing as distinctive factors for this 

group of children that lead to their becoming top students in Peru. These include:  

Both play and work are significant, pleasurable occupations that further knowledge and 

self-esteem and simultaneously sustain the family. ... Since the Chillihuani children learn 

through observation and are not actually “taught” society’s life skills, manners, or beliefs, 

they benefit greatly from a flexible schedule for acquiring knowledge. They can take all 
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the time they need to observe and then proceed to accomplish any new task at their 

convenience. This method of learning not only relieved children of stress but also 

prepares them to become astute observers. ...Perhaps most important in reducing stress 

among children is the herders’ concern with maintaining an egalitarian society where no 

one wants to put himself above his fellow villagers. ... By practicing cooperation, 

humility, and respect, other energies are released among the children, in their efforts to 

learn, and enjoy an environment that is positive for them and everyone around them. 

Furthermore, in the absence of an overly competitive environment, all children can 

become self-confident and self-reliant within an atmosphere where they are respected and 

appreciated. ... Other aspects of child-rearing are at an early age; children learn how to 

express gratitude and reciprocate the favours they received from people and the deities. 

They gain knowledge about ecological processes and their spiritual and symbolic 

connotations. ... Creative and resourceful, sensitive, and compassionate, these children 

know the value of the help they provide for their families and the community and the 

importance of an ideology that honours animals, every aspect of nature, and the spiritual 

life within all. This vast pool of experience furthers holistic thinking, which implies that 

no one in the chain of life may be forgotten and that all life is connected and deserves 

respect. Simultaneously, children establish a wide framework of knowledge that allows 

them to accommodate new experiences in an organized fashion. (pp. 152-155) 

Ball and Pence (2006) in their book, Supporting Indigenous Children’s Development, portray the 

best practices for Indigenous communities as that of stories told in multiple voices. Their book 

illustrates a mutually respectful community development process drawing on the richness of 

cultural knowledge, in creating educational theory applicable in cross-cultural settings. The 
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method applied was face-to-face learning to meet the needs and interests of the community. 

Community leaders played the role of co-constructors in creating educational theory.  

One study conducted by Barbara Rogoff (2003), correlates culture, literacy, development, 

and poverty, with individuals and generations in dynamic communities. Her research focuses on 

how culture permeates every human activity and consequently its development and progress in 

identifying patterns in the differences and similarities among cultural communities such as 

opportunities for children to engage in mature activities within their community, or in specialized 

child-focused activities. She also highlights the relevance of literacy and pre-literacy skills in 

different communities, its function (i.e., religious, academic, professional), and its implication in 

development, as viewing childhood: as preparation for life. 

Cajete (1994) in his book, Look to the Mountain: An Ecology of Indigenous Education, 

provides an exploration of the nature of Indigenous education, outlining key elements of Native 

American perspectives on learning and teaching and how Indigenous child development theory 

can be applied in educational contexts. Cajete’s approach in his research was grounded in the 

basics of human nature and an injunction of a contemporary, culturally based, educational 

process founded upon Indigenous American values, orientations and principles, with the best that 

modern education can offer. Cajete’s book is a testimony of the journey that many Indigenous 

tribes around the world could take to keep their culture, enrich their life with the concepts, 

technologies and content of modern education in order to fully participate in society, through 

their own Indigenous ways of teaching and learning. 

Hatcher (1987, 2002) was a mathematician, philosopher and educator. A specialist in the 

philosophical interpenetration of science and religion, in his book: Human Nature and Human 

Society (1978) presents the nature of man and its relationship with society and explained that 
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every individual has two basic aspects or dimensions called (1) the spiritual and (2) the physical 

or material. Hatcher brought to my attention a new concept of morality – of behavioral and value 

choices – is closely linked to the concept of human nature and human purpose and that the 

development of spiritual capacities as the ultimate and fundamental purpose of existence.  

Regarding the material aspect of human nature derives from the genetic endowment of the 

individual determined at conception, and all the subsequent interactions between this initial 

configuration and its physical and social environment. In 2002, Hatcher published a book with 

forceful exposition and penetrating insights: Love, Power and Justice which explores issues of 

authentic morality using precepts and arguments from philosophy, science and religion, as well 

as the profound way to seek to establish and maintain authentic (i.e., based on objective values) 

relations.  This book provides a profound and useful framework from which to evaluate the 

nature of authentic morality and that authentic social relations, including human rights, must rest 

on the conscious knowledge of the existence of God, and that this knowledge is demonstrable 

and accessible to all.  

López-Claros, A., Dahl, A. L., Groff, M. (2020) published a book: Global Governance 

and the Emergence of Global Institutions for the 21st Century, which reflect their combine 

experienced as seniors’ directors of international institutions such as The World Bank, 

International Monetary Fund, European Court of Justice, International Environmental Forum 

(IEF), United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), Hague Conference and others. This 

book document the existential challenges facing our global institutions, from environmental 

decline and the failure of existing international security mechanism to mass population flows and 

the crisis of sovereignty and civil society engagement. The resulting landscape might seem 

hopeless and overwhelming, if not for the author’s innovative, wide-ranging and thought-
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provoking recommendations for reshaping existing institutions to expand their relevance and 

effectiveness. Global Governance is a book of exceptional breadth and vision, written for an 

unprecedented period in the historical evolution of humankind. Defying the cynicism and 

myopia that often define the political culture of our times, it dares to state the obvious truth that 

global interdependence is an inescapable reality, and that, far from naïve idealism, building 

effective global institutions in the 21st century is a matter of survival for our species.  

Tamas (2018) through several books and articles and with over 40 years of experience in 

governance, cross-cultural education, development and continuing education presents the need to 

contextually appropriate design institutions and organizations that serve the needs of society. 

Tamas contributions to the essential oneness of humanity and the creation of institutions and 

organizations that reflect this goal is reflected in his academic and professional career. For 

Tamas, development is all about building capacity for people take control of their own future. 

The promotion of inclusion over division, argued Tamas, is essential for individual and groups of 

people to refine their thinking and character, using grass-root education and service, that they 

may learn to contribute to their communities and society in meaningful ways. Tamas further 

states that global governance requires outworn institutions and organizations to be discarded and 

be centered on building new modes of thought and action.  

Wilson (2008), a Cree scholar, who explored what Indigenous research is and show how 

Indigenous research is engaged with and practiced. Wilson created space within the academy for 

Indigenous approaches, methodologies and methods to research, through critiquing hegemonic 

research domains that continue to serve colonialist and imperialist agendas; by challenging the 

homogenization of Indigenous intellectual ways of living, knowledge and culture. Wilson’s book 

Research Is Ceremony, Indigenous Research Methods (2008), speaks to the fact that Indigenous 
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research is as diverse as the peoples who engage in the process. Wilson describes a research 

paradigm shared by Indigenous scholars in Canada and Australia and demonstrates the varied 

approaches to what he refers to as Indigenous research by sharing the common feature of being 

different from other, non-Indigenous, approaches to research. Wilson’s book has been pivotal in 

clarifying this difference, putting it in context and demonstrating a theoretical lens through which 

I can better understand and promote research that prioritizes the cultural needs of Indigenous 

peoples and knowledges. Wilson has showed that Indigenous research methodologies reflect how 

knowledge is understood and sought in the context of the worldviews, epistemologies and 

ontologies of Indigenous tribes all over the world. As a result, I come to this research with a 

humble posture of learning.  

Archibald and Xiiem (2008) and Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo (2019) as a 

result of several years in the research process with Indigenous people in British Columbia, 

Canada, coined the term Storywork as she expanded my understanding for making sense of 

stories by portraying the relationships among humans (connection with the Indigenous 

communities and accountability), entities and places implicit in them. The outcome of Archibald 

and Xiiem’s book Indigenous Storywork: Educating the Heart, Mind, Body and Spirit (2008) is 

the development of an Indigenous theoretical, methodological and pedagogical framework 

comprising seven principles: respect, responsibility, reverence, reciprocity, holism, 

interrelatedness and synergy. Archibald and Xiiem (2008) describe the methodology of working 

with Indigenous peoples based on an ethical guide that rest on four principles: respect, 

responsibility, reverence and reciprocity, better known as the Four R’s. The relevance of this 

Four R’s guide is that prepare the researcher to be responsive to Indigenous learners and story 

ready by listening to Indigenous Peoples’ stories with respect, develop story relationships in a 
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responsible manner, treat story knowledge with reverence and strengthen storied impact through 

reciprocity (Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019).  

Another teaching that Archibald and Xiiem (2008) demonstrate in their book when 

researching with Indigenous peoples is the good teachings that come from the land, ancestors, 

families and communities, demonstrating the depth and diversity of storytelling traditions and as 

an expression of culture, identity, teaching and learning. 

The end goal of Archibald and Xiiem (2008) and Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo 

(2019) researches were to show the secrets hidden in the Indigenous storytelling process by 

working with other researchers and activists to do research that brings an indigenous perspective 

to the surface and develop scholarship that contributes to the movement for indigenous rights and 

self-determination in pursuance of social justice for Indigenous Peoples in academic settings to 

both value and validate their own knowledge systems. 

Oneness of Humanity (Inclusive Teaching) 

Globalization is making the world truly round as it brings all of humanity into a single 

ecosystem of overlapping networks involving all sectors of society - local, national and 

international. Divisions of all forms, borders, boundaries, delineations and walls of any kind are 

slowly giving way to the compelling force of integration and interdependence. (Garrison, 2004; 

Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020). Global citizenship is no longer a new concept in the world. In 

a host of United Nations (UN) documents, agreements and charters, world citizenship is 

implicitly and explicitly expressed (Andreotti and de Souza, 2008; Nancy Campbell Academy, 

2021; Ruhi Institute, 2021; Soka Education System (2021); The Conversation, 2017; UN 

Chronicle, 2016-2017). The opening words of the UN Charter states: We the peoples of the 

United Nations (Charter of the UN, 2020) while certain organizations and movements push for a 
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more explicit and historical coming together of peoples, as stated in the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development held in 1992 where an effective universal 

framework characterized by the well-being and development of all peoples will result in the 

unity of mankind living as one world community, in which the problems of economic relations 

and the use of natural resources must be addressed from a global perspective with due regard for 

the wide diversity of climates and cultures (United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, 1992).  

Acceptance of the principle of the oneness of humanity (for example: inclusive teaching) 

should encourage the willingness of governments, communities and individuals to uncover and 

resolve all causes for conflict and reach out to assist and support developing countries in their 

economic, social and political endeavours (Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020). The failure to 

recognize the fundamental principle of the oneness of mankind could continue to erode the well-

being of humanity and the environment (Hatcher, 2002). Indeed, the oneness of mankind must be 

the foundation for any serious attempt to find ways of living in harmony with one another and 

with our environment (Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020). The movement towards a harmonious 

world brings with it very complex challenges, for instance, the protection of the Indigenous 

peoples around the world and the respect and value of their meaning-making systems and ways 

of knowing (Buck, 2021; Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020): 

For this reason, and for other reasons of adequate representation and equity among 

peoples, we would suggest that in a new representative body constituted, special attention 

be given to ensuring that the voices of Indigenous persons around the world are 

adequately represented and heard, building on the work already done at the UN 

Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. (Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020, p. 97) 
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We therefore find ourselves at the threshold of a defining task: purposefully organizing our 

affairs by applying the sovereign equality principle (based in part on the principle of self-

determination of all peoples) and in full consciousness of ourselves as one people in one shared 

homeland (Buck, 2021; Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020). There are many examples of such 

principles already represented by institutions and organizations, covenants, documents, charters, 

laws and many other instruments fuelled by a diverse group of people from the religious, 

academic and professional backgrounds, propelling humanity for higher and new levels of 

integration. Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020 wide-ranging and thought-provoking 

recommendation for reshaping existing institutions to expand their relevance and effectiveness, 

such as updating our decades old structures include creating an international peace force, 

ratifying a United Nations Bill of Rights, reforming the U.N. Security Council and International 

Monetary Fund, establishing a civil society chamber and much more. Withal, Ssenyonjo (2016) 

offers a practical way (within the context of past and present of Indigenous peoples around the 

world) to make states accountable for violations of economic, social, and cultural rights (ESC) 

by an integrated complaints procedure as an optional protocol that assists Indigenous peoples 

with specific claims of an alleged violation of economic, social and cultural (ESC) rights. 

Furthermore, Ssenyonjo recommends that the most effective method to implement the right to an 

effective remedy at the international level is to allow direct access of the rights-holders to a fully 

independent human rights court with the power to render legally binding judgements (Ssenyonjo, 

2016).  

This method could provide effective means to enforce ESC rights at the international 

level and States must do more at domestic and regional levels in order to translate ESC rights 

into realities (Ssenyonjo, 2016).  
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The rapid advancement of science and technology that has united the world physically 

has also greatly accelerated the destruction and discrimination of Indigenous peoples along with 

their rich knowledge and wisdom. Material civilization has been driven by consumerism and 

aggressive individualism and has been fuelled by a lack of moral standards and the recognition 

of our interconnectedness of all human beings is vital for a peaceful, prosperous and just world 

(Hatcher, 2021; Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020). 

Poverty Alleviation and Development 

Poverty alleviation is the main goal of international development and prosperity efforts. 

Many avenues lead to accomplishing this goal: education, healthcare, water and sanitation, social 

assistance and economic security are but a few. A strong educational system is the cornerstone of 

any country’s growth and prosperity. Therefore, reducing illiteracy is a ladder out of poverty, not 

only for individuals but ultimately for the country (Ellis and Freeman, 2005; United Nations 

Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 2007; United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO) 1993, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006; UNICEF USA, 2019; Wamba, 2012; World Vision 

International, 2014, 2020;). In this connection, transforming the international institutions that 

govern human affairs is a necessary step to achieve such goals.  

Gleason and Ratner (2009) describe the condition of millions of children around the 

world, especially Indigenous children: 

Many do not have extensive emergent literacy experiences at home. Many are in poor 

schools where reading and writing instruction is inadequate, where literate materials such 

as books are scarce, and where rates of reading failure are high. Even children who do 

learn to read and write well may have few opportunities to use their literacy skills in a 

meaningful and satisfying way. (p. 424) 
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Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff (2020) state that: 

Education and training remain central to poverty alleviation; that we should have close to 

800 million illiterate people in the world – amid the highest-ever levels of productive 

capacity in the global economy – is an eloquent indictment to the extent to which we 

have failed in helping to narrow the extremes of wealth and poverty. (p. 327) 

In this connection, Lopez-Claros et al. (2020) recommend the following policy as practical ways 

to alleviate poverty and set development in community-driven mode: 

Beyond progressive taxation, universal basic income and profit sharing, there are other 

public policies that can contribute to empowering the poor and narrowing the income 

gap. Encouraging a culture of integrity and honesty in the public sector is of prime 

importance. … corruption can have deleterious effects on the development process and 

severely undermine the ability of the government to deploy resources for socially 

productive ends. It reduces government revenue and thus adversely affects the interests of 

the disadvantage, who seldom have the power to ensure that public policies promote their 

interests, as is the case with the ruling elites. (p. 327) 

Another factor affecting the learning conditions of Indigenous populations is the fact that 

Indigenous children around the world usually live in the deepest poverty of their respective 

countries, with no access to minimum social services such as education, healthcare and social 

security (IWGIA, 2020; United Nations Human Rights, 2015; Organization of Ibero-American 

States, 2018; UNICEF, 2014; Williams, 2020; World Health Organization, 2008). Indigenous 

children suffer from conditions that generate other social and mental issues and challenges. 

Therefore, the design and implementation of literacy programs and their funding must consider 

this reality and be conscious that literacy policies and interventions alone may not be enough to 
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successfully nourish literacy with Indigenous children. A more comprehensive approach dealing 

with the economic and social conditions of Indigenous communities may be required (Centre for 

Social Justice, 2014; Hall and Patrinos, 2010), along with the cultural factors and elements of 

each individual Indigenous community.  

Education 

Andreotti and de Souza (2008) define education for Indigenous people in the Pacific in 

the following terms “The knowledge, skills and values that we learn as a result of our various 

journeys, and which are store, interpreted and shared within a wider, all embracing cultural 

context which we define ourselves and which others define for us” (p. 7). 

The idea that education evolves and changes as we change respond to the quest of the 

human being to meet the needs and requirements of the time, seems to be educational aims and a 

way to train children. 

Ssenyonjo (2016) defines the education of children as “The whole process whereby, in 

any society, adults endeavour to transmit their beliefs, culture and other values to the young, 

whereas teaching or instruction refers in particular to the transmission of knowledge and to 

intellectual development” (p. 581). The purpose of education is giving as the process of 

transmission of knowledge and intellectual development that serve the needs of society. In this 

connection, building capacity is key for people take control of their own future and set their own 

direction.  

The UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education (1960) states that the 

term of education refers to “all types and levels of education, and included access to education, 

the standard and quality of education, and the conditions under which it is given” (Convention 

against Discrimination in Education 1960). This notion points to the importance of context and 
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dimension with regards to the term of education and presents the levels and types of education 

that a society stipulates and offers to its citizens. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(1948), article 26 expressed that: 

Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be directed to the full development 

of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among 

all nations, racial and religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United 

Nations for the maintenance of peace. Parents have the prior to choose the kind of 

education that shall be given to their children. (Universal Declaration of Human Rights) 

Convention 169 of the International Labour Organization (1989) also stipulates in their article 27 

the following: 

Education programmes and services for the peoples concerned shall be developed and 

implemented in co-operation with them to address their special needs, and shall 

incorporate their histories, their knowledge and technologies, their value systems and 

their further social, economic and cultural aspirations. The competent authority shall 

ensure the training of members of these peoples and their involvement in the formulation 

and implementation of education programmes, with a view to the progressive transfer of 

responsibility for the conduct of these programmes to these people as appropriate. (C169 

- Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, 1989 (No. 169) 

In this connection, Ssenyonjo (2016) defines the content of the right to education and 

corresponding state obligations, which include (a) Provision of primary/basic education that is 

free and compulsory; (b) Progressive introduction of free secondary, higher, and fundamental 

education; (c) Access to public educational institutions and programmes on a non-discriminatory 
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basis; (d) Educational quality that conforms to the internationally recognised objectives; (e) A 

guarantee of parental choice in the education of their children with ‘minimum educational 

standards’ (Ssenyonjo, 2016). In order to implement the content of the right to education, 

Ssenyonjo (2016) noted states are obliged to make education available, accessible, acceptable 

and adaptable. Furthermore, Ssenyonjo (2016) states that the right to education is a legally 

binding human right and its realisation is fundamental to the enjoyment of all other human rights. 

This contributes to poverty alleviation, equality, non-discrimination, participation and oneness of 

humanity.  

The ultimate goal of education is to create wise individuals that have good judgement. 

Individuals that can recognize what is right and wrong and being able to work complex moral 

dilemmas and make wise decisions for themselves and for others (Naylor (2021) Nancy 

Campbell Academy). 

Language and Literacy 

Language is the synthetic index of a person (UC Berkeley Linguistics, 2016), of culture 

and “language, culture and ethnicity, are three angles of the same social fact, three ways of 

approaching and analyzing a phenomenon that at the level of individual and collective 

experiences in a unitary and indissoluble way” (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998, p. i).  

According to Archibald and Xiiem (2008) and Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 

(2019), language is connected to land by its interrelatedness and place-based identities. Land 

gives form to words and words express the spiritual connection of the Indigenous homeland, 

which begins with the sacred. Consequently, within Indigenous stories, there are sounds of 

language and images (multimodality) of their lands and carry memories to the world, it is the 
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connection to our language that is the key to opening the door to the worlds of knowledge of our 

ancestors (Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019).  

The central role of language is both a vehicle and mediator of educational processes, 

along with the pedagogical implication therein (Thorne and May, 2017). In addition, language 

plays a key role in the development of the mind — and in the development of spirituality (One 

Country, 2004). Language is understood as an evolving system of meaning potentials (Thorne 

and May, 2017). Therefore, the more a language is developed, the more ways humanity will find 

to express their reality.  

Learning to read is a fundamental skill that serves as the foundation for an individual’s 

future learning and development, and collectively, for a country’s social and economic 

development. According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO 2010), “illiteracy and poverty constitute a mutually reinforcing vicious 

cycle that is difficult to break. Access to literacy with altruistic competence opens up essential 

learning opportunities, thus contributing to economic development” (p. 2). When children cannot 

read, it limits their ability to learn other subjects such as math or science and over a lifetime it 

hampers their participation in society and the economy. Research shows that learning outcomes 

are correlated to a country’s economic growth (World Vision International, 2014 and 2020). For 

example, “a 10 percent increase in the share of students reaching basic literacy translates into a 

0.3 percentage point higher annual growth rate for that country”. (United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID, 2015, p. 1). Also, the Center on the Developing Child 

(2009) points out that high-quality early childhood programs bring impressive returns on 

investment to the public, which translates into benefiting all of society. Moreover, when literacy 

is defined as more than merely reading and writing simple sentences, the scope of the problem 
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increases substantially, involving nations at all stages of development (UNESCO, 1993, 2003, 

2004, 2013, 2014, 2015).  

Moving from the general to the specific, from the academic world to a small classroom of 

primary school children, the authors Kennedy, Dunphy, Dwyer, Hayes, McPhillips, Marsh, 

O’Connor and Shiel (2012) in their extensive report, Literacy in Early Childhood and Primary 

Education (3-8 years), offer a very general yet precise scope of literacy which “definitions of 

literacy should encompass the cognitive, affective, socio-cultural, cultural-historical, creative and 

aesthetic dimensions” (p.10). Olson and Torrance (2009) view literacy as “a vehicle to pass 

culture from one generation to the other” (p. 10). Consequently, the process in which there is a 

communion of a culture where Indigenous children are the receptors is a continuous and 

uninterrupted progression of information that never ends. Giorgis and Glazer (2013) indicate the 

growth of literacy, including reading, writing, speaking, viewing and listening, is a lifelong 

process. When literacy is combined with character and community service is being supported 

and nurtured, then student motivation increases, this trend has transcended differences in 

religion, culture and nationality (Langness, 2015). 

Table 1 provides an overview of the main stages of literacy as they appear in a child’s 

development. Among the various stages of literacy, emergent literacy is the stage where the child 

is exposed for the first time to language, reading and writing, the alphabet, numbers and text in 

general. Kennedy et al (2012) provide the following definition to this concept:  

The skills, knowledge and attitudes that are presumed to be developmental precursors to 

conventional forms of reading and writing ...emergent literacy as developing through 

‘play and hands-on experience’ [where] children see and interact with print as they build 

an awareness of its functions and conventions. (p. 11) 
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Table 1: Stages of Literacy (Pulido Vargas, 2014, p. 20). 

 
STAGES AGE MILESTONE 

Emergent 
Literacy 

Birth * exposed for the first time to language, reading and 
writing, alphabet, numbers, and text in general 1 

Emergent 
Literacy 

6 months * have already begun to categorize the sound of their 
own language 2 

Emergent 
Literacy 

11 months * many babies understand 50 or more common words 2 

Emergent 
Literacy 

3 or 4 years * have acquired the major elements of the language 
spoken around them regardless of how complex the 
grammar 2 

Grammar Kindergarten 
4 years 
onward 

* have amassed a vocabulary of about 8,000 words and 
almost all the basic grammatical forms of language 2 

Word Reading Kindergarten 
4 years 
onward 

* vocabulary knowledge is a core component 
*  the reader could be conceptualized as a ‘builder’ or 

‘fixer’ of meaning, as an ‘assembler’, and as a 
‘responder’ 

Reading 
Proficiency 

Kindergarten 
4 years 
onward 

* develop mature syntax and vocabulary 
* reading fluency is dependent on reading 

comprehension 

Reasoning and 
thought process 

6 or 7 years * rely more on sensory data than on logic to reach 
conclusions regarding physical objects 

* engage in reasoning 
* engage in intuitive and associative thought, as well as 

the rational, and find enjoyment in imaginative 
thought and play 

Handwriting 3 years 
onward 

* handwriting, in particular cursive writing, is identified 
as being important in supporting well-structured 
written text and affecting fluency of writing 

Writing 3 years onward * early stages of emergent writing involve symbolic 
drawings arising from play and social interaction 
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* children are active and creative users of technology in 
their everyday lives, engaging as ‘producers’ as they 
create new texts 

   

The stages of literacy represented cover the areas of reading, writing and comprehension 

dimensions of literacy. The other major elements of literacy chosen for this research such as the 

development of the individual as an agent of positive change for her/his own development and in 

her/his community and society at large, are not covered. A more thorough research of other 

stages of literacy that could deal with the holistic approach is necessary to fully grasp the 

fulfillment of an individual in society, more especially, research using the Indigenous holistic 

approach. 

Table 2 sets out the elements of literacy from infancy to kindergarten. These elements 

reflect the reading, writing and comprehension aspect of literacy, leaving aside elements, such as 

hands-on learning, learning within nature and the environment as well as learning with the 

family and community. UNESCO (2014) proposes the important and experiential dimension of 

literacy and that of the development of the child being in harmony with her/his community. They 

include the relationship of new vocabulary with activities in the community as an expression of 

the culture and the level of development of the community. These two elements are necessary to 

satisfy the holistic and lifelong approach to literacy.  

Table 2: Elements of Literacy—Infancy to Pre-kindergarten (Pulido Vargas, 2014, p. 20). 

 
Element Definition 

Phonology * prelinguistic babbling 
* strong understanding of spoken language before written language 

is understood 
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* able to hear sound (phonemes), know the positions, and 
understand the role 

*a child’s level of phonemic awareness is an important determinant 
of their success or failures with reading 

Semantic 
Development 

* relate words to their referents and their meaning 
* vocabularies reflecting daily lives 
* metalinguistic awareness as they enter school year 
* understand what words are and able to define them 

Morphology & 
Syntax 

* know around fifty words 
* progress to a stage of two-word combinations 
* telegraphic utterances without articles, prepositions, inflections, 

or any other grammatical modifications 
* morphological systems, such as the plural or past tense 

Pragmatics * ability to use language appropriately in a multiplicity of social 
situations 

 

UNESCO (2004) gives a historical and evolutionary perspective of literacy in the following 

terms:     

The 1960s and 1970s brought attention to the ways in which literacy is linked with socio-

economic development, and the concept of “functional literacy” was born. Programmes 

for functional literacy – designed to promote reading and writing as well as arithmetical 

skills necessary for increased productivity – were the subjects of many national and 

international campaigns. (p. 9)    

It is valuable to consider the ways literacy evolves and interrelates with the pace humanity 

relates with each other and its expression in solving current challenges in each social context. 

UNESCO (2004) points out these factors: “The concept of “functional literacy” marked a turning 

point in the modern history of education. It allied education, and especially literacy, with social 

and economic development and expanded the understanding of literacy beyond the imparting of 

basic technical skills” (p. 9). This aspect of literacy is well accepted and part of many 
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governments and international organizations’ parlance of creating policies and interventions to 

justify their investment in carrying its populations toward becoming literate. 

UNESCO (2004) expanded the concept of literacy to encompass almost every human 

endeavour:  

A more analytical perspective came to distinguish literacy as a technical skill from 

literacy as a set of practices defined by social relations and cultural processes – a view 

exploring the range of uses of literacy in the entire spectrum of daily life from the 

exercise of civil and political rights through matters of work, commerce and childcare to 

self-instruction, spiritual enlightenment and even recreation. (p. 10) 

Literacy as a concept has evolved in the same measure that the understanding and development 

of humankind’s level of consciousness has unfolded; therefore, literacy has had different 

meanings at different times. For example, the following concepts produced by UNESCO (2004) 

at different dates, reflect this reality: “... (1958) a literate person is one who can, with 

understanding, both read and write a short simple statement on his or her everyday life” (p. 12). 

This old definition of literacy from 1958 is totally applicable to many poor and undeveloped 

countries around the world, including Colombia: 

... (1970) a functionally literate person is one who can engage in all those activities in 

which literacy is required for the effective functioning of his or her group and community 

and also for enabling him or her to continue to use reading, writing and calculation for his 

or her own and the community’s development. (UNESCO, 2004, p. 12) 

The progress of the meaning of literacy by 1970 indicates the link between the skills developed 

by the individual and his/her function in the community. The added value of a person that can 
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read and write is measured by his or her capacity to serve the community, therefore the more 

literate a person is, the more advanced her/his community is and can become.  

At the beginning of this century, UNESCO (2004) added another dimension to the 

concept of literacy – arithmetic – which will assist an individual to develop skills with numbers: 

“Literacy is the ability to read and write with understanding a simple statement related to one’s 

daily life. It involves a continuum of reading and writing skills and often includes also basic 

arithmetic skills (numeracy)” (p. 12). A few years later, UNESCO (2004) acknowledged the 

great diversity of concepts and meanings of literacy around the world but also stated that 

whatever definition was chosen it does not cover all facets of literacy. No one definition provides 

an exclusive list of factors for literacy.  

A proposed operational definition for measurement purposes was formulated during an 

international expert meeting in June 2003 at UNESCO. It states: “Literacy is the ability to 

identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute, using printed and written 

materials associated with varying contexts” (p. 13). This new meaning of literacy is driven by the 

influence of technology and the Internet. This also responds to the fact that literacy is connected 

to the circumstances in which an individual learns. Literacy is a concept that will always evolve 

and reflect the context and level of education of the peoples of the world. 

UNESCO (2004) utilizes literacy to lay the foundation of holistic thinking: “Literacy 

involves a continuum of learning in enabling individuals to achieve their goals, to develop their 

knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their community and wider society” (p. 13). 

This last dimension of literacy connects the individual with the larger society where their level of 

literacy is intertwined with the advancement of humankind. Therefore, literacy is freedom, then, 

in many more ways than one (One Country, 2004). 
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Research indicates there are advantages of multilingualism associated with literacy 

(Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). Indigenous students may have an 

advantage in achieving higher literacy outcomes because they need to learn a second language in 

addition to their native language. With the rich and ancestral culture of the Indigenous people, 

Flores, B., Sheets, R., Clark, E. (2011) share one of their conclusions in their book Teacher 

Preparation for Bilingual Student Population and state that the more languages one knows the 

more intelligent s/he is. This means that Indigenous children, who can communicate in at least 

two languages, can also increase their literacy achievements, which reflects significant 

advancement in their cognitive development and academic achievements.  

Thorne and May (2017) address the complexity of analyzing and understanding language 

and literacy development in and through digitally mediated practices and offer holistic insights: 

Contemporary technologies have transformed everyday literacy practices in multiple 

ways, such as the inclusion and prevalence of multimodal expression and the entwining 

of written communication with socially relevant issues of participation and identity 

formation. The array of technologies now mediating “informal learning” include 

participation in online gaming and virtual worlds, social media environments, 

multilingual digital literacies, and the curation of identities and social presence across 

many of these settings. (p. x)  

For the purpose of this research, the chosen concept of literacy being used is the same as advance 

by the Ministry of Education of Colombia (2020). As re-stated on their website, the Indigenous 

model of learning is holistic in approach consisting of an individual as an active participant who 

interacts with nature, the environment and society.  
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Cultural Studies, Culture, Oral Culture, Cultural Needs and Interculturality 

Cultural studies and cultural needs are very broad concepts and many universities and 

researchers around the world are trying to grasp their meaning, aim and reality (Atkinson, 2004; 

Barker, 2002). Cultural studies are always directed at the analysis and understanding of contexts 

and seek to link criticism of power to opportunities for intervention and democratic change 

(Flick, 2014). Therefore, the analysis of an individual cultural element contains its complex 

relationships (Diab and Wilson, 2008; Hatcher, 2021) with other cultural elements and social 

powers (Flick, 2014). Because the concept of ‘Cultural Studies’ deals precisely with “Culture”, I 

will first explore the concepts of ‘Culture’, then ‘Oral Culture’ and consequently ‘Cultural 

Needs’ to have a common ground of understanding in relation to ‘Cultural Studies’.  Second, I 

will attempt to contribute to a new personalized glossary link with the most concrete definition 

of ‘Cultural Studies’ based on my research from a number of sources, without giving the 

impression that I have articulated a universally acceptable definition.  Third, I will continue with 

Interculturality, its components and links to the development of a Wayúu curriculum. Finally, I 

will provide some applicability of this boundless term.  

Definition of Culture. The Concept of culture is one of the most complicated words in 

the English language. The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights define culture as 

that complex whole which included a spiritual and physical association with one’s ancestral land, 

knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, customs, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by 

humankind as a member of society – the sum total of the material and spiritual activities and 

products of a given social group that distinguish it from other similar groups. It has also 

understood cultural identity to encompass a group’s religion, language and other defining 

characteristics (Organization of African Unity, 1981).  
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Withal, this concept is broad, The African Charter extends the definition to refer to the 

right for individual and groups to participate in cultural life “The rights have both individual and 

community elements and refers not only to the enjoyment of cultural activities and access to 

materials but to participation, policy-making and artistic freedom” (Murray, 2019, p. 452).  

Furthermore, in regard to freedom, The African Charter states “… freedom to create and 

contribute to culture, the freedom to choose in what culture(s) and cultural life to participate and 

the freedom to manifest one’s own culture” (Murray, 2019, p. 452; Organization of African 

Unity, 1981, p. 2). 

The understanding of the notion of culture further expanded in scope to a conception of 

culture as “ways of living together”, reflecting a complex web of motivations, values, beliefs, 

and relations. Minkov (2013) offers the following definition of culture: 

Culture consists in patterned ways of thinking, feeling and reacting, acquired and 

transmitted mainly by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of human 

groups, including their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of 

traditional (i.e., historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached 

values. (p. 9) 

According to Schwandt (2007), there are several ways to capture this complex concept: 

Culture is that shifting, contested, conflictual site of the meanings, values, norms, beliefs, 

actions, and so on that make up the stuff of everyday life for some social group. Culture 

(a) is not an objectified, self-enclosed, coherent thing or object and (b) is not something 

that is learned by observing and documenting but something that is inferred; culture is 

portrayed, written, or inscribed in the acts of representation of the inquirer. In 

ethnography, culture is used as an analytic rather than a descriptive term. (p. 97) 
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UNESCO 2001 declared that “Culture should be regarded as the set of distinctive spiritual, 

material, intellectual and emotional features of society or a social group, and that it encompasses, 

in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and 

beliefs” (UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity).  

O’Leary 2007 suggests a broad definition of culture “The knowledge, values, beliefs, 

traditions, spirituality, emotive features, material products, lifestyles, and notions of community 

that exist in society” (p. 52). 

Cultural Studies. Referring to an extension of the concept of culture, a definition of 

cultural studies is provided by O’Leary in 2007: 

A field of scholarly inquiry that explores the production and circulation of meaning and 

covers all forms of cultural practice. Objects of enquiry are broad and include literary 

texts, products of mass media, objects of industrial production, consumer culture, 

marginality, and other aspects of everyday life. (p. 53) 

Culture is determined by the productive and intellectual activity of human beings who contribute 

new and significant elements to new generations. That is why culture must be conserved, 

defended and revitalized from educational institutions and should not be encapsulated outside the 

other cultures that coexist with it. This is also necessary for its contributions since, in our reality, 

thousands-year-old Wayúu culture (Valdes and Kadir, 2004) is like an artifact from which all the 

accessories have been removed. Hence, there is the need for a proposal based on diversity, for a 

revitalization of cultural identity is a "social construction" (Wilson, 2008; Tuck and McKenzie, 

2015; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998) assumed in the form of a double meaning. According to Pérez 

van-Leenden, 1998 culture generates identity and identity generates culture. This appreciation is 

based on other theories assuming culture as the element that builds its concrete cultural practical 
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bases, while identity is a culture builder because it takes on routinized cultural processes, 

according to which it becomes an "explicit identity”, creating and strengthening new cultural 

practices that get "routinized" later. 

 From this approach, it can be said that the role of Wayúu teachers is given according to 

the culture of the moment that is causal (cause-effect) and reciprocal at the same time in the face 

of universal phenomena, since human social life is subject to material conditions, especially for 

the economic factors that are determinant and are the concrete basis of societies and from which 

philosophical, legal, religious and pedagogical thought are defined, among other super 

structuring ideas. 

Oral Culture. Yanama (2014 and 2021), a Wayúu organization based on La Guajira, 

explained that the teaching of the Wayúu culture is by oral means, where the collective cultural 

knowledge and experiences is transmitted naturally, through direct communication among all 

members of the Wayúu rancheria: 

The conversations, the dialogues, the historical narratives, the songs, the saying and the 

spontaneous humor, constitute an entertainment for the family and community, a spiritual 

expansion, whose custodians are the Elders. These Elders are the living books that testify 

and guard the cultural and literary heritage of the Wayúu people, they are the 

bibliographical reference of the myths, stories, and the history that symbolically relate 

daily interactions, cultural experiences and their harmonious coexistence with nature. (p. 

36) 

Indigenous knowledge originates in oral sources (conversations, dialogues, historical narrative) 

in day-to-day practices of Indigenous peoples according to Indigenous worldviews and including 

insights from the spiritual world (Wilson, 2008; McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 2018).  
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The value of the oral culture has paramount importance in the transmission of knowledge 

and in school oral culture has a fundamental place and role (Amodio, 2005). The teaching of the 

oral culture implies the use of the word in the different socio-cultural contexts and in those where 

the word is considered specialized assistance as does the “Pütchipü'üi” "Palabrero" [Elder] 

(Delgado, 2012). It implies knowing the Wayúu law, its application and the power of conviction. 

It results in teaching for communication and social interaction. 

The explanation of the origin of the Wayúu people is a narrative transmitted from one 

generation to the next, which has become a particular way to relate to the world. The 

"Wayúunaiki" is expressed through the oral culture to strengthen the use of the mother tongue 

(Amodio, 2005). The methodology of the language "Wayúunaiki" is the practice of oral culture, 

for example, through storytelling narrations or characterization of animals, birds, or plants. 

Gradually, the “Wayúunaiki” has started to develop in written form, but always with the 

predominance of oral language (Amodio, 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006). 

Cultural Needs. A concept of cultural needs is provided in 2021 by the Northern 

Arizona Regional Behavioural Health Authority (NARBHA) which highlight the unique needs 

of an individual which include but are not limited to age; ethnicity; race; national origin; sex 

(gender); gender identity; sexual orientation; tribal affiliation; and disability. 

In this connection, Stevenson in 2001, points out that cultural need in contrast to primary 

need is the result of education.  

Within the Wayúu context, the long-standing debate about the importance of cultural 

needs of the Wayúu children’s education and the appropriateness of the curriculum and set up of 

school by the Colombian government is a continuous work in process.  
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Interculturality. From the academic point of view, interculturalism is sharing and 

learning through cultures to promote understanding and equality, harmony and justice in a 

diversified society. Intercultural communication must be initiated to get to know the others, 

through a dialogue that must be both critical and self-critical (Castro, 2010). Second, it is 

necessary to banish the negative stereotypes of other cultures, so deeply rooted at times. Third, it 

is necessary to start an intercultural negotiation from an equal position. Fourth, we must 

revitalize our culture. This will allow us to be able to consider cultural values and, if necessary, 

accept them (Castro, 2010).  

From this perspective of interculturalism, it is intuited that the original peoples are the 

reserves of possibilities for social and planetary survival due to the ancestral knowledge they 

have created and possess. It can be affirmed that Indigenous peoples offer a set of alternatives 

that would imply a radically different epistemology and a world view if the objective is the 

equality of man and women and a harmonious relationship with nature (The Bahá'í Faith, 2020). 

This position presses and redirects the notion of Interculturality in education, since, if it is 

understood as the respectful relationship for mutual enrichment between cultures, it should not 

be given in only one direction: towards the Wayúu people; it should be addressed to both 

cultures; that is, approaching knowledge and the valuation of one's own culture “Wayúu” and, 

likewise, that which is also the other's own culture Alijuna [non Wayúu people]. Interculturality 

is the recognition and appreciation of both cultures. 

The practice of a genuine interculturality requires that it breaks the paradigm of 

traditional and confessional education, that extends its contents and experiences to the other 

levels of education and that brings children closer to the integral knowledge and the 

consolidation of a more authentic and genuine culture. For the Wayúu, there is only one earth, a 
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single need, a single spirit and a single culture, there are no borders, there is natural freedom. In 

knowledge, there are no borders either (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; University of La Guajira, 

2016). 

Curriculum and Cross-Cultural Education 

Streets and Jordan (1973), creators of the Anisa Model of Education, suggest concrete 

and fine theory of curriculum whose purpose is to provide the means of ensuring the fullest 

expression of the infinitude of man’s potentialities. In their research, they expressed what a 

comprehensive theory of curriculum and teaching should be able to do, meeting the following 

conditions: 

When a comprehensive curriculum theory is built, it will have to consider not only the 

learning methods and teaching methods (strategies of instruction and the like), but also 

the knowledge to be learned, the nature of the student who will learn it, and the nature of 

the societal responsibilities shared by teacher and student. For if education is a moral 

affair before it is a technical affair, then the grounds for moral behaviour must be 

incorporated in one’s theory of educational action. (p. 29) 

This type of curriculum reinforces the identity of the child, gaining mastery over its environment 

and assisting in the process of knowing oneself by connecting skills, competencies and 

knowledge with one’s dreams and goals in life. Also, highlight the role of the teacher in 

“assisting the child to gain competence as a learner (process goals) while assimilating 

information about the environment (content goals)” (Streets and Jordan, 1973, p. 30). 

The practice of contextualization in the field of cross-cultural education provides an arena 

where the ways of learning and living of the Wayúu people can interact with the Colombian or 

Venezuelan curricula and produce a beneficial outcome for the Wayúu children (Tamas, 2018; 
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Guthrie, 2003; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). 

Experts in curriculum and cross-cultural education are aware that an education system should 

serve students of any given culture by distinguishing central theoretical principles from the 

methods, examples or analogies used to convey concepts to learners (Tamas, 2018; Guthrie, 

2003; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). Barnhardt, 

1977 and Tamas (2018) describe this process: 

Together they “unpack” the curriculum to see its various parts more clearly. They then 

collaborate to identify appropriate analogies or examples from within the learners’ own 

frames of reference that can be used to illustrate the core principles in the curriculum, in a 

manner that learners can more readily comprehend and absorb – they contextualize the 

curriculum methods to achieve the desired learner outcomes. In so doing they also need 

to remain true to the core elements in the curriculum, to maintain the integrity of its key 

principles and concepts. (p. 88) 

The curriculum must reflect this reality and become a springboard to inspire the student to 

contribute to society according to their knowledge, skills and abilities. However, researchers 

have stated that the current curriculum in La Guajira has been out of sync with the Wayúu reality 

(Blanchet-Cohen, 1997; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; 

UNICEF Venezuela, 2014) and the reality that Wayúu people have today is the consequence of 

generations receiving a disconnected and out of touch curriculum. 

Following Barnhardt, (1977) and Tamas (2018) exposition of contextualization of cross-

cultural education, the curricular development process starts from the aspects of the Wayúu 

community, from their knowledge, cosmovision and cultural expressions that are achieved 

through the deepening of the different aspects of Interculturality and “Cross-cultural 
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relationships can cultivate ethical possibilities that foster collaborative research in support of the 

aspirations of Indigenous communities” (McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, 2018). In addition, 

Archibald and Xiiem’s Indigenous theoretical, methodological and pedagogical framework of 

seven principles: respect, responsibility, reverence, reciprocity, holism, interrelatedness and 

synergy (Archibald and Xiiem, 2008) could serve this process. Interculturality makes the 

dialogue between the members of one culture with those of another culture in ways that serve all 

members of all cultures involve (Igbino, 2011; UNESCO, 2009). The need to work on the local 

language (Wayúunaiki) is a factor that could have a beneficial impact on learning outcomes.  

Indigenous Peoples and The Wayúu Identity 

Wayúu means "gente, persona que respeta y sigue las normas sociales establecidas" 

[people, a person who respects and follows established social norms] (University of La Guajira, 

2021).  

Indigenous people are also referred to by other names in various cultures as 'First 

Peoples', 'Native Peoples' and ‘Aboriginal Peoples”. According to Podger (1996), the term 

“Indigenous people” seems to apply to “people who have been affiliated in tribes, with 

distinctive cultures, have a close relationship with nature and whose ancestors were the original 

inhabitants of certain geographical areas” (p. 2). The United Nations Working Group on 

Indigenous Populations (1996) listed the following factors to the understanding of the concept of 

‘Indigenous’: 

(a) Priority in time, with respect to the occupation and use of a specific territory; (b) The 

voluntary perpetuation of cultural distinctiveness, which may include the aspects of 

language, social organization, religion and spiritual values, modes of production, laws 

and institutions; (c) Self-identification, as well as recognition by other groups, or by State 
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authorities, as a distinct collectivity; and (d) An experience of subjugation, 

marginalization, dispossession, exclusion or discrimination, whether or not these 

conditions persist. (Ssenyonjo, 2016, p. 629; United Nations, Economic and Social 

Council, Commission on Human Rights, 1996, pp. 10-16) 

Indigenous people are to be found in much of the world: Africa, Asia, the Arctic, Central and 

South America and Caribbean regions, North America, the Pacific region, the Russian region and 

Scandinavia. Indigenous peoples are “made up of more than 5,000 distinct peoples. Although 

representing 5% of the world’s population, Indigenous people account for 15% of the world’s 

poorest people” (United Nations Human Rights, 2015, p. 2).   

The United Nations Declaration on the Indigenous People (UNDRIP) (2007), in referring 

to Indigenous people, asserts that “peoples are equal to all other peoples” (p. 1). The Declaration 

also recognizes “the right of all peoples to be different, to consider themselves different, and to 

be respected as such” (p. 1), thus pointing out the importance of self-identification as Indigenous 

people, while keeping their sovereign right to decide who could be an Indigenous person, 

without external interference. Furthermore, the UNDRIP (2007) asserts that “all peoples 

contribute to the diversity and richness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the 

common heritage of humankind” (p. 2), setting an affirmation of the purpose of all peoples of the 

world. The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) (2015) has 

expressed their concern about the state of Indigenous people around the world:   

It has been estimated that the world’s 370 million Indigenous people reside in 

approximately 90 countries of the world. They are among the world’s most marginalized 

peoples and are often isolated politically and socially within the countries where they 

reside by the geographical location of their communities, their separate histories, cultures, 
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languages, and traditions. They are often among the poorest peoples and the poverty gap 

between Indigenous and non-Indigenous groups is increasing in many countries around 

the world. (UNDESA, 2015, p. 9) 

Article 14 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP) 

states that “Indigenous people have the right to establish and control their educational systems 

and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their 

cultural methods of teaching and learning” (UNDRIP, 2007, p. 7).  

To realize this right, Indigenous people around the world must be empowered and 

supported to take the lead in developing quality education systems that will allow them to fulfill 

other rights such as mother language instruction; appropriate cultural learning models of 

instruction; the education of Indigenous women and girls; and inclusive education. A statement 

from The Bahá'í International Community (BIC) at the 48th session of the United Nations 

Commission on Human Rights, in 1992, said:  

The effectiveness of any individual grows as he is taught to appreciate through the 

exercise of his own faculties, the way in which diversity of faith enriches social life. 

Bahá'u'lláh urges the right of the individual to freely investigate truth for himself as a 

principle essential to the advancement of civilization. In order to exercise this capacity 

fully, however, one must be able to read. One great value of literacy, therefore, is the 

access it gives ordinary people to the scriptures of their own faith as well as to the sacred 

texts of other faiths. (Statement to the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Prevention 

of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities) 

In this connection, the right to take part in cultural life is expressed by several declarations and 

conventions such as the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National, Ethnic, 
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Religious and Linguistic Minorities, Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Populations 

and UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage). Ssenyonjo 

(2016) expressed that minorities (groups numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a 

State, in a non-dominant position) and persons belonging to minorities have a right to enjoy their 

own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, and to use their own language, in private 

and in public, freely and without interference or any form of discrimination. Indigenous peoples, 

as a collective or as individuals, are entitled to a full range of human rights, including rights to be 

free from forced assimilation, integration or destruction of their culture, the rights to the lands, 

territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or 

acquired; the right to their traditional medicines; and the right to enjoy the right to practise and 

revitalise their cultural traditions and customs, heritage and other forms of cultural expressions 

(Ssenyonjo, 2016).  

In the context of bilingual intercultural education from the perspective of the Wayúu 

people, it must be clear that the Wayúu culture is a concrete and dynamic historical entity, 

subject to changes, transformations, ruptures and continuities (Amodio, 2005; Delgado, 2012) 

and has no disciplinary bounds. It is a living collective matrix, with a worldview, with a sense of 

the whole, with the ability to code and decode with its own linguistic codes and even with loans 

from other acquired linguistic and cultural codes, either as a product of spontaneous exchange or 

by compulsory acculturation (Amodio, 2005; UNICEF, 2014; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and 

Pena Vanegas, 2012). 

To bring cooperation, mutual aid and reciprocity between the Wayúu and the rest of the 

world, we all need to transcend notions of identity that create divisions between us and see each 

other as a fellow being. By changing this belief in identity, the culture of contest (competition) 
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will be replaced by altruism and positive environments where all can thrive and pursuit 

endeavours that will benefit the world, free from self-interest and dichotomies (Karlberg, 2008).  

Indigenous Education 

Villegas, M., Neugebauer, S. R. & Venegas, K. R. (2008) describe the ‘essence’ of 

Indigenous learning in the following terms: “Indigenous education is, at its very essence, 

learning about life through participation and relationship to community, including not only 

people but plants, animals, and the whole of Nature” (p. 206). The type of education that modern 

or westernized systems is imposing upon Indigenous people is, in great part, against the 

‘essence’ of their education and value system. A successful approach to education calls for a 

profound integrated educational process and for a deeper understanding of the role of what 

Indigenous people call caretakers of the world. Integration of education and Indigenous cultural-

based knowledge and values is essential to the advancement of a community and its way of life. 

As Indigenous people would like to be involved in the direction of schools, “which includes the 

creation and implementation of culturally responsive curriculum, language revitalization, and 

governance situated in the hands of Elders and community members” (Villegas, M., Neugebauer, 

S. R. & Venegas, K. R., 2008, p. 206), policymakers should make an effort to consult and truly 

learn these natural and rich ways to teach Indigenous children. A direct approach to begin 

encouraging policymakers to create better conditions for the Indigenous children is that they 

should consult with ‘Elders’ of the communities to grasp the root cause of the opportunities and 

challenges in the journey of learning for Indigenous children. 

According to many experts, tapping the ancestral knowledge and wisdom of the world’s 

Indigenous people in many areas such as education (Ball and Pence, 2006; Bolin, 2006; Cajete, 

1994; Rogoff, 2003), biodiversity, (Sobrevila, 2008), and scientific knowledge (United Nations 
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Environment Programme (UNEP), 2016) is of paramount importance. One source of true 

knowledge to solve present problems and to help advance civilization is the knowledge that 

Indigenous people around the world have created. The lessons learned from and the 

methodologies applied by the world’s Indigenous people about their ancestral knowledge and 

wisdom offer to the rest of the world solutions to present-day challenges and issues. Indigenous 

people can guide the world to collaborate in a more coherent, diverse and harmonious way to 

build a new civilization where the attributes of prosperity, justice and unity can flourish in all 

communities. The overarching remedy for these worldly ills and challenges – such as climate 

change, human trafficking, child and youth depression, access to proper quality education and 

lack of resources to implement a resilient future – is the recognition that we are all part of one 

global family and that we are all affected by these disasters and challenges.  

In the appropriate education of Wayúu children, Elders play a fundamental role (Amodio, 

2005). Thus, it is important to provide a working definition of Elders. According to the 

Secretariat of National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care Inc., (2010) showing respect for 

Elders is a further central feature of Indigenous culture. According to The Elders (2021) (founder 

Nelson Mandela), an independent group of global leaders working together for peace and human 

rights, an “Elder” “is also a change maker or someone who can lead by example, who creates 

positive social change and inspires others to do the same (The Elders). From the perspective of 

Indigenous culture, an ‘Elder’ is a “wise person” (Podger, 1996). Elders kept alive Indigenous 

knowledge embedded in traditional Indigenous stories (Archibald and Xiiem, 2008; Archibald, 

Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019).  In Australia Elders are the foundation of community, 

imparting knowledge, wisdom and guidance through the story. The position of Elders within 
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Indigenous society is extremely important, as it is recognized that with age comes status and 

wisdom (Secretariat of National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care Inc., 2010).  

Craft, Gordon and Tiziani (2011), provided another significant definition of Elders: 

Within Indigenous culture, Elders are given unquestioning respect. Elders are the 

knowledge holders of history, and culture is passed on through generation, usually orally 

from the Elders. The Elders teach customs, lore, healing practices, language and the 

creation stories of their country to their people. (p. 99) 

A metaphor is a conceptual mechanism that allows us to comprehend reality according to a 

cultural assessment of a specific phenomenon (Hatcher, 2021). Each culture creates and keeps its 

own metaphors alive in what we can call a worldview. In this sense, conceptual differences 

between the metaphorical conceptions about animals in Wayúunaiki and Spanish cultures are 

paramount, because the first language conceives them as a family society and the second as a 

political society. Thus, it is vitally important to validate the cultural differences between 

languages and the way in which one can manage a bilingual intercultural education in the 

classroom (Mejía Millian, 2009). Hence, what seems ‘natural’ or ‘transparent’ to an individual 

interpreter from one culture may not necessarily seem ‘natural’ or even be ‘visible’ to a rational 

interpreter from another culture (Andreotti and de Souza, 2008). For these reasons, in the Wayúu 

context, it is crucial that the older generation invites the younger generation to adopt traditional 

ways of thinking and behaving and that it is recognized that this knowledge plays an important 

role in a school “Therefore, space, the interpretation of dreams, mythical stories, the practice of 

orality, the worldview, spirituality and lived experiences, constitute the knowledge to be 

transmitted and shared from generation to generation within the Wayúu culture” (Mejía Millian, 

2009, p. 41).  
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In this connection, there are three interrelated main components of the right to participate 

or take part in cultural life, namely, participation in, access to and contribution to cultural life: 

(a) Participation covers in particular the right of everyone – alone, or in association with 

others or as a community – to act freely, to choose his or her own identity, to identify or 

not with one or several communities or to change that choice, to take part in the political 

life of society, to engage in one own’s cultural practices and to express oneself in the 

language of one’s choice. Everyone also has the right to seek and develop cultural 

knowledge and expressions and to share them with others, as well as to act creatively and 

take part in creative activity; (b) Access covers in particular the right to everyone – alone, 

in association with other or as a community – to know and understand his or her own 

culture and that of others through education and information, and to receive quality 

education and training with due regard for cultural identity. Everyone has also the right to 

learn about forms of expression and dissemination through any technical medium of 

information or communication, to follow a way of life associated with the use of cultural 

goods and resources such as land, water, biodiversity, language or specific institutions, 

and to benefit from the cultural heritage and the creation of other individuals and 

communities; (c) Contribution to cultural life refers to the right of everyone to be 

involved in creating the spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional expressions of the 

community. This is supported by the right to take part in the development of the 

community to which a person belongs and, in the definition, elaboration and 

implementation of policies and decisions that have an impact on the exercise of a 

person’s cultural rights. (Ssenyonjo, 2016, p. 630) 
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States are obliged to respect the right to take part in cultural life by “… refraining from 

interfering, directly or indirectly, with the enjoyment of the right of everyone, individually or in 

association with others, or within a community or group, to take part in cultural life” (Ssenyonjo, 

2016, p. 642).  

Children’s Human Rights 

Children’s Human Rights stated in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (United 

National Human Rights, 1989) and related to this research, include:  

• Article 28: The right to education.  

• Article 29: Goals of education.  

• Article 30: Children of minorities/indigenous groups.  

• Article 32: Child labour. 

These articles present pressing points for Indigenous people, as these Rights are applied 

in different measures and circumstances according to the laws of the country where the 

Indigenous people reside and according to the laws and culture of each tribe. Each of these 

Rights will resonate with the Indigenous people’s current situation and will be interpreted in 

different ways by each Indigenous tribe and local authority. The study of the application and 

interpretation of these Children’s Human Rights (within their context and historical - cultural 

ways) will play an important factor in order to create, support and monitor an adequate 

educational program for Indigenous children. 

United Nations Development Programme (2005) in relation to the education to children 

expressed the lack of opportunity in education affects mainly girls, becoming a loss of social and 

economic benefits for the entire society, since people who have received education have access 
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to more economic opportunities and actively participate in public life (United Nations 

Development Programme, 2005).  

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007), stated the 

following article in support to Indigenous children to receive education on their own culture and 

language: 

Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop, and transmit to future 

generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems, and 

literatures, and to give names to and maintain their communities, places, and people. 

States shall adopt effective measures, fair to indigenous peoples, so that indigenous 

persons, in particular children, including those who live outside their communities, have 

access, when possible, to education in their own culture and in their own language. (p. 

11) 

Contextually Appropriate 

I propose the following definition of contextual appropriateness in providing an 

educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children: 

Contextually Appropriate refers to the extent to which key elements of an educational 

program initiative that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children are compatible with 

local conditions and endogenous patterns of thought and behaviour. 

This definition addresses concerns about potentially problematic endogenous factors such as the 

lack of a written alphabet and misconceptions from clan to clan about rituals, laws, customs and 

what a child needs to learn. It includes the possibility that the level of contextual appropriateness 

can be on the continuum and the various components of a complex multi-stage of identifying 
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factors, an educational program for children initiative may be at different points on this local-

transnational continuum.  

Context and Contextualization 

There are numerous references to the importance of “context” in the education literature, 

some of which are reviewed later in the research in the sections on Wayúu context. Although the 

term “context” is widely used in the education literature, it is rarely defined beyond a few 

generalities, perhaps because there can be many variables due to factors such as geography, 

culture, social and economic conditions and more and it is relatively difficult to describe in a 

clear and generalizable manner.  

The practice of contextualization in the field of cross-cultural education offers a useful 

example of how two quite different systems act upon one another to meet the educational and 

cultural needs of children. Curriculum designers who work effectively with students from 

societies that are different from their own - such as an urban-based school system serving rural 

Wayúu communities in La Guajira, Colombia (Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 

2012) - have found they need to work with local experts to analyze the curriculum and 

distinguish central theoretical principles from the methods, examples or analogies used to convey 

concepts to learners (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Remedios Fajardo Gomez 

and Pena Vanegas, 2012). In so doing they also need to remain true to the core elements in the 

curriculum, to maintain the integrity of its key principles and concepts. When compared with the 

conservative un-altered mainstream city-based education system, the result of this exercise of 

contextualization of the curriculum was a higher level of school performance among students 

whose cultures differ from those managing the education system (Mouraz and Leite, 2013; 

Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). 
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While contextualization has been a factor in education for decades, this process of 

adaptation to local realities is easier to describe than to do in practice, as there can be 

considerable differences in the two sets of actors’ thought processes and approaches to meet 

local cultural needs (Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012; Tamas, 2018). For 

example, the very notion of a “policy” - as a higher-order document near the top of a taxonomy 

that guides strategies, operations and officials’ behaviour - is a common feature of the 

Colombian government. It derives from a particular way of seeing the Wayúu culture and may 

differ from other types of cognitive systems and ways of organizing collective goal-oriented 

behaviour in the Wayúu society. 

The central element of the Wayuú culture is its territory (Amodio, 2005; Remedios 

Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012; Yanama, 2021). Other elements are water, heritage and 

cemeteries, an encounter through knitting, rituals, cuisine and dances. 

The Wayuú socio-cultural reality lies in the traditional education that is exercised through 

learning in contexts and everyday situations, where observations and communication are the 

sources that unleash the processes of teaching and assimilation of the indigenous cosmovision 

and encloses the ties between the word and the ways of living (Amodio, 2005; Remedios Fajardo 

Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). Also, the story is the most powerful intergenerational 

manifestation of hope (Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019) for Indigenous people as 

stories signify journeys to heal and protect people and land. This is a special phenomenon of 

transmission from Oral Culture - as the main way of communication for the Wayúu people - to 

writing. Bilingual education is conceptualized not only as an educational model according to the 

linguistic and cultural characteristics of the Wayúu populations but as a strategic component of a 
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larger project in favour of the decolonization of Wayúu peoples and their language - Wayúunaiki 

- after almost five centuries of Spanish dominance. 

These differences in Colombian and Wayúu views and communication styles (which are 

relatively independent of the language spoken) are part of “context” and can exert considerable 

influence on education program initiatives (Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). 

Considerable effort is required to ensure the various parties involved in education in Colombia 

can work effectively with each other and this is a challenge. 

Deeply rooted in moral meaning, expressed through personal choices that create visible 

outcomes, the themes children teach bring relevance to time-honoured traditions as well as to 

their budding skills.  

William Huitt (1995) has mentioned, learning is at least 78 percent more effective when 

actualized through active teaching than passive learning. Motivated by purpose and the 

application of unique potentialities (Jordan, 1973), children practicing this model flourish, along 

with their families and communities. While respecting the older generation, they become their 

teachers (Langness, 2020). 

Multimodality 

Back in the 1990s, the primary focus of modality was visual communication and the 

relationship between image and writing (Thorne and May, 2017). Multimodality challenges the 

fact that learning is beyond a linguistic accomplishment and it is a design for other modes of 

meaning (Thorne and May, 2017). With the realization of globalization, demands learning in and 

out of school and languages and culture and in the appearance and influence of technologies 

(social media, internet, online gaming, etc.), the need and requirement of this time to learn and 

work is a multimodal way.  
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Thorne and May, 2017, noted that there are three main elements of modality: 

composition, modality and framing. They also conceptualize modality as a: 

Framework to describe the semiotic resources and analyzes how these resources can be 

configured to design interpersonal meaning, to present the world in specific ways, and to 

realize coherence. It demonstrates and generates a series of semiotic network maps 

showing the semiotic resources of image in play and how discourses are articulated 

visually through the design of these resources. (p. 34) 

The meaning-making process of the Wayúu people is multimodal (Amodio 2005; Amodio and 

Pérez, 2006). All Wayúu expression of their ways of living used metaphors, visions, dreams and 

other ways of communication, offering a rich array of multimodality and multiliteracy.  

Ethno-Education 

Ethno-education [Etnoeducación] means formal education for ethnic groups – including 

the Wayúu people (Amodio, 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006). This concept is associated, within 

the Wayúu context, with keeping the Wayúu identity because identity for Indigenous peoples is 

grounded in their relationships with the land, with their ancestors who have returned to the land 

and with future generations who will come into being on the land (Wilson, 2008). In this 

connection, Wilson (2008) further asserts that: 

Identity for Indigenous peoples is grounded in their relationships with the land, with their 

ancestors who have returned to the land and with future generations who will come into 

being on the land. Rather than viewing ourselves as being in relationship with other 

people or things, we are the relationships that we hold and are part of. (p. 80) 

Similar orientations can be found in Indigenous peoples’ epistemologies all over the world, 

including the Wayúu people (Amodio 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006; Bolin 2006, Langness, 
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2020; Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo, 2019). Consequently, through ethno education, 

the aim is to provide education at Wayúu schools in Wayúunaiki and should be based on Wayúu 

culture:  

Comprehensive individual, collective and community training process, whose purpose is 

the strengthening of cultural identity, defense of the territorial scope and consolidation of 

the autonomy of indigenous peoples, whose values are represented in the language, 

knowledge and practices, in addition to their relationship with the knowledge of other 

peoples and cultures in an intercultural and universal manner. (Yanama - Wayúu 

Organization of La Guajira, 2014, p. 109) 

There is a blend of the curriculum with the national curriculum of Colombia, however, the whole 

curriculum is highly influenced by the Colombian culture in all its expressions. This is 

fundamental for primary school education, the need to create a strong foundation for Wayúu 

children to learn, like and love their own culture are factors needed in the educational programs.   

Endogenization 

Contextualization is one of the factors in education programs and a related factor is 

endogenization. The term endogenous normally refers to something that emerges from within an 

organism, rather than being exogenous (Tamas, 2018), something that is imported from outside 

the system. King and Schielmann (2004) describe endogenization as a process that foster 

learning and the culture of an Indigenous tribe, also, they assert that “It is not segmented, 

parcelled or ‘systemic’. Nor is it limited to space or time. Instead, it has been aligned to all fields 

and dimensions of life, both past and present”. In this connection, an endogenous education 

program initiative, then, has its roots in and is owned by, members of the Wayúu society in 

which it is taking place and the program Yanama is the best example in La Guajira, Colombia 
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(Yanama, 2014 and 2021). While the concept is well known, there seems to be a lack of clarity 

and consistency on how the term is used in education program literature. 

Institutions 

There are several authors who define and describe the role of institutions. One concept 

that is contextually appropriate for the Colombian and Wayúu realities is presented by Tamas 

(2018) is that institutions of state play a major role in a management of society’s operations. 

However, the influence of institutions in countries such as Colombia, is much less influence than 

in democratic and industrialize countries, also, institutions operate in a manner that is quite 

different than the relatively few modern democratic states, in the case of Colombia government 

do not have a monopoly on use of violence and there often is a delicate balance maintained 

among powerful and potentially violent elites who control access to resources and interpret the 

law for their own benefit (Tamas, 2018). 

In this connection, the concept of institutions is influence by culture and the social and 

economic motivation systems of the key actors of a society, consequently, institutions are as 

cultural artifacts, and their visible dimension as the tip of an iceberg of largely unconsciously 

held rules and protocols that drive from the depths (Tamas, 2018).  

In the case of the Wayúu society that operate and is influenced by the Colombian 

institutions, there has been a degradation of Wayúu institutions to the point that at many 

communities (Rancherias) the institutions operating are Colombian and not Wayúu 

(Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 

2012; Yanama, 2021). This is consistent with Tamas (2018) argument about the role of 

institutions in countries of the north and south: 
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In most western individualist societies, their members are relatively independent of their 

groups and are able to re-locate and re-establish their social and economic activities more 

readily than in societies where the need to maintain group membership plays a major role 

in the population’s behaviour. (p. 23) 

The Wayúu institutions have lost their role and functions, mainly because they don’t control the 

economic aspect of their society and with it there is an evident loss of culture and ways of living 

that up to the 1900’s the Wayúu society was independent, robust and prosperous (Amodio and 

Pérez, 2006; Yanama, 2021). Consequently, Wayúu institutions play a minor role in the 

workings of their society and have accepted Colombian’s institutions to rule their territories. This 

new reality has created positive and negative results such as free education, food, health and 

social assistance, versus loss of culture, loss of language and land. This has permanently 

modified relations between Colombians and Wayúu and has forced the Wayúu peoples to accept 

the same rules and institutions that govern Colombia. Withal, Colombian institutions are weak 

and are influenced by other actors and this dynamic has brought instability to the Wayúu society 

with higher levels of malnutrition, illiteracy and new records of poverty and deceases. This is an 

eloquent indictment of the tragic shortcomings of the present political system of Colombia and 

Wayúu. It has been this kind of struggle, conflict and longing that that led Lopez-Claros, Dahl 

and Groff (2020) to write about the need for the establishment of institutions on a world scale 

corresponding to those which have been found essential for the maintenance of law and order in 

local communities and nations (Lopez-Claros et al., 2020). In this connection, Lopez-Claros et 

al., (2020) further asserts that: 

The realization is that, in an increasingly independent world, national institutions are less 

and less able to address problems that are fundamentally international in character. The 
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implications that this realization carries for the exercise of political authority, are the 

motivational forces behind many of the present experiments in various parts of the world, 

which seek integrative processes and the building of supranational institutions to support 

and direct such processes. (p. 21) 

In the case of the Wayúu society and their dialogue and working with Colombian institutions, 

mainly due to the violation of human virtues and greed, has failed, creating instead mistrust 

among Wayúu and Colombian institutions. Lopez-Claros et al., expands this reality: 

It is widely acknowledged that when such institutions are weak or do not function 

effectively, a country will not develop smoothly. Depending on the particular institutional 

shortcomings identified, countries may be stuck in a poverty trap, may face political 

upheavals, civil strife, violence, and crime. Indeed, much of the practice of good 

governance today is concerned with strengthening the institutions underpinning of society 

and buttressing the rule of law. (p. 31) 

The need to reform current Colombian and Wayúu institutions is an imperative, Lopez-Claros et 

al. (2020) offer practical ways for strengthening existing mechanism: 

As an integral part of establishing strong cultures that instinctively further human rights 

norms, and various forms of human rights leadership across sectors, strong national and 

international institutions are an imperative, as good institutions, when supported by 

citizens of virtue, can stop the elites’ downward spiral into predatory self-dealing. 

International institutions that are strong, aspiring to standards of legitimacy, transparency, 

and excellence, should be a clear aim in the contemporary international order; aspirations 

should rise far above Pillay’s arming of resignation to a seeming inevitability of scarce 

resources and noncompliance. That institutions are worth investing in, fits with the 
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institutional turn in current development economics: robust, inclusive, modern and rules-

based institutions, including at the international level, create the conditions necessary for 

social and economic prosperity. (p. 254) 

Within the Colombian-Wayúu system, there has been a progressive wave of limited reforms that 

has paved the way to offer a contextually appropriate education to Wayúu children and meet 

their cultural needs, such as the provision of ethno-education revival of Wayúu culture, training 

of Wayúu teachers and the advancement of a curriculum that reflect the Wayúu culture.  

Education for All Children with Altruism 

From religious sources, altruism is defined as an unselfish love for all humanity, as the 

highest rank in generosity, altruism ranks higher than equality (Hammond, 1975; The Bahá’í 

Faith, 2021; The Religion of Islam, 2020). According to the Jewish encyclopedia, altruism 

means “Conduct impelled by motives utterly unselfish and inspired by the sole desire to bring 

about the happiness of another without regard to, or even at the expense of, one’s own. As such it 

is opposed to egoism” (Jewish Encyclopedia).  

This concept of altruism is present in the ethical realm of the main religions of the world, 

including Christianity, Zoroastrian, Hindu, Confucianism and Buddhism.  

From academic sources, altruism is part of any individual’s well-being (White, 2005). 

White noted that from the educator’s perspective, altruism must play a role in education, 

especially for children. Parents, teachers and the community at large, at different stages of the 

development of a person, education with altruism should be developed and practiced (White, 

2005 and Langness, 2020). Michael Karlberg defined altruism as “behaviour intended to benefit 

another, even when this risks possible sacrifice to the welfare of the other” (Karlberg, 2008, p. 

313). Hatcher (1987) connect love and sacrifice with altruism: 
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Altruism is that emotion which motivates the individual deliberately (i.e., with conscious 

knowledge of the consequences) to sacrifice himself for others. This emotion of altruism 

is sometimes called self-sacrificing love. An individual may have the idea (thought) of 

acting in an altruistic way, and clearly possesses (through the capacity of will) the 

potential to do so, but only the emotion of altruism can impart the moral energy to 

sacrifice oneself deliberately for the good of others. (p. 28) 

The importance of education for altruism may be only partially perceived, for its undervalued 

role may go far in solving the problems that still bind and undermine social, economic and 

educational development - which, in essence, are the educational factors that influence the 

quality of life as well as human equality [gender, social, racial, economic] by providing adequate 

educational environments for all children (Langness, 2005 and 2015). One practical way to assist 

children to transcend their daily challenging reality is connecting children in service to the world, 

children must feel that the world cares about them, not only one organization (Langness, 2015).  

At the core of this research on Wayúu education, are four main principles whose 

foundation derives from the Bahá'í teachings and other international institutions (Education for 

All (EFA), 2000; United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 2007; United Nations, 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), 2005, 2006, 2013, 2012, 2014, 

2018; United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, 2016 and 2020) that influence my own 

beliefs: 

1. respect for Wayúu communities and their cultures. 

2. appreciation for cultural diversity. 

3. full participation of Wayúu people (engaging with the life of society and concern for the 

needs of the time); and  
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4. cooperation, mutual assistance and reciprocity between Wayúu people and the researcher.  

To build a Wayúu prosperous society free from injustice and misery, we all need to 

practice the virtues of generosity and giving and transcend the patterns of accumulation and 

utilization of material means only for the satisfaction of one’s own needs and desires. Generosity 

is a virtue of the human soul and is independent of the degree of wealth or poverty. By teaching 

these virtues to all children, they will acquire the habit of giving continually for the service of 

others whether of time, energy, or material resources.  

While research on Wayúu education focuses on these principles in its substance – which 

are important for me – it is the premise of this dissertation that the research process itself 

(application of proven strategies, systematic action, informed analysis, and keen insight) must 

also have this focus. It should reflect an understanding of and should encourage efforts to 

preserve the unique ways of life that Wayúu people have cultivated; seek opinions from a variety 

of groups and Wayúu organizations, exemplifying in practice the appreciation for cultural 

diversity that the research must espouse; and should encourage the active participation of Wayúu 

communities in the research process, thereby fostering a spirit of cooperation, mutual assistance 

and reciprocity in this dissertation. 

Education System: Adequate Education and Historical Ways of Learning 

They [children] must be constantly encouraged and made eager to gain all the summits of 

human accomplishment, so that from their earliest years they will be taught to have high 

aims, to conduct themselves well, to be chaste, pure, and undefiled, and will learn to be 

of powerful resolve and firm of purpose in all things. Let them not jest and trifle, but 

earnestly advance unto their goals, so that in every situation they will be found resolute 

and firm. (‘Abdu’l-Bahá’, 1978, p. 110) 
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To understand the purpose of education, it is important to revisit the writings of the great 

Brazilian educator, Paulo Freire, who revolutionized adult and literacy education. According to 

Freire, most of the world’s population is submerged in the culture of silence, (Freire, 1970) a 

consequence of centuries of colonialism, slavery, racism, prejudice and oppression. This 

“culture” involves a lack of confidence, a feeling of powerlessness and a sense of hopelessness. 

Perhaps it is this same “psychic numbing” which contributes to the reluctance of Indigenous 

communities to acknowledge the social and economic problems found in their midst — a type of 

self-imposed oppression “One cannot expect positive results from an educational or political 

action program which fails to respect the particular view of the world held by the people. Such a 

program constitutes cultural invasion, good intentions notwithstanding” (Freire, 1970, 2018, p. 

95). 

The Educational Structure of the Education System of Colombia and in La Guajira is 

unique in the world. The Wayúu culture is the result of education based on the uses and customs 

from the dawn of their genealogy, constituted today as sacred history. Their records are 

established in oral traditions and dreams add to their social and cultural activities. Their speakers, 

their way of thinking and acting, were responsible for 100% of its supremacy since they lived 

isolated from what is now the hegemonic culture (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; 

Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012, Yanama, 2014 and 2021).  

Understanding the word “teacher” is a notion introduced to the Wayúu world by the 

Concordat of the Catholic Church with the Colombian State, because it does not exist in the 

lexicon of Wayúunaiki, except in early 1900 when the first orphanages make their arrival in 

these lands. With its adaptations the way is created of assuming this role.  
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One of Freire’s (1970) most substantial contributions to the literature on education was 

his observation that learning proceeds much faster once the educator assumes that the pupil 

already possesses substantial knowledge and skills and attempts to educate the pupil through 

dialogue and exchange, rather than the “banking method” of depositing knowledge into the 

pupil’s “empty mind”. Freire (1970) recognized the vast, untapped potential which, given the 

correct channels and socio-political environments, could release the powers latent within 

individuals to develop themselves and transform their reality. But failing this context of a 

dialogue between equals, the rural villager remained confined to a position of relative inferiority, 

“Silent”. It is the banking method, however, which is the one most widely used both in formal 

and informal educational settings. 

As a result of this, Freire is suspicious of the role of any outsiders in the development 

process and his claims pose a challenge to development/sustainable strategies which rely heavily 

on outside human input. They also pose a challenge to me as a researcher, who may assume 

(unconsciously) the role of being a major force in the development of Indigenous communities in 

Latin America. 

UNESCO and UNICEF are working to improve education for Indigenous people through 

a range of projects and initiatives. For instance, King and Schielmann (2004) published the book 

The Challenge of Indigenous Education: Practice and Perspectives, which identifies new 

opportunities for quality Indigenous education through a demonstrably intergovernmental policy 

framework. King and Schielmann (2004), point out a common factor when programmes were put 

into practice - the implementation runs short of what the policies were hoping to achieve. King 

and Schielmann also provide examples of good practices that can be used when programmes 

have been implemented and running within the Indigenous communities. The case studies in the 
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book make clear the fact that the challenge of developing education programmes for Indigenous 

people is multifaceted and complex. One key lesson to be learned is that each Indigenous people 

and each region must develop unique programmes that reflect their appropriate cultural learning 

models. In 2010, Minority Rights Group International (MRGI) published a report called: 

Promoting the rights of Indigenous children and women: A review of UNICEF’s policies and 

practices, which examines UNICEF’s experience in Indigenous issues, with a view towards 

strengthening future practices. UNICEF’s approach to working with Indigenous people has many 

facets. One pertaining to this research is basic education and gender equality, where the key 

concept of interculturalism permeates about 80% of the good practices with Indigenous people in 

Latin America. One main theme was that UNICEF’s strategy for working with Indigenous 

children and women should be adapted to national and sub-regional contexts, where a critical 

adjustment to national and local conditions was necessary for the success of the implementation 

of any practice. Also, livelihood issues and activities were mainstreamed in UNICEF’s strategy 

for working with Indigenous children and women, where the improvement of household food 

security and income generation are in the center of the practice and approach.  

Also, the emergence of educational models that help children around the world to 

increase their motivation for learning and understand the purpose of learning has played a pivotal 

role in showing the importance of creating site-based educational programs that are aligned with 

the local culture’s needs and priorities. One of these models is Full-Circle Learning, created by 

Teresa Langness in 1992 (Langness, 2003). This model has been put into practice in over 35 

countries (Full-Circle Learning, 2020) and they have concluded that a learning community 

should be able to generate the following strategies for a teacher training delivery model:  
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a) envision what they wish for their generation of learners; b) determine how to 

strengthen, integrate the balance (weight) of character education training, academic 

emphasis, conflict resolution, creative arts and service-learning in their educational 

program to achieve their desired results; c) identify specific societal issues or community 

needs as problem-solving goals for the culminating project in each unit, adapted to their 

own education standards; d) learn a well-researched method for scaffolding curriculum 

design to achieve their own learning goals and develop their own sample learning units 

and pacing plans together in breakout groups; and e) culturally adapt a wide range of 

support strategies for nurturing an altruistic learning community through classroom 

management and classroom traditions. While universal principles of human behaviour 

provide the basis for the learning, every step of the way, local teachers adapt, create, and 

design programs based on local needs and cultural traditions. (Langness, 2014, p. 3). 

These strategies (Full-Circle Learning, 2020; King and Schielmann, 2004; Langness, 2020; 

Minority Rights Group International (MRGI), 2010) have been proven to protect, enhance and 

respect local culture, traditions and ways of living, critical for Indigenous people in order to have 

an adequate education.  

In Uganda, a focus on practical knowledge boosts literacy efforts. Founded by a group of 

Bahá'ís in 2001, the Uganda Program of Literacy for Transformation (UPLIFT) operates in more 

than 100 communities in the Nebbi District of the West Nile Region of Uganda, an isolated and 

relatively impoverished area in the north-western corner of the country. UPLIFT helps 

participants acquire the skills, knowledge and incentive for a “lifelong self-improvement plan”, 

— coupled with an emphasis on moral education and interreligious harmony. “The approach is 

to look at the needs of the community as a whole and to relate the content of the program to the 
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lives of the learners” (ONE COUNTRY - Perspective: Literacy and Development). This 

emphasis on making the curriculum relevant to the social context of the community should make 

the project sustainable in the long run. Consequently, it will hopefully help the community 

alleviate poverty, better cope with health-related challenges and will create a better environment 

for children.  

As Chinn (2007) expressed in her paper about the importance of The Role of Culture, 

Place and Personal Experience to teach Indigenous children and youth in more than 10 countries: 

“[a] shift science [in] instruction toward meaningful, culture, place, and problem based learning 

relevant to environmental literacy and sustainability” (p. 1247), are critical in order to increase 

literacy outcomes and bolster the interest in learning, as well as create the “sustainable cultures” 

(p. 1248) and the desirable environments relevant to the needs of the community, especially 

within Indigenous cultures. One of the goals of this dissertation is to link and further the 

understanding of the gap between sustainable culture and the desirable environment of 

Indigenous education. In addition to this, the research aims to find and describe the factors and 

elements of the Wayúu culture to provide a more adequate educational experience for Indigenous 

children and bridge the gap between the education currently imparted and a more desirable 

cultural and appropriate education program.  

For the rural populations, especially within Indigenous territories and reserves, the 

dialogue must be joined with acknowledgement of people’s inherent abilities and capacities to 

develop themselves - a process founded on respect for their cultures, appreciation of cultural 

diversity, full participation and empowerment (Hatcher, 2002; Langness, 2020; Locke, 2018). 

Therefore, if one assumes the role of being a development catalyst, then all of one’s actions must 

be based upon these mechanisms. 
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In the current political and legal framework of Colombia, new legislations have emerged 

that allow important advances in bilingual intercultural education (IBE) and that recognize 

curricular design as an educational modality and its mainstreaming in the entire national 

education system (Government of Colombia, 2020; Constitucion Politica de Colombia 

[Constitution of Colombia], 1991).  

Conscious and Subconscious Mind: Creation and Development of Our Behaviours, 

Thoughts and Habits 

The most important stage of the neural development of an individual is that of birth to 7 

years old (Lipton, 2017; The Center on the Developing Child, 2009) and the pick of our 

imagination of our lives: 

… from the last trimester of pregnancy through the first 7 years of our lives, our brains 

are functioning at a lover vibration, as determined by electroencephalograph, or EEG. 

The brain predominantly operates in a vibration of frequency called theta for the first 7 

years. Theta is a frequency lower than consciousness. Theta is actually a brain function 

associated with imagination. (Lipton, 2017, p. 48) 

Furthermore, Lipton (2017) highlight the fact that the first seven years of our lives is a critical 

period when we are to programme by our parents, relatives and culture and that become the 

foundation of our subconscious (behaviour, habits and thoughts) and how we see the world: 

The relevance is that consciousness as a brain function, expressed as alpha EEG activity, 

does not really kick in until about age 7. If you do not have any data in the hard drive, 

you have nothing to be conscious of. Your biology provides the first 7 years as a 

download period. When you get to age 7, your consciousness then can have access to 
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these programs and create a life from them. Just like I cannot create music playlists on 

my iPod until download some music first. (p. 48) 

In this connection, the downloaded behaviour acquires before the age of 7 will constitute our 

subconscious (95% of our daily habits and thoughts) and only 5 % of our behaviour constitute 

the conscious mind with our wishes, desires and aspirations (Lipton, 2015). 70% of our 

subconscious are programs of limitation, disempowerment and self-sabotage which are 

observations taken from other people and not from ourselves (Lipton, 2015).  

Lipton (2015) is a pioneer in epigenetics which is the science of reprogramming 

ourselves to replace the 70% of our subconscious with thoughts of limitation, disempowerment 

and self-sabotage by thoughts of unity, harmony, empowerment and love. One strategy shared 

was when ones fall in love. During this time, the honeymoon stage, most of our behaviours are 

controlled by our conscious and it is the right time to replace negative subconscious thoughts for 

thoughts that will allow us to fulfill and carry out our desires, wishes and aspirations.  

Shonkoff and Phillips (2000), signal the importance of the development that occurs 

during these early years: “From the time of conception to the first day of kindergarten, 

development proceeds at a pace exceeding that of any subsequent stage of life” (p. 4). 

Furthermore, they provide an unequivocal conclusion “what happens during the first months and 

years of life matters a lot, not because this period of development provides an indelible blueprint 

for adult well-being, but because it sets either a sturdy or fragile stage for what follows” (Ibid). 

The Center on the Developing Child (2021), from Harvard University, has proved that “in the 

first few years of life, 700 new neural connections are formed every second”, and this 

development is carried out based on a baby’s environment and experiences. This means that 

these neural networks matter because “these are the connections that build brain architecture – 
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the foundation upon which all later learning, behaviour, and health depend” (What Is Early 

Childhood Development? A Guide to the Science).  

Shonkoff and Phillips (2000), referring to childhood development, point out some 

milestones where social sciences have focused over the last decade: 

(1) the importance of early life experiences, as well as the inseparable and highly 

interactive influences of genetics and environment, on the development of the brain and 

the unfolding of human behaviour; (2) the central role of early relationships as a source 

of either support and adaptation or risk and dysfunction; (3) the powerful capabilities, 

complex emotions, and essential social skills that develop during the earliest years of life, 

and (4) the capacity to increase the odds of favourable developmental outcomes through 

planned interventions. (pp. 1-2) 

Subsequently, they conclude that:  

From birth to age 5, children rapidly develop foundational capabilities on which 

subsequent development builds. In addition to their remarkable linguistic and cognitive 

gains, they exhibit dramatic progress in their emotional, social, regulatory, and moral 

capacities. All of these critical dimensions of early development are intertwined, and each 

requires focused attention. (Shonkoff and Phillips, 2000, p. 5) 

The Center on the Developing Child (2021) has found that early experiences and the 

environments in which children develop in their earliest years can have a lasting impact on later 

success in school and life because: 

Differences in the size of children’s vocabulary first appear at 18 months of age, based on 

whether they were born into a family with high education and income or low education 

and income. By age 3, children with college-educated parents or primary caregivers had 
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vocabularies 2 to 3 times larger than those whose parents had not completed high school. 

By the time these children reach school, they are already behind their peers unless they 

are engaged in a language-rich environment early in life. (What Is Early Childhood 

Development? A Guide to the Science) 

UNESCO (1993) points out the importance of a good start for the child and their future during 

early experiences in literacy there is ample evidence to show that healthy children who have 

experienced good early learning programmes are much more likely than other children to remain 

in primary school and achieve good results”, and as learning is measured by literacy rates, 

literacy is a foundational skill needed to attain higher levels of learning, and national 

performance on learning assessments (Education Policy and Data Center ‘EPDC’, 2014). 

This part of the literature demonstrates the unique role and responsibility of parents, 

family and the community to provide with the right environments – mostly showed by examples 

– to our children, especially between birth and 8 years old. Also, they have to be a harmony and 

congruence of behaviours embedded with the principals of loyalty and reciprocity for the child to 

grow and develop with the most and better set of behaviours, habits and thinking as the main and 

most effective way for the child to learn is by observation “Observing others. Observing our 

mothers, our fathers, our siblings, and our communities in the first 7 years is how we acquire the 

behaviours to become a member of the family and a member of community” (Lipton, 2015, p. 

48).  

Mother’s Level of Education and Parent Engagement 

According to an article written by Bojczyk, K., Rogers-Haverback, H., Pae, H., Davis, A. 

and Mason, R. (2015) about mother’s level of education and parent engagement and the 

difference between children living in urban and rural areas, the authors concluded that maternal 
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education was significantly different between the urban and rural groups; significant correlation 

to receptive vocabulary for rural children and alphabet knowledge for urban children; ethnicity 

did not account for a significant variance; maternal education was a significant predictor of the 

children’s vocabulary knowledge; mothers who taught about numbers or arithmetic while doing 

other activities played a salient role in their children’s vocabulary knowledge; rural and urban 

children fell below national norms on measures of vocabulary and emergent literacy, which may 

be related to their exposure to cultural capital; and the more children enjoyed having their mother 

read to them, the more they could comprehend. In conclusion, a child's enjoyment of shared 

reading was associated with higher scores on literacy measures. A child's interest in reading was 

associated with better literacy scores; children’s receptive vocabulary skills and alphabet 

knowledge were sensitive to maternal educational levels (Bojczyk, K., Rogers-Haverback, H., 

Pae, H., Davis, A. and Mason, R., 2015). 

There are elements, indicators and aspects of literacy that are important and as Bojczyk et 

al. (2015) point out, a mother’s education level and parent engagement are the main indicators on 

the significance of the role of the teachers. How can we then best enable children to achieve that 

mastery? According to UNESCO (2006 and 2015), literacy is a concept that changes with each 

society as it reflects on each culture around the world. There are theories – Bourdieu’s Field 

Theory and Cultural Capital Theory (Vincent, A., Anfara, Jr. and Mertz, N., 2006; Bojczyk et al., 

2015) that children who attend higher quality preschools tend to start school with higher levels of 

language, cognitive and social skills and engage in more complex activities with peers. 

Consequently, early grade reading competency is critical for school retention and future success. 

For Wayúu children, all the education that they receive at the preschool level through the 

program “De Cero a Siempre” (2020) [From Zero to Forever] is in Wayúunaiki (Organization of 
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Ibero-American States, 2018). Therefore, when the Wayúu student arrives at primary school – 

Grade 1 – they do not have any language, cognitive or social skills in Spanish. Most Wayúu 

mothers have received most of their education in Spanish, but they have forgotten how to read 

and write in Spanish (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). In addition, they do not 

know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki. This means that most Wayúu mothers are 

considered technically illiterate (Berger, 2019; Giasson, 1995; Wessendorf, 2008). Therefore, the 

normal result of this dynamic is their lack of connection to and the total disengagement from, 

their children’s education. These two factors, the lack of connection and the disengagement are a 

significant burden on the teacher because there is little or no support or follow up for the Wayúu 

child at home. In this connection, the Wayúu mother has many responsibilities and roles: 

In the case of the Wayúu mother, as an essential part of the family nucleus, she is not 

only responsible for transmitting the blood (carne – e’iruku) and biologically reproducing 

its members without or also assuming social, moral and educational responsibilities 

before the family and society, assumes its socializing role with social, political and 

cultural foothold, reproducing and transmitting knowledge and wisdom, attitudes and 

social behaviours to maintain the internal cohesion of the group [Wayúu society]. 

(Yanama - Indigenous Organization of La Guajira)  

The Wayúu mother assumes the responsibility to educate and train her children. The father only 

teaches his children (only boys) and nephews to become a shepherd and a farmer and 

occasionally commerce practices. In the absence of the father, the uncles from the mother side, 

will take over in teaching the boys. The whole Wayúu family watches and guarantee the 

transmission of the Wayúu culture through orality (akujalaa) (Yanama, 2021). 
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Summary 

The literature illustrates trends in perspectives about cultural needs, children’s education 

and development, literacy, language, ethno-education, cognitive and non-cognitive skills and the 

current conditions of Indigenous people in the Americas. Researchers have demonstrated the 

important role of culture, language, social and economic trends and literacy in the creation and 

development of educational programs for Indigenous children.  

The definition of education supports the United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) (2014), Organization of Ibero-American States (2018); Gutierrez and 

Rogoff (2003); Ball and Pence (2006) and the United Nations Inter-Agency Support Group 

(IASG) (2014) notion that the development of tailored, culturally and linguistically appropriate 

educational programs for Indigenous learners is an organic process and lends itself to analysis 

using approaches for applying community-based, bottom-up, strategies described in the literature 

review above.  

With the overall objective of meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children in mind, this 

literature review constitutes a partial summary of the education system of Wayúu children in 

Colombia. In furtherance, this research will then proceed to explore relevant sections of 

educational programs and academic literature relating to educational factors and then focuses on 

the contexts of Wayúu children.  

1. The Oral Culture and the Wayúu way of learning - up to today, there is no agreement 

among all the Wayúu Clans to create an alphabet (UNICEF Venezuela, 2014). There is a 

version of the language Wayúunaiki, which is used in most schools. The alphabet is still 

in constant change and teachers in their classrooms, teach their own individual version of 

the language.  
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2. The Wayúu people are confused about what language should be taught first at school: 

Spanish or Wayúunaiki. There is no agreement between the government of Colombia, the 

Wayúu foundations such as Jayuir and Yanama Foundations that dictate to teachers what 

to teach at the school, traditional authorities, and ultimately Wayúu parents (Organization 

of Ibero-American States, 2018).  

3. Profile of the Wayúu teacher - there is a lack of clarity about what a Wayúu teacher 

should know, what type of education a Wayúu teacher should learn and earn and what 

they should teach in the classroom. The government of Colombia designs a curriculum, 

then the Wayúu foundation that manages the school designs the final curriculum taught at 

each school. There are many Wayúu foundations, each one managing hundreds of 

schools at many Rancherias and each school is supervised by a Wayúu traditional 

authority. Ultimately, it is the Wayúu traditional authority who chooses which teacher 

will teach at its Rancheria. The teacher must follow and satisfy all the requirements of 

each of these entities and they are often not in harmony but in contradiction (Fernández, 

2015; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; UNICEF Venezuela, 2014).  

The preceding chapters have set out the substantive areas of this inquiry. They have 

introduced key concepts and provided an overview of relevant literature to establish the claim of 

the research to explore this new territory. 

There is much more to context, contextualization, language, culture, literacy, oral culture 

and cultural needs, endogenization, multimodality, institutions and altruism than is being 

described here. The foregoing comments are a small part of Langness (2005, 2006, 2014, 2015 

and 2020), Bolin (2006), Ball and Pence (2006), Gutierrez and Rogoff (2003), Cajete (1994), 

Hatcher (1987, 2002), Lopez-Claros, Dahl and Groff (2020), Tamas (2018), Wilson (2008), 
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Archibald and Xiiem (2008), Archibald, Lee-Morgan and De Santolo (2019), and other’s 

analysis – these concepts are discussed in greater detail later in this research.   

As described previously, I feel a deep commitment, passion and moral responsibility to 

explore and investigate Indigenous early childhood education to guide an educational program 

that meets the ‘essence’ of Indigenous learning. Therefore, this research explores a deeper 

understanding of the appropriate cultural learning models of Indigenous children, which is an 

under-researched area, particularity in the lives of the Indigenous children of the Wayúu tribe in 

Colombia, as shown in the literature review and the following chapter The Wayuu Context.  
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Chapter 3: The Wayúu Culture in Context  

The previous chapter highlighted areas of the inclusive teaching, education system: 

adequate education and historical ways of learning; cultural studies, culture, curriculum, 

interculturality and cultural needs of the Wayúu people; language – bilingualism, 

multiculturalism, and ethno-education; early grade literacy (5 to 8 years old), conscious and 

subconscious mind; indigenous children development theories; and mother’s level of education 

and parent engagement. This section summarizes selected features of the Wayúu context in 

which factors of an educational program and the Wayúu context are taking place. The 

description is limited and is far from a complete account of the Wayúu people and its culture and 

children’s needs – that would be a much larger work than the scope of this dissertation permits. It 

does, however, go beyond the categories normally found in Wayúu education and cultural need 

indexes described earlier to include factors relevant for this research. 

The maximum level of individual and group identity is the maternal uncle - head of the 

family and head of the Clan or Rancheria, also he is the only possessor of absolute authority in 

the clan (Amodio, 2005). This Wayúu institution, together with the Outsu [Wayúu doctor], 

constitute the social and political organization and the most prestigious men of a Wayúu clan. It 

can be affirmed that political institutions do not transcend the bonds of consanguinity. The 

different Wayúu social and political units are linked by ancestral mechanisms that regulate tribal 

obligations and provide mechanisms of settlement for the solution of conflicts (Amodio and 

Pérez, 2006; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998). 

As noted, the current educational experience that Wayúu children have access to today is 

not meeting their cultural needs. Also, it is unknown what are the factors that are needed to meet 

the cultural needs of Wayúu children. Books and articles have been written describing the 
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Wayúu people’s history and more recent events: see, for example (Amodio, 2005, 2006; 

Blanchet-Cohen, 1997; Delgado, 2012, 2020; Mejia Millian, 2009; Minahan, 2013; Organization 

of Ibero-American States, 2018; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena 

Vanegas, 2012; Riano-Alcala, 2014; University of La Guajira, 2016; Yanama, 2021) and the 

many reports by The International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA), The Bahá’í 

International Community (BIC), International Children’s Fund (UNICEF ), International 

Institute for Children Rights and Development (IICRD) and Centre for Health Development 

(World Health Organization 2018). 

The following discussion focuses on elements relevant for this research – it provides an 

overview of what needs to be considered in contextualizing factors of an educational program. 

Colombian Condition of the Population: Economy, Climate and Health 

Colombia, a wildland as described by many poets, is a country of contrast with vast 

potential and abundant natural resources. It is one of the most diverse countries in Latin America 

with a significant Indigenous population (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; IWGIA, 

2019). As with any country, Colombia has many challenges: poverty ratio at national poverty 

lines – 27.8% of the population (World Bank, 2018); high illiteracy rates (Organization of Ibero-

American States, 2018); income inequality is among the worst in the world; more than a third of 

the population lives below the poverty line (IWGIA, 2020); world’s highest levels of forced 

disappearances (IWGIA, 2020); crime; insecurity (IWGIA, 2020); and struggles with the 

Indigenous people over land rights (IWGIA, 2020). The International Work Group for 

Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) (2016) has reported several factors with which the Wayúu people 

are afflicted and have been suffering for decades. In 2021, Human Rights Watch has reported: 

“one of the most severe problems in the territory of the Wayúu is malnutrition” (Human Rights 
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Watch). The second factor is the longest ongoing civil war in the world: “The armed conflict has 

been the driving force behind the expropriation of the ethno-territorial peoples’ land and has 

resulted in their marginalization and exclusion” (Human Rights Watch). The other factors are the 

high levels of drug trafficking, crime, and corruption. Most cases of people putting their lives at 

risk to defend their rights take place in the context of the extractive industry and illegal 

economies – such as illegal mining, human trafficking, drug trafficking – or in the context of 

local criminal groups and organized crime (Britto, 2020; IGWIA, 2019). Riano-Alcala (2014) 

shared a remarkable and concise summary of the history people of Colombia, including the 

Wayúu people: 

The country has endured a protracted crisis with over a half a century of multipolar 

armed conflict where (1) more than two sets of armed actors are involved in a struggle for 

power, (2) victims do not come from one particular sector and (3) multiple and complex 

political, economic and geopolitical agendas have maintained the war. The right-wing 

paramilitary forces, the left-wing guerrillas, the Colombian armed forces and the 

organized crime groups (i.e., drug trafficking) involved in the conflict, all have proven 

records of massive and systematic human rights abuses against civilians, have violated 

international humanitarian law, and have a history of porous alliances and fragmentation. 

(p. 286)  

Below are three maps that illustrate the territory of the Wayúu people and one of the Rancherias 

where data was collected.  
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Figure 1: Map of Colombia (Politic). (Mapas del Mundo [Maps of World])  
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Figure 2: Map of the Department of La Guajira, Colombia - including names of municipalities 

and the capital of the Department. (Mapas del Mundo [Maps of World]) 
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Figure 3: This is a map of Pichipata [Community] (Rancheria) Parenska. Municipality of 

Manaure. Department La Guajira, Colombia (Drawing by a PAR Partner).  

 

 

Figure 4: Wayúu homes (Photo taken by author). 
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Figure 5: Wayúu homes (Photo taken by author).  

 

According to the International Working Group for Indigenous Affairs (2020) provides the 

following statistics of the Indigenous population of Colombia: 

The indigenous population in Colombia has grown by 36.8% and now accounts for 4.4% 

of the country’s total population or 1,905,617 Indigenous individuals across all peoples. 

Demographics growth among indigenous peoples was six times higher than the rest of the 

population and can largely be explained by a birth rate double than the national average. 

(p. 381) 

The Department of La Guajira has the largest number of Indigenous people in Colombia with 

394,683 inhabitants ([Colombia] National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE), 

2020; IWGIA, 2020). 

La Guajira is located at the northern end of South America, in the peninsula between 

Colombia and Venezuela, on the Caribbean Sea coast. La Guajira has been subdivided by its 

territorial configuration into three large regions from northeast to southwest, corresponding to 
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Alta Guajira, Media Guajira and Baja Guajira ([Colombia] National Administrative Department 

of Statistics (DANE), 2020). The first region, Alta Guajira, located in the extreme peninsular 

area, is semi-desert, has little vegetation where the cactus and the cardinals are predominant. 

There are some mountainous areas that do not exceed 650 m above sea level, such as Macuira, 

Jarará and El Cerro de la Teta. The second region includes the central part of the department, is 

made up of flat and wavy landscapes and is a little less arid; the modelling of sand dunes 

predominates. The five Rancherias where the research for this research took place are in this 

region. The third region corresponds to the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta and the mountains of 

Oca; it is more humid, is made up of arable land and possesses all thermal floors. However, over 

the past 30 years, there have been dramatic changes as the desert has grown and it now 

represents more than 50 percent of the whole department of La Guajira. 

Colombia is recognized as a multicultural and multilingual country. There are 87 

indigenous ethnic groups, three different groups of Afro-descendants-Amerindian languages and 

diversity of dialects grouped into thirteen linguistic families (National Administrative 

Department of Statistics (DANE) (2018)). The indigenous population is rooted in direct 

descendants of three linguistic families: Chibcha, Arawak and Caribe (Amodio, 2005; 

Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). 

Wayúu people do not have live-in settlements but rather live-in groups of houses whose 

inhabitants are united by ties of kinship and common residence (Mejía Millian, 2009; Amodio, 

2005). In the Wayúu society, there is no central power. They organize themselves into 

matrilineal clans (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Amodio, 2005). Relationships of 

kinship are given by the mother's line and Wayúu people inherit from their mothers the irukuu, 

which corresponds to the "surname" in other societies. The authority within the clan - and irukuu 
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- is the maternal uncle, who holds much responsibility towards the members of his family 

(Amodio, 2005). In the Wayúu legislation, the maternal uncle, alaüla, is recognized as an entity 

of public law before the Colombian state and among his duties is that of maintaining internal 

cohesion within the group. In addition, he has authority over the other members of the clan. 

Children do not inherit from their parents but from the maternal uncle of their clan (Amodio, 

2005; Mejía Millian, 2009; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018).  

The UNESCO (2012) and United States Agency for International Development (USAID) 

(2011, 2015 and 2016) reports show that the Indigenous populations in rural Colombia are 

among those with the lowest levels of income, education and literacy. The population growth 

rate is approximately 1.07% and education expenditure is 4.4% GDP, the literacy rate is 93.6%, 

school life expectancy is 13 years old and child labour (ages 5-14) total 988,362 children or 9% 

of that population (National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE), 2018; The World 

Bank, 2015). Every year there are close to 200,000 new students in grade 1 (Ministry of 

Education of Colombia, 2016). Colombia voted in favour of Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in 2007. The Ministry of Education of Colombia (2020) 

organizes its education systems as follows: age 5 (transition); ages 6-10 (primary school); ages 

11-14 (secondary school); ages 15-16 (middle school); and ages 17-21 (superior school).   

According to The World Bank statistics (2019) on Colombia, the GDP is $314.5 billion, 

the annual percentage population growth is 0.84%, the per capita income is $5,890, percentage 

urban population 80.45% and the total population of Colombia is 49,065,615.  

The economy of the department of La Guajira is based on coal, natural gas, salt and 

mining. The exploitation of mines accounts for 59.7% of economic activity, followed by social 

services activities that represent 13.9% and marine resources and tourism, among other sectors. 
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One of the main companies in the department of La Guajira is the Cerrejón coal complex, whose 

sales were US $2284 million in 2013 (Banco de la Republica Colombia [Central Bank of 

Colombia,] 2013), paying to the Colombian government the value of US $185 million in that 

same year. This company, in association with the Colombian government, has built a coal export 

port which is the largest in Latin America and one of the largest in the world. 

The Wayúu family, with or without employment, lives on their own lands. The 

sustainability of their family is based on the Wayúu economy. The Wayúu economy is based on 

the genealogy of four factors (Water, Agriculture, Livestock and Selling and Marketing) that 

shape its development (Amodio, 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006; Delgado, 2012, 2020): 

Water: represented in jagüey [small artificial lake], deep wells, mills, streams that must 

be strengthened with technologies (solar energy, power plants, wind). Agriculture: 

represented in shrubs, trees typical of the region and food for animals, grasses, and cacti. 

Edible plants such as beans, corn and yucca are only grown during rainy seasons.  

Livestock: represented by the breeding of goats, sheep, and cattle by the Wayúu 

themselves. Climate change is key in this area of the Wayúu economy. Selling and 

Marketing: activities performed by the Wayúu without intermediaries. The Wayúu people 

travel from their lands to the cities to sell their goods. (Delgado, 2012, p. 60) 

All over the Wayúu territory, this model of the economy is present and this model is taught at 

schools by Wayúu teachers to their students and family members and to their own family 

members because all members of each Rancheria depend on these economic activities. A 

member of each family, usually the father and the oldest son, will leave their Rancheria and 

travel to the closest city to sell their goods. Also, mothers will travel to sell their crafts because 

the man will have a few wives and homes to feed, therefore, the mother must take the initiative 
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to bring more funds to the home to buy the basic food items for the family. For the few mothers 

who are working, usually as teachers, their salary does not meet the basic needs of their families. 

Therefore, they must rely on Wayúu’s traditional economic activities: grazing, crafts, fishing, 

goat farming and trade (Amodio, 2005; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018).  

What is the impact of climate change on the Wayúu economy? The shortage of rain and 

remarkably high temperatures are important factors as Wayúu families must travel kilometers to 

get underground water from deeper and deeper wells. The fish have moved farther into the 

ocean, increasing expenditures for fishermen to buy gasoline for their boats, thus raising the cost 

of products to the market. Also, it has become more expensive to feed their animals for their own 

subsistence. Furthermore, Colombian corporations sell their stock of animals at such low prices 

that the Wayúu people cannot compete, therefore they cannot sell their animals, thus creating 

another layer of difficulties to their already complex situation (IWGIA, 2017; Organization of 

Ibero-American States, 2018; USAID, 2018).  

Colombia offers universal health care (UHC) to all its citizens, including ethnic 

minorities (World Health Organization, 2018). However, the quality of the health facilities and 

costs associated with services not covered by the Colombian government is a debatable issue. 

Also, there is no personnel at the hospitals who can speak Wayúunaiki, creating a negative 

experience for many Wayúu people. Consequently, many Wayúu mothers do not visit the 

hospital unless it is an emergency, putting their children and their own health into high risk. 

The State of Education In La Guajira, Colombia 

This research builds on an educational partnership with the Wayúu people in the Guajira 

of Northern Colombia. There are approximately 400,000 Wayúu people in La Guajira, with 

2,500 years of culture. It is a remote and impoverished part of Colombia, where the pollution 
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results mainly from multinational mining companies and access to electricity and water is 

limited. Most Wayúu must walk hours to find water and often it is contaminated by bacteria and 

salt, causing kidney stones, diarrhea and other intestinal diseases (USAID, 2018). According to 

the National Department of Statistics in Colombia (DANE) (2018 and 2020) and Organization of 

Ibero-American States (2018), 66% percent of people aged 5-24 who attend an educational 

institution, approximately 80% of Wayúu people are illiterate and 2.3% reach higher education, 

45% of the children attend school (86% of children have no access to adequate education), 30% 

live in extreme poverty on less than $1 a day and a daunting child mortality rate menaces 

toddlers (DANE, 2018; Ministerio de Educación de Colombia [Ministry of Education of 

Colombia], 2014; Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). 

According to archaeological traces and linguistic studies (Amodio, 2005; IWGIA, 2019; 

Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018) the Wayúu Nation represents a pre-Hispanic 

migratory wave, from the Amazon jungle bordering the entire Venezuelan coast and penetrating 

through the north of the Guajira peninsula until occupies it. The Hispanic presence in La Guajira 

goes back to the first discoveries and its territory was the scene of the first stable settlement on 

the mainland (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA), 2015). 

After the Spanish colonization, the Wayúu territory was characterized by the exploitation of its 

coasts, due to the great production of pearls. Wayúu people seek to define a conceptual 

framework from the universal science that comprises the contribution of indigenous cultures and 

reflects the knowledge that they have as an ethnic group that is validated by the international 

community to the extent of its recognition and use (knowledge about nature, biodiversity, 

medicinal plants, internal social control, alternative technologies, art, music, dances). Wayúu 

education seeks to develop processes of identity, autonomy, territoriality and interculturality that 
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allow adjustment of ethno-educational regulations and scientific development in accordance with 

Wayúu ways of knowing - expression to refer to the broader scope traditional knowledge and 

conceptual framework in Wayúu culture (Minahan, 2013; Organization of Ibero-American 

States, 2018). Wayúu education is a formative process through which standards such as courtesy, 

values and daily tasks are learned (Amodio, 2005; Brysk, 2000; University of La Guajira, 2016). 

Teaching for the Wayúu is not restricted to time or space or specific content; it is based on the 

direct participation of the child in the activities of the elderly following the division by sex and 

age for development. 

Traditional Wayúu education is an education based on cultural values acquired from the 

conception of the individual (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). Individuals are 

educated to adequately fulfill defined social roles - the Wayúu culture has predetermined roles by 

gender and socio-economic and socio-cultural activities - and to be a good person within their 

socio-cultural context (Amodio, 2005). Therefore, this type of education is an important 

contribution when consolidating bilingual intercultural education. 

Wayúu traditional education is a process of building knowledge-based socio-cultural 

aspects of the people through mechanisms of acquisition and participation of the person to 

achieve integration in their Rancheria and to effectively fulfill the roles that this requires. This 

education is centred on the values and principles that are transmitted orally to everyone 

(Amodio, 2005). However, traditional education is not determined by a place, time, or content, it 

occurs naturally in the different moments and in the specific situations in which the person is 

involved with their community. 

The grandmother is the origin and head of the Wayúu family and the clan. The 

grandmothers are the primary source for the history of the generations of a family and the clan. It 
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is the beginning of the matrilineal system of Wayúu society, that is, the clan organized by the 

mother’s line. The grandmother is the reservoir of traditions, moral precepts, values and rules of 

conduct that families should observe. The grandmother is the main collaborator in the integral 

formation of the children; she is the first educator of the family, she teaches her granddaughters 

the art of weaving, the preparation of food, social norms, virtue, language and communication, 

values and above all being a Wayúu woman, mother and grandmother, who will then have that 

responsibility for the new generations (Amodio, 2005; Organization of Ibero-American States, 

2018; Yanama, 2021). 

It is necessary to understand that education for Wayúu children, in general, has problems 

in terms of methodology (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; University of La Guajira, 2016). It is urgent 

to qualify bilingual education by exploring new ways of teaching that enhance children's learning 

so that gradually they lead to better autonomy and cooperative learning styles, which, in turn, 

would result in having cultural references in the practices of Wayúu societies (Pérez van-

Leenden, 1998; University of La Guajira, 2016). Therefore, the Wayúu ways of learning have 

been changed and influenced by several generations of teaching and learning with Western 

scientific methodologies and the Colombian curriculum. Nowadays, Wayúu ways of learning are 

based on relationships (Amodio, 2005; Diab and Wilson, 2008; Pérez van-Leenden, 1998) of 

respect, mutual acceptance with members of different cultures and to differentiate the teaching 

methods of the mother tongue and those of the second language (Spanish) (Organization of 

Ibero-American States, 2018).  

In order to keep the Wayúu culture and identity, the Wayúu have created foundations 

whose role is to consult with the Ministry of Education of Colombia in order to present a 

curriculum that will meet both objectives: prepare the Wayúu child to meet the national 
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educational standards and goals and second, to learn, keep and practice the Wayúu culture. 

Worthy of mention is the fact that there are many Wayúu foundations in La Guajira and each 

Wayúu foundation wants to negotiate directly with the Ministry of Education of Colombian with 

regards to the curriculum for the schools that are under the umbrella of each Wayúu foundation, 

creating conflicts of interest and struggles to agree with a curriculum that will meet the 

objectives of each Wayúu foundation (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; University 

of La Guajira, 2016). As a result, a chaotic situation developed in 2017 wherein the Ministry of 

Education decided to stop communicating with each Wayúu foundation and requested for the 

Wayúu people choose a few foundations that represent the majority of Wayúu schools in La 

Guajira - an endeavour that the Wayúu people did not agree to and did not meet. Consequently, 

the curriculum currently in use in La Guajira is in Spanish and Wayúu teachers explain a certain 

aspect of the curriculum in Wayúunaiki, when it is needed and student requests the lesson be 

taught in their mother tongue (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018; Remedios Fajardo 

Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012).   

From the perspective of education in multicultural contexts, unity of reflection and 

practice show us that interculturality is not only inward, but must also be from all involved, 

although the inputs will not be the same for all clans that make up the diverse Wayúu people. 

The Wayúu language, Wayúunaiki, embraces diversity through two strategies: one, pedagogic 

and, another, sociocultural; the pedagogic is a flexible curriculum; the sociocultural is the 

contextualization of the environments (urban, rural, indigenous, etc.) (Fernández, 2015; 

Fernández, 2016; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012; Tamas, 2018). 

The multicultural approach of the Colombian government is to offer formal education to 

all ethnic groups, including the Wayúu ethnic under the methodology of ethno-education (Pérez 
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van-Leenden, 1998; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012). Colombia is a 

neoliberal and multicultural nation; therefore, Colombia is offering formal education to ethnic 

groups to achieve modernity and inclusion for all its citizens. For the Wayúu people, living in a 

multicultural nation is a constant struggle to keep their identity, culture, ways of living including 

a curriculum for its people that reflect their past and present reality in an environment of constant 

change, while gaining the knowledge, skills and capabilities to adapt to an intercultural context. 

This interplay between the Wayúu people and the Colombian government is in a negative 

balance for both parties.  

Ethno-education, as a response to the long-term life plans of the Wayúu people, has seen 

an advance in the structure, appropriation and execution, both pedagogically and 

administratively, towards the creation of an educational system that reflects the ways of living 

and culture of the Wayúu people. The University of La Guajira and the Wayúu organization have 

put forward the following teaching pedagogy as their goal to achieve ethno-education in La 

Guajira which consists of the various approaches and paths for the transmission, recreation and 

exchange of ancestral wisdom, which arises from the conception that we have about nature, of 

the ways of seeing and understanding the world, as it develops knowledge, wisdom, feelings, 

practices and experiential thoughts and practices that guarantee the survival and permanence of 

the peoples from generation to generation and that facilitate the understanding of the powers of 

mother earth, its structures and its laws, in accordance with the worldview of each people 

(University of La Guajira, 2016, Yanama, 2021).  

Ethno-education is an alternative for Wayúu people to keep their identity, culture, ways 

of living, their past, present and future (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and 

Pena Vanegas, 2012). A perspective that summarizes the Colombian-Wayúu experience by using 
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ethno-education is giving by a Colombian researcher and professor Ferrero Botero (2013), 

Ethno-education in Colombia is a system and process in which a group of people (mostly 

Indigenous communities but also other ethnic minorities) internalize and develop certain 

knowledge that is in accord with their own local characteristics, needs and cultural interests in 

order to allow them to successfully adapt to a context –– in this case the Colombian 

sociocultural and economic context –– while strengthening their own local identities. 

One of the present challenges to fully adopt this methodology of teaching is that most of 

Wayúu teachers do not know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki and for many of them their 

level of speaking in Wayúunaiki is at the low-medium level (University of La Guajira, 2016 and 

2021). 

The vision of Wayúu peoples regarding interculturality, multiculturalism and ethno-

education is based on the sharing of their legacy and knowledge of ancestral generations with 

other ethnic groups and with the world (Amodio and Pérez, 2006; Ferrero Botero, 2013), which 

become tangible in encounters such as in regional events or congress or simply in meetings for 

the exchange of their own affairs. In schools, Wayúu children shared Wayúu music, games and 

poems in annual school gatherings (Amodio, 2005; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 

2012; Yáñez, Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019). Ethno-education is the way for Wayúu children 

to learn, practice and show their culture. 

UNICEF (2014, 2015), Wayúu Foundations (Foundation Jayuir and Foundation Yanama, 

2021) and other international organizations have collaborated for decades to create the 

curriculum that all seven (7) Wayúu clans could agree upon and are willing to apply to all 

schools in La Guajira (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). Instead, there are several 

Wayúu foundations that oversee several schools where the majority of students are Wayúu, 
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wherein each foundation collaborates with the Ministry of Education of Colombia in creating 

their own specific curriculum for their respective schools. 

The Wayúu people are always searching for an educational program that respects their 

culture and identity, their lands, their history and rights, a curriculum that teaches their ways of 

living and allows Wayúu children to practice their culture (Organization of Ibero-American 

States, 2018). The Wayúu people called this approach to education: Educación Propia [Own 

Education]. Nowadays, the Wayúu people have agreed to call this type of education: ethno-

education (University of La Guajira, 2016). The pivotal aspect of it is that the teacher assumes 

and behaves in the role of a parent in the school and teaches the Wayúu culture to the Wayúu 

child at home. In order to accomplish this task, the teacher must know the Wayúu culture, speak 

Wayúunaiki and have studied and lived with the Wayúu people for a long enough time to 

replicate home dynamics and environment.  

How Wayúu Children Participate in Wayúu Cultural Practices 

According to the ways to educating to their children, everyone at the Rancheria has a 

responsibility and everyone contributes. This perspective will educate and train the child to 

become Wayúu and assume responsibilities in the areas of social, moral, political, law, economic 

and family. The Wayúu organization, Yanama (2021), explains this process: 

Participation implies what each member of the Wayúu community does and transmits to 

train the boys and girls, first as Wayúu, then to assume social and moral, legal, economic 

and family responsibilities. This means that when a Wayúu teaches his son/daughter, a 

trade that has represented well-being, it is expressed linguistically in the following way: 

anu tuu taputunjatu pula [this is what I leave you]. The child has received education and 

accepts the value of work, as a social and cultural heritage, through the example that 
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means well-being to him and his family. Therefore, that teaching, and that example have 

an economic, social, legal, political and spiritual foundation and that is what characterizes 

that particular way of life of the Wayúu people. (Yanama - Indigenous Organization of 

La Guajira)  

At the Rancherias, there are annual gatherings where Wayúu children are shown Wayúu dances, 

instruments and games (Foundation Cultural Diversity Center – Government of Venezuela; 

Yáñez, Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019). The most important dance that Wayúu children learn 

at school is La Yonna. La Yonna is a behavioural rite of multiple symbolic connotations that 

maintains within the Wayúu culture three essential attributes: search for social equilibrium, 

collective solidarity and relationship between the cosmos and man (Foundation Cultural 

Diversity Center – Government of Venezuela; Yáñez, Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019). 

Basically, the Wayuú are reunited through this dance that consolidates and perpetuates their 

traditions. Wayúu children between 5-8 years old learn these dances to start to move and 

coordinate their feet and hips: El Pase del Comun, El Zamuro, El Pachiquin, Caricari. Then, a 

list of Wayúu dances (Amodio, 2005; Delgado, 2012) that at some schools are taught for more 

advanced and older (usually older than 8-year-old) and interested Wayúu children to learn are the 

following: 

Jayeechi. An improvised male song that tells the life of the Wayúu. Yonna. An 

improvised female song that talks about two friends, where one of them falls in love with 

an Arijuna (non-indigenous) and the other convinces her to accept it. Wanali – Festival of 

Warime. Female singing with maraca accompaniment to healing a sick child. (Amodio, 

2005, p. 134) 
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A list of Wayúu instruments that Wayúu children learn at school (subject to the availability of 

the instrument at the school and teacher’s knowledge on how to play the instrument) are the 

following:  

A traditional Wayúu instrument that children learn is called the Kasha or box, the only 

instrument used in the dance of Yonna, imitates the different sounds of the Wayúu world.  

Touch of Maasi. Flute playing whose melody evokes the Wayúu woman who cries. 

Nirone Kiarruh Moroish. Flute touch with Sawawa tongue that hints at the Cachicamo 

that cries for not finding its hole. Touch of Trompa Guajira. Idiófono interprets the 

"Touch for the Guajiro shepherds". This execution is related to the men when they return 

from the savannah and pick up their goats and herds of sheep. Shirrá Wanée Wayúu Autá 

Awayúuser. Flute playing with Totoroyoy tongue. The title translates Crying of a woman 

for the death of her husband. (Foundation Cultural Diversity Center – Government of 

Venezuela; Yáñez, Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019, p. 55) 

Table 3: A list of Wayúu games (subject to availability of the items needed to play the game and 

teacher’s knowledge of the game) (Captain and Captain, 2005; Castro, 2010; Saler, 1988; Yáñez, 

Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019, p. 55). 

1. WAYÚUNKERRA MUÑECA DE BARRO 

2. EIWA TEJER 

3. MASSI FLAUTA 

4. JIROCAINAY TOCO 

5. ACHINPAJARRA LANZAMIENTO DE FLECHA 

6. AINIRRAWA YASU LANZAMIENTO DE CARDON 
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7. JUNAYA LANZAMIENTO CON HONDA 

8. ASHUNAJA NADAR 

9. AAPIRRAWA LUCHA 

10. ONOJIRRAWA LUCHA LIBRE 

11. KALAPAZAYA CARGANDO LA PATILLA 

12. ZITCHINJIRRAWA NUJAPU LA FUERZA EN LA MANO 

13. KUTSICHI LA FUERZA DE LOS DEDOS 

14. AYCINJARRAWA SUU WANKETA EL BANCO 

15. KOOTS BOLICHE 

16. CHOOCHO TROMPO 

17. SUWACHIRRA AMAN CARRERA DE CABALLOS 

18. SUALA EL HILO 

19. SUI YOSU CARRITOS DE CARDON 

20. AINIRRAWA SUMA IPA LANZAMIENTO DE PIEDRA 

Most of these games are designed for boys because boys are caring for the animals and 

these games are alternative activities for them. Each game features the culture of a clan. 

Consequently, some games are only practiced in specific areas of La Guajira. 

Policy and Legal Framework 

Since the arrival of the Spaniards, the history of research on indigenous languages has 

been debated centered on three major factors: a dominated autochthonous culture, a dominant 

alien culture and the development of Western civilization.  

The research in languages throughout the period known as Colonia [Colony] was in the 

hands of the missionaries, whose main purpose was to evangelize the groups established in the 
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Spanish territories – theirs was to research, missionaries were then transformed into instruments 

for the achievement of the plan of God and government instead of for the development of the 

disciplines related to the study of languages. For this reason, the works leave aside the reflection 

on how the language of a group reflects its thought (Assembly of First Nations, 2008; Amodio, 

2005) and to what extent the linguistic form is the objectification of mental operations whose 

interpretation could bring us closer to the thinking and feeling of the people (Pérez van-Leenden, 

1998).  

The Colombian Constitution establishes the right of indigenous peoples to maintain and 

develop their ethnic and cultural identity, worldview, values, spirituality and sacred places of 

worship (Constitucion Politica de Colombia [Constitution of Colombia] (1991)). It also points 

out that the government of Colombia will promote the appreciation and dissemination of the 

cultural manifestations of indigenous peoples, who have the right to their own education and to 

the bilingual intercultural education. This constitutional mandate recognizes the existence of a 

way of learning to be, of knowing, thinking, living, creating, producing and transmitting 

knowledge, specific to each of the indigenous people as embodied in its history, of being the 

guarantor of its political, social and economic institutions to be transmitted to future generations 

through their respective languages. 

In the last twenty years, the religious and Colombian institutions have gone from the 

previous attitude, of undervalue, to that of the other extreme, that of the recognition of the 

Wayúu ways of living, of Wayúu traditions, which is in large part the Patrimony of Humanity 

(University of La Guajira, 2016).  

In the Wayúunaiki-Spanish relationship, there are two distinct societies that, in all ways, 

need each other. Bilingualism in the Wayúu territory is taking place in concrete ways – ethno-
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education at Wayúu schools - with very defined social and political tensions that have 

repercussions on the use of the Wayúunaiki and Spanish (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998).  

Each context within La Guajira (desert, savannah, mountains and beach) – the Colombian 

department where the Wayúu people reside – the Wayúu people have ways of living and 

knowledge that differ from the other indigenous groups in Colombia, although the language is 

the same code for all – Wayúunaiki (Minahan, 2013). This is how intercultural pedagogy is 

proposed in the foundation document of the ethno education program of the University of La 

Guajira as “part of considering localized experiences that can be approached from a multiplicity 

of voices, which are derived from the actions that are woven from the meeting staged in the 

Rancherias” (Pérez van-Leenden, personal conversations, 2017). 

An important aspect of the education of Wayúu children that is worthwhile to note is that 

at every Rancheria, there is a Wayúu traditional authority (Organization of Ibero-American 

States, 2018). This position was created by the Colombian government in order to have a Wayúu 

residing in a Rancheria, that can communicate and follow orders from the Colombian 

government. The Wayúu traditional authority has many powers and one of them is to choose the 

teachers who will work at the school operating within the Rancheria where this Wayúu 

traditional authority resides. If a teacher would like to work in a school that is within a Wayúu 

Rancheria, the teacher must meet and have permission from the Wayúu traditional authority. One 

problem observed at the Rancherias where this research took place and testimonials from other 

teachers and informants is the fact that the chosen teachers by the Wayúu traditional authority 

are not based on qualifications and degree but rather on family connections (Pérez van-Leenden, 

personal conversations, 2017). Therefore, the majority of teachers who are working at schools 

located in a Rancheria, teaching Wayúu children, do not have the qualifications and degrees to 
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teach, nor the experience and they also don’t know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki 

(University of La Guajira, 2016). Consequently, these lapses in teacher qualifications can 

become stumbling blocks for the delivery of an ethno-education experience for the benefit of the 

Wayúu children despite the Wayúu themselves having requested and fought for many years with 

the Colombian government to receive.  

In the last 30 years, the Wayúu people have become more and more dependent on the 

Colombian government through official programs that provide food, transportation and 

education for free (Minahan, 2013; Pérez van-Leenden, personal conversations, 2017). As a 

result, the Wayúu people have lost a great deal of their culture (Corwin, 2016; Human Rights 

Watch, 2019), their means of living through agriculture, farming and commerce because the new 

generation has stopped carrying out the traditional Wayúu activities when taking on the practice 

of receiving their food, transportation and other means for free from the Colombian government. 

For example, the government program called De Cero a Siempre (2020) [From Zero to Forever] 

is a program designed to provide free daycare, education and food to Wayúu children aged six 

months to five years and 11 months. It is a law created in 2011 directed towards the integral 

development of the child. This program is designed for both boys and girls to attend 

(Government of Colombia, 2020).  
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Figure 6: Wayúu Childcare (Programa De Cero a Siempre) (Photo taken by author).  

 

There are several other contemporary strengths to consider. One such strength is the 

many good people in the government and Wayúu institutions who are sincere, honest actors 

doing what they can, often at great personal risk and with their own means, to work hard and 

contribute to building a Wayúu society that lives in coexistence with the Colombian government. 

Many are young professionals who have returned from higher education abroad or elsewhere in 

Colombia and others who were educated in La Guajira to take up positions of influence 

throughout Wayúu society. And many are well networked, they know each other and work 

together to support their common desire to build an ever-advancing Wayúu society. They also 

know who the spoilers are and how these paramilitares [paramilitary] operate and try their best 

to counter the destructive, self-serving schemes the paramilitares have, as they challenge 

preconceived notions of state authority (legitimacy) (Villa, Braga and Ferreira, 2021).  
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Discrimination, Prejudice Issues and Gender Equality 

Discrimination constitutes any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference or other 

differential treatment that is directly or indirectly based on the prohibited grounds of 

discrimination and which has the intention or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, 

enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing of Covenant rights. Discrimination also included 

incitement to discriminate and harassment. (United Nations Economic and Social Council, 

2009). Thus, discrimination means treating differently, without an objective and reasonable 

justification, persons in relevantly similar or analogous situations (Ssenyonjo, 2016).  

Gender-based discrimination refers to cultural expectations and assumptions about the 

behaviour, attitudes, personality traits and physical and intellectual capacities of men and 

women, based solely on their identity as men or women. The construction that society imposes 

on the biological difference between women and men generally results in a hierarchy that, in the 

distribution of power and rights, favours men and disadvantages women. Moreover, in situations 

of poverty women have the least access to food, health, education, training and opportunities for 

employment and other needs (Ssenyonjo, 2016). 

Gender equality if approaching its balance will reflect, in the next decade, a more 

educated and balanced population (United National Sustainable Development Goals, 2020), 

which in turn will benefit the economy (participation in productivity and drive economic 

progress) and all social aspects of life will be impacted positively as it has been associated with 

better governance and lower levels of corruption (The Bahá'í International Community, 1995).  

Prejudice towards Indigenous people around the world, including the Wayúu, has its root 

in the human mind (Young-Bruehl, 2012). The root cause of all these forms of discrimination 

and intolerance is the idea that societies are composed of separate races and that these sub-
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groups have different types of capacities and skills, which in turn justify different forms of 

treatment (United Nations Development Programme (`Abdu'l-Bahá [1978] and 1975; Britto, 

2020; UNDP 2016, 2019 and 2020). Despite this reality, Ssenyonjo (2016) states that: 

Inequality in the enjoyment of rights by women throughout the world is deeply embedded 

in tradition, history and culture, including religious attitudes… in order to ensure the 

equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and culture (ESC) 

rights, states and other actors should give priority to the promotion of the role of women 

in society, and an end to all the jure and de factor discrimination against them. (p. 136)  

A reality – and the only way to achieve a global culture of unity – is based on the idea that we 

are one human race. We are a single people, inhabiting one planet, one human family bound 

together in a common destiny, “be even as one soul” (The Bahá’í Faith, 2021).  

There is a significant amount of prejudice towards the Wayúu people, based on facts and 

studies that have looked at determinants such as racial, religious, political, patriotic and 

economic factors (Organization of Ibero-American States, 2018). As well, many Wayúu people 

have a prejudicial attitude towards Alijuna [non Wayúu person]. Often, these opposing views 

create hostile and offensive actions among these two groups of people. Furthermore, Wayúu 

children and non-Wayúu children are learning and perpetuating these actions performed by their 

parents and society at large (Aptel, C., Ladisch, V., 2011; Lipton, 2015; Organization of Ibero-

American States, 2018; Young-Bruehl, 2012). Some of the consequences of these prejudicial 

attitudes toward each other result in the difficulty to organize and carry out children’s activities 

that include Wayúu and non-Wayúu children. When these two groups of children are together 

and something goes wrong, right away the Wayúu child is judged to be the guilty party. Also, 

many activities are organized by non-Wayúu people, therefore the Wayúu children are not aware 
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of the rules and roles. As a result, non-Wayúu children usually lose their patience when it comes 

to playing and performing school activities with Wayúu children. However, teachers are aware 

of this issue. They work towards bringing a feeling of equality at every encounter with Wayúu 

and non-Wayúu children (Echeto Ipuana, 2013) keeping in mind that equality does not mean 

justice (`Abdu'l-Bahá [1978]; Britto, 2020; Young-Bruehl, 2012;). 

The role of girls and women in the development of families and countries has been 

clearly defined: women are the first educators in society; the intelligence of children depends 

upon the development of the brain of their mothers and the impact on the family’s well-being 

(Momen, 1996).  

According to Wayúu ways of living and traditions, boys and girls have roles to play in 

the Rancheria: boys should work by taking care of animals, planting and doing the hard work 

with their fathers and uncles. Girls should stay at home by working as a helper to their mothers 

in doing housework (Amodio, 2005) and due to the economic crisis, now girls are knitting and 

selling their craft in order to help to buy food, an activity that should only happen after puberty.  

When a Wayúu child starts primary school, at the age of six years old, there is a moral 

dilemma that recently has become an issue. At most Wayúu schools, the Colombian government 

offers a meal at the school. Since 2017, this benefit, for most Wayúu schools, including all the 

Wayúu schools that I have visited, has been discontinued. As a result, Wayúu parents no longer 

send both their boys and girls to school. Since 2017, some Wayúu parents prefer to send their 

boys to school and keep their girls at home; however, boys prefer to be out in the field working 

with animals and participate in activities that may bring food to the family. Girls look forward to 

school but their attendance at school will depend on the amount of housework they need to 

complete before going to school and their new occupation of knitting. This situation creates a 
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huge amount of stress for teachers and school authorities because attendance is unpredictable 

and, in many cases, low.  

The rejection of the Wayúu language is observed more clearly in the school, where 

Spanish is taught and value judgments prevail: the teacher thinks and believes that the Wayúu 

student does not understand the class because the Wayúu student is obtuse or slow of mind. 

Since the Wayúu student does not understand the class bearing in mind that the class is taught in 

Spanish, his/her performance is poor; then it is necessary to punish him/her and finally, the 

Wayúu student, as he/she is punished, withdraws from school. This is a sad logical process and a 

daily social drama in many schools in the department of Education in La Guajira. It is also true 

that young Wayúu couples do not allow their children to speak Wayúunaiki at home even though 

they themselves will never stop being Wayúu and speak Wayúunaiki (Paz, personal 

conversations, 2017; Pérez van-Leenden, personal conversations, 2017).  

Cultural Needs of the Wayúu Children 

In Colombia, the government defines the cultural needs of its citizens and the cultural 

parameters of their lives. For Indigenous societies, the Elders, fulfil these responsibilities, but in 

formal education, there is a clear gap between what the government of Colombia and what the 

Elders respectively define as cultural needs. Consequently, as stated by indigenous and non-

indigenous organizations, 86% of children from ethnic minority groups do not have access to 

adequate education that meets their cultural needs, resulting in a feeling of cultural incompetence 

among these children (Pérez van-Leenden, personal conversations, 2018; Universidad de La 

Guajira, 2016). 

There is a desire on the part of Wayúu children to learn, understand and practice their 

culture (Amodio, 2005; Delgado, 2012, 2020). Despite that, the spaces, resources and 
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opportunities to achieve this goal are limited. Also, teachers and parents are busy with their daily 

life activities that do not meet the wishes of Wayúu children (Paz, personal conversations, 2017; 

Pérez van-Leenden, personal conversations, 2018; Universidad de La Guajira, 2016). 

The Colombian government has created a mandatory test called Saber [To Know] 

(Ministerio de Educación de Colombia [Ministry of Education of Colombia], 2019), with the 

purpose to contribute to the improvement of the quality of Colombian education through the 

performance of evaluations applied periodically to monitor the development of basic 

competencies, such as Quality monitoring of the education system (Ministry of Education of 

Colombia, 2019).  

This test must be taken by all students in Colombia in grades 3, 5 and 9. Teachers who 

work at Wayúu schools dedicate time and work toward these exams. The whole curriculum is 

geared to prepare the student to pass this exam. By doing so, the time, energy and dedication to 

meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children are limited.  

Children’s capabilities are fundamentally dependent on the education that they receive. 

The lack of quality schooling affects the ability of children to achieve true progress. Vogler, 

Crivello and Woodhead (2008) point out crucial findings for children by the age of 8 in their 

report ‘Early Childhood Transitions’: 

Children face many important changes in the first eight years of life, including different 

learning centers, social groups, roles and expectations.  Their ability to adapt to such a 

dynamic and evolving environment directly affects their sense of identity and status 

within their community over the short and long term. (p. v) 
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Giasson (1995, 2011) points out the crucial importance for governments to apply the right 

interventions and policies in order to increase literacy by grade 3: “Studies prove that 

interventions are done to children after grade 3 were less efficient” (p. 26).  

Wayúu society is traditionally nomadic and matrilineal (Amodio, 2005; Delgado, 2012). 

The Wayúu are divided into seven (7) Clans (Mejía Millian, 2009), each with its own name, 

animal totem, and symbol.  

Table 4: A list of Wayúu Clans. La Guajira. Colombia and Venezuela (Mejía Millian, 2009, p. 
36).  
 
 Clans Totem 

1. Walliruyuu Zorro [Fox] 

2. Woluwolyuu Gato [Cat] 

3. Pipishaina Iguana 

4. Toutouyuu Gallo Fino [Elegant Rooster] 

5. Walepshana Lobito [Little Wolf] 

6. Sholiyuu Alacran [Scorpion] 

7. Wapshana Abeja Mona [Cute Bee] 

The definition of who is Wayúu, along with these identifications, is passed on through the 

mother, including a place in society and property (Delgado, 2012) The municipality of Manaure 

is where the Rancheria Parenska (small rural settlements - treaty territory for this family) (Saler, 

1988) has been established, there are other 7-8 Rancherias. 

 The Rancherias of Parenska, Frijolitos, Mayapo, Dividivi and Riohacha live off mostly 

their own animals, fruits and vegetables that they farm. The main source of income for the 

Rancheria Parenska is the small school where one teacher lives and the sale of handcrafted bags 
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and wallets and occasionally the sale of goats. According to the Wayúu culture, the women are 

the workers, who raise the children, who plant fruits and vegetables and mostly take care of the 

animals. Men only supervise and assist when women are not capable or do not have the strength 

to carry out specific activities. 

Reality of Three Generations 

At every Rancheria where occasion to discuss this research took place, three generations 

were present: grandmothers, parents and children. The reality of each generation is quite 

different as the conditions where each generation grew up are different. Consequently, there is 

evidence of tensions between generations as well as rural exodus. However, place, land, animals, 

plants and so on are identical. 

The first generation, the grandparents of today, were the first generation of Wayúu 

exposed to Western education, the first generation to receive instruction and to learn Spanish. 

This generation is limited in number and most of them have passed on. This generation was the 

first Wayúu to be named Autoridades Tradicionales [Traditional Authorities] by the Colombian 

government. They were the first group of Wayúu people who knew how to read, write and 

understand Spanish and could understand the legal system of the government. All their teachers 

were non-Wayúu and most of them were priests or monks. During their time, science had an 

open door to the Wayúu Rancherias; the first windmill was constructed, the first schools were 

constructed, roads and electricity poles were built.  

The second generation of Wayúu, today the parents, are the first generation of Wayúu to 

obtain post-secondary education in Colombia, Venezuela and overseas and earn a diploma. Most 

of them choose to be a teacher as it was the only profession to which they were exposed when 

they were children (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; Pérez van-Leenden and Pérez Jaramillo, 2018). 
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This is the generation that is teaching in Wayúu schools. Also, they are the first generation of 

Wayúu that have learned how to read and write in Wayúunaiki, as well as the first generation to 

learn English. These professionally trained Wayúu people started to travel throughout Colombia, 

Venezuela and the world. They were the first protagonists to create the first Indigenous 

organizations, to run for government positions, to take charge of the affairs of the department of 

La Guajira and at the national level – only within the confines of Indigenous affairs. This 

generation has the most impact, the generation that tries everything possible and within their 

reach and in their search for order and meaning in their lives and in the world (Echeto Ipuana, 

2013). Also, this generation is the most frustrated and confused generation of Wayúu people 

because they have easy access and are influenced by the dominant culture – Colombian and 

Venezuelan. This generation also suffers the mental and physical diseases brought on from 

“lookism” – a form of discrimination, depression, personality disorder, masochistic, 

homosexuality, sexual exploitation, among others (United Nations Department of Economic and 

Social Affairs (UN DESA), 2015; Watters, 2010). Let us note that this generation of parents 

when it comes to hopes for their children to work as a career, would have their children to aspire 

in becoming a teacher, a security guard or to excel as a farmer (for boys) or an artisan (for girls). 

These are the top choices. Presently, at the Rancherias where this research took place, the few 

Wayúu people with a profession are women, and all of them are teachers. The others (mostly 

men) who have a job are security guards or watchmen.  

The third generation, those who are children today, was born in a completely different 

environment from their parents and grandparents. A new world where two processes are 

occurring: one of decomposition, deconstruction, death, disunity – which is evolving and 

growing amazingly fast – and the other one of composition, construction, building, creation, 
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unity. This new generation of Wayúu is facing a difficult reality, a world disoriented and adrift: 

starvation, climate change – no water, new diseases (COVID-19), unemployment, depression, 

hopelessness, and so on. Also, this is the first generation to be aware of the challenges at the 

Rancheria and wishing already – at so early age: 5-8 years old – to finish elementary school, 

continue their secondary school, continue to further their studies at the university level and 

choose careers such as medicine, veterinary, engineering, law, business and so on.  

The Wayúu society is a society that changes and adapts to the circumstances and 

environment (Amodio, 2005; Delgado, 2012; Gutierrez, 1986). They have shown a great deal of 

resilience and capacity to arise and transcend their dire situation (Buechler, S., Hanson, A., 

2015), especially Wayúu children who are at their prime time to learn, understand and apply new 

knowledge, skills and capacities to solve every challenge at their Rancherias and beyond.  

Relevance for this Research 

For the purpose of this dissertation, I see a need to go further than being sensitive to and 

incorporating features of the host environment in an effective matching of cultural needs and the 

educational program of the Wayúu children initiative. To be sustainable and integrated into the 

host culture, the effort needs to be largely a local initiative and to be owned by, emerge from, or 

to be able to take root in, the host environment - the Wayúu children have a major role to play in 

this process. To be effective it also needs to be consistent with generally accepted principles of 

Wayúu education and ways of living (Amodio, 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006; Organization of 

Ibero-American States, 2018).  

The challenges that Indigenous people in Colombia face in literacy are enormous, 

ranging from emergent literacy programs and primary education systems (Organization of Ibero-
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American States, 2018; IWGIA, 2020) which produce partially literate children, to adult literacy 

training programs. The challenge then is: 

1. To provide a quality education that will lead to a prosperous, healthy, and successful 

population.  

2. To assist the development of cognitive and non-cognitive skills for early grade students.  

3. To encourage the improvement of student learning.  

4. To extend training to kindergarten and primary educational services.  

The need for further understanding of these areas is critical in order to provide an 

educational program that meets the cultural needs and delivers the desired educational goals. In 

other words, studying a group of Indigenous children, ideally in the 5 to 8-year-old range, where 

such factors are explored and investigated should provide at a minimum further information that 

remains unexplored in the current published educational literature and at a maximum further 

promote new knowledge on this important topic. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

As stated in the introduction, the overall purpose of this research was to examine several 

interrelated core factors of an educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu 

children in Colombia - to identify factors to be considered by the government of Colombia and 

the Wayúu people interested in strengthening good educational programs for Wayúu children 5-8 

years old.  

Methodologies 

In my research, I attempt to show the benefits of an interdisciplinary approach in 

providing a more nuanced understanding of the cultural needs and ways of learning for Wayúu 

children ages 5 to 8 years old. In its qualitative approach, the methodologies that I felt best to 

apply were ethnographic, a focus on society and culture (Caxaj, 2015; Dudgeon, P., Kelly, K., 

Walker, R., 2010) and Participatory Action Research (PAR), a focus on individual life 

experience. This mixed methodology allows me to demonstrate the value of an interdisciplinary 

approach to understanding the interrelated core factors of an educational program that meets the 

cultural needs of Wayúu children in Colombia. It was also important to keep in mind that 

Participatory Action Research (PAR) was by its nature unpredictable and its processes must 

remain flexible and adaptable to function effectively in different social settings (Bojczyk et al. 

2015; Tasker, Westberg and Seymour, 2012). 

I was interested in learning and documenting something about the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children in Colombia and focused on working with knowledgeable Wayúu and 

Colombian informants to analyze several factors which would lead towards an educational 

experience tailored to Wayúu children - these are described below. Because of my years of 

volunteer work in Latin America and the Wayúu region (Venezuela), I was aware of different 
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Wayúu curricula and educational strategies that seemed to have different levels of effectiveness. 

I wanted to better understand and report on the observations and collaboration experienced while 

working with several Wayúu families in these five different localities. I also needed to choose 

communities and families where I was welcome and where information was relatively 

accessible. These communities also required knowledgeable observers and participants who were 

directly involved and would be interested in sharing their experiences with me. These were the 

children, families and Wayúu and Colombian advisors who either wrote or managed the 

curriculum, teach at the Wayúu schools, or have researched these factors and cultural needs for 

this research to be rigorous. In the past, I had worked closely with a number of these contributors 

and in some cases had provided them with inputs. 

The approach is consistent with Mitchell’s (2007) comments on the strength of the 

ethnography approach which makes it possible to focus on the morphology of some areas of the 

social world, when considering that description was based on three central features: induction, 

context, and unfamiliarity - knowledge of what the unpredictable was going into the context 

studies.  

For example, a previous educational grassroots project I worked on with a few Wayúu 

communities to train and facilitate teachers to teach children classes, using materials that the 

Wayúu people co-authored and which reflected their realities. This project was created and 

managed by Fundación para la Aplicacion y Ensenanza de las Ciencias [The Foundation for the 

Application and Teaching of the Sciences] (FUNDAEC, 2020), Colombia. During the process of 

these workshops and children’s classes, several families did not agree on the stories that were 

used, nor did they agree on the materials used. The families did not agree on part of the stories, 

they also pointed out the need to use their mother language for instruction, along with their 
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unique style of teaching. Among many others, I interviewed a Wayúu teacher for that project, 

and she had opinions on why this was the case. I also knew the designers of another grassroots 

initiative that had run into difficulty and had personally observed some of the interactions around 

the introduction of that effort.  

Ethnography. Some of the characteristics of qualitative research that Chesebro & 

Borisoff (2007) describe applied to my research. For example, meaning is produced through 

social interaction, the research design is inductive, my role as a researcher is one of personal 

involvement and impartiality, the data is descriptive and narrative, the techniques are participant 

observation and semi-structured and open-ended interviews and the analysis is interpretation and 

on-going.  

This approach is consistent with some of the elements described by Denzin and Lincoln 

(2000) and Vidich and Lyman (2000). Pertinent comments in the editors’ introduction and 

overview included “Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the 

world... (it) involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world” (Denzin and Lincoln, 

2000, p. 3). 

In their comments about the action research tradition in qualitative research, the editors 

state:  

The relationships among researchers, universities and society, in general, must change. 

Politically informed action research, inquiry committed to praxis and social changes is 

the vehicle for accomplishing this transformation... Action researchers literally help 

transform inquiry into praxis, or action. Research subjects become co-participants and 

stakeholders in the process toward solving problems in the world... together, stakeholders 
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and action researchers create knowledge that is pragmatically useful. (Vidich and Lyman, 

2000, p. 32). 

This latter statement is one of the key objectives of this research, which was a form of 

participatory action research. It involved working with Wayúu children and their families to 

explore and better understand some of the dynamics of their local culture and context; to work 

together applying findings that identify factors for an educational program aligned with their 

needs.  

In their summary of the history of sociology and anthropology in the qualitative methods 

section, Vidich and Lyman (2000) comment on social scientists as observers:  

As observers of the world, they also participate in it... Objectivity resides not in a method, 

but in the framing of the research problem and the willingness of the researchers to 

pursue that problem wherever the data and their hunches may lead. (p. 39) 

That was how this research unfolded - the focus only generally defined at the outset and became 

clearer as time passed and work proceeded, sometimes along unexpectedly productive avenues 

of inquiry as conditions in the context changed from one day to the next.  

In their description, Vidich and Lyman (2000), of the ethnographer’s approach in what 

they call the postmodern era of sociology, the authors state: 

The sociologies-ethnographer will not merely observe (a group’s) ... history; he or she 

will participate in its everlasting quest for freedom and be a partner in and a reporter on 

‘the pains, the agonies, the emotional experiences, the small and large victories, the 

traumas, the fears, anxieties, the dreams, fantasies, and the hopes’ of the lives of the 

people. These constitute this era’s ethnographies - true tales of the field. (p. 60) 
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While not a formal sociology or ethnographic treatise, this research has a similar approach - it 

has an emancipation-oriented undercurrent in terms of the selection of educational circumstances 

to be analyzed and what is reported here is a true tales of the field collection of the perceived 

reality of the struggle to understand how to help strengthen educational programs for the Wayúu 

children is one of the most challenging contexts in the contemporary international education 

arena. 

There were some virtues that my role as an ethnographer and researcher must possess to 

bring about the history of each individual, community and institution involved in this research, 

and in my opinion, these virtues served as a platform to create the right environment and the 

relationship between the ethnographer and/or researcher and the ‘others’ (Caxaj, 2015; Dudgeon, 

P., Kelly, K., Walker, R., 2010). These were: servitude to ‘others’ and to the process of finding 

the truth with the research; humility in our approach; detachment from our ideas and desires; 

friendship as we build relationships (Diab and Wilson, 2008; Hatcher, 2002) with each 

individual participant that was involved with the research; putting ‘others’ before ourselves and 

searching with an eye of clarity.  

Within this journey of increasing my understanding of Wayúu children and their learning 

models and meaning-making process, there were some central features mentioned by Mitchell 

(2007), that delineate the character of the ethnographer and point out critical features. The most 

common conception of the descriptive character of ethnographic accounts is that they map the 

morphology of some area of the social world. This description is based on three central features: 

induction; context; and unfamiliarity (Mitchell, 2007).   

Among these three features, context stands as the most important element, where the 

induction and unfamiliarity occur and are justified, as the context permeates the induction and 
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unfamiliarity features of the descriptive character of my journey as an ethnographer with the 

Wayúu peoples in Colombia and Venezuela.  

Participatory Action Research. Participatory Action Research (PAR) in partnership 

with Wayúu peoples, where most of the participants were living in local Rancherias, proved to 

be a natural and most effective way to collaborate and learn from the Wayúu people – a 

community-driven research (IWGIA, 2018). This research was carried out by being a participant 

observant (Blanchet-Cohen, 1997), working with and supporting, the Wayúu people with the 

training and education of their children and also using semi-structured questionnaires. A 

distinctive feature of the Wayúu culture and people is their capacity to adapt to every challenging 

circumstance and continue to build resilience despite the lack of basic human rights such as the 

right to shelter, the right to water and food and the right to an education (Organization of Ibero-

American States, 2018; Remedios Fajardo Gomez and Pena Vanegas, 2012; Yanama, 2014 and 

2021). As this research aims to support the cultural needs of Wayúu children, the three 

components of PAR were aligned with the ways of living and collaborating with the Wayúu 

people: research, education and social change (Blanchet-Cohen, 1997). My position and attitude 

with my partners was to do research together, to find out together why, what, where and how to 

meet this challenge for a culturally appropriate education for the Wayúu children. Then, my 

partners and I, educated and trained ourselves in what we have learned from the research stage, 

next we consulted and produced possible scenarios for what would be needed to accomplish the 

solutions that we envisioned. PAR partners (teachers, professors, Elders, principals, Wayúu 

traditional authorities, students (elementary, middle, high and university), artists, doctors, 

lawyers, etc.) were involved from the beginning of this research and partners were thinking 
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critically while consulting on all aspects of this dissertation, keeping to the central premise of the 

convergence of the cultural needs of the Wayúu children.  

In this connection, in 2007, The Universal House of Justice (Bahá’í world governing 

body) sent a message to all Bahá’ís of the world stated that “One of the signs of the breakdown 

of society in all parts of the world is the erosion of trust and collaboration between the individual 

and the institutions of governance” (Universal House of Justice, 2007). The Wayúu society is no 

exception to this reality. Participatory Action Research (PAR), from my point of view and 

current situation and context, is the methodology that can best accommodate the Wayúu people’s 

ways of living, honour their culture and create the space to communicate and collaborate in a just 

and balanced manner. 

Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology as a systematic inquiry is from an 

origin in action – creating knowledge in action (Lynch, 2007) allowed me to achieve the 

following goals: to learn first-hand from the Wayúu people about their ways of learning and 

knowing, their culture, significance of the land and other aspects of their arts, science and belief 

system; to engage in a consultation process that started with my second visit to La Guajira, 

Colombia in November 2016 which gave rise to this research; to include key Wayúu individuals 

who became partners in my dissertation and influenced all aspects of my research, including the 

analysis and interpretation of the data collected, in addition to the formulation of policies during 

the recommendations phase of the research (Caxaj, 2015; Dudgeon, P., Kelly, K., Walker, R., 

2010; Tuck and McKenzie, 2015); and to acquire the virtues and attributes of the Wayúu peoples 

in the building of lifelong friendships. This process assesses the validity (Tuck and McKenzie, 

2015) of the findings as well as the lessons learned, concluding thoughts and limitations in 

addition to its recommendations.  
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The Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology presents another set of variables 

(Jordan, 2014) that affected the development of the research and helped me to understand how 

new information can be utilized for the success of the dissertation. Tasker, Westberg and 

Seymour, (2012) point out that Participatory Action Research (PAR) not only makes it possible 

to generate new knowledge but to also solve real-life problems which is reflected in the 

dissertation’s multiple participants, its multiple activities, multiple locations to benefit the 

research and demonstrate clear impacts useful to several stakeholders. This holds true for this 

research: several stakeholders (different levels of interest and involvement), multiple participants 

and partners (children, youth, adults and seniors), multiple activities, including extracurricular 

activities, inside and outside of their Rancherias (villages) and multiple locations including 

Riohacha, the capital city of the department of La Guajira, as well as five (5) Rancherias located 

in different parts of the department of La Guajira, all with different needs and wants in each 

location. It is also important to mention that many members of the Rancherias had a different 

understanding of my presence and my goals. My efforts to explain my research - without 

speaking the local language (Wayúunaiki) was by itself an interesting experience on the impact 

and interpretation of one's words. The task of remaining flexible and adaptable to function 

effectively in such social settings was an extraordinarily rich and worthwhile experience 

(Altrichter, H., Kemmis, S., McTaggart, R., Zuber-Skerritt, O., 2002). It was important to utilize 

quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods for data collection and analysis throughout the entire 

duration of the research because, as a researcher, I was never able to examine a social sphere in 

its ‘natural’ context. The main variable to deal with in my social sciences research was the fact 

that there were power relations in the Rancherias coming to the Wayúu people’s land eager to 

share my specific goals, hopes and aspirations which assuredly added another layer of challenges 
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to this research.    

Some points of interest that helped to guide this research were: 

1. Value creation should be seen both as the means and the end of the PAR project, ensuring 

that benefits were gained throughout the different PAR episodes. These benefits were 

obtained on different levels from various stakeholders when visiting the Rancherias at 

different times. 

2. Recognize a participatory, holistic approach since everyone possesses unique and 

valuable knowledge about their communities, their lives, their experiences and their 

aspirations. 

3. Anxiety and fear from partners and participants in the research proved to be a challenge 

throughout the research, especially for the Wayúu children. The sharing and 

dissemination of collective achievements helped me deal with these imminent issues as 

new forms of value were being generated within the local Rancherias. 

4. PAR promoted a sense of stability and direction for the research. 

5. Methods were flexible to adapt to the continually changing circumstances of the research.  

6. The following points of interest to the researcher and stakeholders due to this research 

were: 

a. Important variables in my research such as the level of education of the mothers, 

the value of education (literacy) and the role of families in encouraging and 

providing the means for their children to meet their cultural needs and become 

literate were key when applying the PAR methodology to this dissertation. 

b. Identifying important elements through the ebb and flow of my research that deal 

with the challenges and opportunities of meeting cultural needs and increasing 
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literacy outcomes with the application of an appropriate learning model. 

The following closing comments nicely summarize the intent of this research: some of 

the elements in researching with the Wayúu people were unity; close family relationships, 

community involvement and integration. The end goal of ‘Wayúu communities’, in my personal 

view, was to have members of a community who were united, responsible and caring in their 

approaches to relationships (Diab and Wilson, 2008) working constructively while building 

community (Amodio, 2005; Dudgeon, P., Kelly, K., Walker, R., 2010). Also key, was the 

collaboration and equal partnership in the application of participatory action research 

methodology with the Wayúu people allowing for greater accountability with regards to 

community priorities (Caxaj, 2015) contributing to ensure that Aboriginal people have control of, 

or significant input into (Dudgeon, P., Kelly, K., Walker, R., 2010) and resulting in the 

identification of the factors for an educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu 

children aged 5-8 in La Guajira, Colombia. 

Participant Selection  

The sampling strategy was purposive rather than random - participants were selected 

based on their direct involvement with the age analyzed and their accessibility as well as interest 

in contributing to this dissertation. Three generations of Wayúu were covered in this research: 

grandparents, parents, youth and children. The oldest participant was an 81-year-old lady and the 

youngest participant was a girl of 4 years old. The children (aged 4-9) who were able to speak 

Spanish, were currently enrolled in a school and were eager to support and collaborate. Most 

adults were all professionals responding in their capacity as a Wayúu leader, teacher and 

knowledgeable of the Wayúu culture and their education programs. Other adults were Wayúu 
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parents and grandparents that were born in the Rancheria where they reside and most of them 

were able to speak in Spanish.  

Sampling Process. The selection of partners and participants was based on a naturalistic 

approach (Creswell and Poth, 2018), with a purposive strategy sampling technique in which 

researcher relies on his or her judgment when choosing members of a specific population to 

participate in the study (Creswell and Poth, 2018). As a result of connections that started in 2012 

when I was researching my master’s degree thesis at the University of Ottawa. Relationships 

were developed and since 2015 these connections were intensified given that the first visit was in 

May and June 2016 (Venezuela). These connections continued at a gathering with the Wayúu 

people in Chile during my visit there in October 2016, a visit to the five Rancherias in October 

and November 2016 (Colombia) and finally at a visit during March, April and May 2017 

(Colombia). The selection of informants was natural, cordial and without any formal agreement 

or contract though all had given their consent (see Appendixes C, D, E and F). All my informants 

are pursuing studies, work or are interested in similar subjects, have many of the same interests, 

hopes and wishes that I have; therefore, there was an intrinsic connection and link that united all 

of us.  

Throughout the research (including the pilot visits in May, October and November 2016) 

I engaged over 600 people, between the ages of 4 to 80+, who considered this research area to 

have importance and relevance and who therefore contributed in various manners. The group of 

people included children (+ 200) , youth (+ 100) , adults, seniors and Elders (+ 300) from the 

Rancherias, from the cities of Riohacha and Bogota in Colombia; and Maracaibo and Caracas in 

Venezuela, Wayúu teachers, principals, Wayúu traditional authorities, professors from the 

following universities in Venezuela and Colombia: Universidad del Zulia, Universidad Central 
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de Venezuela, Universidad Francisco de Miranda, Universidad Andres Bello, Pontificia 

Universidad Javeriana, Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Wayúu organizations such as 

YANAMA, Jayuir, Araurayu and Painwashi and representatives of UNICEF from Venezuela 

and Colombia.  

Data Collection Methods  

 Data collection methods used were participant observation and semi-structured and open-

ended interviews. Creative tools for listening to children in research were also used. These 

included: photography, drawings, play as a research strategy, storytelling, narrative approaches 

and narrative analysis. This was applied in a manner consistent with the guidance provided by 

Cajete, (1994); Bolin, (2006); Rogoff, (2003); Ball and Pence, (2006); Langness, (2015 and 

2020); McGregor, Restoule and Johnston, (2018); Wilson, (2008), Creswell and Poth, (2018) and 

in following of the scientific methodology guidelines offered by the Bahá’í Faith “systematic, 

organized, conscience knowledge, playing the role of Participant and Observer at the same time, 

and being analytical, anticipate critics, and weaknesses” (The William S. Hatcher Library).  

In the design of the data collection process, I wanted to provide opportunities for partners 

and participants to describe the various components of the educational program development and 

implementation of the Wayúu curriculum, to obtain information I previously did not have direct 

access to while in La Guajira, Colombia.  

I also wanted to collaborate with the Wayúu communities to better understand what the 

various components of an education program entailed when working with curricula, educational 

materials and strategies that reflect their culture (Streets and Jordan, 1973), especially for their 

children, in keeping with the spirit of the well-known principle that analysis is not simply an 

observation, it is also an intervention, as it changes the system being studied. I wanted to do what 
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I could to understand what had gone on and strengthen these Wayúu teachers’ awareness of the 

many elements involved in the policy process, as part of an indirect organizational development 

intervention to strengthen their Wayúu cultural teaching materials and learning strategies.  

The interactions between my beliefs and goals while collaborating with the Wayúu partners and 

participants as co-creators in my PAR process was a challenging process as we all had to learn 

from each other, accommodate each other’s ways of living focusing on collaboration with having 

to overlook each other’s faults and accentuate the positive while being assured of keeping the 

research questions in our minds and hearts. Of special concern for me, was having to sustain the 

effort when faced with multiple co-creators and partners ensuring that all the information, energy 

and enthusiasm be directed towards this research, while at the same time having to teach myself 

how to balance the axiomatic and empirical dimension of PAR as well as the most perceptive 

way to convey and develop the competencies, skills and knowledge of each and every co-creator. 

As Altrichter, H., Kemmis, S., McTaggart, R., Zuber-Skerritt, O. (2002) stated in their research, 

the action research process was the steps that I went through with my partners and participants.  

Participant observation. The goal to achieve reliable, valid and ethical responses from 

all the research partners and participants (Mukherji and Albon, 2015) was of vital importance, 

due to the issue of power (the differentials in power between myself and the research 

participants) in the Rancherias and local settings. The need to appeal to children was essential in 

obtaining their willing consent (see Appendixes C, D, E and F) for the purpose of their inclusive 

involvement over time (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). The tool of participant observation is 

conducive to achieving this goal, however, there were many variables at hand such as social 

context, high unemployment, personal as well as the communities’ circumstances (lack of water 

and food) calling on my role in the Rancherias to adopt the best approach in partnership with the 
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Wayúu people to ensure that it was naturalistic (Cajete, 1994; Creswell and Poth, 2018), that is 

to say - to research their natural settings without trying to influence or change it.  

My interactions, as the researcher, with the Wayúu children and adults in their usual and 

familiar settings was a positive aspect of this research. Being in their territory, interacting with 

them at their leisure was key to adjusting the research to suit the abilities and interest of research 

participants (children and adults alike) (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). The approach was focused 

on the shared meanings with children and parents and other adults in the Rancherias construct 

together and observed in natural surroundings (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). 

Spending time immersed in the Rancheria allowed me to gain detailed insights about the 

Wayúu people’s lives and by doing so, I became a participant in their Rancherias to become a 

familiar face, able to observe Wayúu people’s behaviour in as naturalistic a setting as possible 

(Mukherji and Albon, 2015). 

According to (Mukherji and Albon, 2015), a dimension to consider was the participant or 

non-participant observation “The type of observation being used is the degree to which the 

researcher/observer is part of the actual observation. Although the degree to which an observer is 

a participant or not lies on a continuum, for convenience’s sake” (p. 136). 

Mukherji and Albon (2015) identified four conditions of a participant as observer: 

Participant as an observer is when the researcher spends a considerable amount of time 

with a group and attempts to become a full member of the group but explains to the group 

from the beginning that they are conducting research. (p. 136) 

By being a participant-observer in five different Rancherias along with its different settings (city, 

town, country and beach) allowed this research’s findings to be generalizable, that is, the 
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findings from the participants under study can be applied to a wider population (Mukherji and 

Albon, 2015) in la Guajira, Colombia and Venezuela.  

Semi-structured interviews. I used a semi-structured questionnaire (see Appendices A 

and B) to help focus discussions and to also give informants opportunities to provide the 

information they considered relevant that was indirectly linked to the research question - this was 

what transpired. I obtained information from several families from each community, so I 

received more than a one-sided view of the process. During interviews, I recorded each 

informant’s comments in written form, picture, video and voice recording, stopping periodically 

to read my notes back to check if I had accurately captured the essence of their opinions. This 

data collection strategy was generally consistent with Frey (2018) and Creswell and Poth’s 

(2018) guidance on conducting interviews. Some informants were not directly accessible and 

responded to the questionnaire through family members, or I had to simply observe and gather 

any clues during the interactions. As I analyzed my interview notes, I reviewed and triangulated 

responses from multiple partners and informants to each of the questions and took note of the 

key views expressed - some agreed or were similar and also complementary (filling in the blanks 

in others’ comments), and occasionally there were divergent opinions. These are noted in the 

Findings section below (Chapter 5).  

Data Analysis  

My first phase was all about getting the paperwork (field notes, notes from interviews, 

semi-structured questionnaires – see Appendices A and B) under control. Transcripts were 

lengthy in addition to having to catalogue all photos, videos, recordings, maps, artwork, notes in 

my computer with my research diary, drawings, etc. Then, the central task was to seek out 

thematic patterns and trends – check the trends where the same information appears in different 
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places: do they fit in with what I expect? Are they surprising? Do they contradict my 

expectations? Was research bias present? Do they reflect the way methods were used? And 

check for contradictions – Are they the result of working with different groups? Using different 

methods? What are the external factors affecting data collection at different times? (Mukherji 

and Albon, 2015). Analysis began at different times – during an interview or focus group 

discussion, at the end of an interview or focus group and immediately after the interview or focus 

group. After several interviews and having to live in La Guajira with the Wayúu for some time, I 

begun to build a theory as to the ethno-education-cultural experience that was taking place (what 

is happening).  

The ethnography analysis tools used were visual and thematic coding (Creswell and Poth, 

2018) within a cross-disciplinary field. Observation on the field was key to interpret and analyze 

many aspects of Wayúu practice and Wayúu children’s experience. My experience in developing 

the dissertation in consultation with my PAR partners revolved around which Rancherias should 

we focus on, how the analysis should be conducted and what they are likely to find. Such factors 

were all difficult for us to agree upon. Also, we were all aware that most of the research with the 

Wayúu children will be subjective and interpretive (Creswell and Poth, 2018).  

My PAR partners and I were following the steps that Mukherji and Albon, 2015 

described when having to identify the key themes that summarize the important categories within 

the data and having to look at how these relate to each other. Familiarize yourself with the data: 

read and reread notes, interview schedules and transcripts. Make a preliminary list of themes or 

categories you can see in the data. Go through the data again, making notes in the margins as you 

go along as to what theme is being dealt with here. Look at our list of categories before, during 

and after this second reading and make changes as problems emerge. Set out our list of 
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categories in a clear format. Go through the data again and note all material relating to each 

category under its heading. Then look at each category and see what we have got and it will be 

easy to make sense of the material we have collected. (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). 

We used the four sub-questions of the research as a guide, keeping in mind that the 

purpose of this dissertation is to study a complex reality within an interdisciplinary and 

transdisciplinary framework. I also had to think about my PAR partners and ensure that my 

approach makes sense to them and meets my research’s aims. The PAR partners offered their 

interpretations of my findings. Learning from other people’s ideas improves the quality of my 

analysis (Mukherji and Albon, 2015) and also lets everyone feel their contribution was valued, 

which increases their commitment to implement any action that may arise from the results of this 

research. Many times, I asked my PAR partners to do some of the analysis in parallel with me 

(assess validity by having alternative explanations of the findings) (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). 

This was one way of checking where personal bias was being introduced into the process. My 

skills as a mediator with having to reconcile different views were put to the test, though I was 

well supported with my Bahá’í beliefs and principles regarding. The goal was to create a robust 

process and to increase the chances of action stemming from the research. Also, this process was 

another check to assess the validity of the findings (e.g., have the findings been fed back to the 

informants in order to get their opinion on the proposed explanation? Has the researcher’s self’ 

been recognized as an influence in the research, but guard against causing biased reporting?) 

(Mukherji and Albon, 2015; Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). 

The techniques for qualitative analysis used were by hand (set of sheets with a jumble of 

statements for each research’s sub-questions and themes emerging from the data) (Mukherji and 

Albon, 2015), cut and paste by computer (type the data into the computer, then make a word 
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processing file for each four of the research sub-questions and within each sub-questions create 

the themes) and computer programs (word processing helping me to move, order and copy text, 

add up and compare data and share data with PAR partners) (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). Due to 

the ways of living of my PAR partners accounting for there not being any access to the internet 

for most of them along with computers, software methods such as Hyper Research being 

unavailable to them.  

The narrative and inductive content analysis approach of this research’s goal was to 

provide as much information as possible to enable readers to understand how the research had 

been carried out (Mukherji and Albon, 2015) through a full account of data collection and 

analysis. An effort was made to present findings in context and avoid, for example, taking quotes 

from an interview in such a way as to twist their original meaning (Mukherji and Albon, 2015). 

Many times, the same informant or PAR partner will respond in different ways to the same 

questions in different contexts for example, in an office or school or a restaurant or at a home. 

Also, the same informant will share a different point of view when the informant was in a public 

setting, with family, or among colleagues.  

Within the ethnography and Participatory Action Research (PAR) aspects of the 

methodology for the narrative and inductive content analysis of this research as there is neither a 

single, absolute truth in human reality nor one correct reading or interpretation of a text 

(Lieblich, Tuval-Mashiach and Zilber (2011), my collaboration with a local non-profit Wayúu 

organization called Jayuir [means sunrise in Wayúunaiki] was accompanied by a high level of 

responsibility and commitment to the project, in order to work together, commit time, 

collaborate, consult and make decisions together.  Many times, I had to let go of my intuition and 

follow the suggestions made by the CEO of the Jayuir foundation and principal of an elementary 
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school, concerning the ways I should approach the community and PAR partners with my 

attempts to build the necessary bonds to collect data (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). The process 

was important to contribute to assessing the validity and accountability of the findings and create 

the necessary relational validity to achieve the legitimacy of this research (Tuck and McKenzie, 

2015). 

Themes were identified during the verification sessions about each key question, noting 

differences and similarities within and across factors and cultural needs. These themes then 

served as a framework for the more formal analysis of the research data and coding of the 

dissertation findings (Creswell and Poth, 2018). Specifically, I read and listened to each piece of 

information collected, organized the data by the sub-questions and identified themes emerging 

from the sub-questions. Sub-questions and themes were written upon papers in text and tabular 

form. Using this framework as a guide, I then grouped the themes into clusters of findings, 

reviewed how each theme related to the data and then clustered the themes according to sub-

questions and the dissertation question. Data generated for each dissertation sub-question was 

also thematically clustered according to factors and cultural needs. 

As the result of the exercise describe above with my PAR partners and a reflection of 

what the data show, the following six categories emerge: (1) Culture and Context; (2) Teaching 

and Literacy / Role of the Teacher; (3) Personal Identity; (4) Mother’s Level of Education and 

Parent Engagement; (5) Language and Ethno-Education; (6) Institutions and Organizations. The 

selection of these six categories respond to the educational circumstances to be analyzed and 

what, how and when was reported during this research as a true tales of the field collection of the 

perceived reality of the Wayúu people.  
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After the formal research in Winter 2018, I then reviewed the remaining findings and 

through a series of Skype conversations with my supervisor, discussed and reviewed the data – 

sharing the concepts that the data conveyed (their inherent meaning). To supplement these 

conversations, I also created a series of spreadsheets to help organize the data and to compare the 

data across factors and cultural needs. I then prepared a draft findings chapter of the results and 

shared it with key stakeholders (e.g., teacher, child, parent and community leader) who reviewed 

it to help ensure the validity and accuracy of my interpretations (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). At 

the verification and action sessions scheduled for August, September, October, November and 

December 2018, these findings then were presented back to partners to clarify, refute and verify 

the research findings as they were presented during the 2018, 2019 and 2020 years. However, 

communication, mostly by WhatsApp continued as further consultation was needed in order to 

discuss the elaboration of analysis of findings, conclusions, recommendations and final thoughts.  

To assess the validity and legitimacy of the findings, the findings of each group of 

respondents was triangulated with those from another group (Rancheria) (Mukherji and Albon, 

2015; Tuck and McKenzie, 2015). The context played a role in the findings relative to the 

location where many times a change in words would occur when located in the different 

Rancheria. 

I do not think it is possible to analyze a social situation without changing it in some way - 

one of the best-known examples of this is the Hawthorne Effect, summarized in (McCambridge, 

J., Witton, J., Elbourne, D., 2013) and elsewhere. While the children, youth and adults 

interviewed and observed and interacted for this research provided a tremendous amount of 

information, I went ahead with some service inputs they could enjoy and benefit from to 

strengthen their educational experience. Several children (Focus Group 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) I 
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interviewed noticed this aspect of my approach - and said, “We love it that at the same time you 

are learning from us, you are helping us with our homework and teaching us how to read and 

write in Spanish, Wilmer” due to my observations, comments and questions during our 

interactions.  

I think this sort of research is a two-way-street - the researcher gets something and gives 

something back as the work goes on. Sometimes simply asking a question prompts an informant 

to articulate things that had previously been implicit knowledge: this makes the knowledge 

explicit and enriches the learning process for both parties. This co-learning process is consistent 

with education principles articulated by scholars such as Teresa Langness Henkel (2003), Paulo 

Freire (1973), Hatcher (2002), Tamas (2018), Bolin (2006) and Jessica Ball and Alan Pence 

(2006) whose work influenced me greatly in my graduate studies in international education. I see 

the emergence of new learning sites in places like La Guajira, Colombia as a community-based 

form of children’s education, where learning is very much a mutual process. 

Limitations of the Research 

This research had numerous limitations. For one thing, I was attempting to understand, 

describe and interpret activities that were taking place in the black box of a foreign society and 

the Wayúu Indigenous context into which I could not see. I am not a professional ethnographer 

who has spent years studying and attempting to understand certain phenomena in a foreign 

system. I did not know, from personal experience, what transpired when my host Wayúu partners 

(children, families, teachers and others) consulted with each other, their ways to see and interpret 

reality and how they see the importance of this research and how it may impact their lives in the 

short, medium and long term. I had to take what I was told at face value and work with the 

information that was given and become aware of those ethnographic elements, then guess and 
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intuit and seek multiple perspectives from which I made an educated (best guess) of the reality of 

the Wayúu informants. This limitation is a common feature of this type of cross-cultural 

educational research, which has a large body of literature, see, for example, (Liamputtong, 2008; 

Davidov, Schmidt and Billiet, 2011; Schaffer and Riordan, 2003) and the many articles in 

publications such as The Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology (2020), International Journal of 

Cultural Studies (2020) and others, a full exploration of which is well beyond the scope of this 

research.   

As a result, there were several opportunities to use personal observation to verify what I 

was being told - it was a collection of subjective reports of recollections and perceptions of all 

the actors (children, youth, adults, inside the Wayúu communities and outside) who were 

participating in the factors of an educational program process being analyzed, then triangulated 

through various sources of information to validate my results (between PAR partners, 

participants and group of respondents among all the five Rancherias). As noted by Mitchell 

(2007), as a researcher applying ethnography as one of my methodologies, I must consider the 

whole context and consider the history of each individual and institution involved in the 

research. Also, a few key distinctions of action research that Reason and Bradbury (2008) 

pointed towards the innovation and development field that is carried out because of creating 

knowledge which established the fact that “No other role in social science demands a broader 

spectrum of capacities, bridging practical problem solving, reflective and analytical thinking than 

an action researcher” (p. 130).  

I did what I could to accurately capture their comments and then combined this 

information into a format suited to this research, along with constant and uninterrupted 

consultation with the stakeholders and various members of the Wayúu community to evaluate 
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and confirm that the information collected was true and valid. There were multiple opportunities 

for gaps and omissions and distortions of events to support the biases of informants in addition to 

myself.  

The research was precise only to the extent that the information was relatively consistent 

with what I and my PAR stakeholders thought I was told and recorded in my notes. I shared 

preliminary versions of the findings and data analysis portions with several key informants and 

they said that I had done a good job of describing a complex process and in some cases, they 

provided supplementary information to enrich the analysis and lessons learned. I think that is 

about as good as it can get in this sort of dissertation.  

A note on language. Although I was analyzing the Wayúu experience, most of my 

Wayúu informants were fluent in Spanish and all interviews were conducted in Spanish, 

however, there were occasions that an interpretation from Wayúunaiki to Spanish was needed. I 

think some Wayúu children, parents, teachers and others I interviewed would have been reluctant 

to freely express themselves if an interpreter had been present, so I worked with what I received 

directly from them. However, in some interviews and interactions with the Wayúu that only 

spoke Wayúunaiki, an interpreter was present. If I had professional level capacity in Wayúunaiki 

I am sure there would have been more depth and nuances in the data collection process. 

However, that was not the case and the research suffer from this shortcoming.  

Ethics 

It was fundamental to recognize Indigenous spiritual systems as important resources for 

social development (Cajete, 1986; Creative Spirits, 2017; Margot and McKenzie, 2006). I sought 

to apply not only my spiritual principles and moral standards to the relationship between the 

Wayúu Indigenous community but also myself as a researcher.  
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Before beginning the dissertation, for the research pilot project, I was granted ethics 

approval from the RRU Research Ethics Board on May 21, 2016, in accordance with the “Tri-

Council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans” Canadian 

Institutes of Health Research (CIHR), The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 

of Canada (NSERC) and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada 

(SSHRC), 2010), and the Tri-Agency Framework: Responsible Conduct of Research (Panel on 

Responsible Conduct of Research, (2011). Then for the primary research project, I was granted 

ethics approval from the RRU Research Ethics Board on March 4, 2017. For a copy of the letter 

of approval see Appendices F and G.  

We are living today in a unique period in history. The need for a new understanding of 

the relationships between the individual, the community and the institutions of society becomes 

ever more acute. The conviction that we belong to one human family to resolve issues such as 

extremes of wealth and poverty, inequality of opportunity and access to resources, environmental 

pollution, war and pandemic, just to name a few, is greatly needed. If people regard themselves 

as members of one global community and as an interdependent organic unity - establishing a 

new historical consciousness - all the ills and challenges of the world can be eliminated (The 

Bahá’í Faith). But the global approach, a universal concept - the unity of humankind - is much 

more than a truism, nor can it be reduced to simply a form of modern Western doctrine of 

participatory democracy. It is a new social reality -- the global level -- at which to 

reconceptualize social, economic and political culture and institutions. To meet the needs and 

ethical/moral challenges of a global society, we must transcend the limited nationalistic 

discourse. The final goal of social sciences is to generate knowledge that will lead to a change of 

behaviour in the life of human beings to live coherent lives. 
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Concerning my responsibility as a researcher in applying the methodologies and methods 

that best answer the dissertation question, I may be in a position of innovation as I face context 

and conditions unique to the data, sample and techniques of the research. As with any human 

relationship, research involving collecting data from people must be based on the foundation of 

reciprocity and loyalty. As a researcher, I obtained data from the Wayúu communities in 

Venezuela and Colombia and in return, the individuals and communities should receive respect, 

dignity, honour and love from me for the information given. Loyalty is a condition that both 

parties must practice - from my point of view, loyalty concerning helping to translate the 

knowledge gained into action within the Wayúu community and ultimately return to each 

Rancheria for the purpose of putting into action the recommendations suggested in this research.  

Members of the Rancherias, including their children, were open and comfortable with the 

confidentiality and anonymity of the research. The level of trust was accompanied by the belief 

that my research will create positive changes in the educational environments of their children. 

Therefore, the level of commitment and hope entrusted to me remains a great responsibility. 

Different members of the Rancherias expressed their views on this matter in different ways and 

all agreed that this research will only bring new opportunities for their children. I must say that 

when the parents noticed that I was welcomed and trusted by their children; parents were more at 

ease to share data with me. 

Only during the first few weeks, were there some power dynamics (Hatcher, 2021) 

happening in the Rancherias by the Elders, teachers, parents and children as they wanted me to 

stay in one Rancheria and to not visit the other Rancherias. They did this by limiting which 

families within a Rancheria I could visit and by diverting the research goal to resolving other 

problems such as the water and food issues in addition to finding new ways to sell their products 
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(mochila [Wayúu bag], hammock, etc.). However, as time progressed and all members of the 

Rancheria observed my daily actions and interactions especially with the children and that my 

volunteer activities carried out as a teacher of children’s classes using the Ruhi Institute (Ruhi 

Institute) materials were helping the children learn Spanish and math, the members of the 

community and parents realized that I was focused on the well-being of their children and that I 

was serving them to the best of my abilities. The fact that I am Canadian, born and raised in 

Venezuela, did not matter. After being in the Rancheria for a few weeks, I was treated like I was 

one of them and all the children were calling me Profe [Teacher]. I was staying at their homes, 

eating their food, doing their day-to-day activities and sharing their challenges and fun moments. 

From the beginning, I practiced trustworthiness and wisdom in my interactions with the Wayúu 

people. Little by little I opened up and shared my life, personal stories, challenges and 

opportunities, finding out that we have much in common with regards to our common aspirations 

and hopes (work to have a comfortable livelihood, raise healthy and happy children, serve our 

fellow men, and so on).  
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Figure 7: Wayúu children taking Children Classes by using Ruhi Institute materials (Photo 

taken by author).   

 

Figure 8: Wayúu children taking Children Classes by using Ruhi Institute materials (Photo 

taken by author).  
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Figure 9: Wayúu children taking Children Classes by using Ruhi Institute materials (Photo 

taken by author).   

 

As a researcher that follows the Bahá’í teachings, I kept to a regimen of self-reflection 

with regards to all my interactions with the Wayúu people, especially in possible situations and 

scenarios that could trigger a potentially uncomfortable and negative response from myself or 

could cause interpretation of the findings to waver in different ways rather than the true reality of 

the facts. To attempt to justify the methodology and methods based on assumptions, beliefs and 

the current position was a challenging task, as “it is on the match between methodology and 

methods and research focus/topic/questions that the credibility of any findings, conclusions, and 

claims depends” (Wellington, Bathmaker, Hunt, McGullogh and Sikes, 2005, p. 4).    
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Chapter 5: Findings 

This chapter summarizes the research project’s findings, focusing on factors linked to the 

educational program to which the Wayúu children aspire to have access to in addition to meeting 

their cultural needs which would then be mirrored through the school and the community at 

large. Additional analytical categories of interest include the extent to which the factors were 

contextualized and endogenous such as school practices’ appropriateness, adequate education for 

children 5 to 8 years old, water, (and more) and the reflection of the cultural needs as to whether 

or not they were absent from the educational program during the time spent with the Wayúu 

children for the purpose of data collection for this research.    

This chapter will be organized following the sub-questions of this research. The first 

section provides a context for the research. In the second section I present the findings for what 

needs to be learned to increase the understanding of the cultural needs of Wayúu children. The 

third section examines the factors required for an educational program for Wayúu children. The 

fourth section presents the conditions that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an 

educational experience aligned with their cultural needs. And the final section explores 

appropriate policies and strategies that will provide adequate education and support literacy for 

Wayúu children in La Guajira, Colombia. 

Throughout the chapter, I offer a narrative to help convey the ideas, perceptions, thoughts 

and questions that emerged from children and other members of the Rancherias through the 

research, yet I have tried as much as possible to allow the voices of the children and adults, 

through their quotes, stories and insights to share the dissertation findings and results with you 

the reader. The voices and perspectives of children are critical to this research and are therefore 

at the forefront of the findings and analysis. 
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Research Context 

As noted in the previous chapter, four (4) Rancherias were selected for analysis. The first, 

Rancheria Parenska is located in the middle - northeast - of the Department of La Guajira, in the 

municipality of Manaure, occupies an area of six square kilometres, with a population of 

approximately three hundred people. The Rancheria is accessible by car and motorcycle. It is 23 

km north of Riohacha (capital of the province of La Guajira, Colombia). Second, Rancheria 

Frijolitos: Located in the middle - northeast - of the Department of La Guajira, in the 

municipality of Manaure, occupies an area of three-square kilometres, with a population of 

approximately one hundred and fifty people. The Rancheria is accessible by car and motorcycle. 

It is 22 km north of Riohacha. Third, Rancheria Dividivi: Located in the center of the 

Department of La Guajira, in the municipality of Riohacha, occupies an area of nine square 

kilometres, with a population of approximately five hundred people. The Rancheria is accessible 

by car and motorcycle. It is 30 km west of Riohacha. Fourth, Rancheria Riohacha: Located in the 

south-west of the Department of La Guajira, in the municipality of Riohacha, occupies an area of 

approximately 150 square kilometres, with a population of 160,000 people - approximately 55% 

are women and 45% are men. The fifth and last place of research was Rancheria Mayapo: 

Located in the middle - northeast - of the Department of La Guajira, in an area called 

Capichiraule, in the municipality of Manaure, occupies an area of 80 square kilometres, with a 

population of approximately 2000 people. The Rancheria is accessible by car and motorcycle. At 

all Rancherias, over 70% of people over five years old know how to read and write in Spanish 

with the following breakdown of over 60% of the population between the ages of three- and five-

year-old go to school (daycare), likewise over 80% of the population between 6 to 10 years old 

and over 75% of the population between 11-17 years old possess literacy skills of reading and 
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writing (University of La Guajira, 2021). Over 25% of the population has finished elementary 

school and over 30% high school, over 9% tertiary education and less than 1% master or Ph.D. 

studies. Over 40% of the population in the department of La Guajira, Colombia is Wayúu (both 

father and mother are Wayúu), according to the National Administrative Department of Statistics 

(DANE), 2020. 

There are over 60% women and 40% men in the Rancherias, over 30% are 0-14 years 

old, over 65% are 15-65 years old and less than 5% are over 65 years old, according to the 

National Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE), 2020. All the Rancherias except 

Riohacha do not have access to water. Electricity is limited, most homes do not have power. 

People use rainwater to cook food, to wash clothes with many drinking the rainwater while 

others revert to purchasing drinking water. Telephone and internet connectivity are weak due to 

the low income of the Wayúu people, leaving families without this important electronic resource 

(virtual classes is not accessible for most of areas of the province of La Guajira, Colombia and 

the state of Zulia, Venezuela).  

These Rancherias were selected based on two main criteria: their acceptance of the value 

placed on the positive outcomes expected for their children and Rancherias based on this 

dissertation and the accessibility of relevant information provided by key informants who had 

meaningful roles in the process of education of children between 5-8 years old in La Guajira. 

Fieldwork at the Rancherias began in 2016 and concluded in 2020. A first pilot visit and 

first encounter – as a researcher – with the Wayúu people took place in May 2016 in Venezuela. 

A second pilot visit with the Wayúu people took place in October/November 2016 in Colombia. 

Following my success in Columbia I began my field work in earnest in 2017. This began in 

Bogota (March 13-19, 2017). I then spent approximately two months (March 19 - May 10, 2017) 
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conducting field work at the five Rancherias. Additional data collection took place in La Guajira, 

Colombia; Maracaibo and Caracas, Venezuela during 2016 and 2017. The final interview with a 

Wayúu participant was in La Guajira and took place by WhatsApp on May 30, 2020. Throughout 

the whole research process (2016-2020) I have been in touch with my PAR partners. 

Participatory action research (PAR) process. Most PAR partner and participants live 

in the Rancheria where most of the data collection took place. Each one of them was given a 

brief of the nature, scope and possible results of the research before proceeding with the data 

collection. I asked about the level of involvement in the research and what were their hopes. 

Parents were given a formal document which they signed before the interview for any type of 

data collection to take place. Parents and the teachers at the schools provided their consent to 

collect data in the schools, outside the schools and any location of the Rancherias.  

Other participants from Riohacha, the University of La Guajira, Rancherías of La Guajira 

(Colombia and Venezuela), Bogotá, Maracaibo and Caracas gave consent through written or 

verbal forms.  

I was invited to conduct my research at the Rancherias of Riohacha (attached to the 

capital of the Department of La Guajira). Rancheria Dividivi, municipality of Riohacha. 

Parenska, Frijolitos and Mayapo; municipality Manaure, department of Guajira, Colombia, 

where 50.8% of the total population of this municipality are illiterate (never went to a school), 

and 3.94% of the population have completed primary school (DANE, 2005, 2018). I had the 

opportunity, along with my dear wife and two children, to visit the Rancheria Parenska and 

Frijolitos in October/November 2016. During the visit, I met close to 40 out of the 50 children 

aged 4-9. I also met their families and walked around the Rancherias. According to two key PAR 

partners, a teacher of grades 1, 2 and 3 at the Wayúu Rancheria Parenska and a teacher and 
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coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever] (daycare) for Rancherias 

Parenska and Frijolitos and their families and friends, there had never been researching carried 

out at their Rancherias. Although the Rancheria’s inhabitants are 100% Wayúu and have kept 

many of their laws, traditions and worldview close to the origins of their tribe, they have 

expressed the need to learn more about their own culture, particularly factors and elements of 

their culture that could support their children’s education to particularly embrace their identity as 

a Wayúu and to realize the potential of the Wayúu culture so as to contribute to their people and 

society at large.  

One of the key participants of the research was a teacher and resident of the Rancheria 

Parenska, in addition to invited members of a Wayúu Foundation Jayuir, teachers at the Parenska 

school, parents and children who first met me when I visited them at their Rancheria in 

October/November 2016. We held a few meetings and a few members of the Wayúu Foundation 

Jayuir accompanied me in my visits to other Rancherias. This Wayúu organization realized the 

potential and significance of this research and after sharing the vision, goals and hopes of this 

research and learned from theirs, the Wayúu Foundation Jayuir joined us in our efforts to create, 

design and elaborate the instruments, strategies, collection and interpretation of data. All 

members of this foundation are Wayúu and most of them are teachers. 

What Needs to be Learned to Increase the Understanding of the Cultural Needs of Wayúu 

children? 

The data collected from these five widely diverse cultural settings (Rancheria Parenska, 

Rancheria Frijolitos, Rancheria Dividivi, Rancheria Mayapo and Riohacha) was an effort to 

engage with the current cultural needs of the Wayúu children, taking into consideration 

contextual and environmental factors, with a future purpose of promoting factors which will 
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offer conceptual support for action in addition to engaging them in preparations for change. This 

exercise increased the understanding and response to the challenge of how, at this critical 

juncture of human evolution, to provide new levels of understanding of the cultural, social and 

spiritual arenas of the Wayúu children aged 5-8.  

Almost everyone with whom I shared my research questions in La Guajira reacted very 

positively and earnestly, wanting to find out about the results. A high level of receptivity and 

desire to contribute and collaborate in this research was expressed by adults, youth and children 

alike. A comment from Focus Group 1 and Focus Group 2 expressed their desire to learn more 

about their own culture and their preference to learn in their mother tongue: 

We would like to go to school in the morning. We would like to learn how to play some 

instruments such as tambores [drums], platillos [cymbals] and acordion [accordion] and 

play football, softball, and dolls. In the afternoon, we would like to go back to school to 

play. Also, we would like to learn about our dances. We would like to learn how to cook 

beans and feed the animals. We would like to learn how to read and write first in 

Wayúunaiki, then in Spanish. Prefer to be tested in school in Wayúunaiki. Prefer classes 

outside the classroom. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and 

Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

As the following quote attests, the necessity and utility to define and learn about the cultural 

needs of Wayúu children is a paramount topic among Wayúu children, teachers, authorities, 

“Pütchipü'üi” "Palabrero" [Elder] and scholars: 

Children have a high level of intuition: the child asks to be educated. The mother and the 

teacher need to be attentive to the needs of the child/student. The mother and the teacher 
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must be attuned and pay attention to the needs of the child/student and develop the 

child/student potential. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

The following is a comment from a Full-Time professor at the University of La Guajira who 

pointed out the importance of this research by showing the true reality of the Wayúu people in 

Colombia:  

You should have known. The government plays a stupid or ignorant mode when 

something goes wrong. This is the importance of this thesis as it brings to everyone’s 

attention the real situation, needs and possible solutions to solve the problems. [The 

Colombian Government] Treat Indigenous people, culture and everything [including 

ourselves] as a commodity: Big Mistake. (Full-Time Professor, University of La Guajira, 

male, Riohacha) 

A distinguished Wayúu teacher points out the importance of education in relation to this 

research:  

Education is the foundation of society. It is the primal point to start a change in society. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

The Wayúu culture is based on the practice of oral culture, but this practice is menaced by the 

use and abuse of technology, especially among children and youth. An academic scholar refers to 

the Wayúu Oral Culture in the following manner:  

Their Oral Culture is strong and quite different than ours [Non-Wayúu people]. (personal 

communication with Professor - University La Guajira, 2017) 

The following themes drawn from the data collected and contributions from my key informants 

represent the desire and wish of Wayúu children and members of different Rancherias to learn 
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about their own culture, to satisfy their cultural needs and to identify the factors that will help 

them achieve these goals. 

Analysis of Categories 

A note on analytical categories about contextualization and endogenization were 

described earlier as two complementary elements of a single broad category of analysis - 

contextual appropriateness. Also, culture, literacy, indigenous knowledge and stages of 

development of children aged 5-8 were described as distinct but closely related factors of an 

educational program. These factors bleed into each other, especially when the actual educational 

program is seen as not meeting the cultural needs of the Wayúu children, as their underlying 

conceptual social structures or as what Gutierrez and Rogoff (2003) correlates to culture, 

literacy, development and poverty, with individuals and generations in dynamic communities - 

factors that usually are defined in educational program initiatives. 

Culture and Context 

Children, teachers, scholars and Wayúu Elders often cited the importance of knowing the 

true meaning of education and expressions of wisdom for Wayúu parents and children, in the 

form of knowledge needed to communicate with the Alijunas [non-Wayúu people] and the 

Colombian government. Also, it was expressed that the way Wayúu children express their 

wisdom and intelligence was different than Western knowledge systems and disciplines and 

ways of living (Appendix A and B: questionnaire, sections 1 and 3.9). The following quotes 

highlight how education was perceived by Wayúu parents and children and how children 

expressed their wisdom: 

We think that education is important, everyone should receive an education because it is 

needed for survival and to achieve what we want. Our parents always said that education 
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is important and we like it. Our parents always said that we learn at home and outside the 

home. We enjoyed being at school, but we don’t like marks. We learn new songs, 

Spanish, math, things that we need to learn when we go to the city and we love to play. 

Teachers explain things that we did not know and help us understand who we are and 

how to behave here and outside of the Rancheria. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska 

and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 5 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

I think part of learning is being sincerely concerned about truth rather than the mere 

voicing of personal views. Also, the ability to communicate clearly, learn to lead, 

collaborate with others and resolve Wayúu conflicts while accomplishing a task are 

pillars for meeting the cultural needs of our children. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu school administrator complained about the lack of results in the education system 

imposed by the Colombian government on the Wayúu children:  

It is too long to wait for a minimum of eleven (11) years of study to get a job. Too much 

information and years without producing a thing. (Wayúu parents, Riohacha) 

There are significant challenges that do not allow Wayúu children to have a normal life that 

could fulfil their cultural needs. One of these challenges is the lack of water, therefore the most 

important challenge to solve is access to water. In the last decade, this problem of water has been 

intensified and accelerated by climate change and mining companies in La Guajira. Most of the 

Wayúu people have spent their childhood, youth and adult life looking for water. This water 

problem creates a new pattern of life and interferes with school performance: 

The Wayúu child suffers a lot. There are many children between the age of 5 and 6 years 

old, they are starting to go to school and they have pimples in their skin, these pimples 

come because of lack of water. They take showers with dirty water; they use stagnant 
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water that is very dirty. They are sick all the time. Some parents, although they have little 

water, shower them and send them to school. But many parents, because they don’t have 

water, they don’t shower them and they don’t send them to school. We have a little bit of 

everything. We have responsible parents and we have irresponsible parents. We have 

children in our classes that are clean, others are dirty. Or many of them, especially girls 

don’t attend school because they did not have water to wash their manta [uniform]. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

I asked one of my informants the root cause of all the suffering of the Wayúu people, the burden 

of suffering under which thousands of Wayúu people, for generations, are groaning:  

The principal cause of this suffering, which all of us can witness wherever you turn, here 

in La Guajira of Colombia and Venezuela, is the corruption of human virtues and morals 

and the prevalence of prejudice, hatred, untrustworthiness, selfishness and tyranny among 

Wayúu people and the Alijunas. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

Another layer of difficulty for the Wayúu people is the high mortality rate among children. The 

reasons for the death of children in La Guajira in the past decade are diverse: lack of water, poor 

healthcare system, lack of food, the conflict between Colombian government and paramilitaries 

and lack of access to Rancherias in different areas of La Guajira.  

These challenges have multiple causes requiring at the same time, attention be given to 

the following three areas: water, food and healthcare.  

One distinctive aspect of the Wayúu culture is the concept of time. It seems that they 

follow to what we know as circadian rhythm – a mental, physical and behavioral changes that 

follow a 24-hour cycle (National Institute of General Medicine Sciences, 2021; Mazur, 2020; 

Olds, 2015) (Appendix A and B: questionnaire, section 1): 
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We, the Wayúu people, use our intuition and internal physical clock to know the time and 

do all of our daily activities accordingly. We don’t worry about the time; we have a more 

relaxed and pleasant lives than the rest of the world. However, at school we must use a 

clock and follow a schedule. We, the Wayúu people, always have had a problem with the 

school schedule and when to do our activities at school. (Wayúu teacher, activist, artist 

and tourist guide, female, Rancheria Dividivi; Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria 

Mayapo) 

Several informants, parents and children complain and show a challenge between their 

traditional and daily activities with school’s schedule and times: 

Yes profe, we are late, but we cannot arrive on time. We have to do our que haceres 

[housework] and work with the animals and farming that even if we want and wish to be 

on time, we cannot. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and 

Focus Group 5 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

Yes, punctuality is a bad aspect of the Wayúu culture because the concept of time is 

different than the rest of the world. Up to today, Wayúu people use their internal physical 

clock to measure the time and their activities. Also, the Wayúu people know when to do 

their farming activities, including what to harvest. This is incredible and this knowledge 

should be research and translate it into our academic and scientific language and ways to 

see reality. (Full-Time Professor, male, University of La Guajira) 

One important aspect of the Wayúu culture is games (Amodio, 2005; Amodio and Pérez, 2006; 

Yáñez, Ferrel, Vidal and Yenifeth, 2019). During my regular visits, I did not see Wayúu children 

playing Wayúu games. I consulted with Wayúu teachers about Wayúu games in the curriculum 

(Appendix A and B: questionnaire, sections 2 and 3) and this was their answer: 
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We teach the traditional games of the Wayúu culture. Yes, we know what you have 

observed, you have seen children playing other types of games, influenced by 

technology. Others are playing football or bicycle. But games of our own culture, not too 

much. Wayúu games are losing their importance among children nowadays. One 

traditional game is carrito de cardon [car of cactus], the one that you can see over there... 

Another game is Las Piedras (The Stones), this one no one plays it. Another game is 

Lucha Libre (All-in Wrestling), nor do they play it... Children are not interested in 

Wayúu games anymore. (Two Wayúu teachers, female, Rancheria Parenska and a Wayúu 

teacher, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

One challenge that several teachers complained about and do not have a solution for was 

supervision (Appendix A and B: questionnaire, section 3.7). Wayúu teachers are aware of the 

need to teach in Wayúunaiki and teach the Wayúu culture to their students, but one barrier was 

the curriculum imposed by the Colombian government, which teaches little information about 

the Wayúu culture and the Wayúu teachers blame the exaggerated supervision coming from the 

Colombian government. One female Wayúu teacher from Riohacha stated:  

Supervision from the government authorities is a big problem. Supervisors don’t care 

about context and reality. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Riohacha) 

Another female Wayúu teacher shed more light on the issue:  

Supervision is bad. Most teachers prefer to please the supervisor and the Ministry of 

education than to meet the needs of the child. Otherwise, the teacher could lose the job. 

Teachers are always in a panic because a supervisor could arrive at any time at the 

school. Teachers do not talk about the Wayúu culture, neither about the cultural needs of 

the Wayúu children [with the supervisors]. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 
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During my whole stay in La Guajira, I felt and witnessed many barriers to unity, barriers that 

prevent love, care, kindness and other virtues to flow and be transmitted among members of the 

Rancherias, especially with regards to the children. One of these barriers expressed to me several 

times by four Wayúu girls (Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos pointed out, several 

times,) was the presence of backbiting and gossiping, they said:  

Wayúu people get together to speak bad about the other cultures Alijuna [no Wayúu 

people], putting the Wayúu culture superior to the other culture, and so on. What happens 

when there is a fight, discussions, and so on, people are not smiling which is what we 

like. People are not relaxed, which is what we like. People are not happy, which what we 

like. (Four Wayúu girls, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Teaching and Literacy 

One of the most distinguishing features of the Wayúu culture is its Oral Culture. At my 

interviews, this feature showed up as a “must preserve and teach aspect” (Wayúu Principal, 

Female, Riohacha) of education for the Wayúu children. It is significant to mention how 

important Oral Culture was for the Wayúu people (Appendix A and B: questionnaire, section 

3.9), as succinctly explained by a Wayúu teacher:  

It is important to learn to live with indigenous children: there is something that 

indigenous people share with each other and with other indigenous social groups and that 

much learning occurs in daily life because 90% of communication is oral. (Wayúu 

teacher, male, Rancheria Riohacha) 

A distinguished Wayúu figure in La Guajira answered my question about what aspect of the 

Wayúu ways of living should be preserved and practiced in formal education?: 
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Oral Culture, myth and legends and all the stories that grandparents have shared from one 

generation to another generation. (Wayúu teacher, activist, artist and tourist guide, 

female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

In keeping with the same line of critical thinking, relative to what complements Wayúu 

education within their formal education found at all Wayúu Rancherias, specifically: What 

elements of the Wayúu knowledge could contribute to support formal education? i.e., oral 

narrative such as storytelling. The Wayúu teacher’s answer was:  

Social sciences. Wayúu cosmovision. Point of view of the cosmos: religion, belief, the 

meaning of nature and relation to his daily life. Math: measurement. Teach how to read 

and write in Wayúunaiki. (Wayúu teacher, activist, artist and tourist guide, female, 

Rancheria Dividivi) 

A foundational pillar of the oral culture in the Wayúu culture was the transference of a great part 

of the culture from the grandmother to her grandchildren (Appendix A and B: questionnaire, 

sections 2 and 3). However, I observed a contradiction between the grandmothers who stated that 

their grandchildren do not come to them anymore for stories and in another occurrence that the 

grandchildren stated that their grandmothers do not share stories anymore and so on. This was 

what grandmothers and grandchildren have to say about this matter: 

Every day, our (grandmothers) are busy and we don’t like stories. (Focus Group 1, 

Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Many children don’t know about the Wayúu culture. There are basics stories such as the 

one about how the earth was formed, or the moon, sun, ocean and so on. The stories are 

fundamental for our children as the foundation to learn and love the Wayúu culture. Only 
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a few children know and learn these stories. (Three Wayúu Elders, female, Rancheria 

Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Regarding the curriculum available to Wayúu children, there is an amalgamation of the 

Colombian curriculum and Wayúu curricula created by several Wayúu foundations which 

manage schools according to their jurisdictions. Many Wayúu people were not happy because 

Wayúu teachers and parents thought and believed that these Wayúu organizations were 

manipulated politically and the curricula provided at the school did not respond to the cultural 

needs of their children, nor did its curricula answer to their children’s context and reality. Many 

of these teachers and parents did not want to be recorded when they were expressing their ideas 

due to their fear of the Wayúu and Colombian authorities. But two Wayúu teachers and parents 

dared to share and said the following:  

It turns out, each foundation promotes ideals that respond to their expectations; therefore, 

each curriculum is proposed to perpetuate the particular aspirations of each foundation 

and not really the development of the indigenous communities. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Riohacha) 

This is quite difficult because, in all these processes of education curricula construction 

for the Wayúu children, the selfish politics of the leaders is embedded. (Wayúu Teacher, 

male, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu teacher shed some light on how a curriculum was created, with an explanation of the 

process followed by the Ministry of Education of Colombia and the Wayúu foundations in 

charge of schools located in each Wayúu Rancheria in La Guajira, Colombia – better known as 

satellite schools (Appendix A: questionnaire, section 3.8): 
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The standards (general objectives and course overview) come from the Ministry of 

education and here they (head office in El Pajaro) filter and assemble within their 

curriculum. Yes, because the curriculum comes from the Ministry of education is global 

(for all Colombia), so each head office (each head office manages many satellite 

schools), will take the national curriculum and adjust it to each indigenous jurisdiction (in 

this case the Wayúu Rancherias that are under the supervision of each Wayúu 

foundation). (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

In my observations, I noticed dissatisfaction and disagreement from teachers and parents about 

the current curriculum; with many having expressed that it is not enough for the school lessons 

given at the schools in the Rancherias of today to simply focus on students’ academic progress. 

Social and emotional learning must be infused and attached to the Wayúu needs in the 

curriculum to prepare Wayúu children for the challenges and next steps in the life they will face 

over the short, medium and long terms. 

Personal Identity 

There was this belief among the Wayúu people that their people, especially their children, 

behave like nature, simulate nature’s behaviour and they were one with nature. Wayúu people 

consider nature as wise and the Greater Provider, therefore they associate their intelligence to the 

wisdom found in nature. The two following quotes demonstrate this belief: 

A Wayúu child is very intelligent because the child is in contact with nature. 

(Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

Very true, we are fully immersed in nature. Also, we teach our children to take care of 

nature, to learn how to plant, to take care of animals, to understand the job of their 
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parents when they are out of the house working as farmers. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

Like nature, the showing of love and affection is limited and many times only to the moment of 

procreation. Wayúu were content with their behaviour towards affection and love:  

There is not much affection. Wayúu children do not hug or kiss. Even between parents, 

there is not affection. When the father arrives home, even after a long time, children do 

not kiss or hug their fathers. Now, this is changing, and some children only hug their 

fathers when they are back home after work. (Coordinator of the program De Cero a 

Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska) 

The Wayúu people believe that everyone is independent and stands in no need for expressions of 

love and care. Many parents express their concerns about how the Alijuna have taken this topic 

to another level – a bad one – the positive and necessary actions of affection for children. Many 

people like the comparison to nature, where love and care are expressed in special moments and 

directed towards concrete and tangible events such as procreation: 

But there is a lot of criticism toward teaching children to hug and kiss because when 

these children grow up, they want other people to hug and kiss them and this is a lack of 

respect. The Wayúu people see the abuse of these hugs and kisses in society, and they 

don’t like it. Therefore, even though they see the importance of hug and kiss for children, 

they want to keep it only for family (parents with their children). If a Wayúu child says hi 

to a stranger, it is from a distance only. (Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre 

[From Zero to Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska) 

I observed that many Wayúu children find meaning in going to school and pursuing a career. 

These children expressed a desire to pursue post-secondary education and perhaps university 
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careers that will solve the problems that they have today at their Rancherias, careers such as 

medicine, nursery, veterinary, agriculture engineering and so on. And they did not see 

themselves different from other children in La Guajira in Colombia or Venezuela: 

They have to learn about everything. They must learn about chemistry, physics, and so 

on. People say: They should not go beyond primary education, and it is not necessary to 

learn about the essential courses. I have always been against this because they are Wayúu 

they have weaknesses, and they cannot study as the other children (Alijuna). Of course, 

they can, yes, they can, otherwise, they will never encounter the world, they will never 

get out of the Rancheria. The idea is that all of them are able and capable of achieving 

something. And all we have the same rights. At the thought level, we are all capable of 

achieving things. This is what I say all the time. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria 

Mayapo) 

According to the Elders and seniors that I interviewed, they all have enjoyed their childhood, 

despite the lack of basic services such as electricity. When they compared their past to what was 

happening today, they do not like it and blame the Alijuna for most of their challenges related to 

the behaviour of their children and youth due to the influence of technology such as tv, radio, 

internet, smartphones and the Alijunas style of living. After the interviews, the Elders recognized 

and value the education, development and knowledge brought by the Alijunas to their 

Rancherias, but they are terribly upset with the distortion and new challenges that this education, 

development and knowledge have brought upon them and most of these new problems have been 

produced in the last 20 years, in one generation (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 1, 2 and 3). 

The following quotes demonstrate, although partially, this daily struggle: 
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Education is important. Wayúu people know about crafts and farming. For Wayúu, these 

activities mean to be educated. If you know these activities, it means that you are an 

educated Wayúu person. This is our way of living. We are proud and happy that our 

parents taught us the art of craftsmanship and farming. This is the wealth of the Wayúu 

people. Other cultures value other things [than the Alijunas]. We never went to school, at 

home we learned what is important for the Wayúu people. This is true knowledge and 

education. (Three Wayúu Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

The Wayúu nation is like a microcosm of a family. The Wayúu people are all related directly or 

indirectly and they all share a common background, language and identity. Four Wayúu girls 

shared some aspects of the Wayúu family and community life that they adored and cherished:  

We like events where everyone is dancing, and to celebrate being Wayúu, where there is 

Yonna, dance, and people smiling. Also, to show the happiness of our culture, how it is 

and should be. (Four Wayúu children, female, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria 

Frijolitos) 

A Wayúu teacher shared her experience of over 19 years of teaching at the Rancheria Parenska, 

regarding her first encounter with her students, where most of them were related to her:  

These children that arrived at the primary school, are coming with innate knowledge, 

prior knowledge as they call it, mostly about their culture, the writing and reading skills, 

they learn them at school, but knowledge about their culture, they bring it from their 

home. Students are very smart, for example, they know how to deal with animals, to do 

husbandry, to treat the goats and so on, children of 5 or 8 years old, they have this 

knowledge already. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 
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The same teacher also commented on what was needed to support the Wayúu children’s personal 

identity and cultural needs:  

One aspect that is new for them is related to planting and harvesting because, at their 

home, little practice is in this field (they are not planting and harvesting anymore due to 

lack of rain, lack of interest from children, and so on). On the other hand, the treatment of 

animals, and husbandry is well developed. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

The following quote was an account of three Wayúu Elders about their experience as children, 

which is quite different from the experiences of their grandchildren: 

We shared everything with all the girls in the Rancheria, they danced the “Yonna”, we 

had happy times with all the girls in the Rancheria. We were happy. We participated in 

the different activities in the Rancheria. We loved to play. We played traditional games 

and cherished those games. We would like children of today to play the same games that 

we did when we were children. We wish that our grandchildren could have and enjoy the 

same environment that we had. We wish that our grandchildren could stay within the 

Wayúu culture. (Three Wayúu Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria 

Frijolitos) 

The Wayúu Elders usually blamed the Alijuna for the bad behaviour that their grandchildren 

show. This variance represents a struggle among grandparents, parents and children: 

When an adult arrives at the Rancheria, children sit around the guest, greet the guest, 

welcome the guests, listen to what the guest has to say, then the grandparents come to 

welcome the guests. Interact with the guest and all children are attentive and listen. Now, 

a guest arrives at the Rancheria and no one comes out to say hi and welcome the guest. 
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This is a bad practice mostly copied from the Alijuna’s culture. (Three Wayúu Elders, 

females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

There was a quite noticeable identity problem among the Wayúu children and youth. I observed 

and felt a sense of confusion at the behavioural challenge that was shown with marked emphasis. 

Children want to be children and enjoy their childhood, but parents and grandparents are 

preoccupied with their daily struggles and challenges that exert a dissonance with regards to the 

transmission of knowledge to the Wayúu children. 

Mother’s Level of Education and Parent Engagement 

One important factor that I noticed and several teachers commented on, was the 

responsibility that falls on the youngest female sibling of the family when a new baby arrives in 

the family. According to Wayúu’s ways of living, the youngest female sibling is in charge and 

shares responsibility with her mother for taking care of the newest child of the family (Appendix 

A: questionnaire, sections 1 and 3.5). A teacher briefly explains this phenomenon:  

The youngest sister will take care of the baby of the family. Whoever is the youngest in 

the family, she will take care of’ (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

The responsibility was so strong that this child who was taking care of her youngest sibling stops 

going to school because she was taking care of the newest child most of the day:  

Her [youngest girl in the house] sole activity and responsibility is to take care of the 

baby. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

The teacher continued by providing more information about this aspect of the Wayúu culture:  

Yes, because this young girl has to stay in the Chinchorro (hammock) with the baby, so 

the baby doesn’t cry. Big responsibility. The girl will attend school until the new baby 
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arrives, that day, she will stop going to school because now she has a new responsibility. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

Then the teacher shared her personal experience:  

This was unjust since I was 8 years old, I was taking care of my brothers. Since you are a 

child, they make you understand that you have to take care of your younger sibling. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu teacher, artist, tourist guide and activist shared her daily routine at her school in 

addition to her work adventures as an activist by providing a genuine ethno-education experience 

to all Wayúu children in La Guajira. One of the aspects of the Wayúu ways of living that she 

struggles with and for which she requests my assistance was the following:  

Many times, the Wayúu will tell you: education, being educated means to be able to read 

and write my name. Sometimes the Wayúu people will say: my children should learn the 

Arijunaki [Spanish], be careful you don’t speak to my child in Wayúunaiki, my child 

already knows Wayúunaiki, what he needs is to learn Spanish. This is very difficult. This 

is a battle. (Wayúu teacher, activist, artist and tourist guide, female, Rancheria Dividivi)  

An informant who has had worked with Indigenous people in Central America by doing research 

for his Ph.D. degree, shared some of his findings regarding this sub-question of this research, 

more specifically about parents’ engagement and their understanding of education. 

You have to look at the capacities [children and adults, everyone at the Rancherias], you 

have to take into consideration, this is key. A long time ago, I used to work in education, 

I like the field and I have worked in education but not for the status, I like to work in 

education in a clandestine manner (keeping a low profile). For example, many countries, 

from Costa Rica to us [Colombia], one of the questions that we asked the indigenous 
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people was what do you want? Why do you want to send your children to school? The 

answer was that we want our children to learn about them [Non-Indigenous people]. 

(Full-Time Professor, male, University of La Guajira) 

Several Wayúu girls that I interviewed have expressed their desire to learn Wayúu games and 

have shared that no one has time to teach them. I felt a sense of sadness and broken heartedness 

when these four Wayúu girls and other children expressed their feelings and opinions about their 

cultural needs and no one was there to provide the love, attention, and care.  

There is an evident lack of parent engagement at these Rancherias, mainly due to mothers 

not being prepared to play the role of a mother (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 1 and 3). 

Also, fathers are not present and feel that they are not prepared to play the role of a father. The 

Wayúu culture put most of the parenthood responsibility into the hands of the mothers and 

subsequently, these mothers put their responsibility into the hands of their youngest daughters. In 

addition to the low or non-existent education that mothers have at these Rancherias, this aspect 

of the educational experience of the Wayúu children foreshadows a bleak future.  

Language and Ethno-Education 

Many Wayúu parents send their children to boarding schools because their children will 

receive an education that delivers more Wayúu culture than the schools situated in the 

Rancherias. Also, parents trust an Alijuna more - whose mother tongue is Spanish – to teach their 

children Spanish than a Wayúu teacher.  

Many children shared that they do not like the assessment models with grades and the 

competition between students and between schools that teachers promote during class (Appendix 

A: questionnaire, sections 1 and 3.5). This view was supported by the opinion of many children: 
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We don’t understand the grades. We are going to pass and the grade is not essential. We 

don’t understand the significance of the grade, and we are tired that our teacher is always 

grading us. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus 

Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

During my stay in La Guajira, I had the privilege to meet an academic scholar who has been 

working with the Wayúu people for over 30 years and he was the main researcher on behalf of 

the University La Guajira to carry out all the projects concerning the degree of Ethno-Education 

in La Guajira. This full-time professor called my attention to the historical exchange between the 

Wayúu people and the Colombian people. He shed light on the evolving and changing reality of 

the Wayúu people and warned me not to assume that the Wayúu people are the same people they 

were a few or several years ago (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 1):  

The situation of the actualization of the culture allows us to see that cultures that are the 

synthesis of individual lives put together, also they are the result of these lives together, 

they are not in the past only, they are open to change and evolve and change with time. 

(Personal Communication, Professor, University La Guajira) 

Also, he disclosed past experiences about the distortion created by the Colombian government in 

finding new ways to negotiate with the Wayúu people, a way that was far from the Wayúu ways 

of living and law and very challenging for the Wayúu people to understand and manage:  

The government in many ways, with the international agreement that the Colombian 

government is signing [this year 2017], that specifies how the Colombian government is 

dealing with the Wayúu people. So, the Colombian government has tried to find 

intermediaries to find ways to deal with this type of situation. The government needs to 

find ways to create the traditional authorities, but these traditional authorities are not what 
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is defined in the tradition and culture of the Wayúu. So, they are formed as a result of a 

list of requirements established in the law, but it is not the Wayúu law, it is the 

Colombian law. So, we have now these traditional authorities that are the intermediaries 

between the Wayúu and the Colombian government, they are no longer the traditional 

authorities that were formed based on 100% Wayúu tradition and law and culture. They 

are not looking for the requirements to become a Palabrero, for an uncle to become an 

authority for the family, now it is the requirements based on the Colombian law. 

(Personal Communication, Professor, University La Guajira) 

Regarding what is happening today in the schools that are in the Wayúu Rancherias, he points 

out different features such as:  

In the education field, everything that you have observed, the classroom is designed to 

teach Spanish, setting aside the Wayúu language. So, what is happening? The language is 

less used, fewer opportunities to use it. (personal communication, Professor, University 

La Guajira) 

Then he concluded that: 

This exchange of ideas between a person who only speaks Spanish and a person who 

only speaks Wayúunaiki does not happen. (personal communication, Professor, 

University La Guajira) 

This was exactly what I witnessed in my observations at official offices in Riohacha. The level 

of prejudice – blind imitation of the past, imitation in racial attitudes, in national bias, in politics 

- between the Wayúu people and non-Wayúu people was significant and this permeates all 

consultations and negotiations in the educational areas as well as other areas of government.  
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Institutions and Organizations 

The ownership of the responsibility for the education of Wayúu children rests in the 

hands of everyone, the whole society is responsible. However, according to my observations and 

interviews highlighting the opinions of many Wayúu parents and teachers, it was not clear at all 

who was responsible for the education of the Wayúu children, neither was there a true sense of 

who are the key responsible persons or group of people or institutions that must provide the right 

environment to educate the Wayúu children. The following quotes demonstrate the level of 

distortion generated around this matter and the new evidence that only confused matters further: 

Teachers have to do everything for their students. Teachers have to become everything 

for their children. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

The Wayúu parents are not aware of the importance of education. Some parents help 

prepare their children to go to school, and so on. But the majority of Wayúu parents are 

not concerned about the future of their children. Besides that, they have the necessity, the 

difficulties, the sadness of the need to progress, many times they don’t have food, and so 

on. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

Furthermore, the Wayúu Principal brainstormed about what was needed and what actions can be 

taken to meet the educational needs of Wayúu children: 

How to support the need for accompanying? How to support the need for building unity 

in the Rancherias? Contributing to the body of knowledge… What are the new questions? 

Where are the people learning? How do we listen without judgement? Suspend judgment 

from the exercise of ethnography: profound conversations where the cultural needs are 

presented and learned from them. Work in groups as Wayúu people like to move with 
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others. Support one another, turn towards Wayúu institutions for guidance and wisdom. 

(Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

The role of Colombian institutions in ensuring social well-being is key. They created the 

Wayúu Traditional Authorities and remove power from our own Wayúu institutions. The 

Colombian government is responsible for the restructuring governance and social 

organization, to the Wayúu people to provide with the right conditions for our children to 

grow and prosper. The Colombian government must resolve to bring about the 

advancement of the Wayúu people, our welfare and security and the prosperity of the 

Wayúu society. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

This was an invitation to transcend one’s limited view of the Wayúu context and reality, make 

efforts toward the establishment of clear and powerful institutions that were concentrated on 

meeting the current cultural need of Wayúu children and were occupied with providing the 

means – material and spiritual – for all members of a Rancheria. 

Summary 

The Wayúu reality has changed dramatically in the last few decades and the Wayúu 

people are not ready to adjust and much less to accommodate current needs. The Wayúu territory 

is a land of conflict that has been invaded by different actors and the Wayúu people have been 

subjected to violence and a great deal of injustice brought, once again, from national and 

international organizations such as the paramilitares [paramilitary].  

Children are aware of this complex context and want to address them by being educated 

and studying new careers at the tertiary level. Also, children want to learn about their culture, but 

teachers are teaching in Spanish, parents are busy with satisfying their immediate needs (food, 

water) that delegate their responsibility as primary educators to of other members of the 
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Rancheria and there is an absence of unity of vision and action. Also, there is a disconnection 

between what is taught at schools (curriculum) and the current needs of Wayúu children and 

members of the Rancherias. 

There is an evident misunderstanding about who is responsible for the education of 

Wayúu children, what and how should be Wayúu children be educated and the purpose of 

education. The innumerable number of Wayúu institutions and how the government has 

interceded and create schools in Wayúu territory has created some positive results but also new 

challenges that Wayúu parents don’t know how to manage for the benefit of their children.  

There is a lack of understanding and collaboration between parents and teachers and 

Wayúu authorities and government institutions and organizations about what, why and how to 

teach Wayúu children. Consequently, there is a disruption of Wayúu education and moral and 

spiritual education.   

The institutions that the government created in the past few decades – although the reason 

of their creation was to improve the communication between the government and the Wayúu 

institutions and organizations – it seems that the same institutions have created a distortion on 

the channels of communication and have brought new challenges and difficulties and are not 

based on Wayúu law and ways of living. 

There is an evident loss of Wayúu culture and a great stress of children and youth to 

determine their identity and how they can contribute to their families, communities and society at 

large. However, there is a significant effort to recuperate the loss and to go back to their 

traditions and customs by offering ethno-education. In this connection, there is evidence of a lack 

of agreement and unity of vision among Wayúu people and government institutions and 
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organizations to provide with an education that support and serve the needs of Wayúu children 

and at the same time to create an identity that is Wayúu and a citizen of Colombia and the world.  

What Are the Factors Required for an Educational Program for Wayúu Children? 

This section summarizes the themes that emerged from the research pointing to the 

factors required for an educational program for Wayúu children in La Guajira, Colombia.  

There was not an exact translation of the word “factor” in the Wayúunaiki language, 

therefore, when I raised this question to children, youth, adults and Elders, I had to use many 

synonyms and examples to assist the informants to answer this question. Most of the synonyms 

and examples used were related to food, animals and their natural context. Similarly, when I used 

the phrase: educational program, I had to explain with examples what an educational program is, 

and I had to justify why I was interested in this aspect of the Wayúu experience.  

Analysis of Categories 

Culture and Context 

I asked Wayúu children from Focus Group 1 and Focus Group 2 their opinion about their 

own culture and what they wish to learn about their culture (Appendix A: questionnaire, section 

3), these were their responses: 

We love the Wayúu culture, we are Wayúu. We like our dances, our games and where we 

live. We love our grandparents and parents and uncles. But sometimes, they 

(grandparents, parents and uncles) are busy, and they don’t have time for us. We want to 

learn about our culture, but they are busy with finding water, washing clothes, cooking 

and so on. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

We want to go to school, especially in the morning but many times our uniforms are 

dirty, or we need to stay at home (girls) or help our fathers and uncles with the animals 
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(boys). Sometimes, we must work by knitting because we don’t have food and we need to 

help our parents. (Four Wayúu female children aged 7-9, Two Wayúu male children aged 

(5-8), Rancheria Parenska and Frijolitos) 

Once in a while we have activities in the school about our culture, but we want more. We 

want to learn about our games, but we don’t remember them. Many times, we don’t go to 

school because at home we don’t have food and at school, there is no food. We know 

how to speak Wayúunaiki, but we cannot read and write in Wayúunaiki. Our teachers 

don’t know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki. (Focus Group 2 - Rancheria Dividivi) 

In the afternoon and during the weekend, we don’t have anything to do and our family is 

busy, nobody has time for us. We like your classes in the afternoon and on weekends. We 

wish that you and others teach us about our culture and to play our games. (Focus Group 

1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

When I asked Wayúu Elders and mothers, what do you want your children or grandchildren to 

learn today, most of their answers were based on what they learned when they were children 

themselves. Not only to learn about the Wayúu activities, but they wished to replicate their 

realities (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 1 and 2): 

When we were children there was lots of food, water, animals, there was water in their 

“Jaguey” (lake), there were peace and tranquillity, most of the people were happy and 

content with their lives, and so on. There was love, kindness, and so on. (Three Wayúu 

Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Nowadays, reality has shifted, members of the community are concerned and feel powerless to 

change it. For example, the value of consultation, a Wayúu teacher provided a briefing about this 

value: 
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Every time when they must make a decision about the life of any member of the 

community or a problem or challenge in the community, the word of adults was 

respected. My mother and my uncle were from the same mother and father. My 

grandfather has other women and many children. My uncle will gather the adults in the 

community, they will ask my grandmother about how to solve a problem, and she will 

offer a solution, then my uncle will invite his brothers to gather and find out if they will 

accept what my grandmother has suggested, and so on. The head of the community was 

my grandmother, no one will do something without the consent of my grandmother. The 

consultation was highly valued at that time. Now you talk to a child, it is like they don’t 

listen to you. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu teacher pointed out the importance of teaching spiritual and moral education to 

children as a key factor for an educational program. 

I believe that at any level or type of education if this education does not teach the 

spiritual and moral dimensions of the human being, any type of education that arrives at 

the Rancheria, it will not do a thing, it will not allow the positive capabilities and 

potentialities of the human being to emerge. For example, at the level of the Ministry of 

education, it is required to work at the level of moral culture and values, to work in the 

area of religion, in order to help the children in these aspects. But in these areas and 

courses and unit overviews that are prepared, they are too abstract. (Wayúu female, 

teacher, Riohacha) 

Then, the same Wayúu female teacher provided a personal challenge that her own community is 

trying to solve:  
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So, people usually state that gossiping is really bad, but to do this in real life, to eliminate 

gossip in practice is very difficult. The idea is that children should start to see this [to not 

to gossip] from their parents, the examples of their own communities, children should see 

this in their teachers, parents of the community, all the adults in the community and it 

must be well established in the culture, so children from when they are little ones, they 

can follow this line of action. In other ways, it is not possible. (Wayúu female, teacher, 

Riohacha) 

Two informants provide an insight into the value of teaching moral culture to Wayúu children: 

Each child should have an education, each school should deliver this type of education 

[moral], to pay special attention and train children in these areas. Children should not 

only advance in math, science and so on but also should advance in the areas of qualities, 

values. From childhood, children should be honest, truthful, with practical lessons and 

real-life experience. For example, a pencil, a pencil in the classroom, the pencil got lost, 

the teacher should be very concerned and make every effort to show to the students the 

significance of the incident, because, in the same way, a pencil got lost, which is a very 

simple thing, the children will learn this behaviour, then the children will bring this 

behaviour to the house, then to the community and become a habit. And this is not part of 

the culture. In any part of the world, in any culture, children and adults without a good 

education will do incorrect things. And these children and adults are not bad people, these 

people have not had the opportunity to get educated in the right way (Wayúu female, 

teacher, Riohacha - Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha). 

Very wise words from these informants to teach with examples rather than with words. A lack of 

good morals and ethics was evident in all the Rancherias (lack of truthfulness, trustworthiness, 
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honesty, sincerity, etc.) that I visited. This absence of good and consistent examples from all 

members of the community, especially from parents have and will continue to create negative 

environments for Wayúu children and everyone else. This reality was reflected in their physical 

existence and all the struggles that these communities were going through.  

Water. Another factor that the Wayúu people are struggling with is water. This 

fundamental need and human right have been lacking in La Guajira for generations. However, in 

the past 10 years, this problem has grown and now the lack of water has shaped the lives of all 

the Wayúu: 

Little by little the Wayúu people are realizing that their ways of living have changed 

dramatically. They are realizing that they need knowledge of the Alijuna in order to have 

and enjoy a normal life. They have many other challenges out of their control: climate 

change – not enough rain, so no water for us, and the animals and plants and trees are 

dying. This is a very chaotic situation for us, and everything has happened very quickly, 

in a short period of time. (Five Wayúu parents, Rancheria Parenska, Frijolitos and 

Dividivi - Wayúu female, teacher, Rancheria Riohacha) 

A Wayúu teacher shared the desperation experienced by the Wayúu people for water. The 

following short story addresses this challenge: 

I went to a Wayúu funeral, she (deceased) was the auntie of my grandmother, and during 

the funeral, it started to rain, rain a lot, and suddenly I start to see all the women with 

their bottles, pots, etc., and collect water from the rain, from the floor… all of the women 

were saying that this water from the rain, collected from the floor, is for drinking and 

cooking. They were very happy. This government does nothing for these people...Very 

sad. This happened the last year 2016. (Wayúu female, teacher, Rancheria Riohacha) 
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A Wayúu teacher shared some of the consequences resulting from the Wayúu children’s 

suffering for lack of water reflected in their school performance: 

...the attendance is low because many of them have to go out and find water, or take the 

animals to find water, by the time they arrive at school, it is too late. Sometimes they 

arrive around 10:00 am., or later. If the teacher is from the community and is aware of the 

challenges with the water, the teacher may allow this student to join the class and take 

care of them. But if this child is attending a school in the city (Riohacha) or the teacher is 

not aware of this problem or don’t believe that the child was busy in finding water, the 

teacher will not allow this child to enter the class, the teacher will say: no, you cannot 

enter the classroom, you are late, you have to go back home. … If the teacher is very 

strict, then the child drops out of school, the child will not come back to school. There are 

many ways that this problem is manifested. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

Wayúu Elders were concerned and sad because the water problem was not being resolved 

resulting in the disruption of the members of the Rancherias’ important ways of living: 

Children are sick due to contaminated water. In the past, private companies have donated 

water and wells, but they did not make the studies to put the well where water was clean. 

Now they are getting water from the well that is salty and contaminated. (Three Wayúu 

Elders, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Food. A government official confirmed that although relationships between the 

Colombian government and the Wayúu people were not exemplary, the government was 

working to provide the fundamental needs of Wayúu children: 

Government controls and provides food and health care for children from 0 to 5 years 

old. (Officer, male, Ministry of Education, Government of La Guajira). 
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Many times, when I was visiting Wayúu homes, especially during the morning hours, I noticed 

that I was not welcomed and many times Wayúu mothers would instruct their children do not go 

out of their homes until I was gone. I took this attitude very personally. I shared then asked the 

Wayúu Elders and teachers to give their views of my impressions. A Wayúu teacher after being 

asked, her reply was concrete (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 1 and 3.5): 

Yes, (Wayúu people are upset and angry) especially when you are a mother, with many 

problems such as no food, no water, no electricity, no money to buy clothing, etc. The 

most pressing point is food here, by offering food, most of the time the Wayúu people 

will agree with activities for their children and they will welcome you and cooperate with 

your research. You must bring food to each visit, for each home. You are an Alijuna, a 

foreigner, you must help them, then they will help you. Also, it is very upsetting for us to 

not being able to offer you a cup of coffee, or something to drink or eat because we don’t 

have it. So, it is not surprising to me that some families are not welcoming you. (Wayúu 

female, teacher, Rancheria Riohacha) 

A Wayúu Principal also shared personal experiences about her students who have not eaten 

choosing to start her class at 1:00 p.m.:  

You cannot oblige them to work (study), you need to be patient with them, find a way to 

encourage them. If they did not bring money to buy food, even worse, they are in a bad 

mood, and you must keep them in the classroom until the end of the shift, this is very sad 

for me and for them. Even worse for them, they are little children, and they are not guilty 

of this situation. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu teacher and parent shared the danger of having Wayúu children working at an early 

age and its impact on their future education: 
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But if you look at Mireya’s class, there are girls of 5 years old that already are knitting 

mochilas, they are little machines, all the time they are knitting. What is going to happen? 

This girl will learn that if she does not knit, she will not eat. If she does not knit, then 

there is no food to eat. So, what’s next? She will not pay attention to the class; she will 

not come to school. And parents know this. This is wrong. This is where your research is 

important and you can help us to assist these parents to understand and value education 

and not to put these children to work and transfer their responsibility to provide to their 

children. (Wayúu teacher and parent, female, Riohacha) 

A Wayúu informant, mother and teacher, member of Rancheria Parenska, greatly affected by the 

lack of water, food and resources, shared her own experience:  

What some parents do is to introduce other ideas in the mind of the child: make this 

mochila and you will get money. All of them do this because of the great need (for food), 

sending their children to school does not earn a thing. Also, this happens due to the 

negligence of the government. Here in La Guajira, if the government starts classes on the 

appointed day, offers food and transportation as promised, and follows a calendar and so 

on, then Wayúu parents will trust the government and most likely will send their children 

to school and support us as a teacher, but this is not the case. So, parents are negligent 

too… Parents prefer to keep their children at home, and we (teachers) say they are right. 

(Wayúu teacher and parent, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

I observed a lack of unity in the Rancheria affected by extensive backbiting and gossiping among 

their members. One consequence of this reality was the absence of a “Cabildo”, namely there 

was not a traditional authority in the Rancherias and if there was, they lacked the respect and 

esteem from the members of their Rancherias. Consequently, there was no direction in the 
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village, nor was there any member representing a liaison officer as a link with the government. 

So, every program, project or initiative that reached the Rancheria was by miracle and many 

times the members of the Rancheria were not prepared to deal with the program and many times 

the government withdrew or cancelled the program for lack of accord among members of the 

Rancherias.  

Oral Culture. Oral culture defined and was at the center of the Wayúu culture and 

informants testified to this fact. While I was living in La Guajira and collecting data, I took the 

initiative to serve the Rancherias where I was working. I decided to teach children’s classes 

which mainly focused on moral development and ethics and every class started with a 

meaningful thought about education, then the components of each class included: storytelling, 

singing, drawing, directed co-operational games and memorization. Every child was invited to 

participate. While I was teaching, I thought that I should include something from the Wayúu 

culture in the class. I decided that most of the Wayúu education was transmitted by oral means, 

therefore I added the element of oral culture to my children’s classes. The class was in the yard 

in front of the “Grandmother of the community”, her name was Magdalena, and she was 91 years 

old. She was usually in her hammock and very happy that I taught the class in front of her house. 

She was always smiling, singing and so on. At the end of the class, I told all the children – 

usually around 20 children between 2 to 12 years old – to stay because the Grandmother will tell 

us a Wayúu story. I told Yamileth – my assistant, translator, and member of the community – to 

ask the Grandmother to share a Wayúu story with all the children. She was very pleased with the 

request and immediately started to tell us a story. As soon she started to tell the story, all the 

children left – start to talk, sing, play and so on – no one was paying attention to the 

Grandmother’s story. This was a lack of respect; they did not even look at her face or make any 
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effort to pay attention to her. Yamileth, also a Wayúu high school student, was embarrassed and 

started to translate the story to me in Spanish. There was no interest from the children to pay 

attention to the Grandmother. I was very sad about what was happening, despite my efforts to 

call each child and ask them to pay attention and listen to their Grandmother. My understanding 

of their tradition was that when the grandmother speaks and shares a story, everyone listens and 

listens with respect and admiration. The grandmother told me that: 

This practice, this tradition was sacred. (Wayúu Elder, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

According to Wayúu ways of living and traditions, every night they (grandparents and Elders) 

will gather to share stories with all members of the Rancheria, they will share what happened 

during the day and repeat what happened some days, weeks, months, or years ago, be they sad or 

happy stories. During my stay, I never saw this happening. Also, Wayúu children (Focus Group 

1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 - Rancheria Dividivi) said 

that they don’t remember the last time they sat with their grandmother to listen to a story. This 

was strong evidence of the loss of Wayúu culture.  

Role of The Teacher 

A Wayúu teacher and activist, a fighter for the Wayúu rights and freedoms participated in 

the research. When I asked her what the role of the teacher in the classroom was, she replied 

(Appendix A: questionnaire, section 2): 

To prepare the child to pass to the next grade. Foundation of the child to succeed later on 

in education. Emotional, affective development, integral education. Be aware of its 

context. Tools for the child to play a role in his community. (Wayúu teacher and activist, 

female, Rancheria Dividivi) 
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When I asked the question about the role of the teacher, most of the teachers’ reaction was a 

surprise and could not offer much as a response. Only a few Wayúu teachers, without hesitation, 

responded: 

A teacher is a mother, doctor and a means for well-being and a source of funds to buy 

everything for their students. Anything that the student needs in and out of the classroom, 

the teacher must find the way to find it, for example, teachers get for students the 

following items/activities: medicines, clothing, food, books, school materials, extra-

curricular activities, pick up and drop off students, etc. Also, teachers play the role of 

psychologist, an older sibling, a friend and so on. (Three Wayúu teachers, female, 

Rancherias Parenska, Frijolitos and Mayapo) 

An important connection between the teacher’s and parent’s role was that each service became a 

reminder of the alternate role: 

Teachers remind parents about their role. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

What the Wayúu people consider important to learn? In exploring the concept of 

literacy and what the Wayúu people consider important to learn for their children aged 5-8 years 

old, I encountered different opinions between teachers and parents (Appendix A and B: 

questionnaire, sections 1, 2 and 3). However, those teachers who have an ethno-education degree 

and have worked for the Colombian government-sponsored program “De Cero a Siempre” [From 

Zero to Forever] have a holistic point of view of literacy and have a well-rounded understanding 

of the challenges of Wayúu parents and are willing to accommodate the current cultural needs of 

Wayúu children. It is worthwhile to mention that the majority of Wayúu teachers who 

contributed to this research are mothers also: 
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This program is “De Cero a Siempre” [From Zero to Forever] – (For children from 6 

months old to 5 years and 11 months). Sometimes parents don’t understand that we have 

their children to educate and train, (we are) not only a provider of food. When we send 

our children with homework, parents get upset with us, parents don’t understand the 

value of homework and collaboration between school and parents. We as teachers, have 

to explain to parents the use and value of homework, special projects related to the 

Wayúu culture. Even for myself, being a teacher in this program (Ethno-Education), it is 

only until now that I have learned more about my own culture, by virtue of being a 

teacher and working with my community. Now I am knowledgeable of my own games, 

toys, songs, dances, stories, traditions and many other different aspects of my culture. 

Next month, June, we will teach Wayúu dishes: teach all the ingredients, etc. (Four 

Wayúu teachers, female and male, Rancherias: Dividivi, Frijolitos, Parenska and 

Riohacha) 

The following statement highlights the top three things that a Wayúu mother should teach her 

child: 

To follow the Wayúu culture: (1) Craft, (2) Dance (Yonna), and to (3) eat and learn to 

cook the Wayúu food. To farm and eat the traditional fruits and vegetables. To keep 

farming and eat the fruits and vegetables that Wayúu people produce. Do not eat Alijuna 

food. Many grandmothers have good health because they ate only Wayúu food. 

Magdalena, the oldest grandmother in the Rancheria, she only eats Wayúu food, this is 

the main reason for her good health. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

A few Wayúu teachers make a connection of what a Wayúu child needs to learn at school for 

his/her future in a university and the way that child should contribute to society: 
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When he was a child, there was no electricity, no internet and so on: life then was very 

simple, and he was very happy. But now with this new age of technology, with 

electricity, TV and so on, life is different than then when he was a child. Now earning a 

living is very difficult and complicated: now you have to study, and study a lot, go to 

university and so to have a decent job. Now they have many difficulties such as 

competition among them (too many of them producing the same products and not enough 

people willing to buy it – also the profit from each item is less now), it is very difficult to 

find the good quality thread at a low price. Also, it is difficult and expensive to buy food 

for their animals, now animals suffer from diseases unknown by them and they need help. 

A family here used to have over 100 heads of goat, one day these goats got a disease and 

they did not know how to cure them, by the time they went to Riohacha to find a 

veterinary, it was too late and over 100 animals died. All the family is poor: their wealth 

is gone. Because of a lack of having a veterinary in the Rancheria, now their wealth is 

gone. For lack of education, for proper education, they don’t know what to do with this 

new reality. We and our students must adapt to our new reality with its challenges and 

opportunities. (Three Wayúu teachers, female, Rancheria Parenska, Frijolitos and 

Riohacha) 

There was cohesiveness and incoherencies between what a teacher should teach and what is 

happening in the classrooms. There were internal and external factors that contributed to the 

challenge a teacher has to face in order to fulfil their roles and mandate. By removing the 

obstacles and keeping the enthusiasm and collaboration among teachers and Wayúu parents, for 

the Wayúu children’s benefit in receiving an appropriate education that is contextualized and 

directed toward meeting their cultural needs.  
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Personal Identity 

          According to my observations and comments from several grandparents, there was a 

significant shift in almost every aspect of the ways of living of the Wayúu people between the 

time these grandparents were children compared with the children living nowadays. A comment 

from three grandparents and Elders of two different Rancherias shared that:  

At the end of the day, we usually got together, one family or a few families, and at these 

gatherings, we shared stories, many times from our grandparents, and now that I am a 

grandmother, this is not happening, no one asks me for anything, my own children don’t 

ask me for advice, they don’t seek my advice, they don’t ask me for my recommendation 

about this or that situation, the children see me and they don’t say hi to me. We don’t 

know what to do. You need to help us to recover this aspect of our culture. (Three 

grandmothers and Elders, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

At schools, I observed personal efforts made by Wayúu teachers who have an Ethno-Education 

degree from La Guajira University, towards enacting the provisions pertaining to an education 

that genuinely was Ethno-Education centered: 

The child must learn everything about his culture, the cosmovision, about nature, what 

the grandparents said about their ancestors, what do they remember about the seasons, 

when to plant trees, to learn about rain, everything about nature, rituals, mythology 

(popular belief or assumption that has grown up around someone or something), and 

everything that happened in the Rancheria. In this way, the student practices this 

knowledge in the school or ethno educativo [ethno-education] school. This is very helpful 

for the student to identify himself as a Wayúu. (Wayúu activist and teacher, female, 

Rancheria Dividivi) 
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Wayúu children and youth have been challenged in many ways, especially with their identity as a 

Wayúu and an aboriginal individual. I felt and observed a great deal of concern from the 

grandparents who were observing how their grandchildren once they move out of their 

Rancherias had forgotten and ignored their identity as Wayúu. This was an area where all the 

grandparents and Elders I talked to, consulted and with whom I shared my research, were 

concerned about. They were sometimes begging for help in finding ways to solve this challenge. 

A Wayúu activist and teacher shared the role of the Wayúu teacher in establishing a clear and 

solid connection to the child for him/her to learn of his/her Wayúu identity: 

If a teacher doesn’t show him the good side and beauty of his culture, the good things of 

being Wayúu, it is logical that the student will try to find his identify elsewhere, where is 

he going to be? What is the right way to behave? What are the criteria and standard to 

which weigh all actions? When he goes to a school outside of his Rancheria, when he 

moves to the big cities, he will be firm and will be convinced that being a Wayúu is very 

important, that has a value, has a lot of meaning. So, he will make others respect him. He 

will have his identity very clear. So, he won’t feel shame about his culture, where he was 

born, no matter if he wears jeans, eats the food of the others (Alijuna) and so on, because 

his identity as a Wayúu is clear. Then this Wayúu student will not come back to that 

classroom because the students will taunt at him, will laugh at him. Rather than when this 

situation happens, he will say: yes, I am a Wayúu, with much pride, I am a Wayúu. 

(Wayúu activist and teacher, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

However, the same grandparents and Elders that I interviewed place the whole responsibility for 

educating and training their grandchildren on their daughters’ shoulders, but they are unhappy 

with the situation that they are facing and do not know what to do: 
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The girls will observe and be Wayúu and never forget that they know they are Wayúu. 

Many youths leave the Rancheria, they move to the city, then when they are back at the 

Rancheria, they do not want to be Wayúu anymore. This is the responsibility of the 

mother who must teach and keep the Wayúu culture. To make sure that their children are 

Wayúu. Many youths felt shame to be Wayúu when they go to the City and mingle with 

the Alijuna. (Three Wayúu Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

Mother’s Level of Education and Parent Engagement 

One of the barriers that Wayúu mothers now encounter is the lack of water. This problem 

was changing all the aspects of the Wayúu ways of living (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 

3.5 and 3.9), including the mother’s engagement in the education and training of her children: 

There are families that don’t have water for years. They don’t have self-esteem and don’t 

work towards finding a way to find water. Poor women… they must walk every day for 

hours to bring a little water from a well or windmill from other communities. They must 

cook; they have to take care of their children and so on. The men don’t do a thing, always 

laying around, sleeping and playing. Many women take their clothing to other 

communities to wash their clothing… When their children come to them for help with 

their homework, they don’t have time and if they are at home, they don’t have the energy 

to help them. This water problem creates a cycle that it is difficult to break. (Wayúu 

teacher, female, Riohacha) 

It was clear that for the Wayúu people, based on their traditions and customs, the mother has the 

sole responsibility to raise her children. Only the mother was fully trusted with the material and 

spiritual development of her children: 
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The mother is the person responsible for teaching and keeping the culture. (Three 

grandparents and Elders, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 

 It was noticeable that there was a conflict between grandparents and parents about the roles of 

the mother, father, grandparents and other members of the Rancheria. Parents blame their 

children, children blame their parents, grandparents blame their children and so on and 

grandparents and parents blame the Colombian government for everything bad that was 

happening to them. No one blames the men, no one suggests sharing the responsibility with the 

fathers.  

The great majority of mothers at the five Rancherias where I was collecting data did not 

speak advanced Spanish, both in its reading and writing. When communicating with them, their 

children and assistants were always present for both the interviews and daily interactions. 

Mothers were frustrated because they could not help their children with their education and 

school training. Their engagement with the Wayúu ways of living and culture was limited. On 

the other hand, those mothers who could speak advanced Spanish were only communicating to 

their children in Spanish. As a result, their children spoke little Wayúunaiki. However, their 

engagement with schoolwork was limited and many times nonexistent. 

Language and Ethno-Education 

Ethno-Education was an educational approach that was welcomed by most parents. As 

the parents realized its value, they encouraged Wayúu teachers to educate and train their children 

with this methodology. Most Wayúu mothers’ understanding of the ethno-education way of 

teaching was aligned with this concept:  

Ethno-Education means that education must be guided by the traditions and culture of the 

Wayúu people. (Officer, male, Ministry of Education, Government of La Guajira) 
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This methodology of ethno-education sought to provide an education that was contextualized and 

pertinent to the reality of the Wayúu ways of living. However, the language barrier in addition to 

the lack of awareness of ways to assist their children with their homework and school activities 

was prevalent.  

A few of my informants were impressed with the impact on their students and children 

who have received ethno-education at their school. One of my informants has been a teacher for 

over 20 years and three generations of Wayúu have passed through her school. With tears in her 

eyes, she was so pleased about her students’ school and university performance: 

This is very important, to have ethno-education in all the schools in La Guajira. This is 

where the role of the ethno-education lies, to reach each student and little by little, with 

the study of the language, rituals, meaning of the dreams, oral culture, and so on. When 

the students come to us and share these stories, for us it is very nice, something to feel 

proud about. All of these talks that we had in our classrooms, the students learned from 

them and did not let it pass over their heads; the students are applying the knowledge to 

their life. (Wayúu female, teacher, Rancheria Mayapo) 

Four Wayúu teachers, a principal and a Full-Time professor at the University of La Guajira offer 

a comparison with Wayúu children who did and did not receive this type of education and the 

consequences thereof. They argued with emphasis that the Colombian government and Wayúu 

associations in charge of creating curricula should make ethno-education teaching methodology 

mandatory in all schools as the only way to preserve and keep alive the Wayúu culture and ways 

of living. 
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Institutions and Organizations 

A government officer doubted the effectiveness of today’s Wayúu curricula created by 

Wayúu foundations and associations. The officer mentioned several Wayúu foundations and 

associations that the government worked and collaborated with and the position of his 

department was that these Wayúu institutions were not clear about what to teach and how to 

teach the Wayúu culture and ways of living, mainly due to the disagreement among the seven 

Wayúu clans present in La Guajira’s department. As a critique of one of the Wayúu foundations 

that created and ran hundreds of Wayúu schools, the officer stated that: 

Everything that we do has a cause and effect, for example, the Anaakuipa Educational 

Program. Is this model preserving and protecting the Wayúu language, customs and 

traditions of the Wayúu people? I highly doubted because you can see the type of 

students who studied at their schools and most of them do not finish high school, many of 

them don’t even finish elementary school. These students little they know about the 

Wayúu culture. This is wrong and we need to correct, we know how to correct these 

challenges, one way is using ethno-education and learning about what type of education 

is more appropriate to a Wayúu student that lives in a specific region of the department of 

La Guajira. (Officer Ministry of Education, male, Government of La Guajira) 

Institutions. Even though curricula set at the Wayúu schools was a work in progress, the 

planning and consultations created a set of relationships that defined the roles, relationship and 

patterns in the government operations, as follows:  

The curriculum was developed within an existing institutional network - Ministry of 

Education of Colombia, other government entities and Wayúu foundations and 

organizations. There is a general and foundational national curriculum set by the Ministry 
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of Education of Colombia that the Ministry has put forward to teach and follow in all 

Wayúu schools. There are several Wayúu foundations and organizations that manage and 

operate a certain number of Wayúu schools. Each Wayúu foundation or organization 

creates the curriculum for the schools that they operate and manage. The Wayúu 

foundation or organization decides what to include from the curriculum provided by the 

Ministry of Education.  Classes have been suspended several times in the last 10 years 

due to the change in the political and financial context (top department and city political 

figures put in jail due to corruption). The curriculum development process increased 

cooperation among key players in the central government, department government and 

among the Wayúu foundations and organizations. The process was seen by key actors as 

a good exercise. However, the national literacy and numeracy tests apply to all 

Colombian students including Wayúu students. La Guajira’s place is in the last position. 

(Five Wayúu teachers, Wayúu principal and Full-Time professor, females and males, 

Rancherias Parenska, Frijolitos, Mayapo, Dividivi and Riohacha) 

One of the informants commented on the extent of the curricula’s contextual compatibility: 

Now we have these schools designed by the West, with a curriculum designed by the 

West. With a language from the West. Tailored to satisfy the needs of people from the 

West. This is a big challenge. What does literacy mean here? What a child should learn 

so the child can continue to be Wayúu (behave as a Wayúu) and at the same time be 

prepared for the world? What is it going to take for a Wayúu to be Wayúu (know about 

his culture, his cuisine, his dances, his knitting, and so on…his ways of living) and at the 

same time be able and succeed at school, maybe go to the university, become a 

professional and contribute to his Rancheria and the world? How to create a hybrid 
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environment to support both ways of living: a Wayúu and as an Alijuna? Many children 

would like to become a doctor, veterinarian, lawyer and so on. I am not sure why these 

children are wishing to enter these professions, I don’t know where they are getting these 

goals: maybe from the TV, from a family member or other people. The fact is that these 

children would like to study and contribute to their Rancherias and society in different 

ways than their parents and ancestors did. This is a very complex situation. (Full-Time 

professor, male, Riohacha) 

Organizations. An informant describes the role of organizations with the curriculum that Wayúu 

children received at schools and the stage of the process in 2017 and 2018: 

The curriculum development process was building on a poorly performing and an 

uncoordinated collection of Wayúu foundations and the Ministry of Education of 

Colombia and the department’s secretary of education of La Guajira. The Ministry of 

Education of Colombia created a high-level working group of advisors to review the 

curriculum in preparation for submission to the Colombian Cabinet (Bogota) and Wayúu 

presidents of the Wayúu foundations in charge of implementing the curriculum at all 

Wayúu schools in La Guajira. (Full-Time professor, male, Riohacha) 

One of the informants identified other factors that influenced the effectiveness of this initiative:  

We have to follow the curriculum, which is prepared by the Westerners [Alijuna and 

white people in Bogota] and our curriculum does not match. When you sign the contract, 

they will come to inspect us, they look at us, what are we doing in class. For me to teach 

in Wayúunaiki in Grade 1, there should be a curriculum already approved and aligned 

with the other schools. [in La Guajira, Colombia]. This must come from up there 

[Bogota] because I cannot do something different than what the Ministry of Education is 
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telling me to do. Now [since 2017], we are working for the Ministry of Education, for the 

secretary of education, the proposal should come from there [Bogota] to teach in 

Wayúunaiki and our culture, for us to follow and not be in contradiction with the national 

curriculum of Colombia or what exactly the Ministry of Education is telling us to teach, 

we cannot do something arbitrarily here in our schools. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

Other teachers and parents complained about this misalignment and conflicting interest between 

the Ministry of Education and the Wayúu foundations. Also, Wayúu children were confused 

because they expressed their frustration and lack of guidance about what to learn at school and 

how to behave: 

We are confused. Sometimes we have to behave like Wayúu children, especially when 

there is a visitor. Sometimes we have to behave like Colombian students, speak Spanish 

and know everything from the book, too much. Sometimes the teacher behaves like a 

Wayúu, or like a Spanish teacher. Sometimes the teacher teaches us something and 

forgets to ask us what we have learned from that lesson, very weird. (Focus Group 1 - 

Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

Summary 

The most resilient factors required for an education program for Wayúu children are: 

1. Value of education – academic and experiential teaching methodology.  

2. Connection between curriculum and the needs of all members of the Rancherias.  

3. Wayúu children love to be at school and want to receive an education.  

4. School schedule that reflects and accommodate traditional ways of living and traditions.  
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5. Create environments that nurtures the development of moral leadership capabilities, i.e., 

the ability to base choices and decisions on sound growth-oriented principles.  

6. Create educational environment to support and complement both ways of living: Wayúu 

and an Alijuna.  

7. Recuperate key Wayúu traditions that keep family unity and wellness such as storytelling. 

These traditions will support the Wayúu identity of the Wayúu children and all members 

of the Rancheria.  

8. Ethno-education is the teaching methodology that best serve the cultural needs of the 

Wayúu people.  

9. Unity of vision and action among all members of the Rancheria is the supreme factor to 

achieve any goal that Wayúu people want to achieve, including the meeting of the 

spiritual, physical and academic needs of their children.  

10. Oral culture must continue as an authentic way to transmit the Wayúu culture.  

11. The role and position of a teacher is paramount and only compare to the mother.  

12. The realization of full partnership between teachers and parents in every endeavor to 

offer a well-rounded education experience to Wayúu children.  

What Are the Conditions that Would Allow Wayúu Children to Advance Towards an 

Educational Experience that Is Aligned with their Cultural Needs? 

To collect information for this section was a challenge for me and my informants because 

answering this question would allow us to achieve the desired conditions that would assist 

Wayúu children to advance towards an educational experience that aligns with their cultural 

needs. It took a lot of creativity, patience and perseverance to explain this question and for the 
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informants to offer past experiences that would happen again at their schools and classrooms 

while having to imagine future scenarios that would accomplish this goal.  

The virtue of trust has been put to the test for centuries between the Wayúu people and 

the Alijunas – Non-Wayúu people. In the field of education, the Wayúu people have achieved 

many goals (construction of schools in their territories, the creation of Wayúu foundations to 

design their own curriculum, to teach their language in their schools and so on) and at many 

other times, Wayúu people have been betrayed. Today, in almost every Rancheria, there is a 

school, many Wayúu people have received an education and they have contributed in many ways 

to the advancement of their culture and socio-economic conditions.  

There is a lack of clarity and harmony among the seven different Wayúu clans about 

what their children’s cultural needs are, and what they want as an educational experience for 

their children. Trial and error have been the strategy in the past and may still be the only strategy 

so far that Wayúu people are comfortable with. Also, there are several Wayúu foundations in La 

Guajira that are responsible for a few or several Wayúu schools that are located at the 

Rancherias. Many of these Wayúu foundations create their own curricula, all based on the 

Colombian National curriculum. According to my informants, the areas of the curriculum that 

teach Wayúu culture are limited and at many times do not meet their cultural needs such as the 

teaching and practice of Wayúu games, cuisine, music, arts, literature, agriculture, history and so 

on. At present, there is ambiguity among the Wayúu foundations and between the Colombian 

Ministry of Education, government entities and the Wayúu foundations in charge of providing a 

curriculum to the teachers for its delivery.  

All funds for the infrastructure, personnel, food and transportation of the education sector 

are provided by the Colombian government. In 2017, the governor of the department of La 
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Guajira, the mayor of the city of Riohacha – the capital of La Guajira, among other government 

officials were put into jail due to corruption (Corte Suprema de Colombia [Supreme Court of 

Justice of Colombia], 2018). All the budget monies amassed until then have disappeared. The 

Colombian government never offered a thorough explanation of where the funds ended up. In 

2017, classes were suspended until the month of August – most students lost 6 months of classes. 

Many schools were not able to open until 2018, causing thousands of Wayúu children to lose one 

school year. This confirmed the belief, among the Wayúu Elders and parents, that the Colombian 

government has a long way to go before putting into place a government system that works and 

could provide for the Wayúu people. Among the side effects of this government failure were the 

thousands of Wayúu teachers unemployed; many of them are mothers with numerous family 

members and the only ones who can bring the funds to the Rancheria to buy food. This was a 

major blow to the Wayúu/Colombian government relationship.  

During 2018, the classes resumed just one month late - began in March 2018. There were 

a few drawbacks with the teacher’s salary and funds for food, transportation and school supplies. 

During the school years 2018 and 2019, there were several strikes due to low salaries and poor 

insurance coverage, students lost approximately 2-3 months of classes for each school year. 

Classes during the school year 2020 was online due to the COVID pandemic. Wayúu students 

don’t have computer neither internet connection to join the virtual classes. To offer a remedy to 

such critical challenge, Wayúu teachers visited each home to offer classes and instructions. 

According to my PAR partners, the majority of students lost their school year 2020. Since 2017, 

there are many schools without cafeteria, transportation and school supplies. 
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Analysis of Categories 

Culture and Context 

Full-Time Professor at the University La Guajira shared a bit of his forty years plus 

experience in working with the Wayúu people by speaking about their culture and context 

offering an explanation of how the Wayúu culture is kept and evolves and how the Wayúu 

culture interacts with the world and what he recommends ought to be taught at the school for 

Wayúu children: 

There is a contract between a desired situation and reality. The ideal situation could be 

that culture could reproduce by itself and at the same time take advantage of what’s 

happening in the world. This means to continue to be Wayúu and at the same time to be a 

world citizen. This means to continue to reproduce their cultural situations and at the 

same time taking advantage of the technology and all the discoveries of the time that are 

positive for the Wayúu people. But now we are landing at the school, what could be 

done? What could we offer? We have consulted in many opportunities on this: what we 

can do? And from these consultations, we have to rise to act with pedagogies and 

strategies. Maybe we can say that what is interesting is to use Wayúunaiki in the 

classroom? (personal communication, Professor, University La Guajira) 

 Another informant, who also thought of teaching Wayúunaiki in the classroom, energetically 

calls for the need to recuperate and maintain the traditional way to teach and learn by Oralidad 

[Oral Culture]: 

We need to recuperate our “Oralidad” [Oral Culture] because our culture is oral. Our 

culture is managed through “Oralidad” [oral culture]. The parents teach their children, 

grandmothers, mothers, uncles and everyone in the community will teach their children 
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mainly through “Oralidad”. Everyone talked to each other. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Riohacha) 

Informants are trying to figure out how to recuperate the important aspects of the Wayúu culture. 

I witnessed how technology has influenced the Wayúu people in a terrible way, especially 

among children because it is creating a parallel environment where children are distracted by 

radio, tv, telephone, music, etc., and cohibe [suppresses] their development; children are not 

encouraged to talk to their parents and grandparents because the children are busy with these 

tech items. During an interview with most children aged 4-9 at the Rancherias Parenska, 

Frijolitos and Dividivi (Focus Group 1 and 2), I asked them what they think about TV and 

telephone and what they do with the telephones. These were their responses: 

We like them very much. We like to watch cartoons, also soap opera. We only can watch 

TV when there is electricity. With the telephone, we can contact family and friends that 

live very far away. We like to play games. All-day if we can. Our parents allow us to be 

online and we do whatever we want and open any website and play any game we wish, 

but of course, when my parents have money to buy internet. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria 

Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

According to my observations, Wayúu children used the internet for social media. They do not 

use it to do research, get access to knowledge that is valuable and meaningful to them. Also, 

teachers and parents do not teach their students and children how and what they can do with the 

internet. There is a lack of training in this regard.  

There is a lack of understanding and awareness of the meaning of receiving an education 

and the opportunities it will offer. For many Wayúu, education is learning Spanish and maybe if 

one finishes high school, employment opportunities such as watchman, police, or the military 
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forces will be applied for. For the girls, education could offer the possibility to become a teacher. 

An informant made the link between education and poverty: 

For us as Wayúu, if we don’t realize the potential of education, opportunities go away. 

Then we can deal with poverty, for example, lack of water, food, roads, infrastructure, 

etc., we can deal with all these aspects of our communities with education. People from 

other areas, make money from us, and they leave, without producing something good for 

us, or leaving something for us. But we as Wayúu can do the same and more, we have 

capacities to work, cooperate, etc., to get water, food, deal with the government, etc. 

Some communities do not allow strangers to come in, they are closed communities, 

therefore they don’t get the benefits of working with strangers. But there are those 

communities which are open, we walk together with the outsiders, study the situation and 

find solutions to our critical existence. And the root cause of this new attitude is 

education, education will help us to get out of poverty. (Coordinator of the program “De 

Cero a Siempre” [From Zero to Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska) 

A principal of a school in Riohacha, a Wayúu from Venezuela who has worked with Wayúu 

children and youth for over 20 years pointed out the root cause to create the right environment 

for any type of condition that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an educational 

experience that is aligned with their cultural needs and this was about unity: 

Recuperate the unity at the family level, this is the first thing to do, recuperate the unity 

of the family, this is what we have lost. If there is no unity, there is not a dialogue, people 

don’t dialogue, there is no dialogue in the family. This is what we need to work on at the 

family level because this is irreplaceable. Nothing can substitute the dialogue in the 

family. Because a lot of things that happen (bad) at the family level are due to a lack of 
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dialogue. Everyone is on their own, then there is disunity. Why? Because there is no 

dialogue, there is not agreement, within the family, so everyone does whatever pleases, at 

the end, this will generate disunity. This is a very important aspect that we have to work 

on, not only at the indigenous family level but at the level of the whole society. (Wayúu 

Principal, female, Riohacha) 

Furthermore, the principal suggested what Wayúu people are in need of is spiritual well-being, 

beyond material well-being: 

Our children and youth needs are to know how to live their lives – they need to know 

who they are - a Wayúu, an Alijuna, a combination of both – to what purpose they exist – 

a daughter, a son, a member of a community, a teacher, a doctor, etc. – and how they 

should act towards one another – human virtues such kindness, compassion, 

collaboration, truthfulness, etc. (Wayúu Principal and Teacher, female, Riohacha) 

In the same line of thought, to achieve unity, the informant suggests that Wayúu people must 

learn how to consult and consult in a manner that is fair and just: 

One Rancheria is composed of families of the same family (Clan), there are several 

homes of the same Rancheria. Sometimes the decision is made by one member of the 

Rancheria [Wayúu traditional authority], then when you look back to see the benefits or 

damage caused by that decision, it affects the whole community, for good or for bad. Due 

to the lack of dialogue, disunity is created, because that person did not consult with the 

community. This is something that we must work on, this aspect of consultation. 

Whatever is done at the family or community level, should be done through consultation, 

in order to avoid misunderstanding, displeasure and so on due to this person [Wayúu 
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traditional authority] making a decision on his own without consulting. (Wayúu 

Principal, female, Riohacha) 

The Wayúu principal highlighted the need to understand the importance of education and 

suggested the following attitude and actions, which she herself had practiced on thousands of 

Wayúu children, in Colombia and Venezuela, for over twenty years: 

We have to work with children today, because this child will be an adult one day and will 

have his own family, his own children and then he will realize the importance of 

education because he was educated as well. But if a child is not educated, he will not see 

the importance of education, because he will not see its benefits. But someone who is 

educated will say: thanks to education, thanks to God, I am what I am today. This person 

will compare his life with others who did not receive an education. Teaching by example 

is more powerful than telling Wayúu children and parents about the importance of being 

educated. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

Moreover, she invited me to follow her example and accompany her in her efforts to 

work with Wayúu children in Riohacha and at over a dozen schools where she collaborates: 

The job is to work with the maximum number of children and youth, and to eliminate this 

apathy towards education, towards this lack of interest to study. (Wayúu Principal, 

female, Riohacha) 

I witnessed a repetition of old patterns of behaviour where parents do not trust what is taught at 

the school and prefer to have their children at home doing housework - mostly girls - and the 

boys to work on agriculture and with animals. Also, there is a lack of resources at the school 

level in keeping with the fact that Wayúu parents do not have the means to support their children 

to finish high school. This is a challenging cycle that is hard to break: 
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No happy with the education that their children received in schools: lacking a good place 

to teach (infrastructure, good roof, fan), all the material to teach, computers, there are no 

bathrooms and so on. Wayúu students when they finish grade 9 in the Rancherias there is 

no encouragement to continue because they need to move to Riohacha to continue to 

study and be able to finish high school. In my school, there are 150 students and 15 

teachers. Students don’t continue studies after grade 9 because they don’t have the funds, 

nor the means to move out of the Rancheria to continue their studies. (Wayúu teacher, 

activist; artist and tourist guide) 

Not at all Rancherias offer students the opportunity to study up to grade 9 – only two out of the 

five Rancherias where I was working do offer classes up to grade 9. Less than half of the 

students at these schools finish grade five. Over 70% of the students are girls.  

An informant is very concerned about a new policy from the government of Colombia to 

extend the time that children attend school, which in her opinion, will be detrimental to meet the 

Wayúu needs for Wayúu children:  

A new proposal from the government is to keep children in the school for eight (8) hours. 

To learn to read and write, math, a basic understanding of texts. To learn how to behave, 

follow instructions, respect authority and so on. This new policy will keep our children in 

the school and will create an assimilation process that will make our children more an 

Alijuna than a Wayúu child. (Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide) 

Informants – most of them are teacher and parents – were considering pulling out of school their 

own children and be opposed to this initiative.  
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Teaching and Literacy 

Teachers play many roles, including being a parent. This is a special relationship that 

Wayúu children enjoy and is part of the Wayúu culture because teachers were in great measure 

family members of her/his students. Therefore, teachers become very close to their students and 

were aware of their reality, challenges, dreams and hopes. In this regard, an informant shared a 

trend among her students (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 2 and 3.8). 

The children are already feeling the need to become something else different than their 

traditional occupations. Children are realizing that “ancient” activities of the Wayúu such 

as knitting, or selling their goats are becoming more and more difficult to perform. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

Three Wayúu female children shared that they would like to attend university to study 

medicine, agricultural engineer, electrical engineer, veterinary, psychologist and law. They also 

said that there are many needs in the Rancheria including the lack of persons with the needed 

expertise or outside experts assisting with people and animal diseases, family issues, arguments 

between the Wayúu people and the Colombian government and so on. 

While interviewing two Wayúu teachers, even though the interview was confidential and 

away from everyone at the Rancheria, off the record they shared that they are afraid that the 

Colombian government would send their spies. They were afraid of losing their jobs and 

speaking the truth. Due to these circumstances, it was only during the last two weeks of my stay 

that they accepted to be interviewed. One question that took at least three attempts within a week 

before they would agree to answer was the following: let’s assume that you have the freedom to 

teach 100% Wayúunaiki, to read and write, in grade 0, then to teach Spanish, to read and write, 
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in Grade 1 and 2. Do you think in this way Wayúu children could learn Spanish better and 

faster?  

Yes, there is a theory that says that when a child is taught in his/her mother tongue, then 

to learn other languages will be easier and faster, in this case, the Spanish. (Two Wayúu 

teachers, females, Rancheria Parenska and Riohacha) 

The following was a testimonial of a Wayúu young adult, teacher, who related the way he taught 

with what he learned from his parents:  

All the efforts that my parents did for me: they sent me to school and I learned a lot. I am 

very thankful for all their efforts toward me and for all my family. I am very thankful for 

showing me the way to make me who I am today. Aha. I think I am, each day, making an 

effort too, it's like in the same way they did, to help me to become someone in life, to 

return the favour and to continue my journey. (Wayúu teacher, male, Riohacha) 

The same informant shared his experience at his school and made a call to come back to certain 

teaching methods and activities:  

From Monday to Friday classes were part of the afternoon (2:00 pm to 4:00 pm) ... after 

class sometimes I stay in the school (playing). On other days I will go to visit my 

grandmother. I was her spoiled grandson and many times I stay there longer than I 

should. Many times, from my house they will shout my name to come back (it was time 

to come back home). (Wayúu teacher, male, Rancheria Parenska) 

Two Wayúu teachers suggested that each week there should be a cultural event at their school. 

There should be more opportunities and venues for parents and members of the Rancheria to 

attend. This type of event could bring unity to the community: 
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Cultural needs and history of the Wayúu people are important to preserve the Wayúu 

culture and identity are important to teach. Teach children about food, dishes and show 

them how to cook the Wayúu dishes, such as Mazamorra o Yajauchi, which are dishes 

for breakfast – the first meal of the day. Poi (soup) made of corn, beans and goat. Also, it 

is important to teach children to plant trees... At this school (a boarding school close by 

the Rancheria), there is a lot of emphasis on the Wayúu culture. Every Tuesday, the 

school teaches only subjects about the Wayúu culture. (Two Wayúu teachers, female, 

Rancheria Parenska and Riohacha) 

Another informant commented about the importance of teaching children in their mother tongue, 

based on the Wayúu methodology called Yanama, which means community and participatory 

work. This Wayúu methodology – Yanama – is based on paradigms, guidelines and curricular 

programs that were originated from the daily interactions in the Wayúu communities and 

transmitted by oral means for generations (Yanama, 2021): 

Yanama: first years of life. It should be only in Wayúunaiki. The child learns faster and 

better in the mother tongue. (Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide, female, 

Rancheria Dividivi) 

This methodology – Yanama - is aligned with the ethno-education programs that Wayúu people 

support in their territories. However, it is not clear how much information from the Colombian 

national curriculum should be taught at Wayúu schools and how much from the ethno-education 

under the Wayúu methodology, Yanama should be taught at schools. There is no guidance, nor 

any policies and procedures that at the end of the school year, Wayúu children could meet their 

cultural needs and at the same time fulfil the requirements of the Ministry of Education of 

Colombia (2020).  
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Personal Identity 

Two Focus Groups shared a diversity of answers about what is their identity (Appendix 

A: questionnaire, sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9): 

Our identity is Wayúu. We speak Wayúunaiki, we love our land and our families. This is 

our world and this is what we are. Also, we would like to learn Wayúunaiki, we want to 

learn more about our games, customs, music and dances. We want our teachers to teach 

us about these aspects of our culture. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and 

Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

The same groups added opinions about what assisted them to maintain their Wayúu culture and 

serve their Rancherias and communities: 

No more fights. We want to see our parents happy. We want unity in our Rancheria and 

families. We need water and food, uniforms and books. Also, books in Wayúunaiki. We 

want to connect with other Wayúu children and schools. In our Rancheria [Parenska], 

there are two schools, but we don’t talk to each other. We want more children’s classes 

and activities, we are bored, especially after school and weekends, nothing to do. We 

want to help our families, but our parents are in a bad mood, and they talk to us in a bad 

way. Our parents should teach us what to do to make our homes and Rancheria beautiful 

and nice, but they don’t. Our fathers are out and our mothers at home. Our mothers are 

upset because there is nothing to eat and there is no water. Also, our classes are too short, 

and there is no one who can help us with our homework. We have time, but we don’t 

know what to do. We need people – like you - to show us what to do at home and our 

Rancheria. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus 

Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 
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An informant shared her frustration and at the same time her satisfaction for the long journey it 

took before being qualified to teach her own culture:  

It is only until now that I have learned more about my own culture, by virtue of being a 

teacher and working with my community. Now I am knowledgeable of my own games, 

toys and many other different aspects of my culture. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria 

Parenska) 

An informant who contributes in great measure to this research provides an informative 

comment about the influence of formal education in the development of the child to build her/his 

identity:  

Formal education gives a force to deal with society and succeed. A Wayúu child is more 

difficult because the teacher must center the child in the Wayúu context and reality. The 

Wayúu territory is in danger because cities are growing and can take over. Therefore, the 

teacher must supply both: the regular standard education [National curriculum] and the 

Wayúu education and context with its challenges and opportunities. Bring and make the 

child aware of the Wayúu reality. The child is committed to defending the Wayúu ethnic: 

take care of oneself, the Wayúu people, maintain Wayúu ways of thinking, oral culture, 

take care of the environment, etc. To love his identity as a Wayúu. Big difference the 

Wayúu child that received an appropriate Wayúu education. (Wayúu teacher, activist; 

artist and tourist guide, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

A Wayúu teacher who specializes in teaching Wayúu identity and arts expressed his ideas about 

important aspects of what to teach at school:  

Cultural expression: I consider this aspect important and necessary because in the early 

children’s age, when they are finishing the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to 
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Forever] until grade 3 or 4, is when they retain most learning, and it is good that at that 

time they learn expressions of their own culture as that helps them build their identity. 

(Wayúu teacher, male, Riohacha) 

Also suggested what to teach to Wayúu children:  

Themes about being Wayúu – music, songs, customs, rituals and so on, about their clan, 

the mythology that the Wayúu emerges from the penetration of the Mma [Earth] by Juya 

[Rain]. And those issues include that being Wayúu is not the same as being of other 

people in the world. We, the Wayúu people are unique, because our race is of a single 

origin and not the result of a mixture of cultures. (Wayúu teacher, male, Riohacha) 

He finalized his comments about spirituality, cultural traditions and religion for Wayúu children 

and what should be taught at school in order to complement the conditions that would allow 

Wayúu children to advance towards an educational experience that is aligned with their cultural 

needs: 

Aged 5-8, it is fine to teach these aspects (spirituality and religion). The origin of the 

Wayúu people and the cosmos is taught. Religion in the Wayúu culture is related to the 

existence of beings beyond this life. As the head of everything is Maléiwa [In the 

extensive mythology of the Wayúu ethnic group, there is a mythical character, named 

Maléiwa or Mareiwa, who is credited with the creation of the Wayúu people]. (Wayúu 

teacher, male, Riohacha) 

According to my observations, interactions with Wayúu children and informants, an increment of 

Wayúu culture material in Wayúunaiki is needed and necessary. Informants shared that children 

aged 5-8 are ready to learn all aspects of the roles, responsibilities, character and personality of a 
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Wayúu person. A positive outlook and an encouraging attitude toward themselves are needed to 

focus on the positive aspects of the Wayúu identity. 

Mother’s Level of Education and Parent Engagement 

A well respected Wayúu teacher in Riohacha with over 15 years of experience in 

teaching Wayúu culture to children and youth expressed her ideas about the alignment and 

harmony of teacher-mother work towards the creation of the conditions to meet the cultural 

needs for Wayúu children (Appendix A: questionnaire, sections 3.5 and 3.9):  

Children have a high level of intuition; the child asks to be educated. The mother and the 

teacher need to be attentive to the needs of the child/student. The mother and the teacher 

must be in tune and pay attention to the needs of the child/student and develop the 

child/student potential. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

The same teacher added her experience in creating such conditions:  

Sometimes parents don’t understand that we have children to educate, we are not only 

providers of food. When we send our children with homework, parents get upset with 

teachers, parents don’t understand the value of homework and collaboration between 

school and parents. We as teachers, have to explain to parents the use and value of 

homework, special projects related to the Wayúu culture. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Riohacha) 

An informant relates the history of her Wayúu clan with her own experience by expressing how 

the Wayúu community’s accomplishment was achieved: 

Before, all of these parents did not allow their children to attend school. Now things have 

changed, parents allow their children to attend school, at least for primary education. This 

is progress. We must continue this work and little by little we will achieve what is needed 
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for our children. This change will come mainly from the needs that they are facing, they 

have to let go of certain beliefs and ways of living in order to meet the new reality. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

She explained the idea based on her own experience of having a grandmother in the classroom. 

Each school should have a grandmother and do this in a more formal and structured way. Then 

she called on a grandmother to assist in accomplishing the goal of coming to class which 

transcended into accomplishing the greater ethno-education experience beneficial to the Wayúu 

children’s educational tradition. The female gender has always played a leading role in the 

development of the Wayúu breed. The so-called weak sex becomes the strongest since its 

leadership characteristics are almost innate. The most trained in the Wayúu culture are women, 

due to their matriarchal conception. She tries to get ahead while the man is more passive and 

hardly transcends. Usually, the grandmother is the head and guides the family and Clan:  

This is a very concrete way to get out of this stagnation, laziness, blockage, lack of 

interest that we have now. Recover the interest and motivation of the parents. This is a 

more complex job, but we need to do it. We must work with the parents. (Wayúu teacher, 

female, Riohacha) 

So far, she was the only teacher that I am aware of who has brought a Wayúu grandmother to the 

classroom having collaborated harmoniously with the community. What is needed are more 

experiences, more teachers who have gone through this process and believe that collaborating 

with a Wayúu grandmother will genuinely assist Wayúu children to meet their cultural needs and 

preserve aspects of the Wayúu culture such as oral education.  
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A Wayúu teacher with a university degree in the area of ethno-education has mentioned 

how in different ways while speaking to individuals and groups of the struggle that exists 

between teachers and parents: 

Wayúunaiki is a complex language and teachers themselves have not been taught to read 

and write in Wayúunaiki (at home). Parents should stay with the child at home to help 

and support their children. But Wayúu parents don’t do this. Parents transfer their 

responsibility as parents, to train and educate their children to teachers. Younger children, 

around 5-8 years old, girls usually, take care of babies in the house. The mother has time 

but transfers her responsibility to her younger daughter. (Wayúu teacher activist; artist 

and tourist guide) 

A Wayúu mother shared the meaning of education and the responsibility of the teacher:  

School should be a place to study about life, to learn how to read and write. To learn and 

become a good person and help others in society. Teachers should know the weaknesses 

and areas of improvement in order to offer extra activities towards the overall learning 

experience of the child. (Wayúu mother, Rancheria Parenska) 

For this mother, her children should stay at the school most of the day, but she shows no interest 

in collaborating with the school towards the advancement of her children’s education. This 

action showed that some Wayúu parents transfer their responsibility for education and training of 

their children to the teacher, including the responsibility to feed them and being an example of 

how to behave. Another aspect was the fact that education happens in very different ways 

wherein parents are not made aware of when compared to an education that is imparted at the 

school. The education, role and responsibilities of the female and males of the Wayúu people are 

clearly defined. However, it is limited in comparison to meeting today’s challenges - the 
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advancement of technology and the exchange of knowledge coming from the world. 

Furthermore, most of the transmission of the Wayúu culture is by oral means, with very limited 

information available in writing. Consequently, there are distortions and a lack of accuracy in 

their ways of living, traditions and so on.  

An informant shared that the only way to bring aboard Wayúu parents in the enterprise of 

educating their children and taking responsibility for their education and training is through 

moral education: 

The Colombian government, Wayúu foundations and families have tried intellectual 

programs to achieve this goal [educating and training Wayúu children at the school and at 

home] and every single program has failed and the result is the current reality for the 

Wayúu people in La Guajira. Only in those families and Rancherias where moral and 

ethical education and training have been delivered to them, progress and prosperity have 

prevailed. (Wayúu Principal, female, Riohacha) 

Language and Ethno-Education 

An informant shared her classroom teaching experience which satisfied both the need for 

spoken Wayúunaiki and the ethno-cultural education which is best suited for her Wayúu students 

in over 10 Rancherias of La Guajira, over her 19 years of teaching experience: 

In the curriculum’s planning, we must combine both cultures, but with more emphasis on 

the Wayúu culture. Any information about Alijuna’s culture must be accompanied by a 

Wayúunaiki translation. Everything must be translated into Wayúunaiki. The Wayúu 

culture is a priority and must be taught first. A Wayúu child must learn both languages. 

The objective is to mix both languages, so we keep our culture. So, we create cultural 

weeks in the school, opportunities to share all aspects of the Wayúu culture. The 
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beginning of our culture is very important. We always need to go back to the beginning 

of our culture [back in time]. Sometimes we don’t have the information, then we sit with 

our grandmothers and then we can teach it to our students. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

The concept provided by UNESCO about literacy is functional literacy which means what a boy 

or girl should know in order to become functional at her/his home and community. Today with 

the fusion of the Alijuna and Wayúu cultures, in relation to literacy, an informant responds to the 

following questions: what should a Wayúu boy and a Wayúu girl learn up to the age of 8 years 

old? 

To learn how to interact with other people of their age, to be able to take care of 

themselves, although, at this age, children are innocent, they are focused on their games; 

this is not the age to find out what they know and don’t know. They should be able to 

relate among themselves and take care of themselves. Maybe little or a lot they know. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Mayapo) 

There are schools in La Guajira where teachers know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki. I 

noticed that Wayúu parents who wish that their children learn and practice the Wayúu culture, 

read and write in Wayúunaiki and behave like a Wayúu, they will send their children to study at 

these schools. These schools offer room and board to all students. The Wayúu parents that I met 

and know were sending their children to these schools will not take the accommodation option, 

only the board that includes breakfast, lunch and dinner. At these schools, parents are happy that 

once a year, there is a week dedicated to the Wayúu culture. Their children participate and 

contribute to this event.  
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Two informants suggested the design of a dictionary as a tool to concretely assist Wayúu 

children to advance to meet their educational and cultural needs: 

A while ago a friend of ours was working on a dictionary for our children but did not 

finish. I suggest you finish the project and add English. A trilingual dictionary – 

Wayúunaiki, Spanish and English – will truly motivate us as teachers and our students to 

learn about our culture and language, Wayúunaiki. Spanish because we live in Colombia 

and English as the world language. (Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide, 

female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

Language is important for the Wayúu people. There are many words and terms in 

Spanish that do not exist in Wayúunaiki and many words and terms in Wayúunaiki that 

do not exist in Spanish, therefore learning is more challenging for Wayúu children.  One 

concrete project will be a dictionary. It will be a good idea if you could please create a 

dictionary for our children in Wayúunaiki-Spanish. Also, because you have taught 

English, please add English to the dictionary. I have seen children learning English by 

seeing symbols and images (multimodality) with subtitles in English and Spanish and this 

is a method that you could use to design the dictionary. That will be very helpful and 

handy to our children, teachers and parents. (Doctor and artist, male, Riohacha) 

Focus Group 1 had shared that both languages – Wayúunaiki and Spanish - are important for 

them and that the most important way to learn was to play and have fun while learning. Children 

expect the treatment and activities at school to be like the previous program De Cero a Siempre 

(2020) [From Zero to Forever], which runs from 6 months old to 5 years and 11 months. The 

Wayúu child in this program is exposed to the Wayúu culture because the facilitator is a Wayúu, 

speaking Wayúunaiki most of the time. The setting is similar to a Wayúu home and the 
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knowledge and activities are aligned to the Wayúu culture. However, some of my informants 

who are working or worked at this program have shared that usually half of the school year – this 

program runs for approximately 9-10 months a year – they run out of information, ideas, 

activities and projects to teach to their students. It is worth mentioning that when a Wayúu child 

starts formal education – grade 0 – the teacher usually teaches only in Spanish and information 

about the Wayúu culture is limited because there is an assumption that a Wayúu child should 

have learned everything about the Wayúu culture at the previous program De Cero a Siempre 

[From Zero to Forever] and at home. Therefore, there is no need to continue to teach and 

reinforce the Wayúu culture. This is an aspect of continuous debate and an important factor to 

consider for an educational program for Wayúu children.  

Institutions and Organizations 

Due to the high level of mistrust between the Wayúu teachers and the Colombian 

government, including weekly scandals involving spying episodes, it took a while for my 

informants to become easy and open with my research. At times, my informants could not share 

their feelings because they felt that they could not trust their own people at the Rancherias or that 

my research would end up in the hands of the Colombian government. 

Education is free for all the Wayúu people. Since 2017, however, many schools lost the 

benefits of transportation, food and school supplies. These new conditions have contributed 

negatively to school attendance and performance. Consequently, Colombian institutions have 

lost a great deal of their legitimacy and accountability.  

Institutions. During the school year, Wayúu teachers voluntarily proposed to the Wayúu 

foundation projects whose goal is to teach children the Wayúu culture. These projects must be 

approved by the Wayúu foundation because the delivery of the curriculum takes priority and 
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days and hours for its delivery have to be guaranteed in order to approve extra activities and 

projects that will take time away from the curriculum. However, the curriculum changes almost 

every year and the government change the school calendar and other aspects of the school year 

as well: 

The art of teaching is the same – according to what we learn at the university and Wayúu 

ways of learning and teaching. The Colombian government and Wayúu foundations keep 

changing curriculum, procedures, calendar, priorities, methodologies and so on every 

school year. (Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide) 

Since the colonial times, there has been a struggle with the educational institutions created by the 

Colombian government, including Catholic schools, which are present in different areas of the 

Department of La Guajira, Colombia: 

Catholic schools force the Wayúu children to dispose of and drop everything about the 

ways of living of the Wayúu people. These Alijunas [non Wayúu people] tell us that their 

ways of teaching are the best and we must follow them. They tell us that they are 

successful, they are advanced and they have created a magnificent society. We, the 

Wayúu people, if we want to learn and advance, must follow their ways (Wayúu teacher, 

activist, artist and tourist guide, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

The Colombian institutions with Wayúu institutions must work together to establish the 

social norms on which the project of meeting the Wayúu children’s cultural needs can be 

sustainably undertaken. I am not suggesting a blueprint for a new sociopolitical system, 

but rather I am making a call for the development of new modes of social engagement 

and collective decision-making capable of giving rise to such a system. (Wayúu principal, 

female, Riohacha) 
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The method of accompaniment (Echeto Ipuana, 2013) is essential for Wayúu teachers and 

students because the teachers need to work with another teacher or someone else be, they – 

Elder, teacher assistance - in addition to the students who need to have a second person to be 

with for the purpose of having a second perspective on the lesson. One of my informants shared 

that part of the student success in and out of school is due to the institutional support that Wayúu 

foundations offer the Wayúu schools: 

With the foundation “Wuacuma wimba wuariquinpa aru”, we selected a special grade to 

work with, [for example] grade 3. So, we accompany the teacher and we did many 

activities. This was a tremendous help for the teacher but also for the students. We 

support the curriculum and allow the child to discover her/his strengths and weaknesses 

to increase school performance and improve the relationship with their parents. Every 

day, I choose one student and work all morning, one to one. They like it very much. From 

the beginning of the school year to the end, the student goes through a full personal 

transformation and her/his personal and cultural needs. Personalized attention and care 

were exactly what these Wayúu students needed, and much love. (President of a Wayúu 

foundation, female, Riohacha) 

This foundation “Wuacuma wimba wuariquinpa aru”, has worked for over 20 years in La 

Guajira with several schools, especially with Wayúu students and pointed out the positive impact 

on the results of the academic performance of the students that have received their services. 

Wayúu students who have been through these foundation’s programs have become top students 

in the department of La Guajira. 

Organizations. I observed, listen and many informants shared their frustration in 

working with Wayúu organizations. Each organization has a mission and vision and goals to 
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achieve within a specific period of time. However, these organizations are not aligned with their 

mandates. This reality creates another layer of difficulties and challenges to teachers and 

ultimately to Wayúu children.   

Almost all informants declared that the right strategy for me to work with the Wayúu 

people is working with small groups of Wayúu children in a few Rancherias, without calling the 

attention of the Colombian government and other international institutions. The ways of working 

that the Colombian government had adopted kept changing and the Wayúu people could not 

cope with the variations. Also, it was important to avoid manipulation and conflict of interest 

with the Colombian government, the Wayúu institutions and organizations. A professor at the 

University of La Guajira recommended that I do the following to implement the 

recommendations and policies of my research in La Guajira: 

You have to be independent. The problem is that once you get into the internal financial 

system [of La Guajira], you lose autonomy. This is sad news here. Then the resources and 

money go to different communities that they don’t want, neither do they need the 

resources and so on. Or you end up in benefiting communities that have not contributed 

at all [to my dissertation]. (Full-Time Professor, male, University of La Guajira) 

An informant shared the frustration when referring to Wayúu ways of consulting and making 

decisions with Wayúu organizations and teachers from other schools, especially regarding 

creating the best conditions for their children. Another challenge was the fact that the great 

majority of Wayúu teachers do not know how to teach Wayúunaiki - reading and writing, and 

how explain it in ways that Wayúu children can understand, because most of them don’t have 

any university degree, including the ethno-education degree from the University of La Guajira: 
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Wayúunaiki: this language should be taught in the school as the official and first 

language and students should be taught how to write it and read it. This is not happening 

due to the lack of training of teachers. Teachers speak Wayúunaiki but are not able to 

teach how to read and write in Wayúunaiki. The people who work at Wayúu 

organizations are not trained and prepared to fulfil the goals of their organizations, 

neither do they know how to consult with teachers and create consensus where all 

teachers are working towards the same goals. It is a mess. We must hire people according 

to their education, experience and qualifications. It would be a good idea to teach Wayúu 

children how to read and write in Wayúunaiki first, then in Spanish. This will allow for 

more encouragement, enthusiasm and school performance that is latent in each student. 

(Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide) 

Contextualization and Endogenization. Informants said the initiative taken by the 

University of La Guajira to teach Wayúunaiki, to learn to read and write in Wayúunaiki was not 

compatible with its context, although it did have an effect in helping make context somewhat 

more sensitive for Wayúunaiki’s reading and writing. The Wayúu teachers interviewed admitted 

the initiative had come from outside, rather than emerging from within the Wayúu Rancherias: it 

was not an endogenous process. Good principles of consultation embedded in the initiative 

included oral culture, cultural renovation, participation and unity - which were not realized 

because Wayúu clans have not agreed on an alphabet, nor on a diction. Informants who have an 

ethno-education degree agree with this initiative from the University of La Guajira and they 

recommend it as an effective way to deliver better education to Wayúu children. Those teachers 

who have not taken this degree, think that this degree is not necessary, however, they accept that 

they should learn how to read and write in Wayúunaiki: 
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Excellent initiative and I like it very much. However, we, the Wayúu people, are not 

ready for this initiative, to work with the university because the university did not consult 

with us. Perhaps, they were waiting for us – the Wayúu people to take the initiative but 

we did not – so they went ahead and created the ethno-education degree and started to 

translate many things of the Wayúu culture into Spanish. We don’t even agree on an 

alphabet because we don’t read and write our language, everything is by oral means. This 

is a challenge for the Wayúu people, the world is moving forward, and we are still taking 

small and slow steps. (Wayúu teacher, activist; artist and tourist guide) 

Summary 

The most resilient conditions that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an 

educational experience that is aligned with their cultural needs are: 

1. The curriculum should have two components – one given by words and second given by 

deeds and action. Wayúu people want their children to practice what they learn at school, 

so the families and their Rancherias benefit from the education received at school. Also, 

Wayúu children need practical example of what has been taught by words in order to full 

grasp the lessons and curriculum. 

2. Education should be directly connected to the needs of the time and provide with the right 

environment to Wayúu children to learn and love their culture. 

3. The type of education that they want to receive should be targeted to learn and solve the 

problems and challenges present at their homes, Rancherias and society. 

4. Alignment between the school schedule and the traditions Wayúu daily activities and way 

of living. For example: school should start as early as 6:30 a.m. and finish at 11:00 a.m. 

In the afternoon, cultural extracurricular activities and support to do homework.  
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5. Spiritual and moral education is as important and fundamental than academic education. 

Moral and spiritual education should demonstrate how a Wayúu child should behave and 

act. Teach and demonstrate by deeds and actions values and virtues that support an 

education that release the potential of Wayúu children such as kindly, humility, 

perseverance, consultation.  

6. Foster the development of a world citizenship curriculum which provides a framework 

for the development of a global ethic and the practice of world citizenship. Consequently, 

relationships between Wayúu and Alijuna’s children will improve and clear channels of 

collaboration and good will should be established at such early and critical age.  

7. The Wayúu traditions and practices such as storytelling and Wayúu games and dances 

should continue to be learned and practiced among all members of the Rancheria. These 

traditions will support the Wayúu identity of the Wayúu children and all members of the 

Rancheria.  

8. There is evidence that a teacher with an ethno-education degree better serve and meet the 

needs of Wayúu children. This teacher will be able to teach in Wayúunaiki (read and 

write).  

9. Having a member of the Wayúu family in the classroom, preferable the grandmother, 

contribute greatly to teach and disseminate the Wayúu culture. Oral culture will be 

practiced and reinforce as one of the pillars of the Wayúu culture. As a result, this will 

cultivate a positive relationship and create unity in the community. Also, the ethno-

education experience is enhanced and nurtured. 
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10. The establishment of mechanism for parents, teachers, Wayúu and government 

institutions and organization to improve relationships and facilitate ongoing trusting 

networking to build integrity and transparency and achieve unity of vision and action. 

11. Create strategies to bring back the dialogue among members of the family and all 

members of the Rancheria is greatly needed and fundamental to create unity at the family 

and rancheria levels. Consequently, a sense of identity and connectedness and harmony 

will permeate all family relations. The teacher and practice of fair and just consultation is 

a practical way to achieve unity. Wayúu children will be happier and perform better at 

home and school.  

12. The Wayúu mother should take back her role as the primary and most important role 

model to her children and partner with teachers to provide with an effective and 

harmonious educational experience to Wayúu children. 

13. Extracurricular activities such as cultural expression which will reinforce the identity of 

Wayúu children will create the space and opportunity for meeting cultural needs.  

14. Government should provide the means by which Wayúu children have access to a 

computer with internet. Multimodality, as a teaching methodology, use technology to 

deliver an educational experience adjusted to the needs of each individual student.  

What Are the Appropriate Policies and Strategies that Will Provide Adequate Education 

and Support Literacy for Wayúu Children in La Guajira, Colombia? 

The data collected for this section was a particularly challenging process as my informants 

were focused on the problems and challenges but did not put too much thought about the best 

policies and strategies to solve them. At many times, informants told me that this was my job, to 

find a solution to their problems and challenges. For almost all the informants, it took several 
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attempts to think and express their ideas, strategies and policies that will provide an adequate 

education and support literacy for their children and students.  

The policy of bilingualism must be respected and followed by all government institutions 

to allow the Wayúu people to trust and consult with the Colombian authorities, including the 

Ministry of Education. The right to bilingualism exists but many times through open and closed 

consultation with the Wayúu people, it is not respected and followed. This causes confusion and 

lack of trust in the Colombian institutions. Furthermore, there was a newly elected governor and 

a mayor who started in their positions this past month of January 2020, after which no one knows 

what will happen. This causes another layer of mistrust and a lack of continuity with the 

agreements and plans.  

At the Wayúu organization, there was not a consensus among the seven Wayúu clans 

about what the policies and strategies should be which will assist their children to receive an 

educational experience that will meet their cultural needs.  

Analysis of Categories 

Strengthening of Culture and Context 

School attendance and performance were intertwined conditions for the full completion 

of a school year. The lack of motivation from Wayúu parents to send their children to school has 

increased lately due to the high levels of malnutrition challenges in addition to the lack of food, 

water and school supplies. Since the government scandal in 2017 with the cancellation of the 

food and transportation programs, this situation was further aggravated with a drop in the school 

attendance of between 50-90% for the five schools which agreed to collaborate with me: 

Every time one visits a Wayúu school, there are fewer students. Why? Because the 

Wayúu parents don’t send their children to school. According to our culture, many times 
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the child is the one who decides to go or not to go to school, because for the parents it is 

not important for their children to receive an education. So, the child goes to school when 

he feels like it when he is craving for it, maybe twice a week and so on. During this time 

that there is no restaurant in the school, they don’t go. Before there was a restaurant in the 

school, so they would go to school in order to get food. (Wayúu Principal and Teacher, 

female, Riohacha) 

The principal made a great emphasis to improve the spiritual conditions of the school as a pre-

requisite for lasting change for the better in material affairs of the Wayúu people: 

Once our Wayúu people know the answers of how to live their lives, they need to be 

helped to gradually apply these answers to everyday behaviour. We have to focus on our 

spiritual well-being because material well-being is a reflection of spiritual conditions. 

(Wayúu Principal and Teacher, female, Riohacha). 

An important aspect to mention was the fact that the Wayúu culture does not have songs 

composed for children, they do not teach songs, nor do they know how to sing at school. This 

was an opportunity for the Wayúu people to produce something new and contribute to meeting 

the cultural needs of the Wayúu children: 

Songs [composed for children] don’t exist in the Wayúu culture. (Wayúu teacher, female, 

Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

However, children love to sing and learn new songs in Spanish. There were many songs 

translated into Wayúunaiki. I taught several songs about human virtues in Spanish to several 

dozens of children at all five Rancherias where I was collaborating.   

There was a group of university professors, mainly from the University of La Guajira, 

who have worked since the year 2000 in providing a degree in ethno-education. The degree in 
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ethno-education was officially offered by the University of La Guajira in 2007. The official 

name of the degree is Licenciado en Etnoeducation e Interculturalidad (Primaria) especialidad 

en Ciencias Naturales y Medio Ambiente, Ciencias Sociales, Lengua Castellana y Matemáticas 

[Bachelor’s degree in Ethno-education and Interculturality for primary school, major in Natural 

Sciences and Environment, Social Sciences, Spanish language and Mathematics] (University of 

La Guajira, 2021). Since 2009, hundreds of Wayúu and non-Wayúu students have started the 

degree, however, the graduation rate is less than 40%, with less than 500 graduates by 2017. 

(Full-Time Professor, male, University of La Guajira) 

One informant is part of this group and shared the following results:  

In this degree of ethno-education: 70% are Wayúu, 30% are Alijuna from all over 

Colombia. People from different parts of La Guajira and other cities of Colombia are 

coming only to study the ethno-education degree because they like it [learn Wayúunaiki 

and work with the Wayúu people], but they are few. This percentage of Alijunas, of 

course, don’t speak Wayúunaiki. The percentage of Wayúu students, less than a half 

don’t speak Wayúunaiki. The majority of these Wayúu students, 45% speak Wayúunaiki. 

25% do not speak Wayúunaiki. The rest just a little bit. (Full-Time Professor, male, 

University of La Guajira) 

During my visits to the University of La Guajira, I met all of the 30+ new students of the 

bachelor’s degree in ethno-education and interculturality. All students expressed – Wayúu and 

non-Wayúu students – appreciation for the opportunity to study this degree (many students 

received scholarships and financial aid). They all believed that this was the way to offer quality 

education to Wayúu children and that they will teach in Wayúunaiki: 
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All students must learn Wayúunaiki (writing, speaking and reading) – and we will teach 

the curricula with the knowledge of the Wayúu people and be contextualized as much as 

possible to the current conditions of Wayúu children and their environments. The goals of 

the program were to teach the Wayúu culture to Wayúu children in Wayúunaiki. (30+ 

New Students of the bachelor’s degree in ethno-education and interculturality, females 

and males, University of La Guajira) 

In my interactions with this group of students, the following idea was suggested: 

Most of the Wayúu people have no clear concept of the sort of world they wish to build, 

nor how to go about building it. (30+ New Students of the bachelor’s degree in ethno-

education and interculturality, females and males, University of La Guajira) 

The Wayúu people are reduced to combating every apparent existential challenge that comes up 

– water, food, electricity, internet, transportation, etc. – in addition to the community challenges 

of having to improve conditions for their families and the Wayúu society. 

Quality of Teaching and Literacy 

Wayúu children have been influenced by non-Wayúu games and activities. Two 

informants shared their sadness and frustration with this situation of seeing their students playing 

Western (football, baseball, etc.) games at the Rancherias’ schools:  

Games are not lost completely. There are spaces in the schools, there are encuentros 

[gathering with other schools]. We ethno-teachers arrange these gatherings. Usually, they 

take 2 days [once in a school year], where students from the other communities come and 

present the games (Wayúu games). There is an exclusive space for these games, they do 

it at that moment. They don’t practice in a day-to-day manner, but they know how to play 

the games. They know the games, we also know the games, but we don’t practice them 
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often. At the university, there are many projects about the traditional Wayúu games and 

we hope to increase the time to teach and practice Wayúu games. (Wayúu teacher, 

female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Riohacha) 

I asked Wayúu teachers what the activities were carried out in the classroom and their response 

was having to notice how interested and enthusiastic the children were to learn (Appendix A and 

B: questionnaire, section 3). Culture - Current situation towards cultural safety - (Children, 

Elders, Parents, Teachers) – Play): 

They learn faster when you do it with dynamism, a lesson that you teach and they won’t 

forget. We play outside school. Wayúu games take a few minutes, there are generally 

short in duration. Wayúu games are open – family and friends, however, there are games 

only for girls and only for boys. Most of the games are among children. We adult-only 

show how to play games. Through games it is good. For example, to teach how to add, if 

you do it with games, to teach the numbers with themselves (counting the fingers and so 

on), it is a lesson they won’t forget. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - 

Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha - Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre 

[From Zero to Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska) 

A strategy that a few informants followed and believed to have an educational impact to 

transform the belief system of an individual, his/her community and act as a catalyst to solve 

some of the problems and challenges for Wayúu children was shared: 

It seems that teaching methods of instruction that require low technology is greatly 

needed, such as differentiated instruction, kinesthetic learning, game-based learning and 

inquiry-based learning. (Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to 
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Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - 

Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Riohacha) 

Then I asked if it would be a good idea to start classes earlier than usual - classes start at 7:00 

a.m. until 12:00 p.m.- (Appendix A: questionnaire, section 3.7). and the response of several 

informants was affirmative, many commented that their class starts as early as 6:00 a.m. 

However, they also shared that it would be difficult because parents have their children do 

housework very early and children are not allowed to go to school until they have done their 

housework and other responsibilities. This question was related to another question about the 

best time for children to learn. Informants shared that the first 2-4 hours of the day is the best 

time to learn.  

... during this time, we work the hardest and wear down the most. ... it would be more 

productive; their brain is more refreshed. When there is rain, they are calmer, and they 

learn better. When it is hot, they become restless and they want to leave the school. 

(Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha - 

Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

A challenge that Wayúu schools were facing was punctuality. There was a struggle between the 

work that children must do before going to school and the time to start class and the best time to 

learn. The Wayúu people follows their circadian rhythms physical, mental and behavioral 

changes that follow a 24-hour cycle. These natural processes respond primary to light and dark 

and affect most living things, including animals, plants and microbes (National Institute of 

General Medicine Sciences, 2021; Mazur, 2020; Olds, 2015). This punctuality challenge has a 

direct negative impact on school performance: 
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It would be a good thing to happen that the student arrives on time, that parents send their 

children to school punctually. Initially, the classes are from 7:00 am to 12:00 pm. But 

everyone has domestic responsibilities and so on, and they cannot go to school until they 

have fulfilled their responsibilities. They always come one hour late. Maybe some arrive 

on time, but you cannot start the class because when a student arrives, you have to start 

the lesson again. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, 

Riohacha - Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], 

female, Rancheria Parenska) 

Informants share some of the alternatives to offer to Wayúu children an appropriate school’ 

schedule that could be align to their circadian rhythms and traditional activities: 

Perhaps if we start at 6:00 am and have a long break around 8:30 am, then we have time 

to do our activities, then we can come back to school around 9:30 am to finish school. Or 

maybe divide the school’s schedule into two groups: girls will start school at 6:00 am and 

boys at 9:00 am In this way, boys have their time to work in the field and the girls will do 

their housework around 9:00 am when the boys start their classes. Then, girls will come 

back around 10:30 to finish school, together with the boys. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria 

Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

Informants requested, on many occasions, the creation of a school for parents where workshops 

can be given to prepare parents to show them the importance of sending their children to school 

on time, to be punctual, as an important factor: 

The goal of this workshop is that parents should start to become more aware [of 

education], to collaborate with us, that every time we send their children with homework, 

those who have knowledge of education, collaborate in assisting their own children. Also, 
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to fulfil their responsibilities with the school. If they have responsibilities at home, these 

should be done during the afternoon, this is our suggestion as teachers. Or they can get up 

earlier to do their work at home and can arrive on time at the school, so we don’t have the 

delay. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha - 

Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

Another question relates to teaching out of doors as experienced under a big tree and my 

informants expressed their disagreement as the classroom context has changed: 

They [Wayúu children] will be distracted a lot. Because the goat will pass by, the cow 

will pass by, the horse will pass by, the neighbour will pass by and they will turn to 

everywhere. They will become “un abanico” [fan], turning everywhere. So, they will be 

distracted a lot. ... a car passes by they will start to run after the car, if a motorcycle 

passes by, they will run after the motorcycle. It is also more dangerous. ... I don’t know if 

you have noticed but every time someone shows up at the door of the classroom, 

everyone jumps like this... and then they drop the pencil and the book because they are 

distracted. You can imagine us being under an enramada [big tree], running all day after 

the children. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska - Wayúu teacher, female, 

Riohacha - Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], 

female, Rancheria Parenska) 

Also, many children complain that the classrooms are too hot [lack of ventilation and no 

windows – and very difficult to learn in]: 

Our classrooms are very hot, there is no fan, the windows are very small and all the time 

we are sweating. It is very uncomfortable to be in class, we like it when our teacher takes 
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us to the tree, there we can learn. We are very happy. Only when it is very early in the 

morning, our classroom is fresh, but after 10:00 a.m. it is very difficult to stay in the 

classroom and we want to go home. (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria 

Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi) 

One last factor was the lack of clarity between Wayúu parents and teachers regarding what the 

Wayúu children know about the Wayúu culture. Wayúu parents complained that their children 

are knowledgeable of the Wayúu culture and that there is no need for the teacher to teach the 

Wayúu culture. Teachers complained that Wayúu children’s prior knowledge of the Wayúu 

culture was very limited and they need to teach the Wayúu culture: 

My children know everything about Wayúu culture. Teachers should teach our children 

Spanish and all the knowledge of the Alijuna” [non-Wayúu people] (Four Wayúu 

mothers, Rancheria Parenska, Rancheria Frijolitos, Rancheria Dividivi). 

“Parents always said that their children know a lot about the Wayúu culture when in fact 

they don’t know much. We must teach almost everything about the Wayúu culture. We 

want to teach in Wayúunaiki, but parents said that we should only teach them in Spanish, 

but children do not understand. We must teach in Wayúunaiki, at least more than 50% of 

the lesson, otherwise, they won’t understand. This is a battle with Wayúu’s parents. This 

is very tiring, and we know that by teaching in Wayúunaiki, children are more 

comfortable and willing to learn. We have our degree in ethno-education and believe 

what the university has taught us, and we have to testify that this is accurate. (Five 

Wayúu teachers, four females and one male, Riohacha, Rancherias Parenska, Frijolitos, 

Mayapo and Dividivi) 
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The following factors were described in this section – teaching methods of instruction that 

require low, the teaching of Wayúu games and songs, circadian rhythms (punctuality), parent’s 

workshop, location of a class and prior knowledge of Wayúu culture were key to provide an 

educational experience that meets the needs of the Wayúu children. 

Define Personal Identity 

The dominant ethnic group in the department of La Guajira is the Wayúu, therefore the 

identity of La Guajira is Wayúu. However, socially and politically the Wayúu people are the 

weak ethnic group and they have been subordinated to the ways of living and culture of the 

Colombian culture, which has itself been highly influenced by the Spanish culture, including its 

language.  

Wayúu children were being taught by parents whose personal identity is not as clear. 

Some of the main factors have been the weakening of Wayúu traditions and dogmas, failure to 

keep a healthy relationship with the Colombian government, resulting in high levels of 

unemployment and lack of infrastructure, including access to clean water and electricity. An 

informant hopes that by obtaining an education, accompanied by a good set of values, the Wayúu 

people could keep their culture and be successful in creating sustainable living standards: 

Where am I? What should I do? How can I do this? It is very confusing because we don’t 

know what to do in our schools: teach only Spanish, or only Wayúunaiki, or both, and 

how. I, myself, took 10 years to finish elementary school. I was the biggest and tallest in 

the class. This was amazing. I persevered and passed my grades and learned Spanish. 

Nowadays, many Wayúu adults are taking high school credits [adult education school] to 

get a high school diploma and be able to get a job out of the Rancherias. (Wayúu teacher 
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and Coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, 

Rancheria Parenska) 

Colonialism has put significant pressure and influence for centuries on the Wayúu people, 

especially with regards to language. An informant shared his experience with working with 

thousands of Wayúu for over 20 years who have been pursuing a degree in ethno-education:  

There is bilingualism that we don’t know how to describe it, bilingualism of the 

subordinate. Whoever needs to be bilingual is the Wayúu because these are the needs of 

the Wayúu people. The Wayúu need to relate to the Alijuna deal with the Colombian 

institutions, schools, etc. and all these interactions are in Spanish. The Alijuna don’t need 

to learn Wayúunaiki. This is the main reason why less and less Alijuna speak 

Wayúunaiki, they don’t need to learn Wayúunaiki. So, what happened to these future 

graduates? This percentage [of graduates – teachers] that speak Wayúunaiki, there is a 

percentage that feels an ethnic shame to be Wayúu. (personal communication, Professor - 

University La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

An informant who supervises the centers where the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to 

Forever] was operating at many Rancherias, provided a list of facts that described the Wayúu 

identity of Wayúu children in over a dozen of Rancherias and at the end of the interview posted a 

situation for which she cannot find an answer: 

100% of the children are Wayúu. 

100% of the children are Wayúunaiki speakers. 

100% of the community where the classrooms exist is Wayúu. 

The exercise of the rules, in the legal system is 100% Wayúu. 

The dominant culture of the Educational Centers is the Wayúu nation. 
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The origin story of the Wayúu nation is Wayúu. 

The thought is Wayúu, which are local manifestations that can be considered in Western 

thought as the result of an action-participation process. 

The ideology is Wayúu. 

The philosophy is Wayúu. 

The pedagogy is Wayúu. 

More than 80% of the teachers are Wayúu, speakers of the Wayúunaiki language, but 

their system of communication with children is that of the Spanish language and they 

teach the thinking of Christian culture and do not accept the common sense of Orality: 

hear and listen. (President of a Wayúu foundation, female, Riohacha) 

This is a concern that impacts their identity and sow the seeds of doubt about the legitimacy and 

usefulness of their culture, especially in Wayúu children and youth, to become informed citizens 

of Colombia and agents of change.  

Empowerment, Mother’s Level of Education and Parent Engagement 

It takes courage, self-motivation and perseverance from those Wayúu who went to 

school, finished school and continued their studies to a tertiary level and deal with all the daily 

challenges that Wayúu have to go through – lack of water and food, no medical assistance, poor 

or non-existent transportation, little or no electricity, poor or no internet and so on. This was the 

experience of one of my informants: 

I am different and valiant. Those who are not valiant, and did not send their children to 

school, now they are suffering. Now, those who went to school, now they are advanced 

and understand the value of getting an education. (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria 

Parenska) 
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There was a direct relationship between the mother’s level of education and school attendance 

and school performance. I witnessed several Wayúu children that were more motivated to attend 

and perform well when their mothers went to school, valued education very highly, bringing 

about making school their priority. As a result of valiant Wayúu mothers who have finished high 

school, their appreciation and value for education were a key factor to having their children 

attend and do well at school. Also, because of male children who have finished school and today 

are parents, they have started to contribute to their children’s education and training: 

But with the influence of education, things are changing and little by little fathers are 

contributing to the household and the education and training of their children. (Wayúu 

teacher, female, Rancheria Parenska) 

This is not part of our culture to be in a school [Wayúu people]. This is a major thing to 

consider. Maybe a workshop for parents, very well designed, to make them aware, to 

educate them. We have to educate their children and parents. (Wayúu teacher; activist 

and tourist guide, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

A Wayúu teacher and principal of a school that welcomed Wayúu and non-Wayúu students and 

students with socio-economic challenges, including many Venezuelan refugees, thought that 

educating the Wayúu parents would create the conditions needed to meet the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children: 

It would be very useful, very helpful and serviceable to have some materials for the 

parents to work with. And more into the future, if you come up with these materials and 

you can provide them to us in Spanish, then a group of Wayúu people can go (to the 

Rancherias) and do it in Wayúunaiki. This would be very innovative. Then everyone will 
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understand the materials and whoever can visit the parents at the Rancherias can do this 

work, more easily. (Wayúu Principal and teacher, female, Riohacha) 

Those parents who have attended and finished school – at least high school – are today parents 

who encouraged, motivated their children to attend school, supported school homework and 

activities and maintained frequent communication with their children’s teacher for the purpose of 

supporting their children’s education and training. Unfortunately, these parents were the 

minority. 

Equal Partnership in Language and Ethno-Education Instruction 

Language relations have entered a new era, but language policy has not kept pace. I have 

found that Wayúunaiki has fallen behind Spanish – actually, this has always been the case, e.g., 

in the schools, public service, to a socially, politically and educationally unacceptable extent.  

The foundation of Wayúu communication is Oralidad [oral culture]. Due to the influence 

of smartphones, social media, lack of interest in learning Wayúunaiki, personal identity 

challenges and the high level of disunity among Wayúu people, oral communication has lost 

importance and practice, consequently a loss of the Wayúu culture. However, a group of scholars 

from the University of La Guajira were in the process of designing courses with various 

approaches to recover the oral communication among the Wayúu people: 

We think that the most important thing in the classroom is and should be communication 

by Oralidad [oral culture]. The education strategy is oral, writing/reading is not important 

now, they can develop it simultaneously with the practice of speaking/listening in 

Wayúunaiki. (personal communication, Professor - University of La Guajira, male, 

Riohacha) 
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The main actor and one of the founders of the program of Ethno-Education, who as an informant, 

described one of the approaches: 

If we can mix all of these elements of Oralidad [oral culture], then grammar will show 

up, more than an element of dynamic [daily interactions among people], it will be as an 

insulator, the grammar could appear as a necessity of the speaker. The need to 

communicate, not to be correct. Like any person immersed in an environment where 

he/she does not speak the language, he/she does not care about the grammar. The most 

important thing is to learn the language to communicate, to speak, to understand. Then 

the need for learning the grammar will show up later, naturally. (personal 

communication, Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

The “Pütchipü'üi” "Palabrero" [Elder], abogado Wayúu, hombre savio, garante de vida, libertad 

y paz, [Wayúu lawyer, wise woman/man, a guarantor of life, liberty and peace] as a leader of the 

community, guides and is responsible for the continuity of the ways of living of the Wayúu 

people, has been challenged within and outside the Wayúu context due to her/his lack of 

knowledge of the Wayúu language - Wayúunaiki. Scholars were aware of this situation and were 

working to empower and elevate the status of the Palabrero within and outside the Wayúu 

communities: 

The Wayúu who speak Wayúunaiki and is in the program, he/she does not need to take 

this language training in Wayúunaiki. This Wayúu must take a test to prove his/her 

knowledge of the language of Wayúunaiki. The Wayúu will take additional grammar 

training in Wayúunaiki if needed. This Wayúu will be the leader because those who 

cannot pass the test, must take the language training in Wayúunaiki. At the end of the 

degree, everyone must have in-depth knowledge [oral culture and ethno-education] in 
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Wayúunaiki, this is for the classroom. The program includes translations. With these new 

courses, the ethno-educator can be an official translator in government offices, public 

administration and other important events. This ethno-educator can be a translator in 

many important events, so everything can be translated into Wayúunaiki. The Palabrero 

can enter the university and these Palabrero are only mono-lingual, so these translators 

[future Palabrero] can start to work in different ways. (personal communication, 

Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

It seems that efforts have been made to provide an ethno-education experience for Wayúu 

children and progress has been made. However, these good examples are only a few and the 

majority of Wayúu children were receiving an education in Spanish, tailored to fulfill the 

Colombian requirements and not meeting their cultural needs resulting in a significant loss of 

culture which in turn is causing greater and greater decay in the Wayúu society. Oral 

communication as the main way of communication and learning and teaching for Wayúu people 

must take root, once again, in the minds and hearts of Wayúu children so that they may enjoy 

and grow in the Wayúu ways of living and knowledge: 

You have been in our communities, you have lived with us, you know our joys and 

challenges, you know what we do every day and what we cannot do or have access to. 

One main problem that we have and we don’t know how to solve it is our Oralidad [Oral 

Culture]. We are losing it and with it our culture. Our daily problems are taking so much 

time and energy that we cannot focus on what is important: family and our culture. Also, 

this lack of unity is aggravating our situation. We must work together, Wilmer, to solve 

these challenges and have, once again, a flourishing Wayúu culture. (Three Wayúu 

Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos) 
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 Contextually Appropriate Institutions and Organizations Development 

Institutions. Wayúu Elders and grandparents have observed the influence and impact of 

education in their Rancherias. They have witnessed, firsthand, how formal education has helped 

the Wayúu people to improve infrastructure, communications, access to water, other ways to do 

agriculture and so on: 

If we have money and being famous [sometimes in the future – no too far], the first thing 

that we will do is to build a school where we as the grandparents will be teaching our 

grandchildren and all children of the Rancheria. We will buy materials to teach crafts. We 

will be in charge of the school. One of us will be teaching the stories and the other one 

will be teaching about crafting. We will evaluate every week. For boys, there is crafting 

for boys. For girls, they will learn how to do hammock, shoes, bags, etc. Work with 

leather and cotton. Also, we want to know what our grandchildren and children of our 

Rancheria are leaning at schools. (Three Wayúu Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska and 

Frijolitos) 

This was the hope of these three Wayúu Elders. They also asked me to assist them to achieve it. 

Furthermore, they expressed their willingness to learn what was taught at schools and assist in 

translating material from Spanish to Wayúunaiki. The bond created during my stay was strong 

enough for these three Elders to believe that I will assist them with this endeavour and even 

today, they always ask when I will be back to their Rancherias to help them achieve this goal. 

A group of scholars have analyzed some of the weaknesses of the school system within 

the Rancherias and have found that most of the Wayúu teachers, including the schools that I 

visited, were teaching in Spanish, due to following the instructions given by the Ministry of 

Education of Colombia (2019) in addition to preparing Wayúu students to pass the national test 
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Saber [To Know]. Other Wayúu teachers did not know how to read and write in Spanish – 

mainly because they never went to university, didn’t have an ethno-education degree or any 

degree – and were under pressure from the Wayúu parents to teach only in Spanish: 

The Wayúu teacher will tend to speak Spanish to the Wayúu children. This group 

consciously is reproducing the model of domination. This pancake has to be flipped. 

These Wayúu that speak Wayúunaiki must speak Wayúunaiki in the classrooms. These 

Wayúu students feel ashamed. We have to change this reality and make them use 

Wayúunaiki as the official language in the classroom. We have to work hard so that all 

Wayúu and Alijuna who don’t speak Wayúunaiki, must learn Wayúunaiki and speak 

Wayúunaiki at Wayúu schools. (personal communication, Professor - University of La 

Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

An informant has created several booklets, pamphlets and workshops to encourage and motivate 

Wayúu teachers to use Wayúunaiki as the main language to teach at Wayúu schools. These 

materials are used by professors at the University of La Guajira in the degree of ethno-education. 

However, there was so much more to learn from the Wayúu culture and much more to translate 

into Spanish that the university needed highly qualified personnel who can carry this work 

forward and excel: 

In the university, we are trying to reverse this situation, and we can do it working at the 

level of conscience of the Wayúu student. And working on the competence of the Wayúu 

which are those Wayúu that don’t speak/use the language of Wayúunaiki. We are 

focusing on Wayúu being able to speak Wayúunaiki. We have to develop the 

competencies of language in Wayúunaiki. We have to work on the competencies of 

listening and speaking the language. For the moment it is not a priority to focus on the 
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competencies of writing in Wayúunaiki. (personal communication, Professor - University 

of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

The informant further offered some of the benefits for Wayúu children whose teacher was a 

Wayúu who has taken the bachelor’s degree in ethno-education: 

We already have the first workshop of educational materials. The main objective was to 

show the goal of the Oralidad [Oral Culture] and reading/writing and about the culture of 

the Wayúu. This month [May 2017] we will enter into the second workshop and will 

focus on the application of the communications approach and the production of materials 

that will allow the new graduates to speak Wayúunaiki, after 5 levels of Wayúunaiki 

language training. This is a great step, that the new teacher in the classroom is equipped 

with the tools to communicate in Wayúunaiki. When the student advances in this new 

approach to communications in Wayúunaiki, this student must communicate in 

Wayúunaiki and when he/she find himself/herself with the need to explain in Wayúunaiki 

daily events and he/she is not able, then the Wayúu student must learn grammar in order 

to explain and learn how to express daily events in his/her Rancheria in Wayúunaiki. 

(Full-Time Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

He further proposed the following as the goal of his contributions to the Wayúunaiki language in 

meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children: 

These courses are important, up to now you have met the first group of students who are 

taking the bachelor’s degree in ethno-education. Also, these courses can be taken by 

students who are becoming doctors, a student who is studying public service, tourism... In 

general, all students from the university. All the disciplines, any student can take these 

courses. (Full-Time Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 
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The contribution of the University of La Guajira to the revitalization of the Wayúu culture, to 

meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children, to the study and translation into an academic 

language of Wayúu knowledge was quite significant. However, there was a lack of support from 

Wayúu institutions and from Wayúu society overall. The reasons for this lack of support were 

not clear. Some relate to the fact that most Wayúu children did not finish high school and those 

who finished high school did not pursue higher education. Also, to achieve this goal required 

long term dedication, hard work and perseverance from all sectors of society in a unified manner.  

Organizations - Wayúu and non Wayúu organizations working together. There was 

a significant effort from a group of scholars to work with the Wayúu people, at every level, to 

learn from the Wayúu culture, to analyze and translate into an academic language all the 

meanings and secrets of the Wayúu culture and to create an interdisciplinary strategy that may 

enable the Wayúu people and the world to benefit from a culture that has evolved, adapted and 

excelled for centuries in La Guajira of Colombia and Venezuela: 

The goal is to bring to the classroom all the depth of knowledge of the Wayúu culture. 

For example, a student who is becoming a doctor, a Wayúu or no, can start to learn the 

science behind the Wayúu culture and start to harmonize the Wayúu culture around this 

discipline (medicine). I would imagine that a student in tourism, can learn more about the 

geography of La Guajira, can understand more about the territory, due to the new 

knowledge from the Wayúu people on topography and so on. This must be two-way. For 

the Wayúu and non-Wayúu students. Everyone should understand the value of this new 

approach. (Full-Time Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

As a direct result of these strategies and policies, the informant further asserts:  
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This will make it possible to create the condition of harmonizing knowledge, science and 

Saberes [ways of knowing and living]. Then the science from the West can provide 

elements to develop the epistemology of these new disciplines that can appear with the 

Wayúu culture, maybe ethno-science but we are not sure. We will need help from the 

West. (Full-Time Professor - University of La Guajira, male, Riohacha) 

This initiative was to do research about the Wayúu ways of living and their Oralidad and overall, 

all aspects of the Wayúu people and to unravel the secrets and knowledge that the Wayúu people 

have developed over centuries.  

This dissertation will include but will not be limited to all the social and sciences 

disciplines, spirituality and our relationship with nature. This dissertation researched an area that 

requires support from scholars from Canada and the world – as my informant has requested – in 

order to slow the loss of Wayúu culture and learn from the Wayúu. Joining my informant and all 

those individuals and organizations in this enterprise will directly impact the objective of this 

research as the Wayúu children will learn more about the Wayúu culture and will have more 

resources in their classrooms and in their communities. 

Contextualization and Endogenization. Factors of the Wayúu school system in La 

Guajira of Colombia included oral culture, ethno-education, blended curriculum, literacy, parent 

participation and accountability, legitimacy, performance, effectiveness and sustainability 

between Wayúu and Colombian organizations and institutions – all these factors have been 

operating for several years and seem set to continue doing so for years to come. Their transition 

to an ethno-education system was described as likely to take place sometime in the future.  

A group of scholars, University of La Guajira and several individuals from several 

Wayúu Rancherias and from different sectors of the civil society incorporated traditional patterns 
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of Wayúu Rancherias representation, building on pre-existing structures to create awareness that 

could take on new roles in advancing the Wayúu people in a contextualized manner that blended 

modern and traditional systems of consultation and decision making.  

The need for these new approaches was identified from within the society – Wayúu and 

non-Wayúu scholars – initially by a foreign advisor – to fill a widely-acknowledged gap in the 

Wayúu educational system. It was an externally facilitated endogenous initiative.  

Wayúu Rancherias were facing many challenges and the communities did not have the 

resources to solve them. One of them was the fact that in the last five years the animals have 

been infected by new diseases unknown to the Wayúu people. Many times, families have lost 

their animals and some others have been able to save them by bringing them to a veterinary 

doctor. Children have witnessed this process and have expressed to me that they would like to 

become veterinary doctors in order to help their animals when they get sick. This new reality has 

not been addressed by anyone in the community nor by the school. Their only example of 

university graduates within their Rancherias is those who have become teachers. Although most 

of the children would like to become teachers, the importance of sharing and encouraging them 

to explore other paths of learning, such as veterinary studies, would meet the current needs of the 

Wayúu children.  

Another example was the lack of organization of the human resources in the Rancherias. 

Teachers at the schools were overwhelmed by the tremendous responsibility resting on their 

shoulders. At the same time, there was a will from different members of the Rancheria to 

contribute to the education of their own children. There was a missing connection between the 

teacher and members of the community to tap into the reservoir of human resources present and 

available.  
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These examples indicate that endogenization may not be a clearly defined concept in 

education program’s literature on its factors and meeting cultural needs, an issue that this 

research helps to address. 

Summary 

The most resilient policies and strategies required that will provide adequate education 

and support literacy for Wayúu children are: 

1. Held a series of seminars on the importance of education, food security and nutrition, 

issues that have come to the core across diverse social discourses globally and among the 

Wayuu people, especially during the pandemic. These seminars aim to bring academics 

and practitioners together, in an atmosphere that does not reinforce divisions of ‘us’ and 

‘them,’ so that participants can examine some of the underlying causes of lack of proper 

education, cultural needs, food insecurity and malnutrition. 

2. A series of gatherings with the Wayuu people on issues related to urban migration, 

education that meet cultural needs and gender equality that have been exacerbated by the 

pandemic. 

3. The approach of these seminars and gatherings will be of empowerment, right and need 

based strategies and building capacity for service to society by describing the social 

reality of their Rancherias and identify needs that they could address. These processes 

should include all members of the Rancheria. Participation is the key. How much more 

powerful is collective action! 

4. Teachers should receive training about teaching methods of instruction that require low 

technology such as differentiated instruction, kinesthetic learning, game-based learning 

and inquiry-based learning. 
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5. Foster the development of Wayúu-parents’ workshops to align Wayúu and government’s 

educational goals and promote collaboration and harmonious support and trust.  

6. Foster the development of a world citizenship curriculum which provides a framework 

for the development of a global ethic and the practice of world citizenship. Consequently, 

relationships between Wayúu and Alijuna’s children will improve and clear channels of 

collaboration and good will should be established at such early and critical age.  

7. The Wayúu traditions and practices such as storytelling and Wayúu games and dances 

should continue to be learned and practiced among all members of the Rancheria. These 

traditions will support the Wayúu identity of the Wayúu children and all members of the 

Rancheria.  

Summary of Findings 

In summary, there were several contextual factors in the Wayúu society that were not 

present which have been the focus of most of the Wayúu culture, literacy, language and Wayúu 

context literature and which need to be taken into account when attempting to understand how to 

meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children. The work of Bolin (2006) on Growing Up in a 

Culture of Respect was a useful but partial exception to this shortcoming. The literature needs to 

expand its analysis to include a broader range of factors if it hopes to be relevant for the 

Colombian and Venezuelan government and the Wayúu people to improve the educational 

environment of Wayúu children. There was much to be done to achieve this broadening of the 

analysis in the field.  

Through the voices and perspectives of children and adult members of the Rancherias, 

this research has explored the perspectives and ideas about the factors of an educational program 

that meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children. Specifically, concerning the need at this time for 
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the Wayúu children and what they must learn to become the youth and later the adults their 

Rancherias need with becoming individuals who contribute to society in meaningful ways. 

The beauty of the Wayúu society is that it has managed to face any challenge that may 

arise in life. We have our own customs and handle our own laws. (Wayúu coordinator 

program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska) 

The moral education of Wayúu children was one of the themes explored. Also, the capacity for 

service is key in order to create loving, peaceful and prosperous Wayúu societies. Thorough this 

process, Wayúu children can develop the ability to reflect with their parents together on the 

needs of their families and Rancherias, Wayúu children can join others in serving their 

Rancherias and Wayúu children see new possibilities. It is the wish and hope of Wayúu children, 

later on youth, to stay longer in their Rancherias in order to contribute to long-term prosperity. 
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Chapter 6. Analysis of Findings 

This dissertation is a research narrative of five Wayúu communities that blends the 

disciplines of psychology, anthropology, law, education, biology, economy, sociology and 

political science to reveal the integral role that culture plays in child development, specifically in 

meeting indigenous girls’ and boys’ cultural education needs. Drawing on a series of 

observations, interviews, Participatory Action Research (PAR) partners discussions and accounts 

of Wayúu community stakeholders and Wayúu children’s life, this dissertation is an attempt to 

show that we can better understand the cultural education needs of Wayúu children between 5-8 

years old by examining how children participate in cultural practices, as mentioned in chapters 

two and four “The Wayúu people have, for centuries, created the right environment for a life of 

harmony and love amongst themselves and with nature” (Wayúu activist; artist and tourist guide, 

female, Rancheria Dividivi, One coordinator of the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to 

Forever], female, Rancheria Parenska and Three Wayúu Elders, females, Rancheria Parenska 

and Rancheria Frijolitos). 

The primary research question in this dissertation is: What are the factors required for an 

educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 in La Guajira, 

Colombia? The answer is that in meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children in La Guajira, 

Colombia, the effectiveness of factors required for an education program is associated with the 

extent to which the factors are compatible with the contexts in which they are being carried out. 

This dissertation brings theory alive with ethnographic and PAR findings that advance our 

understanding of Wayúu children’s cultural needs, indigenous education, Wayúu literacy and 

oral culture, socio-cultural contexts and unity. 
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The methodological use of ethnography and participatory research, embedded by 

Indigenous storywork principles of respect, responsibility, reverence and reciprocity (Archibald 

and Xiiem, 2008) created the right conditions for a shared space for bringing together PAR 

participants, teachers, members of the Rancherias, Elders and children. The research team (PAR 

participants and me) demonstrated respect toward Wayúu people, Wayúu knowledge and 

Alijunas before, during and after the research at all Rancherias where this research took place by 

taking the time to develop genuine relationships (Hatcher, 2002) with members of each 

Rancheria, teachers, children and Alijunas and by learning about the Wayúu culture and the 

context of each Rancheria. 

The research team encouraged the Wayúu people, to see and reverence the profound 

spiritual truths which are to be found in both their pre-Christian faiths and in the Catholicism 

which, after a few centuries, has to varying degrees supplanted or overlaid their spiritual rituals 

and beliefs. For example, during my stay in La Guajira, I was learning the Wayúu language and 

Wayúu identity, showing respect for their rituals and did my best to understand and acknowledge 

aspects of the spiritual heritage of the Wayúu people. Many Wayúu people expressed that I was 

one of the few people who had taken an affirmative stance in this regard. Also, I found that 

several beliefs of the Wayúu people resonated with my own spiritual beliefs. For example, that 

all people are recognized as valued members of society and play an equally important role in 

building an ever-advancing civilization.  

Reciprocity was practiced by sharing food and resources with all members of each 

Rancheria, by offering children classes and helping all children with their homework and 

teaching Spanish and mathematics. Also, by helping with community chores sharing my time, 

knowledge, skills and abilities to contribute to the betterment of each Rancheria. Among PAR 
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participants, there was a creative collaborative effort to work towards the goal of this 

dissertation, an admirable and selfless lesson.  

One way that I was seeking and promoting unity, harmony, and a win-win mindset was to 

honour, respect, preserve and discover more about Wayúu spiritual heritages, by accentuating 

their spiritual truths. The principles of holism, interrelatedness and synergy (Archibald and 

Xiiem, 2008) and social inclusion and community-involving services (Ball and Pence, 2006) 

allowed me to transcend what I was experiencing while at the same time interweaving all the 

aspects of the Wayúu reality in a holistic manner (intellectual, emotional, spiritual and physical 

realms) in order to create a shared knowledge regarding the interrelated connections between the 

factors of an educational system and the cultural needs of the Wayúu children. PAR participants, 

including teachers, parents and children created a synergistic action that brought culturally 

responsive education to life for them and all members of their Rancherias.  

This research involved five Wayúu Rancherias in La Guajira, Colombia, with a view to 

better understand the factors linked to a contextually and culturally appropriate education for 

Wayúu children aged 5-8.  

The Wayúu Context: Assets for Culturally Appropriate Education 

This section will briefly describe several of the society’s so-called “Wayúu ways of 

living” and “traditional Wayúu knowledge”, as assets to consider in the analysis of the Wayúu 

cultural needs. Another set of assets are in contemporary features of the society - good people 

and energies and their efforts to promote constructive forces in the Colombian society. 

The foregoing incomplete description of the Wayúu’s traditional systems, history, law, 

knowledge, contribution and its current situation is useful when one wants to identify factors 

related to contextualizing the Wayúu cultural needs.  
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Issues such as the intense drought in the region and the salinization of underground 

waterways, the loss of culture by the influence of other ways of living, the lack of resources and 

ideas from the Wayúu people to create new ways to produce new products and services and 

compete with the Colombian and Venezuelan corporations in order to make a profit, among 

others, are part of the reality of the Wayúu life in Colombia and Venezuela. Also, the fact that 

there have been many new laws, amendments and changes on the national, department and 

municipal levels and that the Wayúu and Colombian and Venezuelan institutions have not 

developed a moderately coherent and comprehensive set of laws and policies, all contribute to a 

challenging governance context. 

Agents - Wayúu parents, Wayúu Traditional Authorities, teachers, international 

organizations and Colombian government officials - who want to introduce or work with existing 

policies and contribute to contextually appropriate educational institutional development need to 

work with these factors if they hope to succeed. The foregoing pages offer glimpses of a new set 

of social arrangements characterized by justice and concern for all Wayúu, Colombians and 

Venezuelans welfare. 

The observations, interviews and feedback analyzed in this research describe what are the 

factors of an educational program for Wayúu children and identify the characteristics of these 

efforts that were linked to meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 years old.   

Water Matters 

Water is a human right and a basic need. Wayúu society is an independent society at all 

levels. For centuries, the Wayúu used rainwater and underground water to irrigate their fruit and 

vegetables – in small areas called La Rosa – to feed their animals, build their homes, bathe and 
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cleaning and so forth. The Wayúu society stands as a separate entity and is self-subsisting and 

detached from other societies.  

In the last decades, due to climate change and the expansion of mining companies in La 

Guajira department, rainfall has decreased substantially and the quality of the underground water 

has become salty and contaminated, to a degree that most of the Wayúu people no longer can use 

it for the community’s agricultural and drinking needs.  

There are families that have not had water for years. They do not have self-esteem and 

don’t work towards finding a way to find water. Wayúu women and their children (mostly girls) 

must walk every day for hours to bring a little water from a well or windmill from other 

communities so that they can cook, take care of their children, wash their Mantas (Wayúu 

traditional clothing) and so on. This is a key reason for Wayúu children, especially girls, to no 

attend school. 

Figure 10: Wayúu children taking water from a Yaguay [small lake] (Photo taken by author).   
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Courageous Children. Be a Wayúu Child 

In the case of the Wayúu children, an integral formation for the future is proposed, to be 

Wayúu through their pedagogical practices. There are some forms of child-raising, socialization 

and formation encompassed in a framework of rights and duties. This integral process is aimed at 

the Wayúu cultural formation centred on the human being, based on four considerations: self-

esteem, cultural identity, social and interpersonal relationships (Hatcher, 2002; Diab and Wilson, 

2008). 

An important aspect of being a Wayúu child are the values of solidarity, justice and 

equality, the collective sense of the group and the family. Another prominent part is the social 

norms that have to do with interpersonal relationships, how to know and how to greet. This rule 

is instilled in children constantly, as they must know how to greet, look and respect each person. 

Children observe very carefully and remember what, when and how one says or where 

one stays. They have a photographic and auditory memory quite difficult to match. It is only 

after a few visits that children start to open up and trust you. They will follow a teacher 

everywhere in the Rancheria. One becomes the highlight of the day, week, month, or year for 

these children. 

They are so thirsty for knowledge, for caring and for love that one can easily become part 

of their social circle. Very quickly one feels the warmth and the comfort that one has been 

accepted by the clan and are shown a welcome to stay. Children start to play when invitations to 

participate in their events and activities start to follow. There is a bond that is unique and special 

because their hearts are pure and sanctified from having experienced bad energy in addition to 

many prejudices.  
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Similarly, the Wayúu child is spoken to as an adult at an early age, all of which leads to 

the assumption of responsibilities. For example, the Wayúu child is given an object, a plant, a 

canoe, a paddle that he/she must take care of for these implements will serve the boy or girl for 

the rest of his or her life. Thus, the Wayúu child reaches maturity, assuming responsibility and 

obligations at an incredibly early age – as early as 5 years old.  

With all these daily practices of cultural life, values such as solidarity and justice are 

learned. Another method of learning is through imitation of people representative of the family 

or community, given their wisdom and exemplary behaviour. 

Figure 11: Wayúu children wearing their traditional clothing, taking care of a goat (Photo taken 

by author).   
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Open Media – TV, Radio, Cell Phones, Social Media – Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram and 

Zoom 

A major asset for the Wayúu people is the country’s media, which is available throughout 

all the Wayúu territory. Its various outlets provide multiple avenues for Wayúu to be informed of 

an array of events and activities across the Wayúu territory and the department of La Guajira 

(Amodio, 2005). Open line programs that give the Wayúu people a voice and a way to air their 

concerns are particularly popular (University of La Guajira, 2016). Teachers and students use 

social media to communicate in Wayúunaiki and Spanish all of their daily activities and events 

with an overarching focus on how such sites and the networks of individuals and communities 

they bring together might be exploited for the purpose of second language learning, language 

production, vocabulary, teaching education and professional development, community building 

and culture. Also, teachers use social media – mostly WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram and Zoom 

- to share teaching methodologies, success stories and their reality within the Rancherias. 

 Much more could be said about formal and informal elements of the Colombian government 

within its social context, but my ethno-cultural findings found within this research will suffice. 

This is part of the context in which Wayúu and Colombian institutions and organizations are 

attempting to implement principles of ethno-education, interculturality and multiculturalism 

using strategies that are compatible with the realities in which they must operate. 

Definition of Wayúu Children’s Cultural Needs 

There were many references to the concept of culture in the literature review in chapter 2, 

and particularly in the works of UNESCO (2001), O’Leary (2007), Minkov (2013), Murray 

(2019), Schwandt (2007) and Organization of African Unity (1981), which refer specifically to 
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what the concept of culture entails from many points of view. However, there is no clear 

definition of “cultural need” in these works. Nor is there a definition of contextually appropriate.  

An on-line search for “cultural need” and “contextually appropriate” key words found 

numerous references in topical subjects such as health, well-being, training and linguistics, 

mainly relating to the proper use of the terminology in a stream of discourse, but relatively few 

dealings with education and Wayúu culture. Examples of the latter include (Cajete, 1994; 

Giasson, 1995 and 2011; Stevenson, 2001; Vogler, Crivello and Woodhead, 2008;). Hooley who 

shared his perspective in his book: Narrative Life (2009) that for an effective application of 

pedagogy and its curriculum, especially with Indigenous children, Indigenous perspectives need 

to be integrated into the national curriculum of a given country where Indigenous children reside. 

Hooley (2009) points out the result of this approach by stating that: 

When culturally inclusive curricula and pedagogy are adopted by schools and teachers 

and delivered in a way which accounts for the diversity of student backgrounds and 

starting points and formative assessment (which is culturally and contextually 

appropriate) is used to rigorously monitor student progress, the achievement of 

Aboriginal students improves significantly. (p. 227) 

Vogler, Crivello and Woodhead (2008), highlight the important changes in the first eight years of 

the life of a child and the role of children as active participants of all activities during this unique 

and critical time. Furthermore, Vogler at al., (2008), point out the right of every child to 

education (UN Committee on the Rights of the Child – articles 2, 24.3 and 3) and that this 

education should understand “The local child development circumstances, goals and available 

resources, and differential involvement of family members in key transitions, in order best to 

support children as they experience key life changes” (p. v). 
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Cajete (1994) in his book Look to the Mountain: An ecology of Indian education and 

Wilson (2008) in his book Research Is Ceremony, succinctly express the importance of the need 

for an Indigenous child to learn, value and identify themselves with their culture and point out 

the difference between Western and Indigenous knowledge systems and that the latter takes 

precedence over the former in the design of curriculum for Indigenous children, consequently 

meeting the cultural needs of the Indigenous children.   

For the purposes of this dissertation, I propose the following definition of contextual 

cultural appropriateness for Wayúu education: 

Cultural needs refer to the extent to which fundamental elements of an educational 

program for Wayúu children are contextualized and compatible with traditional and 

endogenous patterns of thought and behaviour.  

Figure 12: Wayúu children’s classes by using Ruhi Institute materials and Wayúu stories (Photo 

taken by author).   
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Figure 13: Wayúu gathering to discuss Wayúu cultural appropriate education for Wayúu 

children and youth (Photo taken by author).   

 

This definition includes the possibility that the level of contextual appropriateness can be on a 

spectrum from bottom-up and the various elements of a complex cultural need initiative can be 

located on different points of this Wayúu-non-Wayúu spectrum.  

The definition supports the Universal Declaration of Indigenous Peoples’ Rights (2007) 

to promote intercultural information and education, recognizing the dignity and diversity of their 

cultures, as well as Cajete (1994), Wilson (2008), Archibald and Xiiem (2008) and Langness’s 

(2015) notion that the basics of human nature and an injunction of a contemporary, culturally-

based, educational process founded upon Indigenous values, orientation and principles are 

contextually appropriate with the best that modern education can offer. The definition is also 

consistent with Rogoff’s (2003) theory on human development and the relationship between 
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learning and an individual's cultural community, and with Bolin (2006), Tamas (2018), Langness 

(2020) and Ball and Pence (2006) and others approaches that engage all members of a 

community with their historical and context environment toward the holistic advancement of the 

community. 

Once the cultural needs of a child are met, his or her innate capabilities will start to 

flourish and become realized. The means which satisfy cultural needs vary from individual to 

individual and context, human behaviour (those who surround the child) and environment play 

an important role. One way to satisfy these needs is through oral culture, also, by arts, sport, 

cuisine and so on.  

What Needs to Be Learned to Increase the Understanding of The Cultural Needs of Wayúu 

Children? 

The ability to communicate clearly, have an awareness and understanding of fundamental 

Wayúu beliefs, customs and traditions, ethno-education, moral leadership capabilities, full 

partnership among parents and teachers and study in Wayúunaiki and Spanish are the main 

distinguishing elements of the cultural context for Wayúu children.  

The problem of lack of water and food that were identified by the informants and direct 

observations in this research create a new pattern of life for the Wayúu children corroborated 

through the many interruptions in school attendance and performance. The constant daily 

struggle to find food and water seems to have increased with the impact of climate change, as 

seen with the long-term drought. Starvation is rampant in La Guajira, enhancing a sense of 

apathy when teaching and learning. The role of Colombian institutions in ensuring social well-

being is key in these matters. Also, Wayúu parents do not realize the importance of considering 
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their children’s opinions and ideas to meet their needs and interests and address the challenges 

inherent to a growing community. 

There are concepts in the social sciences that Wayúu people welcome: learning and 

knowledge, teacher training, unity of vision, consultation, institutional capacity building, 

research-action-reflection, competencies, skills and concepts that can be applied that are aligned 

with their reality. Approaches to literacy are not meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children 

because of the lack of interculturality and the lack of preparation of Wayúu teachers to teach the 

Wayúu culture and overall curriculum in Wayúunaiki. Wayúu children expressed a desire to 

pursue post-secondary education and perhaps university careers that will solve the problems that 

they have today in their Rancherias. There is a need to make the existing Wayúu literature 

accessible to Wayúu children and continue to write down what is taught orally to support the 

learning and training of Wayúu children in their culture. The Wayúu people associate their 

intelligence and wisdom with nature and belief that nature and human beings are one and are 

created by the same creator. The Wayúu people are all related directly or indirectly and they all 

share a common background, language and identity. Planting and harvesting are greatly needed 

and must be maintained and taught, especially for Wayúu children at schools because these 

activities are pillars of the Wayúu culture and ways of living.  

According to the comments of Wayúu grandparents, the teacher was esteemed to be the 

person with knowledge and skills to solve any problem. In addition, the teacher is considered to 

be the right person to provide good examples to their students, which included an appreciation 

which was taught to Wayúu Elders of the way of life led by members of the religious orders, 

which developed an education devoid of all content of Wayúu knowledge and scientific sources. 
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Parents were content with children attending school and learning Spanish if food, school 

supplies and transportation are provided. Wayúu parents have affirmed that at home they teach 

their children to speak Wayúunaiki, therefore there was no need to teach in Wayúunaiki at 

school. However, teachers have affirmed that the level of Wayúunaiki of Wayúu children was 

very low and they did not know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki. Also, teachers stated that 

school performance was much better when teachers taught in Wayúunaiki. There was evidence 

that parents were not sure about the value of education and how education was a beneficial tool 

for learning for their children.  

Wayúu children communicate every day at school in Wayúunaiki. Few schools offer 

classes in activities about Wayúu culture. Disagreements arise between students, parents and 

teachers about the methods of marking grades, the value and application of marks. Children and 

parents offer the idea of no marks in elementary school. School setups were designed to teach 

Spanish and put the Wayúu language in a lower category – reinforcing a bias or subliminal 

message about the supremacy of the Spanish language and the Colombian culture. 

Parents transfer the responsibility for raising a newborn child to the youngest female 

sibling. Parents blame the teachers for their children’s failure in school. Parental roles are 

defined by tradition, but mothers are not happy with that responsibility, nor think it is fair, 

resulting in a low level of parent engagement. Parents are not ready to play their role as parents, 

mainly due to a lack of formal education and training, in addition to having children too early in 

life. It is a Wayúu tradition that girls get married soon after puberty. Many girls wish to leave the 

Rancherias causing a rural exodus because they are kept at home when having to deal with a lack 

of education, water and food, and the likelihood of having to take care of younger siblings.  
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Responsibility for the education of children is not clear. Parents blame the teachers and 

the government. Teachers assume part of the responsibility. The Colombian government and 

Wayúu foundations (as described below in this chapter) do not take full responsibility. Wayúu 

institutions and organizations are weak, as shown by the fact that Wayúu people were tired of 

being caught up with the present stagnation of the education system resulting in their children 

not receiving the education they need, as reflected in the lowest school performance in 

Colombia. 

Education is part of the Wayúu culture; everyone was studying and/or training. Wayúu 

people prefer a more know-do model than the know-understand model imposed by the 

Colombian government. Wayúu children have observed that those who have financially stable 

and prosperous families were those who pursued post-secondary education. Also, children have 

observed that in order to solve some problems at their Rancherias such as animals with diseases, 

bringing water to their homes, curing someone who is sick, solving conflicts, making new 

products and selling them at the city market and so on, were those who had a post-secondary 

education.  

Wayúu games and songs were losing importance among children nowadays. Due to a 

lack of encouragement from their parents and teachers and a lack of resources and venues, 

Wayúu children only rarely learn and practice Wayúu games and songs at annual events or 

special occasions. Instead, they play games that are popular and common among non-Wayúu 

children: soccer, baseball, and video games and sing songs in Spanish. The best practice of 

including games involved instructions and compose songs in Wayúunaiki as a direct method to 

motivate and engage students.  
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There was a conflict between the Ministry of Education and Wayúu teachers that arose 

due to exaggerated supervision. The Ministry of Education’s goal was to prepare Wayúu students 

to pass the national Saber [To Know] test. The goal of the teacher was to teach the curriculum, 

teach in Spanish and when it is pertinent, teach some aspects of the Wayúu culture. The Ministry 

of Education (2019) sends supervisors to check the teacher’s performance. Wayúu teachers were 

always on the alert feeling uncomfortable when having to face exaggerated supervision in their 

classroom since they were not allowed the freedom to adapt the curriculum to the context and 

needs of the students.  

  Backbiting and gossiping were rampant in the Rancherias and children do not like it 

because they prefer unity to disunity, they like gatherings where people come together for a 

common purpose, to work toward something good. Children have expressed many times that 

they like gatherings where people were happy, they can play, there was food for everyone and 

people got along.  

In summary, today’s context, and environment for Wayúu children is very challenging 

for quality education due to several factors such as the loss of culture, lack of water, food and 

unity of vision and action. Wayúu children do not attend school because they have to help their 

parents to find water and carry out activities that will make money to buy food and those who 

can attend school, don’t do their homework because they are often busy looking to find water 

and food. Another factor was the poor access to Wayúu literature; there are few books in 

Wayúunaiki and a curriculum that was in Spanish with some elements in Wayúunaiki, a 

curriculum that does not reflect their interest and cultural needs. Teachers who do not know how 

to read and write in Wayúunaiki; therefore, ethno-education cannot be delivered to Wayúu 

children. Consequently, the Wayúu children’s school performance was negatively impacted as 
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well as their level of motivation needed to stay and continue their studies.  Many Wayúu children 

stopped going to school because their school performance was poor. Also, there were conflicts 

between Wayúu teachers and the Ministry of Education that impeded the transmission of the 

Wayúu culture to the Wayúu children, representing an impediment to increasing their school 

performance. Wayúu students have achieved and probably will continue to obtain poor results on 

the national Saber [To Know] test. Furthermore, Wayúu children want to learn about their own 

culture and identify with it but teachers choose not to engage, their priorities were different, or 

they were not trained to teach (they never went to school or don’t have an ethno-education 

degree) and Wayúu parents placed their parental responsibility of training and teaching of their 

children in the hands of the teachers. This situation creates a loss of culture and an identity 

problem because Wayúu children did not know how to behave. There was no clarity about rules 

and which belief system the children should be practicing. Consequently, Wayúu children lose 

interest in learning. 
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Figure 14: Wayúu classes – Teacher and Students - grades 1-5 (Photo taken by author).   

 

What Are the Factors Required for an Educational Program for Wayúu Children?  

It is imperative to teach morality and encourage children and adults to become living 

examples of human virtues. As a result of declining societal moral virtues, I saw evidence of the 

deterioration of the means of transmission of the Wayúu culture. Teaching the spiritual and 

moral dimensions of the human being is a precondition for any educational program to succeed 

(McKay and Whitehouse, 2014) and Wayúu people agree with this idea and honour those 

teachers who follow a moral life. Children benefit by sensing love and kindness from their 

teachers and parents. These qualities show value in helping the positive capabilities and 

potentialities of the Wayúu children to emerge. If adults in the Rancheria act as living role 

models they can encourage Wayúu children to practice Wayúu culture based on human virtues. 

For example, to eliminate backbiting and gossiping, teachers, parents and other adults in the 

Rancheria can avoid these habits as enemies of unity, peace and prosperity. This emergent trend 
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paralleled the realization that Wayúu people continue to find ways to share and welcome 

knowledge with the world in order to solve their current challenges and problems and advance 

their culture in the world. 

Local conditions also affect the transmission of culture, for example, through the direct 

relationship between the lack of water and food and lower school attendance and punctuality, 

performance and literacy outcomes continue to suffer. Due to the lack of water and food, Wayúu 

parents were opting to put their children to work and not send them to school. 

Loss of culture has also occurred because the transmission of Wayúu culture depends on 

oral culture – as earlier generations relied on limited written materials. The current crisis that the 

new generation was not practicing oral culture threatens the collective memory of Wayúu 

culture. Also, Elders, especially grandmothers were not gathering with their grandchildren to 

transmit the Wayúu culture through stories, storytelling and so on.  

Teachers play many roles. Wayúu parents transfer the responsibility to train and educate 

their children to teachers. Some Colombian organizations respond to this challenge by creating 

and supporting the program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever] with school materials 

(limited), teaching assistant and logistics. The Colombian Government program De Cero a 

Siempre [From Zero to Forever] was the initiative most accepted and welcomed by the Wayúu 

people. It provides learners with breakfast, snacks, lunch and drinking water. Also, it provides 

them with a curriculum based on Wayúu culture and taught in Wayúunaiki. However, the 

curriculum content does not cover the whole school year and teachers by mid-school year, do not 

know what to teach. The program also does not provide materials with which to complete the 

activities, nor are there toys or any type of support. There are various models of funding 

partnerships and it reads as a bit of an assumption here that everything will be provided by one 
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source, as an entitlement, from outside the community, while asking for greater community 

involvement by the teachers in order to collaborate in daily activities and overall support in 

running the program. There is a relationship between educational initiatives and incentives, 

perhaps, that will factor in cultural expectations in a new way. 

When the Wayúu child moves on to grade 1 – primary school - there is a significant shift 

in almost every aspect, from teaching in Spanish, assessment, uniform, curriculum, 

infrastructure, schedule and so on. This is different from the program De Cero a Siempre [From 

Zero to Forever] in the following ways: it is taught in Wayúunaiki; it provides children with 

meals; the infrastructure is on Una Arramada [an open structure build by wood – typical Wayúu 

construction]; there is no assessment, no uniform and all teaching methodologies are related to 

games, singing, painting, sculpture and artistic activities. When the student is moved to primary 

school, the shift is significant. Students are not prepared for these changes – emotionally and 

materially – and their significant resistance to adapt and become good students. Parents do not 

have the time, resources and emotional preparedness to support their children and assist them. 

Consequently, it is the teachers who take on the parents’ responsibilities to assist Wayúu children 

to navigate this new reality.  

The Wayúu people were realizing the need to be trained and educated with knowledge, 

skills and capabilities that will meet their cultural needs but also to learn: 

Western professions that will enable them to have an adequate quality of life in their 

Rancherias. For example, Wayúu children wish to become veterinarians, lawyers, 

doctors, electricians and so on. Wayúu people consider that what they are learning at 

school is not enough to have a functional and productive life. The Wayúu people are in 
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great need because of the lack of education, a proper education, they don’t know what to 

do with this new reality. (Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

There is an evident loss of Wayúu culture among Wayúu children nowadays. Wayúu children 

want to learn about their culture but this thirst to learn could be eroded with time, in addition to 

their motivation to seek it, as proven the case with other Wayúu children at other Rancherias 

who lived in the capital of the department of La Guajira: Riohacha. Elders and grandparents were 

looking for assistance on this matter. 

There was a great deal of prejudice towards the Wayúu children. For example, Wayúu 

children were not welcome in schools or public activities where the majority of participants were 

not Wayúu because the Alijunas did not take the time to explain to the Wayúu children the 

activity/role that they have to perform. Also, the Alijunas children usually did not play with 

Wayúu children because they look different, their behaviour was different, they were poor, 

things in the city were new to them (shopping mall, food, etc.) and so on. Wayúu children and 

youth feel ashamed and eschewed based on their Wayúu identity. Grandparents transferred their 

roles and responsibilities to their daughters for the training and education of their grandchildren, 

including the transmission of knowledge of the Wayúu culture. Their daughters, in turn, 

transferred their role and responsibilities to the teachers. Grandparents have noticed and felt that 

this was not working well and was creating chaos and a loss of Wayúu identity. There was a 

need to transform the social norms which then perpetuated and legitimized the practice. This 

situation deserves analysis.  

There was a direct relationship between the lack of water and the mother’s engagement in 

the education and training of her children because mothers spend many hours per day fetching 

water from a well. 
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The mother was solely responsible for raising the children, including teaching and 

keeping the Wayúu culture intact. Nowadays, the Wayúu people were concerned about the lack 

of opportunities to teach and transmit the Wayúu culture to children. Elders, grandparents, 

parents and children were blaming each other and the Colombian government. But no one 

blamed the men – men were untouchable.  

The majority of Wayúu mothers did not speak Spanish, nor do they know how to write or 

read in their mother tongue, Wayúunaiki. They were illiterate and they were in a difficult 

position to assist their children with school, even if they wanted to, as they were not capable or 

able to do so.  

The curriculum is taught in Spanish. The teachers speak Spanish-Wayúunaiki during the 

class. The curriculum was in Spanish and the teacher uses Wayúunaiki to explain and use 

examples. All the written work was in Spanish. Most teachers did not know how to write and 

read in Wayúunaiki. Teachers were chosen by the traditional authorities and there were no 

criteria, nor was there a competitive process for hiring teachers.  

Teachers with a university degree in ethno education were trained to read and write in 

Wayúunaiki. Evidence (Pérez van-Leenden, 1998; University of La Guajira, 2016, 2021) 

suggested that the ethno education approach produced better school performance and helped 

Wayúu students meet their cultural needs at the school. 

Wayúu foundations and organizations designed the Wayúu curricula. These Wayúu 

institutions were highly politically influenced and the design of a curriculum often responded to 

a political agenda. Almost every year, the curriculum changed due to political influence. 

Curricula focused on meeting government – political – and Colombian literacy outcome goals 

rather than meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children. 
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Ethno education was the approach accepted by most Wayúu people as the means to meet 

cultural needs and transmit the Wayúu culture to the new generation. Barriers to receiving the 

most effective approach include weak Wayúu and Government institutions and a lack of 

strategies to solve their current challenges of not knowing how and who and with what resources 

to solve them. The current challenges of the weak institutions have created the conditions for 

chaos, misunderstandings, corruption, disputes and other negative processes that have caused the 

current meagre educational environment that Wayúu children have today. 

Removing the grading system could in all likelihood support school attendance and 

retention. Every year, many Wayúu children dropped out of school due to several factors such as 

being occupied by helping their parents to find water, working at the home with crafts or duties, 

lack of motivation and low marks.  Removing marks will greatly impact school retention and 

bring back those students who stopped attending school. Teachers were so focused on marks that 

the students did not understand or value marks.  

To summarize this section, the factors required for meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu 

children, aged 5-8, are the following:  

1.   To build capacity to make strong Wayúu institutions in order to full partnership with 

government institutions and strengthen the educational environment for Wayúu children. 

2.   Teachers must have an ethno-education degree to teach and provide a practical hands-on 

experiential curriculum.  

3.   Parents and teachers must accept the fact that they are living examples of human virtues 

for their children and students and that they do have an impact on the formation of the 

character and personality of Wayúu children. 
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4.   There is a direct relationship between the lack of water and food and the school 

attendance, performance and literacy outcomes. Also, mother’s engagement in the 

training and education of their children is low or non-existent because they are busy 

obtaining water and finding the means to get food. Also, they are illiterate and do not 

have the knowledge, capacities and skills to contribute to their children’s education. 

Furthermore, the males of the family do not contribute and think they are not responsible 

for the education of their children.  

5.   Oral culture and storytelling must be practiced and institutionalized as foundational 

features of the Wayúu culture. This is threatening evidence of loss of culture for this new 

generation of Wayúu children. 

6.   There is a need to redesign the curriculum and make it more Wayúunaiki friendly and 

more oriented and connected toward meeting the cultural needs of the Wayúu children by 

development moral leadership capabilities and both ways of living: Wayúu and Alijuna. 

Also, Increased available literature in Wayúunaiki. 

7.   Removing the grading system could support students in school and would bring back to 

school many students who have dropped out.  

8.   Slow down the loss of Wayúu culture. The educational program needs to support Wayúu 

culture and stop its erosion. There is a need for a strong culture – as there always has 

been – that is compatible with the Colombian culture in order to grow and distinguish the 

Wayúu culture.   

 9.  Unity of vision and action must be established in every endeavour.  
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What Are the Conditions that Would Allow Wayúu Children to Advance Toward an 

Educational Experience Aligned with Their Cultural Needs? 

What do educational systems, curriculum designers, practitioners and teachers need to do 

in order to increase their understanding of the cultural needs of Wayúu children? And/or What 

sociological insights about Wayúu thought processes remain untapped? After gathering the data, 

these questions have emerged and will direct the summary towards these points.  

The children are already feeling the need to become something different than what their 

traditional occupations will allow. Children were realizing that the “ancient” activities of the 

Wayúu, such as knitting, or selling goats, were becoming more and more difficult to perform. 

Several Wayúu children shared that they would like to learn about the world, to connect 

with other students around the world, to find solutions to their daily challenges and teachers do 

not have the tools, or the idealism to cope with this reality.  

There were several experiences at different Rancherias where a grandmother collaborated 

with the teacher in the school to carry out cultural dynamics in a more formal and structured way 

such as providing support to the teacher in explaining the class in Wayúunaiki and also, Wayúu 

children’s behaviour towards learning was positive and calm. In a learning milieu such as a Full-

Circle Learning context, these role models would become honoured guest presenters to link a 

moral value, a valuable skill and a targeted community service or transformation project to the 

Wayúu children.  

Including Wayúu parents in the process of educating their children – from the design of 

curricula, schedules, uniforms, extracurricular activities, homework, can change over time. 

Parents were very apathetic when the school invites parents to the school’s meetings. But a path 

must be found to include them in strengthening collaboration ties between teachers and parents. 
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Indeed, it was a constant struggle for teachers to find a way to stimulate Wayúu parents to send 

their children to school and foster an amicable and cordial work environment with those parents. 

There was a difference between the written curriculum and course overviews and reality. 

Most teachers were not capable of carrying out the curriculum due to lack of education, skills 

and competencies. Therefore, methodologies, methods and literacy strategies were an 

amalgamation of Wayúu ways of teaching, personal approaches and the training that the Wayúu 

teacher has received, if any, also mentioned by Professor Pérez van-Leenden (personal 

conversation, Dean and Head of the program of the Ethno-Education Department of the 

University of La Guajira, 2017). 

Teachers should learn new methods to teach by using games – game-based learning and 

collaborative games - and methods of instruction that require low technology such as 

differentiated instruction, enquiry-based learning and kinesthetic learning– as informants stated 

and have shared the positive results by engaging students while at the same time increasing 

school attendance/punctuality and performance. 

Teachers should earn an Ethno-Education degree from the University of La Guajira, 

Colombia. After obtaining this degree, teachers can teach in Wayúunaiki – writing, reading, 

speaking, listening – and they have a comprehensive understanding of the present context and 

reality of Wayúu children. At present (2021), approximately 25% of the teachers have this 

degree (personal conversations with PAR partners; University of La Guajira, 2021).  

The Wayúu nation can be likened to a family on a smaller scale. The Wayúu people were 

all related directly or indirectly and they all shared a common background, language, land, 

history and identity. The Wayúu people were unique because their race was of a single origin 

and not the result of a mixture of cultures. Wayúu people were very spontaneous and follow the 
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circadian rhythms: depending on the moment they liked to meet or do certain activities and so 

on. The Wayúu people were facing many challenges with the structure of the school year, 

curriculum design and deadlines requested by the Ministry of Education and other external issues 

and they were having difficulties in coping with them. 

Wayúu parents know that they were the guardians of their children, that they must take 

care of them and provide basic needs such as shelter, water and food. However, when it comes to 

education, there was a struggle among Wayúu parents concerning how to share the responsibility 

to provide education, to take care of their well-being, including feeding their children. This 

struggle has been mainly caused by the government program called De Cero a Siempre [From 

Zero to Forever]. The transition from this program to a formal elementary school was 

challenging for parents and children to mention a few aspects, food and caring for the well-being 

of the children. At elementary school and only at certain schools, lunch was provided. At 

elementary school, teachers only provide instruction and did not necessarily take care of the 

needs of the children. During the program, De Cero a Siempre, parents transfer to the program 

the responsibility to provide food, water and care for their children, and from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 

p.m. the caregiver of the program was responsible for the children. During this time, parents 

were free to do what they pleased. The caregiver of the program usually was a member of the 

Rancheria; therefore, she was a family member. Little by little, the parent’s responsibility was 

transferred to the caregiver of the program. It was worth mentioning that at every Rancheria this 

program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero to Forever] existed and many times, depending on the 

number of children, there were two or three centers. It was the best and most appreciated 

program sponsored by the Colombian government that exists in La Guajira. When the child goes 

to school, the teacher does not have the responsibility and duties that the caregiver usually has. 
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Consequently, this causes a disruption in the relationship parent-child-instructor. Teachers at 

schools did not need to and did not want to take on the duties and responsibilities of the 

caregiver. Many times, Wayúu parents pulled their children out of school as a sign of 

punishment to the teacher and to the Colombian government, but this strategy did not work. 

Most of the time, the child loved to be at school and requested to be educated. 

The new generations of Wayúu parents were not being trained to be parents. Wayúu 

mothers struggled with this new reality of being a mother and most of the time, they transferred 

their responsibility to the caregiver of the program De Cero a Siempre, to the teacher at school 

and according to Wayúu traditions, to the youngest girl in the house who has the responsibility to 

take care of the younger child. 

Wayúu Mother’s Level of Education. There is a direct relationship between the 

mother’s level of education and the child’s performance at school. According to Bojczyk, K., 

Rogers-Haverback, H., Pae, H., Davis, A. and Mason, R. (2015), when children cannot read, it 

limits their ability to learn math, history, or science and over a lifetime, it hampers their 

participation to contribute to the larger society and its economy. Focusing on non-cognitive skills 

may further improve the reading, writing and mathematics performance of Wayúu children. 

Maternal education was a significant predictor of the children’s vocabulary, knowledge and the 

children’s literacy was further advanced when the mother had some educational background, as 

the child is prone to study and learn faster. Therefore, there was a relation between receptive 

vocabulary for rural Wayúu children and the alphabet knowledge for urban Wayúu children. 

Also, Wayúu mothers who taught about numbers or arithmetic while doing other activities 

played a salient role in enlarging their children’s vocabulary. I noticed that the more children 

enjoyed having their mother read to them, the more they could comprehend. As a direct 
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consequence, children’s receptive vocabulary skills and alphabet knowledge were correlated to 

the presence of maternal educational levels. Teachers commented that a child's interest in reading 

was associated with better literacy scores and a child's enjoyment of shared reading was 

associated with higher scores on literacy outcomes. 

Education at Present in La Guajira. There was no uniformity in the curriculum 

provided to Wayúu children in La Guajira. It all depended on the location of the Rancheria and 

which Wayúu foundation oversaw the curriculum. However, each Wayúu foundation (each 

foundation oversaw a few or several Wayúu schools – schools located in a Wayúu Rancheria) 

must align the curriculum to the national curriculum. There was space to negotiate and add 

Wayúu content to the curriculum provided at Wayúu schools. Each Wayúu foundation adjusted 

its curriculum on a yearly or bi-annual basis. The most influential factors were the fact that many 

Wayúu teachers did not know how to read and write in Wayúunaiki and second, teachers lacked 

the training to introduce and motivate students in the curriculum and Wayúu culture. Also, their 

language skills in Wayúunaiki were limited – they did not know how to express many academic 

terms in Wayúunaiki. 

The Structure of the Wayúu Legal Authority. The Wayúu people have their own code 

of law – however, it was transmitted by oral means. Consequently, there has been a distortion in 

this regard. As a result, there were variances in interpretation by the different Wayúu clans of the 

law, the rights, and responsibilities of the Wayúu society. Currently, the Wayúu people must 

follow and respect the national constitution of the government of Colombia. The Department of 

La Guajira is the only Department in Colombia that is bilingual – Spanish and Wayúunaiki. 

However, the judicial system is totally in Spanish and there were no translators at any level of 

the judicial system. Nevertheless, whenever there is an incidence in a Wayúu Rancheria, the 
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meting of justice followed the Wayúu law, unless the Colombian government wanted to get 

involved. For incidents that happened in the capital of the Department of La Guajira: Riohacha 

and capitals of each municipality, there were a range of options and possibilities to negotiate and 

apply, and a combination of Wayúu and Colombian law, rights and responsibilities. 

Since responsibility to meet the needs of Wayúu children should be a shared 

responsibility, it followed that the development and progress be meaningful to all parties 

involved. There was an obligation from both parties (Wayúu institutions and Colombia’s 

Ministry of education) to research, collaborate, work and produce the most appropriate 

educational experience for Wayúu children. However, there were many challenges – material 

and moral, such as the evident high level of violation towards human virtues and ethics. 

Consequently, the day-by-day deficiencies were evident in the lack of water, electricity, internet, 

infrastructure, school resources and so on. Therefore, an approach that establishes authentic 

interpersonal relationships in which learning and influence are a two-way street will go a long 

way towards helping the Wayúu society and the Colombian government deal with these 

challenges. 

The appointment of teachers at the Rancherias should be based on qualifications, 

knowledge, experience and so on, and not only on the opinion of the Wayúu traditional authority 

“A curriculum that develops the whole child, in the hands of a high-quality teacher, is one of the 

key factors to meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children” (Wayúu principal and teacher, female, 

Riohacha). 

The conditions required for an educational experience aligned with the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children aged 5-8 are the following: 
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1. Expose Wayúu children to different professions and occupations by bringing to their 

classroom people with university degrees and experience in their occupations. These 

people can show Wayúu children how these careers offer ways that can help to solve 

many problems at their Rancherias and territories. In addition, Wayúu children can see 

for themselves how these new opportunities can match their own aspirations and dreams. 

2. Transcending Wayúu children’s reality and assisting them to create an environment that 

they wish to have and enjoy is key, especially with the current socio-economic stress and 

hardships they are facing. Wayúu children need to connect with other children in La 

Guajira, in Colombia and around the world to empathize and learn from other children 

who may experience similar situations and learn how the other children solved and 

transcended them. 

3. Based on the Wayúu tradition of oral education performed by a grandmother and/or Elder, 

this same way of living practice can be performed in a classroom setting. This has been 

already practiced in several schools.  

4. Build genuine relationships between parents and teachers and involve parents in the 

education and training of their children. This is fundamental for meeting the cultural 

needs of their children, school performance, and literacy outcomes.  

5. Teachers who choose to teach Wayúu children must have an ethno-education degree. This 

will guarantee that Wayúu children are taught in Wayúunaiki and teachers are able to 

deliver a curriculum that is designed to meet the cultural needs of the Wayúu children. 

Also, teachers should learn a variety of teaching methods such as game-based learning 

and collaborative games.  
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6. It is urgent to solve local water and food problems. The Colombian government, Wayúu 

institutions, foreign donors and other actors must work together to assist the Wayúu 

people to find clean water and reliable ways to feed themselves, especially Wayúu 

children. The Colombian government must offer water and food at school to alleviate this 

issue so as to help with school retention and attendance.  

7. There is a difficult and complicated transition from the program De Cero a Siempre [From 

Zero to Forever] to formal education, starting with grade 1 at the age of six. One of the 

most important factors is that food is provided in the former and not in the latter. Once 

Wayúu students start primary school, food is not provided, which creates an interruption 

in their educational experience. Also, at first, education is provided mainly in 

Wayúunaiki; then in the formal education, the main language of instruction is Spanish. 

Furthermore, conduct is another factor because in the former, treatment is daycare style – 

treating the children with a high level of dependence - but in formal education, students 

must take on responsibilities and obligations and show a high level of independence. This 

means that there is a missing element between the two school systems that could assist 

Wayúu children to have a smooth transition between the two programs. It is evident that a 

transition program is needed to assist Wayúu children, parents and teachers of both 

programs to prepare everyone and assist the Wayúu child to learn, to enjoy classes and to 

succeed in primary school. Such a transition program will require the time and 

collaboration of every member of the Rancherias, Wayúu organizations and institutions.  

8. The training and culture of daughters is more necessary than that of sons, for these girls 

will come to the station of motherhood and will mold the lives of the children. The first 

educator of the child is the mother. The babe, like unto a green and tender branch, will 
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grow according to the way it is trained. However, the Wayuu communities should strive 

by all possible means to education both sexes, male and female; girls and boys.  

9. Coherence between the individual and the family and between the family and institutions. 

Responsibility to meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children must be shared between the 

Wayúu community and the Colombian government. Programs and attitudes of all 

involved should be based on human virtues so that the incorporation of academic 

programs can occur in harmony and unity.  

What Are the Appropriate Policies and Strategies that Will Provide Adequate Education 

and Support Literacy for Wayúu Children in La Guajira, Colombia?  

Attention to culture is more important in some initiatives than in others. Cultural factors 

are needed to be taken into consideration to varying degrees to bring about different types of 

institutional change and interventions in La Guajira. For example, technical initiatives, 

construction projects and other innovations such as the adoption of financial management 

systems, require relatively little attention to culture when compared to initiatives that affect 

matters of children’s development, especially with regards to school performance, literacy 

outcomes and cultural needs. Efforts to introduce ethno-education programming, new 

supervisory practices, participatory styles of management, new teaching methods of instruction 

that require low technology such as differentiated instruction, kinesthetic learning, game-based 

learning, enquiry-based learning and other initiatives that impact established role relationships 

are more challenging – they can elicit powerful identity-maintenance resistance behaviour that 

emerges from infractions of ways of living and traditions that can have a profound effect on the 

Wayúu culture.  
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Consideration of this hidden dimension is required early in the conceptual stage of an 

educational initiative and throughout its operations. Reliance on bi-cultural advisors for guidance 

in these matters can be problematic - as Colombians influenced the Wayúu society in many ways 

and Wayúu people have expressed their dislike of this arrangement and stated that this 

perpetuates the corruption that allows starvation and malnutrition to continue to grow in La 

Guajira, especially among Wayúu children. The role of Colombian institutions in ensuring social 

well-being is key. The bi-cultural advisors who are often asked for advice may be rather blind to 

their own cultural patterns resulting in ethno-centricity as is the case with some insensitive 

Colombians or foreigners. 

Due to the high unemployment rate among Wayúu people and the critical access to basic 

needs such as water, food, electricity and telecommunications, including the internet, education 

must continue to be free. Also, there must be the inclusion of free food, uniforms and school 

materials for the Wayúu children’s school attendance and performance to improve. If any of 

these elements are lacking, there was and will be a negative impact on school attendance and/or 

school performance.  

For a few decades, the University of La Guajira has worked with the Colombian 

government and several Wayúu foundations and schools to train Wayúu teachers in order to meet 

their cultural needs. Only in the last few years, has it become evident and clear to Wayúu 

foundations and the Colombian government that Wayúu teachers must be ethno educator 

certified – meaning that all teachers – Wayúu or non-Wayúu – must read, write and speak in 

Wayúunaiki, in order to offer a curriculum in both languages: Spanish and Wayúunaiki. This 

awareness has created a set of new possibilities to achieve this goal. However, there is resistance 

from the Wayúu and Colombian institutions. The University of La Guajira is ready to 
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extensively and intensively train all prospective teachers that would like to teach in Wayúu 

territories. The result so far has been for the training of a few dozen prospective students for each 

of the academic years which has students investing a total of four years to complete their degree 

in Ethno-Education.  

A new policy is needed for the official languages at the Department of La Guajira, a 

policy founded on the concept of equal partnership, to be implemented by both the department 

and municipal governments and at all the Wayúu schools in the department of La Guajira. 

Among the economic elements that have brought the education system in La Guajira to a 

state of crisis is the high level of corruption and mismanagement of resources. Since the removal 

of the governor of the Department of La Guajira and the mayor of the capital of La Guajira, 

Riohacha in 2017, due to corruption – the entire education budget for the whole Department 

disappeared – the situation in the last two years has worsened, culminating in the school year 

starting a few weeks later and the past academic school year, due to the plandemic (2020), all 

classes were online.   

The portion of the curriculum that is dedicated to teaching the Wayúu culture is limited 

and at many times missed the value based practical side, making the material obsolete and out of 

context. There is a great need, expressed by children, to expose students to current and practical 

ways to portray the Wayúu culture, directed toward solving current challenges and problems at 

their homes, Rancherias and Wayúu society. Wayúu children expressed in different ways and at 

different times what they learned about the Wayúu culture did not fit with their current reality 

and did not help them transcend their current challenges and problems in order to find much 

needed solutions to their homes and Rancherias. Wayúu children said that “The Wayúu culture 

was something of the past, something that their parents and grandparents’ practice but they don’t 
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know how the Wayúu culture will fit into their reality and future” (Focus Group 1 - Rancheria 

Parenska and Rancheria Frijolitos and Focus Group 2 -Rancheria Dividivi). 

Today’s Wayúu reality has impacted children with so many new challenges and problems 

that the ways of learning and teaching that were in the past are no longer an appropriate fit. A re-

evaluation and adjustment of teaching methodologies, methods and literacy strategies are greatly 

needed if the Wayúu people want their culture to adapt and gain the same speed that the world is 

following. Wayúu foundations need to be in touch with Wayúu children to learn and know what 

exactly is happening at their homes and Rancherias, to create and formulate the curriculum that 

will match their reality.  

Wayúu children are eager to learn about their culture, about the non-Wayúu world and 

ready themselves to fully participate in society in meaningful ways. Connectivity is missing 

among Wayúu and non-Wayúu schools in the different Rancherias. Each school works in 

isolation and the Wayúu children find it difficult to understand their reality, much less cope and 

contribute to their Rancherias and society.  

There is a great need for ways to motivate parents about the importance of formal 

education for their children. Several of the informants expressed a need for a workshop and 

personal visits to Wayúu parents to assist them to understand the value of education, the 

contribution to the transformation of their children for their personal and moral growth and for 

their Rancherias. A series of workshops would be a welcomed a measure in order to assist 

Wayúu parents to understand the consequences for their children, families and Rancherias in 

addition to the fact that their children can attend school and learn their culture. Wayúu parents 

have difficulties comprehending the power of education and when their children are well 
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immersed in the school, the transformation and transcendence of their present and hard reality 

could be transformed into positive, motivating and encouraging family and school interactions.  

There is disengagement from fathers in this regard, with some exceptions. Many times, 

fathers do not allow their daughters to attend school and keep them at home to work and take 

care of the youngest sibling – many times until they get married. This is an urgent matter that 

must be taken care of.  

Many informants shared that when the child learns in Wayúunaiki – mother tongue – 

school attendance and performance is high. Also, with the presence of a Wayúu Elder – 

preferably a grandmother – the motivation to study and connectivity among Wayúu children is 

high. According to informants and comments from children, the curriculum lacks up to date and 

relevant Wayúu information and lacks examples and opportunities to practice Wayúu cultural 

activities at the school. An increase in Wayúu activities is demanded by children and teachers 

alike. Furthermore, educated parents have mentioned the need to include more Wayúu content 

and more opportunities to practice Wayúu sports and arts activities.  

The traditional authority of a Rancheria, a position created by the Colombian 

government, is the only intermediary between a Wayúu Rancheria and the Colombian 

government and has more power that an Elder who is a Wayúu authority. The main reason is that 

the traditional authority is recognized by the Colombian government and the only channel for 

bringing in resources from the government. Furthermore, due to the weakening of Wayúu 

institutions and the high level of disunity, these traditional authorities take all the resources from 

the government to their own families and do not share them with the other members of the 

Rancheria, hence creating more discontent and disunity.  
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The present amalgamation of laws, rights and responsibilities is clearly not working for 

the Wayúu people. One of the direct results of this situation is the fact that nationwide, the 

lowest school performance in Colombia is among Wayúu children, perpetuating a vicious cycle 

of poverty and banishment of hope for the new generation of Wayúu. 

Effectiveness of present educational options for Wayúu children. A very frustrating 

situation for Wayúu mothers who are trying to assist their children with school homework and 

overall school performance is the fact that they cannot speak Spanish. Their contribution to their 

children’s school performance is limited and truncated due to this limitation. On the other hand, 

mothers who can speak Spanish tend to only speak in Spanish to their children and by doing so, 

stop speaking the Wayúu language – Wayúunaiki – interrupting the transmission of the Wayúu 

culture. Parent engagement is one of the pillars for achieving Wayúu children’s’ literacy 

outcomes and overall school performance. This is another reason to teach Wayúu students in 

their mother tongue. As the Wayúu students mature and advance in their education, they adopt 

skills and capabilities where parent engagement is not a pivotal factor.  

In summary, the principal policies and strategies that could support culturally appropriate 

Wayúu education would include the following: 

1. Put children at the forefront of initiatives in La Guajira. Due to the evident loss of culture, 

lack of motivation to learn, poor school attendance and retention, Wayúu institutions, the 

Colombian government and foreign actors should consult and make every effort to meet 

Wayúu children’s cultural needs as the most important goal to achieve.   

2. The selection of teachers at schools in Wayúu Rancherias should be based on credentials, 

experience, and skills/capacities. The creation of a selection board comprised of members 

who are Wayúu and from the Colombian government is key to selecting the best and 
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most qualified teachers. There is no substitute for good teachers. Recruitment, ongoing 

training in ethno-education and recognizing the value of teachers when compared to other 

professions have a great impact on their effectiveness in meeting cultural needs and in 

preserving and assuring the growth of the Wayúu culture. Wayúu children have a great 

potential to join with non Wayúu children from all over Colombia and achieve top 

educational performances culminating in the production of highly skilled and 

knowledgeable students within the Colombian economy. 

3. Have a moral mission that underlies education efforts. Create educational materials for 

children and parents that offer tools for personal transformation, that teach how to live 

without fault-finding and backbiting to create positive and encouraging environments for 

children and families. All parties involved in the delivery of an educational program for 

Wayúu children should create a moral mission where all agree to follow Colombian and 

Wayúu laws, in order to define roles, responsibilities and rights. Such efforts should be 

contextualized and follow an endogenous process founded on the Wayúu people to 

strengthen the effective meeting of the cultural needs of the Wayúu children.  

4. Create an awareness of the importance and significance of meeting cultural needs of the 

Wayúu children as the foundational education background which will translate into 

having a major impact on creating opportunities for individuals. The poorer the meeting 

of cultural needs, the more limited children’s access to meet their cultural needs and 

fewer literacy outcomes with having the Wayúu children receive a rewarding school 

experience. There is an alarmingly high number of students dropping out of schools, 

mostly males. Students and parents do not realize the value of education and schools are 

failing to transmit this value to students and parents.  
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5. Education should continue to be free for all Wayúu children and include food, 

transportation, uniforms, class materials and extra-curricular activities. Also, investments 

should be made towards the increment of literature in the language of Wayúunaiki. 

6. Increase the investment and opportunities for the professional development of teachers and 

further research on the most effective way to teach Wayúu children. Also, more resources 

should be available in Wayúunaiki. Increase the budget for the department of La Guajira 

and for each Wayúu foundation in charge of Wayúu schools. The Colombian government 

should stimulate and increase research at the post-secondary level on how to teach 

Wayúu children, meet their cultural needs and build capacities at the kindergarten and 

primary level.   

7. Create workshops and accompaniment activities in the language of Wayúunaiki for Wayúu 

parents about the importance of education for their children and the benefit therefrom for 

their families, Rancherias and territories. These activities must include the males of the 

family, especially the maternal uncles. These activities should be carried out all year long 

and be offered on a monthly/bi-weekly basis until the belief system of Wayúu parents has 

changed and the cultural needs of Wayúu children have been met.  

8. Create opportunities – online and in-person – where Wayúu children can meet, share, 

learn, consult and solve by transcending their actual challenges and problems. Liaising 

with Wayúu and non Wayúu schools in La Guajira and other departments in Colombia to 

foster global classroom relationships, to assist Wayúu students to honour the wisdom of 

others and see local issues through a departmental and national lens.  

9. The teacher should learn new teaching/learning methodologies and methods that will 

directly impact school attendance and punctuality and overall school performance. 
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Methodologies include such approaches as collaborative learning, student-centred and 

teacher centred. Different methods can make use of best educational practices such as 

game-based learning, cooperative games, differentiated instruction, enquiry-based 

learning, kinesthetic learning, and direct instruction. Most of these methods require low 

technology and can be adapted to any setting.  

The Implications to Answer the Primary Dissertation Question 

The primary question underlying this research is What are the factors required for an 

educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 in Colombia? 

Based on my analysis of the data collected I can confidently suggest that the integration of 

education, indigenous culturally based knowledge and values are essential to the advancement of 

a community and its way of life. Wayúu people would like to be involved in the direction of 

formal education at schools, “which includes the creation and implementation of culturally 

responsive curriculum, language revitalization and governance situated in the hands of Elders 

and community members” (Villegas, Neugebauer, & Venegas, 2008, p. 206).  

Educational systems are meaningful when the Wayúu people develop the capacity to take 

responsibility and the policies suggested in this dissertation focus on capacity building.  

The evidence presented in this research tentatively suggests that the institutional 

development and quality of teaching are important factors in meeting the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children and can have significant effects lasting for years. The results indicate that, 

contrary to popular belief, water and food may not be the critical factors behind the stagnation in 

La Guajira, Colombia. In contrast, the evidence suggests that institutional factors may play a 

dominant role in La Guajira’s lagging development and the critical state of Wayúu children’s 

physical and spiritual conditions.  
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The factors of an educational program that could meet the cultural needs of Wayúu 

children aged 5-8 in Colombia, suggested from these dissertation findings, are:  

1.     Institutional Development – Coherence between the individual and the family and 

between the family and institutions. There should be a flow among the individual, family 

and institutions to create unity of action. Towards children’s participation in their own 

educational affairs. The creation of opportunities for children to express their needs and 

interest in a fluent and continuous manner is paramount. Grade representatives, school 

council, grade leaders and so on should express to school authorities and Wayúu 

foundations their current needs and interests. Also, Wayúu foundations and school 

authorities should – in a regular manner – have open consultation with Wayúu children to 

monitor, evaluate, improve and put into action new and improved policies and strategies 

that are according to the present needs. 

2.     Quality Teaching – Training based on applied learning, integrative education, holistic, 

character-based teaching goals and culturally responsive pedagogy, teaching and learning 

methodologies and methods that require low technology, with Ethno Education hiring 

practices in place. 

3.     Wayúu Identity - Consideration of family involvement, ethno-education projects that 

engage students’ voices in harnessing cultural assets to improve community life. 

4.     Contextual Appropriateness and Cultural Needs – Modeling, materials, literature and 

language to reinforce positive cultural values and address basic survival needs. 

Conditions needed to advance Wayúu culture. Wayúu culture is the result of 

intellectual and day-to-day activities of the individual based on collective actions that, all 

accumulated, created the Wayúu identity. This is what the schools should preserve, defend and 
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revitalize with strong and well-defined curricula. Based on an ethno-education approach, the 

Wayúu curriculum should be diverse and include world best practices – e.g. game-based learning 

and enquiry-based learning -  including Indigenous education models from all over the world, 

especially from South and Central Americas, in order to revitalize the Wayúu cultural identity 

that is a production and circulation of meaning (O’Leary, 2007) and ways of thinking (Minkov, 

2013) that end up in a social construction based on the duality of culture that creates identity and 

identity which generates culture and being able to transcend notions of identity that create 

divisions between Wayúu and Alijunas and see each other as fellow being.  

Capacity development for policy implementation. The initiative to create a community 

center where all members of the Rancherias can meet, including children, holds great promise for 

further advancement of the learning processes at each Rancheria in the area of education, 

development, culture and so on. These places should be regarded as a place where knowledge 

about the above topics can be shared by all members of the Rancheria.  

Hybrid factors for an educational program and institutional capacity. At the heart of 

the desired process of social transformation for the Wayúu people should be a conviction that 

every Wayúu clan, every Wayúu Rancheria, every Wayúu family has the responsibility and right 

to mark out the path of its own progress towards the creation of environments where Wayúu 

children can learn and expand their knowledge and skills in Wayúu culture. To this end, 

education and training of children should be viewed as a means for unlocking children’s latent 

capacities, for contributing to the development and progress of their Rancherias and the Wayúu 

society at large.  

The future scenarios that I envision for Wayúu children with this dissertation that I hope 

to carry out with my key informants are: 
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1. Influence Wayúu children, parents, teachers and the Colombian and Venezuelan 

governments toward an education that is taught in Wayúunaiki, where Wayúu parents 

understand their role and collaborate with teachers and increase Wayúu cultural practices 

in and out of school. 

2. Empower Wayúu children with confidence, vocabulary and cognitive skills. 

3. Improve family and community relationships by creating spaces and opportunities that 

will bring harmony and unity and at the same time solve urgent challenges for the Wayúu 

people, i.e. exchange knowledge with different Wayúu clans and farmers from multiple 

locations of Colombia and Venezuela, to spread information about how to make the soil 

more nutritious, how to reduce pests and how to advocate for one another while working 

to feed the population of Wayúu people in La Guajira, Colombia, which is approximately 

400,000 people and the state of Zulia, Venezuela, which is approximately 700,00 people.  

4. Allow literacy to enable people to benefit from new freedoms and capabilities in order for 

them to release human potential among Wayúu children. Early grade reading competency 

is critical for school retention and future success. 

5. Empower Wayúu children with a culturally safe environment for them to become agents 

of change and positive contributors to society. 

6. Create a transition program from the Colombian program De Cero a Siempre [From Zero 

to Forever] to primary school. This program will bring together parents and teachers to 

consult about the best strategies and time to prepare them and the Wayúu children for 

primary school.  

7. Become a voice and a resource for the Wayúu people in their efforts in meeting their 

cultural needs realized in having and enjoying an educational program for their children. 
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8. Collect wisdom and important knowledge from their reservoir of cultural heritage and 

connect it to our Western model of education in ways that the world could benefit from 

and create more links between the Wayúu culture and the world.  

9. Contextualization is a key theme in this research which merits additional discussion and 

research. It seemed to be the result of at least two factors: extensive participation of 

Wayúu people (parents, grandmothers) and teachers, who presumably operated in a 

manner compatible with their culture (noted earlier); and also, knowledge of the existing 

long-standing mode of social organization.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusion and Directions for Further Research 

One of the key unstated points of this dissertation is directed to having to strengthen the 

Wayúu and Colombian educational institutions and governance especially within the context of a 

turbulent and troubled area such as La Guajira, Colombia in order to better understand what is 

involved in this effort. A few key informants stated that: 

The Wayúu foundations consult with the Colombian government about ways to improve 

our education towards an educational experience that is more Wayúu and meet our 

cultural needs. We meet and consult. Then we sign the agreements that we try to 

implement. We – the Wayúu people – don’t know how to implement the projects. Our 

people don’t have the education required to run the projects. We want our people to learn 

and run these projects, but we cannot. Also, our institutions are so weak that we cannot 

agree with any aspect of these projects. What a shame. Also, these Wayúu foundations 

have been manipulated by the government and we don’t trust them. This is another 

problem” (Wayúu teachers and principals, females, Rancheria Dividivi and Riohacha).  

“Due to ego and arrogance, there are divisions and fights in the Rancheria. Now there are 

divisions within the Rancheria: Parenska 1 & 2. Members are not happy with this 

situation but don’t know how to solve it, neither have the will to solve it. Therefore, there 

is no Governor Cabildo, a traditional leader of the community who serves the Rancherias 

and connects with the Government and NGOs. The Rancheria is deprived of Government 

programs and is missing opportunities for health and educational projects from the 

government and NGOs. (Wayúu teachers and mothers, females, Rancheria Parenska, 

Rancheria Frijolitos and Riohacha) 
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Despite widespread corruption, disunity and elite control of Colombian governmental institutions 

and organizations, Wayúu and Colombia’s Department of education are nonetheless 

functioning with well-intentioned leaders and officials who are doing their utmost to foster the 

right conditions in order to provide the environments for Wayúu children to meet their cultural 

needs. They are also working to improve the capability of Wayúu institutions to offer 

mechanisms that will allow for the flow of resources and people within the Rancherias and 

between Wayúu institutions and the Colombian government as described by the Wayúu teachers: 

Good projects and programs come to the Rancherias but as it comes, it goes. We don’t 

know what to do with these opportunities. We are thankful that the Colombian 

government thinks about us and wishes well for us, but we don’t know how to take 

advantage of them. They explain to us, but we don’t understand. (Wayúu teachers, 

female, Rancheria Parenska and Frijolitos) 

For example, children’s participation in educational affairs is translated into a Wayúu education 

based on Wayúu thought, literature, applied education and the manifestation of results through 

social media and curricula adaptations. This approach is indicative of an altruistic education 

(Langness, 2015) as effective elements for child-rearing education (Bolin, 2006) with 

storytelling in a cross-cultural setting (Ball and Pence, 2006), indigenous story-work – educating 

the heart, mind, body, and spirit (Archibald and Xiiem, 2008), the importance of place when 

engaged in research (Tuck and McKenzie, 2015; Wilson, 2008) and indigenous child 

development theory (Cajete, 1994). This approach can be complemented with an all-embracing 

world citizenship curriculum that will assist Wayúu children to connect to the world and have 

access to world knowledge. Below, are comments from one informant that created the degree in 

Ethno Education at the University of La Guajira, which testifies to this statement: 
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For example, we have an order for the establishment of the co-officiality Wayúunaiki 

language in the Guajira. The Guajira state is bilingual … There are no exchanges 

between the Wayúu and the Alijuna, What is happening to Wayúu people today? Of 

course, there are good examples that happen in the state of La Guajira. But in most cases, 

this exchange of ideas between a person who only speaks Spanish and a person who only 

speaks Wayúunaiki does not happen. So, this is the actual situation of the Wayúu people 

today. (Full-Time Professor, male, University La Guajira) 

There is a contract between a desired situation and reality. The ideal situation could be 

that culture could reproduce by itself and at the same time take advantage of what’s 

happening in the world. This means to continue to be Wayúu and at the same time to be a 

world citizen … What is interesting is that, in all the disciplines (field of knowledge), we 

can bring all the knowledge hidden in the depths of the Wayúu culture, without falling 

into the superficial, banal or folklore. This is the challenge of our ethno education system. 

It’s a type of education that is real, that responds to the needs and expectations of the 

Wayúu communities and at the same time, a Wayúu education based on the need and 

reality of the Wayúu experience and at the same time very open to the world. This is not 

easy. What do we have for a reality? (Full-Time Professor, male, University La Guajira) 

Low levels of Wayúu Technical Expertise in Cultural Educational Development  

Government investment in research focused on capacity-building and improving the low 

levels of Wayúu technical expertise in cultural educational development must be considered a 

priority. Most of the policy and institutional development work in countries where there is a 

significant number of Indigenous people such as in the USA, Canada, New Zealand and 

Australia is carried out by local indigenous technical experts, either from within the government 
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or elsewhere in the society. This is not the case in Colombia or Venezuela, which lacks enough 

Wayúu technical expertise to plan and implement programs and activities that could bring 

benefits for Wayúu children. This creates a reliance on experts from the Colombian government 

or from overseas, many of whom may not be familiar with the context in which the programs and 

activities are to operate. This is one of the central issues addressed by this dissertation – a factor 

that is not adequately dealt with in the mainstream education and indigenous culture literature. 

The Colombian government appears to be willing to continue its support for Wayúu 

foundations and organizations, perhaps driven by a desire to prevent a total stagnation of the 

education system in La Guajira. The effective functioning of Wayúu institutions and their 

relation to the Colombian government is seen as an antidote to the lack of progress of the Wayúu 

schools, so external support given to Wayúu Rancherias will continue. Efforts to strengthen 

Wayúu and Colombian institutions’ relationship are likely to continue even though there are 

questions about the effectiveness of the Colombian government’s initiatives to strengthen 

relations with Wayúu foundations and organizations, this work is a worthy subject of analysis: 

While they (Canada, USA, Australia) have a Ministry, we have only a division 

(department or section of the Ministry) [Dirección de Asuntos Indígenas, Ministerio del 

Interior - Department of Indigenous Affairs, Ministry of interior], so from here, 

Colombia has started to fail. We have a diverse ethnicity here in Colombia, including 

ethnic groups from Africa. Here we have many Indigenous people and we only have a 

department attached to the Ministry of education of Colombia. This shows that Canada is 

giving great importance to the Indigenous people, although they have many challenges. 

Here, we have different challenges such as malnutrition, and so on. This reflects the 

vision of what is happening here. Indigenous affairs are only a small section of the 
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government, giving little importance to our Indigenous people, while they are all over the 

country. The same situation exists in Venezuela and Brazil. They don’t give importance 

to the Indigenous people, a small division attached to a Ministry that is managed by 

Pedro, Pablo and so on [a non-Wayúu person] - we have failed big time. We have the 

public policies at the State level, but we lack the bureaucratic system to make things work 

- that articulate those policies from the central government to where the Indigenous 

people are. (Full-time Professor, male, University of La Guajira) 

Quality of Teaching 

Understanding how Wayúu children can best learn is a fundamental piece of the puzzle of 

the educational experience and it is the first step for the creation of curricula, educational spaces, 

the training of teachers, families, individuals and organizations that contribute to providing 

quality education, that respects, values and are aligned with an intercultural focus concerning the 

culture, language and way of being of the Wayúu people. Similarly, little is known about the 

learning models (process and systems) of the Wayúu people that can be implemented to offer 

quality education, raise literacy, promote the culture, ways of living and maintaining the Wayúu 

language. Externally imposed curricula, teaching methodologies and the creation of western-

style schools have been proven to fail, due to the lack of compatibility with the cultural context 

and local ownership of the Wayúu communities as well as misalignment with the rights of 

Wayúu people to create and design their own educational programs, often resulting in poor 

school performance and a waste of pedagogical resources. These shortcomings are particularly 

serious for children and their communities in critical areas where there is widespread poverty, no 

access to basic services, poor transportation, lack of infrastructure and no consolidated 

consideration given to provide for the local deficiencies as being fundamental requirements. A 
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deterioration of already critical conditions may further compromise the Wayúu children’s 

performance at school and their overall well-being in their communities and even trigger the 

stagnation of the whole education system: 

The standards (general objectives and course overview) come from the Ministry of 

Education, and here they (head office in El Pajaro) filter an ensemble within their 

curriculum. Yes, because the curriculum from the Ministry of Education is global (for all 

of Colombia), so each head office (each head office manages many satellites schools and 

full schools), will take the national curriculum and adjust it to each culture (in this case 

the Wayúu culture, and for these Wayúu Clans). (Wayúu teacher, female, Rancheria 

Parenska and Wayúu teacher, female, Riohacha) 

Altruism, Literacy and Institutional Development. The pedagogical model comes 

alive in the processes of teaching and learning. For this reason, an educational program that 

meets the needs of Wayúu children implies, in its design and application, an understanding of the 

educational reality of the Wayúu children in addition to its varied socio-cultural phenomena and 

complexities devoid of any context. In addition to experience, knowledge and consensus, this 

dissertation proposes a flexible, dynamic, dialectic relationship between the articulating elements 

of the pedagogic process. 

In Colombia, with its history of internal conflicts, especially with Indigenous people, 

including the Wayúu, an educational model such as Full-Circle Learning presents an alternative 

educational model based on pivoting a learning unit around one habit-of-heart, integrating it into 

each academic content area and their personal choices, applying the arts and hands-on skills to 

teach it to others, and infusing it into relevant conflict resolution dilemmas and opportunities to 

help the family and to address authentic community needs (Full-Circle Learning, 2020).  
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This individualized yet group educational model offers to each student the opportunity to 

stay aligned with his/her developing sense of character and self-mastery, as well as to offer 

his/her skills, knowledge and capacities at the service of the community towards creating 

encouraging and positive environments (Langness, 2020). 

Based on these guidelines, the research conducted for this dissertation has started a 

process to define the characteristics of the curricular requirements generated by the needs of the 

Wayúu children and proposes that there be flexibility as a transversal strategy for the design and 

structuring of the factors required for their educational program. The trend of social development 

is towards greater globalization and, from this perspective, the curricular structure must account 

for it. However, globalization intrinsically demands high levels of collaboration, mutual aid and 

reciprocity, knowledge and information from the locals in order to turn it into an object for 

global use. Unfortunately, other tendencies confront it, for example, the one that raises the local 

environment with intrinsic values as the foundation of recognition for one's knowledge, must be 

trained in history and culture. 

Define Wayúu Identity 

Seeing culture as a way of living of the Wayúu community, with stability and change 

across generations, focusing children’s participation on cultural practices and approaches to life 

including involvement in schooling, learning and practicing Wayúu games, dances, crafts and 

farming, showing respect to Elders, and so on. Such practices relate to each other in dynamic 

coordinated patterns of community life that meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children.  

At present, there is no official cultural curriculum within the Instituto Colombiano de 

Bienestar Familiar [Colombian Institute for Family Well-being], nor is there one with the 

Wayúu culture. Wayúu organizations have been politicized to the point that the main objective of 
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the curriculum is to meet international and national commitments in terms of literacy outcomes, 

omitting to teach the Wayúu culture, resulting in weakness in terms of curricula quality and 

rigour. There should be curricula with strong content in ways of living of the Wayúu people, 

along with their artistic, agricultural, farming and commerce activities, also, knowledge about 

how a Wayúu child should behave, their traditional roles in the family and society and 

knowledge of Wayúu stories and history for the Wayúu children to build a Wayúu conscience. 

On the other hand, prejudice and hatred between the Wayúu and the Alijunas are present 

and rampant and Wayúu children are learning these dangerous habits of thought and examples. 

Institutional development can play an urgent role in fostering the means for Alijunas to learn 

about the Wayúu culture and people, to create positive and healthy environments where justice 

can prevail. Likewise, the Wayúu people need to become more tolerant and learn ways on how to 

consult and cooperate with the Alijunas, as well as with the Colombian government and society, 

in general.  

One concrete way to support the Wayúu identity is by creating a dictionary. This 

dictionary could be illustrated and suggested ideas on how to use it. This dictionary will have 

three-fold goals. Firstly, to support language acquisition in Wayúunaiki, Spanish and English and 

secondly, to be used for Alijunas in Colombia and around the world. This tripartite dictionary 

would also contribute to the preservation of the Wayúunaiki language, Wayúu culture and ways 

of living. 

Presently, a disruptive Wayúu cultural need and loss of identity are threatening the new 

generation of Wayúu children and youth, which coincides with the danger of the total loss of the 

Wayúu culture over the next 20-30 years. There is a notable concern from Wayúu Elders, 

Palabreros, who are the mediators responsible for fixing any problem, along with Wayúu 
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traditional authorities, parents and occasionally Wayúu youth and children regarding their loss of 

identity and, soon after, their culture: 

Wayúu women don't like to get married to a Wayúu. The more Wayúu women marry 

with Alijuna, the more Wayúu culture will be lost. The Wayúu culture will disappear in 

2-3 generations. Everything [culture and ways of living] has started to disappear. The 

Alijuna culture is very attractive and difficult to resist. (Wayúu artist and doctor, male, 

Riohacha and Wayúu teacher, female, Dividivi) 

Dowry: give money to the family of the girl. Uncles from the mother’s side have made 

this tradition into a business. Before the man would take responsibility for the girl and 

there was a union between families. Now as soon as you have money, you can buy a girl 

and there is no relation between families. This tradition has been corrupted. Palabrero: 

lawyer, a mediator. It is excellent art. But he has been influenced by the government and 

personal interest. When you get married to a Wayúu girl, you also get married to the 

whole family. The Wayúu culture due to abuse of power corrupts good balance and 

healthy traditions. (Wayúu artist and doctor, male, Riohacha) 

I noticed that today’s grandmother doesn’t know about Wayúu culture as their 

grandmother of 30 or 50 years ago. This loss of Wayúu culture has happened since the 

1900s. (Wayúu teacher and activist, female, Rancheria Dividivi) 

There is an urgent need to redefine the education programs for Wayúu children and try to 

coordinate and join efforts with all Wayúu foundations and the Colombian government to tackle 

this problem and find concrete solutions. This inter-institutional consultation should include the 

voices of Wayúu children because they are the objective and goal of the whole effort. Wayúu 

children’s voices should be present at every step and level of negotiations and agreements. All 
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efforts put into practice up to the present have produced poor results and never have the voices of 

children been included. Perhaps, for the first time, by listening and understanding the cultural 

needs of Wayúu children, the new educational programs proposed could set in motion a new age 

for the Wayúu culture and identity. 

Contextual Appropriateness and Cultural Needs 

The changes of cultural needs across generations in La Guajira in the last three 

generations in some ways resemble the changes experienced by many Indigenous people in Latin 

America (Becker, 2013). The context that Wayúu children live in today is very different from 

that of their parents and remarkably different from that of their grandparents. Policies and 

programs that have worked, today if they don’t adapt to the current context, will not work and 

sometimes cause harm. Being mindful of this rapid dynamic and context is key in the elaboration 

of contextually appropriate curriculum, educational plans and policies that are essential 

characteristics of a unified approach, inasmuch as Wayúu and the world are closely related 

together and each is influenced by the other or derive benefit therefrom. Discussions among PAR 

partners and informants highlighted the need for a deeper examination of some Wayúu 

customary practices that may act as barriers to greater participation of Wayúu children in the 

Rancherias affairs. 

The Wayúu children’s parents have had challenges in providing a stable emotional and 

social environment, which has a direct impact on the Wayúu children’s school performance. Due 

to many physical factors - lack of food, water, electricity - Wayúu children are not developing 

the skills needed to function independently and are not contributing to their Rancherias in 

meaningful ways. 
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Based on direct observation, interviews with Elders, parents and Wayúu children, they 

agreed on separate accounts – they won’t share this belief in a gathering – that it will be a good 

idea to ask and consult Wayúu children about their needs and interests. A Wayúu child and one 

of my key informants along with her cousins and friends of ages between 4 and 9, many times, 

on different occasions and ways, expressed that they wished that their mothers, teachers and 

grandmothers would ask them what they needed and wanted. Also, they stated that they will 

never ask them and if they do, they will never pay attention and put into practice their point of 

view. Another key informant, a Wayúu teacher and principal, stated that it is not part of the 

Wayúu culture to hear the voices of children and this must change. By reinforcing the 

“appropriate” Wayúu culture, while setting aside those traditions, not in the best interest of the 

child, the parents, grandparents and teachers can cease carrying on the former practice of 

ignoring rather than honouring children’s voices. In this case, the next generation has a say in 

what is appropriate, but their collective voice will best support cultural values when inspired by 

well-directed community goals and a strong school and Rancheria vision. 

The quality of education that is imparted in indigenous contexts must consider the 

sociocultural, linguistic and ecological relevance, the sense of land tenure and the territory of 

origin, the world view, the forms of political, economic and social organizations, which revalue 

their pedagogy and historical processes, within a model of republican, democratic, participative 

and protagonist formation. Wayúu education is specific, natural and should be aligned with 

ethno-education and endogenous development, which according to indigenous thought that 

originates in nature, community and family, as well as in the millenarian adaptation to 

ecosystems, areas that are irreplaceable referents of their cultural development. 
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This dissertation focused on a relatively small piece of the Wayúu’s broader situation: an 

analysis of the factors required for an educational program that meets the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children aged 5-8. The dissertation presumes that it is useful to better understand these 

factors as part of an on-going effort to improve educational programs related to cultural needs for 

Wayúu children in La Guajira, Colombia. It found that some factors seemed more relevant and 

important than others and identified factors related to these different levels of contextual and 

cultural appropriateness. 

Personal Development and Enlightenment 

I am grateful to have had the opportunity to touch many souls and connected with like-

minded people who share similar approaches to education and have contributed to the 

advancement of the Wayúu people and the world.  

As an educator, reflecting on the nobility of the Wayúu people also instills in me a drive 

to ensure that everyone I encounter in my teacher’s path learns this. And above all, that being a 

mother or father is an honourable blessing. 

By living with the Wayúu people (in their lands) and doing research with the Wayúu 

people to bring about a positive change, required a great deal of will, ideas, resources and time. 

Everyone involved in any change must reach a level of unity of thought in action – including 

shifts in mindsets and habits - if we want to work towards a lasting and impactful improvement. I 

witnessed a fragmented yet recurrent sign of unity, therefore the positive changes were reflected 

at that pedagogic level resembling a type of unity.  

To search for the truth in this dissertation, I have followed these steps that have assisted 

me to grow and gain new levels of understanding to offer higher and meaningful acts of service: 

search with patience and perseverance; search with an open mind (set aside our fondest ideas and 
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our preconceived notions); and an intense desire for the objective of this research, an ardour and 

burning passion to be truthful in my dissertation’s findings.  

I have gained a great deal of awareness of the development of the conscious and 

subconscious mind and its epigenetics. At the same time, I have learned that from the time of the 

embryo’s outset until the age of seven, our subconscious mind is being programmed by our 

senses through our close relatives, without any questioning, or discernment by our conscious 

subjectivity. These epigenetic programs will form our personality, thoughts and feelings for the 

rest of our life. It is a discovery that has and will change my awareness and interactions with my 

children and all the children of the world.  

The skills (creativity, judgement, communication, organization, persistence through the 

written and verbal communication) and qualities (an analytical mind, a people person, quick 

thinker, the ability to stay calm, sympathetic and systematic) acquired will serve me well to 

render higher levels of service to the Wayúu people and Aboriginal people around the world. 

I believe that this dissertation was well suited for my personal goals and vision of 

becoming a world citizen and was in keeping with my aim of changing and contributing 

positively to the advancement of my fellow human beings.  

The Bahá'í writings emphasize that the result of our efforts must be seen in our character 

and our actions. I want to stress that this dissertation is the bedrock by which action should take 

place. It is by my deeds and actions that I will be judged and this dissertation is the testimony 

that I put forward in earning my degree with willingness and an ability to serve, in the hopes that 

I will make a more meaningful, impactful and right service to the Wayúu children and the world.  

I want to share the standard by which I wholeheartedly pursued all of my deeds and 

actions: 
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Be generous in prosperity, and thankful in adversity.   

Be worthy of the trust of thy neighbour and look upon him with a bright and friendly 

face.   

Be a treasure to the poor,  

    an admonisher to the rich,   

    an answerer of the cry of the needy,   

    a preserver of the sanctity of thy pledge.   

Be fair in thy judgment and guarded in thy speech.   

Be unjust to no man and show all meekness to all men.   

Be as a lamp unto them that walk-in darkness,   

    a joy to the sorrowful,   

    a sea for the thirsty,   

    a haven for the distressed,   

    an upholder and defender of the victim of oppression.   

Let integrity and uprightness distinguish all thine acts.   

Be a home for the stranger,   

    a balm to the suffering,   

    a tower of strength for the fugitive.   

Be eyes to the blind, and a guiding light unto the feet of the erring.   

Be an ornament to the countenance of truth,   

    a crown to the brow of fidelity,   

    a pillar of the temple of righteousness,   

    a breath of life to the body of mankind,   
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    an ensign of the hosts of justice,   

    a luminary above the horizon of virtue,   

    a dew to the soil of the human heart,   

    an ark on the ocean of knowledge,   

    a sun in the heaven of bounty,   

    a gem on the diadem of wisdom,   

    a shining light in the firmament of thy generation,  

    a fruit upon the tree of humility. (Bahá'u'lláh, 1988, p. VIII, emphasis added) 

Personal Limitations 

The following points are personal challenges that I encountered while I was in Colombia and 

Venezuela collecting data and working with my informants.  

1. There was a need to build relationships with Wayúu people, especially with children, as 

they are so much in need of it, as well as carrying out educational activities that will 

create a positive and encouraging environment for parents and children. During my stay 

in La Guajira, I was a teacher, as all children call me, and a “Children Class Teacher” 

using the Ruhi Institute materials (The Ruhi Institute). A few times a week, at every 

Rancheria where I was carrying out my research, I offered these classes as a venue to 

build authentic relationships and give back to the communities, especially the children. 

These classes proved to be the key to open relationships with all members of the 

Rancheria and gain respect from all of them, in a short period. However, the purpose of 

these materials was to provide spiritual education to the children. This was a venue to 

build relationships, get to know each child and parent, show who I am to the Rancheria, 

show why I was in their territory and ultimately, to collect data. Due to the limited time at 
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the Rancherias, the level of the relationships was not well established, nor was a 

significant level of trust which comes only after a fruitful relationship has been 

established. The time to develop friendships and show the benefits of my research was 

greatly limited, especially when I was visiting five different Rancherias.  

2. A true challenge was to find the place and time to hold gatherings with children. Parents 

were skeptical about this approach. Some families opened their homes at the beginning of 

my research, for others it was only in the last three weeks of my stay in La Guajira that 

parents opened up and allowed me to meet with their children at their homes. On the 

other hand, the children were not prepared to be asked for their opinions, much less for 

ways to change, adjust and improve their situation in their Rancherias and schools. This 

was a new experience for these Wayúu children and one they enjoyed very much – 

putting them in the center of their experience, as the protagonist of their own life.  

3. The role of Wayúu children themselves in their support towards my understanding more 

about their life experiences in their early years was a major strength for this research. 

However, due to Wayúu culture and traditions, for example, adults are expected to talk, 

chat and mingle with other adults unless one is a teacher of Wayúu children and such 

interactions with children should only happen during the school hours. It was a challenge 

for me to think through various challenges and issues to conduct effective, robust and 

worthwhile early childhood research with my PAR partners and deal with this Wayúu 

way of living because many of my PAR partners did not treat children as equals due to 

power relations. Also, to obtain the truth of any matter from Wayúu children sometimes 

had its limitations because children tend to see me as an adult and someone with power 
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and authority, when I asked questions, sometimes I knew they were responding in ways 

that pleased me. 

4. During my interactions with the Wayúu people, especially with children, I acknowledge 

and make clear that Wayúu children were a vital aspect of my dissertation, that I was 

sensitive to Wayúu children’s participation and felt that listening to children was a crucial 

part of my research, putting into action the Indigenous story work principles Four R’s 

(Respect, Reverence, Reciprocity, Responsibility). Body language was often rich and just 

as telling as their oral contributions and full of meaning though I was at odds to express 

and describe it fully in this research. Developing ways to decipher body language is a 

limitation to this research because body language information was not collected, nor was 

I able to decode many communications with the Wayúu people and between them. 

5. Transportation was a challenge. Every day I had to travel in different cars with different 

people who were willing to take me to the Rancherias for a sum of money. Many people 

including the Wayúu people expressed their views that this practice was a dangerous one 

to do but it was the only way, for me, to visit the Rancherias. Another option was to buy a 

motorbike, but I did not have the funds to purchase a bike. At times, I was late to arrive 

for the start of the school day and had to go back home. Many times, I was not able to go 

back home because I could not find anyone to take me. Also, once the sun is down, it is 

very dark and more dangerous to travel.  

6. Food and water. I became a mobile mini grocery store during my whole stay in La 

Guajira. It is a normal practice that a visitor brings a present to the family. For myself, I 

chose to buy food and water since food and water was the most precious and appreciated 

present. This was an extra item on my daily agenda; I had to go to the supermarket, every 
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day and buy food and water for myself and for the family that I would visit the next day. 

This was a limitation for the research as much time was needed doing these extra 

activities, including the transportation challenges, which would take me away from 

collecting data at the Rancherias.  

Lessons Learned 

1. Engage children, youth, and adults meaningfully in the research process – everyone should 

have a clear vision of education – create opportunities and spaces where Wayúu children 

can share and express their ideas, hopes and wishes. Preparation is always needed when 

having to create positive environments where children can feel love and be welcomed. 

Appreciation is key for children to feel comfortable and be willing to speak out, 

especially in front of their parents – which is, in this case, contrary to their culture 

(Wayúu parents never ask or seek their children’s input in any matter, including their 

training and education).  

2. Value unique knowledge, perspectives and experiences: several educators, researchers and 

institutions such as the University of La Guajira (Riohacha, Colombia) and University of 

Zulia (Maracaibo, Venezuela) which are seeking ways to research into the Wayúu culture 

and translate that information into different disciplines such as law, medicine, agriculture, 

astronomy and so on. Also, it is important to give-voice to the Wayúu children in order 

for them to be included in public fora and events where they can express their ideas on 

activities and events that affect them.  

3. Empower children to identify and implement practical solutions and strategies to support 

their cultural needs and become effective contributors to their Rancherias. Include games 

as a teaching method that could increase school performance and student engagement.  
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4. Encourage adult stakeholders to support children in their efforts to pursue a variety of 

realistic, meaningful and spiritually based strategies.  

5. Monitor and evaluate how the research process and outcomes impact and affect the lives of 

children with consideration given to their safe and meaningful engagement within a well-

rounded Wayúu educational environment. And, 

6. In many instances, it is not that the recommendations and policies of this research with 

regards to meeting the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-8 have not yet been fully 

envisioned, but rather that Colombian, Venezuelan and Wayúu institutions and 

organizations lack the means and collective will and coherence to reach agreement on and 

move towards implementation. To develop to a higher, better, or more advanced state, 

requires more than foresight: what is needed are new patterns for making and 

implementing collective decisions. This dissertation’s primary questions lie at the heart of 

the Colombian, Venezuelan and Wayúu governance itself and it is on this front that the 

insights of the Bahá’í teachings are perhaps most significant, such as elimination of 

extremes of wealth and poverty, taxation and voluntary giving, decent work, rethinking 

prevailing modes of collective decision making and universal education (‘Abdu’l-

Bahá, 1875: Lopez-Claros, Dahl, Groff, 2020: Roser, 2018; The Bahá’í Faith, 2021).  

Directions for Further Research 

Postscript - There is a hopeful promise with more learning in store. International, 

Colombian, Venezuela and Wayúu people’s efforts to meet the educational needs of Wayúu 

children is a complex, long-term proposition that requires considerable research.  

It is important that the theories developed as new paradigms from the Wayúu construct, 

navigate to other fields of science and, above all, that they are read, cited and understood by 
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scholars from other parts of the world. In this connection, the literature review and findings 

suggest there is scope for further rigorous experimental research on the impact of educational 

programs which are responsive to the Wayúu context and which adheres to principles for the 

conduct of research with Wayúu communities.  

The critical living conditions of the Wayúu people – especially the lack of water and the 

means to get food – emphasize the extent to which the Wayúu society must change its attitude 

before a solution to these problems can be found. It is not simply a matter of economics; the 

solution deeply involves the adoption of ethical and moral principles at the grassroots of each 

Wayúu clan as well as among Colombian and Venezuelan government officials at the municipal, 

provincial/state and national levels.  

The Wayúu culture has been designed to foster unity that allows positive and sustainable 

relationships. However, since the 1900s with the arrival of the Spanish and Italian catholic 

missionaries and more recently with the inclusion of Colombian and Venezuelan government 

programs that are not contextually appropriate, the Wayúu people are in a dire situation with 

regards to their educational, social, economic and political realities. Being mindful of my Bahá’í 

principles and beliefs stated in Chapter 1 - the necessity for a universal language, a universal 

curriculum, independent investigation of reality, gender equality, freedom of all types of 

prejudice - the possible scenarios proposed can produce and result in an approximation of the 

culturally appropriate education that it once was and can be again. It will be worthwhile to 

analyze the Bahá’í principles and beliefs in the Wayúu context and assess how effective such 

principles and beliefs are practiced by the Wayúu people in their Rancherias and how the Bahá’í 

principles and beliefs could support the cultural needs of Wayúu children in Colombia and 

Venezuela.  
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The methodology based on a dialogue between knowledge from the Wayúu and the West 

should allow us to find and understand the different epistemological positions and the richness 

that this practice can generate for the benefit of Wayúu children.  

The adoption of several recommendations offered in this dissertation, running them by 

local people, with minimal cost and supported by national and international organizations is a 

practical way to start and meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children. By motivating and 

empowering the Wayúu people with their knowledge, by revitalizing the community with an 

operating culture, enhancing their culture, each member of a Wayúu Rancheria would experience 

an assured success in the long-standing entrenchment of their Wayúu culture.  

This dissertation hopefully contributes to this important body of research.  

The following is a list of questions that as a result of this dissertation, require further study 

and research.  

1. How Wayúu traditional customs can be adapted to further assist Wayúu children to 

develop what they need for current times and embrace the world with greater openness 

while remaining connected to their culture and heritage? 

2. How do Wayúu children learn naturally? How can we create a coherent environment for 

positive, progressive and spiritual education and training of children?  

3. Which Wayúu pedagogies should be preserve and taken to the school? What elements of 

the Wayúu pedagogy should be reinforced in the school to meet their cultural needs and 

increase learning outcomes? 

4. What are the boundaries in this kind of knowledge? How and Who defines those limits? 

5. What can be understood by factors and elements of the Wayúu pedagogy and learning?  
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6. What is the traditional knowledge and the cultural and intellectual heritage of the Wayúu 

society? 

7. We want our children to see themselves as brothers and sisters to humankind. We want 

our children to be equal partners with others engaging in humble efforts to be of service 

and promote peace, justice and prosperity. And we want our children to know that the 

suffering of one, means the suffering of us all. What can inculcate that level of 

selflessness in a child and how can we help them see themselves as a part of one human 

family?  

8. Which institutions are needed to offer a coherent culturally appropriate education to 

Wayúu children? 

9. How have spiritual teachings influenced development thinking and practice?  

There is considerable unevenness in the ways that different societies are coping with the 

difficulties arising from the present challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic and its 

consequences which have prompted renewed warnings about environmental challenges ahead. In 

many parts of the world, including La Guajira, hope has become a depleted resource. There is a 

mounting realization on the part of the Wayúu people that the years ahead are set to bring with 

them challenges among the most daunting that the Wayúu family has ever had to face. The 

current global health crisis is but one of such challenges, the ultimate severity of whose cost, 

both to lives and livelihoods, is yet unknown, efforts and support will certainly need to be 

sustained and expanded.  

Policies addressing the introduction of new energy technologies must carefully consider 

questions concerning fairness and the administration of law, especially those relating to Wayúu 

people. I appreciate that some activities have had to be suspended (closing of the school and 
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extra-curricular activities that are unsuited to current conditions have had to be set aside for a 

time). However, while certain school activities have been temporarily closed, others have opened 

up and new means have emerged for strengthening existing patterns of activity. Unity has been 

essential to progress during this time. Wayúu teachers have been learning to work as a team with 

the entire community to continue educating their children. Wayúu teachers are going out of their 

way for their students (teachers are allowed to do home visit and continue with the school year) 

striving to achieve educational quality and promoting Wayúu and moral concepts that have been 

like pillars of strength during this unprecedented time.  

Wayúu people are becoming, by necessity, more ingenious and more conservative with 

their resources. This should provide a lesson about what works. I am hoping we can use this 

educational unprecedented period as a time to take climate change more seriously. What Wayúu 

people are doing in response to COVID-19 may carry over to what needs to be done for the state 

of emergency of climate in La Guajira, Colombia and Venezuela. Consequently, I cautioned that 

an energy transition which so many people believe is just an inherently good thing could be 

looked at 10 years from now as having led to the displacement of Wayúu Rancherias, which the 

Wayúu people have done and continue to do so. Assumptions about the Wayúu economy, the 

environmental impact of consumerism, health and happiness, all of which have enormous social 

and environmental implications, are now being challenged: 

The foundation of the environmental, economic and social crises that all peoples face 

today is a spiritual crisis. These significant problems cannot be solved without some 

agreement among the peoples of the world about who we are as human beings: What is 

our moral responsibility to one another and as trustees of the planet? What principles can 

we unite around? So, when we speak of the oneness of humankind, it is not just about 
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fellowship and kindness, but a call to construct a different world with a new approach to 

resolving problems that, as this virus has shown, are intricately interconnected. After this 

crisis, we may have an opportunity to take steps in this direction. (The Bahá’í 

International Community, 2021)  

The traditional understanding of tolerance: 

Tolerance is too thin a foundation for a world of religious difference and proximity. It does 

nothing to remove our ignorance of one another and leaves in place the stereotype, the half-

truth, the fears that underlie old patterns of division and violence. In the world in which we 

live today, our ignorance of one another will be increasingly costly. (The Pluralism Project 

- Harvard University) 

This definition of tolerance does not offer a solution for the increasingly complex issues of the 

Wayúu people, issues that require much to be accomplished in the way of understanding and 

building actual bridges between beliefs. The Wayúu community and the Alijunas will need to 

establish common ground, which must first be established with knowledge. Gaining knowledge 

about the Wayúu culture is not difficult; this dissertation is a source of this knowledge. This 

dissertation describes an example of separate-but-diverse segregation.  

It is vitally important to emphasize the need for new theories and concepts of how the 

Wayúu society should be organized and how relationships between the Colombian and 

Venezuelan governments and the Wayúu people should be conceived for the building of deeper 

and sounder foundations which will meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children in addition to 

contributing to a more prosperous, healthy and peaceful society. 
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Appendix A 

Questions Used In La Guajira, Colombia - March, April, May 2017 

Interview Guide Questions. Used for Informants, children, parents, elders, teachers and 

other participants on this dissertation 

1. Ways of living and common practices - (Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

1.1 What role does formal education play in child-rearing development? 

1.2 Do Wayúu people see formal education as an important factor in the development of 

their children? Why? 

1.3 What aspect of the Wayúu ways of living should be preserved and practiced in formal 

education? 

1.4 What elements of the Wayúu knowledge could contribute to support formal 

education? i.e., oral narrative such as storytelling. 

1.5 From a Wayúu perspective, what theories would support this research? 

The purpose of these five related questions was to get a general overview of informant 

familiarity with education and its relationship with the ways of living of the Wayúu people, and 

an overall sense of their view of the effectiveness of these efforts. 

2. Value system and belief about education (driving forces of change) - purpose of education - 

(Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

2. 1 How a child of 5-8 years old should behave? What are their roles in the community?  

2.2 What are your beliefs about education? What distinctive factors of the Wayúu culture 

should be taught and reinforced in school?  

2.3 For how long (# of days a year and # of hours per day) children should go to school? 

What they should learn about? Who should go to school and why?  
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2.4 Are you happy with the education that your children receive in school?  

The purpose of these four questions was to start to understand the core beliefs of the Wayúu 

people about education and their importance and to prepare the informant to discuss 

characteristics of a particular age with which they could situate their responses and to identify 

factors related to the education effectiveness for this particular age. 

3. Culture - Current situation towards cultural safety - (Children, Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

3.1 What are the dresses, ornaments, drawing and tattoos that children should have and 

their significance?  

3.2 What ritual children should learn and practice and its significance for the education 

and development of their children? 

3.3 Food and Moving. 

3.3.1 Preferred food of the children? Is there a food system: regularity, amounts, 

etc.? Periodic food and out of schedule? Malnutrition: cause and local solutions. 

3.3.2 Moving: age of children when they can go out by themselves? What are the 

areas of the Rancheria where children can go by themselves? When and with 

whom children can go out of the Rancheria? What activities children do out of the 

Rancheria?  

3.4 Play.  

3.4.1 Solitary games according to gender 

3.4.1.1 Games without toys 

3.4.1.2 Games with toys: type of toys (traditional or commercials) and 

who make the toys. 

3.4.1.3 Time of each game 
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3.4.1.4 Space of the game 

3.4.2 Games with other children according to gender 

3.4.2.1 With whom they play (siblings, other children, etc.) 

3.4.2.2 Prohibited games 

3.4.2.3 Imitation games from adults 

3.4.3 Games with adults 

3.4.3.1 Type of games with family 

3.4.3.2 Type of games with other adults 

3.4.3.3 Limits of participation of children in adult’s games 

3.5 Relationships 

3.5.1 Relationships within the family (according to stage and gender) 

3.5.1.1 With whom the child is mostly related? 

3.5.1.2 Relationship with mother (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.3 Relationship with father (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.4 Relationship with siblings (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.5 Relationship with uncles (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.6 Relationship with grandparents (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.7 Relationship with cousins  (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.8 Language used in previous relationships 

3.5.2 Relations outside the family (according to stage and gender) 

3.5.2.1 Relationship with children outside the family 

3.5.2.2 Relations with adults outside the community 

3.5.2.3 Relations with the elderly 
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3.5.2.4 Relations with Wayúu adults 

3.5.3 Conflicts 

3.5.3.1 Conflict between siblings: causes and development 

3.5.3.2 Conflicts with children 

3.5.3.3 Conflicts between children and adults in the family 

3.5.3.4 Conflicts between children and adults outside the family 

3.5.3.5 How conflicts are resolved 

3.5.4 What are the most frequent faults of children? 

3.5.5 With what attitude do adults respond to children's faults? 

3.5.6 With what behaviours adults react to children's faults? 

3.6 Expressions of personality (according to gender and age) 

3.6.1 Character 

3.6.1.1 What are the elements to say that a child has good character? 

3.6.1.2 What are the major differences in character between boys and 

girls? 

3.6.1.3 From what age the child has the character he will have as an adult? 

3.6.1.4 What are the elements to say that a child has a bad temper? 

3.6.1.5 What measures are used to achieve good character? 

3.6.2 Affectivity 

3.6.2.1 Who expresses affection towards children and how? 

3.6.2.2 Towards whom the child expresses greater affectivity? 

3.6.2.3 What behaviours express affectivity? 

3.6.2.4 Good and bad samples of affectivity? 
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3.6.2.5 What are the differences in the expression of affection between 

children and adults? 

3.6.2.6 How the affection of the parents towards the children is expressed? 

3.6.3 Mental states 

3.6.3.1 What are the strongest emotions in children? 

3.6.3.2 What are the most important causes of laughter? 

3.6.3.3 What produces more pleasure in children? 

3.6.3.4 What are the most important causes of crying? 

3.6.3.5 What causes anguish and anxieties in children? 

3.6.3.6 What are children afraid of? 

3.6.3.7 Why sometimes children are sad or melancholic? 

3.6.3.8 Why sometimes children are aggressive? 

3.6.3.9 Aggressiveness is encouraged or repressed? (how and why) 

3.6.4 Representing the world of children 

3.6.4.1 What are the questions most asked by children? 

3.6.4.2 What do children dream about? 

3.6.4.3 What stories do children know? 

3.6.4.4 Identify childish beliefs about birth, death, the world after death, 

plants, etc. 

3.6.5 Expectations of adults towards children 

3.6.5.1 What characteristics are desirable in children 

3.6.5.2 Describe a good boy 

3.6.5.3 Describe a good girl 
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3.7 Education 

3.7.1 Traditional education 

3.7.1.1 Figures that intervene in the transmission of knowledge 

3.7.1.2 What is taught to a child, according to the different ages between 

5-7? 

3.7.1.3 Time spent teaching children 

3.7.1.4 Methods for the transmission of knowledge (How is it taught?) 

3.7.1.4.1 Learning the language 

3.7.1.4.2 Learning for protection 

3.7.1.4.3 Learning the spatial paths inside and outside the 

Rancheria 

3.7.1.4.4 Geographical areas 

3.7.1.4.5 Time learning 

3.7.1.4.6 Learning about flora and fauna, its difference 

and treatment 

3.7.1.4.7 How the child learns his place in the family 

and in society (according to gender) 

3.7.1.4.8 Learning of procreation and sexuality 

3.7.1.5 Songs, stories and educational history (examples) 

3.7.1.6 Rituals of initiation (what, how, where, who, why) 

3.7.1.7 Children with learning disabilities (what is done, etc.) 

3.7.2 Religious education 

3.7.2.1 Elders teach children? (What, how, etc.) 
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3.7.2.2 Children learn to heal? (what, how, etc.) 

3.7.2.3 Do priests and nuns teach children? 

3.7.3 School 

3.7.3.1 Existence inside or outside the community 

3.7.3.2 Type of school (government, churches, etc.) 

3.7.3.3 Function and grades 

3.7.3.4 Age of admission 

3.7.3.5 Child of one or more ethnicities 

3.7.3.6 Wayúu or Colombian teachers 

3.7.3.7 Intercultural bilingual system 

3.7.3.8 Schedule 

3.7.3.9 Feeding 

3.7.3.10 Activities 

3.7.3.11 Opinion about school 

3.7.4 Media education 

3.7.4.1 In the houses are there radios, phones with internet and 

televisions? 

3.7.4.2 Are children recipients of all types of media? 

3.7.4.3 Which type of media do you see or hear more often? 

3.7.4.4. Is there control on the part of adults? 

4.7.4.5 Opinion about radio, phone with internet and television 

3.8 Work activities 

3.8.1 Learning (according to gender) 
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3.8.1.1 How children learn work with adults? 

3.8.1.2 Children's games and children's games that mimic the work of 

adults 

3.8.1.3 Aid provided by children in adult work 

3.8.1.4 Girls in the house, in the Rancheria, fishing  

3.8.1.5 Boys in the house, in the Rancheria, fishing  

3.8.1.6 Crafts 

3.8.2 Child labour (by gender) 

3.8.2.1 Work activities that children do alone 

3.8.2.2 From what age 

3.8.2.3 Paid work 

3.8.2.4 Opinion on child labour 

3.9 The cultural place of children 

3.9.1 Children in the house 

3.9.1.1 Where children sleep? by age and gender 

3.9.1.2 Place where children spend most of their daytime? 

3.9.2 Social activities 

3.9.2.1 Occasions in which children can participate 

3.9.2.2 Occasions in which children cannot participate 

3.9.2.3 Sexual relations between parents 

3.9.3 Medical activities 

3.9.3.1 Do the children attend childbirth? 

3.9.3.2 Healing Assistance 
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3.9.4 Religious activities 

3.9.4.1 Elders religious activities 

3.9.4.2 Burials 

3.9.4.3 Wayúu religious ceremonies 

3.9.5 Special Situations 

3.9.5.1 Orphaned children (place, consideration, who cares for them, etc.). 

3.9.5.2 Children of single mothers 

3.9.5.3 Twins (experience and treatment) 

3.9.5.4 Difference in treatment between boy and girl 

3.9.5.5 Place of the first-born 

3.9.5.6 Treatment differences for the smallest child 

3.9.5.7 Place of the son of parents of different indigenous ethnicities 

3.9.5.8 Place of the son of Colombian and Wayúu parents. 

3.9.6 Stories of boys and girls 

3.9.6.1 Children's antics 

3.9.6.2 Stories of lost children 

3.9.6.3 Ancestral history about children 

3.9.6.4 Jokes with and of children 

3.9.6.5 Dreams about children 

3.9.6.6 The Dreams of Children 

One purpose of this section was to learn from the informants their view about culture and some 

of its dimensions - rituals, traditions, food and moving, play, games, relationships, and 

personality. This would bring out information on the extent to which the cultural needs were a 
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continuous, evolving, and ever-changing matter. These questions were designed to elicit 

information on aspects of their daily life and interactions such as work activities, and cultural 

place of children, and the role of their children and projections of their activities for their 

families and communities - this would indicate its level of awareness and contextualization for 

their educational experience. It also sought information on the process involved: what the various 

participants actually did, such as support and encouragement for educational activities, methods 

of transmission of knowledge, the role of the school in the community, benefit and opportunities 

with formal education, religious education, etc., an issue which was the core of this dissertation. 
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Appendix B 

Questions Used in La Guajira, Venezuela - May and June 2016 

1 Ways of living and common practices - (Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

1.1 What role formal education play in child rearing development? 

1.2 Do Wayúu people see formal education as an important factor in the development of 

their children? Why? 

1.3 What aspect of the Wayúu ways of living should be preserved and practiced in formal 

education? 

1.4 What elements of the Wayúu knowledge could contribute to support formal 

education? i.e., oral narrative such as storytelling. 

1.5 From a Wayúu perspective, what theories would support this research? 

The purpose of these five related questions was to get a general overview of informant 

familiarity with education and its relationship with the ways of living of the Wayúu people, and 

an overall sense of their view of the effectiveness of these efforts. 

2. Value system and belief about education (driving forces of change) - purpose of education - 

(Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

2. 1 How a child of 5-7 years old should behave? What is their role in the community?  

2.2 What are your beliefs about education? What distinctive factors of the Wayúu culture 

should be taught and reinforced in school?  

2.3 For how long (# of days a year and # of hours per day) children should go to school? 

What should they learn about? Who should go to school and why?  

2.4 Are you happy with the education that your children received in school?  
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The purpose of these four questions was to start to understand the core beliefs of the Wayúu 

people about education and their importance and to prepare the informant to discuss 

characteristics of a particular age with which they could situate their responses and to identify 

factors related to the education effectiveness for this particular age. 

3. Culture - Current situation towards cultural safety - (Children, Elders, Parents, Teachers) 

3.1 What are the dresses, ornaments, drawing and tattoos that children should have and 

their significance?  

3.2 What ritual children should learn and practice and its significance for the education 

and development of their children? 

3.3 Food and Moving. 

3.3.1 preferred food of the children? Is there a food system: regularity, amounts, 

etc.? Periodic food and out of schedule? Malnutrition: cause and local solutions. 

3.3.2 Moving: age of children when they can go out by themselves? What is the 

area of the Rancheria where children can go by themselves? When and with 

whom children can go out of the Rancheria? What activities children do out of the 

Rancheria?  

3.4 Play.  

3.4.1 Lonely games according to gender 

3.4.1.1 Games without toys 

3.4.1.2 Games with toys: type of toys (traditional or commercials) and 

who make the toys. 

3.4.1.3 Time of each game 

3.4.1.4 Space of the game 
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3.4.2 Game with other children according to gender 

3.4.2.1 With whom they play (siblings, other children, etc.) 

3.4.2.2 Prohibited games 

3.4.2.3 Imitation games from adults 

3.4.3 Games with adults 

3.4.3.1 Type of games with family 

3.4.3.2 Type of games with other adults 

3.4.3.3 Limits of participation of children in adults’ games 

3.5 Relationships 

3.5.1 Relationships within the family (according to stage and gender) 

3.5.1.1 With whom the child is mostly related? 

3.5.1.2 Relationship with mother (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.3 Relationship with father (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.4 Relationship with siblings (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.5 Relationship with uncles (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.6 Relationship with grandparents (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.7 Relationship with cousins  (indicate characteristics) 

3.5.1.8 Language used in previous relationships 

3.5.2 Relations outside the family (according to stage and gender) 

3.5.2.1 Relationship with children outside the family 

3.5.2.2 Relations with adults outside the community 

3.5.2.3 Relations with the elderly 

3.5.2.4 Relations with Wayúu adults 
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3.5.3 Conflicts 

3.5.3.1 Conflict between siblings: causes and development 

3.5.3.2 Conflicts with children 

3.5.3.3 Conflicts between children and adults in the family 

3.5.3.4 Conflicts between children and adults outside the family 

3.5.3.5 How conflicts are resolved 

3.5.4 What are the most frequent faults of children? 

3.5.5 With what attitude do adults respond to children's faults? 

3.5.6 With what behaviours adults react to children's faults? 

3.6 Expressions of personality (according to gender and age) 

3.6.1 Character 

3.6.1.1 What are the elements to say that a child has good character? 

3.6.1.2 What are the major differences in character between boys and 

girls? 

3.6.1.3 From what age the child has the character he will have as an adult? 

3.6.1.4 What are the elements to say that a child has a bad temper? 

3.6.1.5 What measures are used to achieve good character? 

3.6.2 Affectivity 

3.6.2.1 Who expresses affection towards children and how? 

3.6.2.2 Towards whom the child expresses greater affectivity? 

3.6.2.3 What behaviours express affectivity? 

3.6.2.4 Good and bad samples of affectivity? 
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3.6.2.5 What are the differences in the expression of affection between 

children and adults? 

3.6.2.6 How the affection of the parents towards the children is expressed? 

3.6.3 Mental states 

3.6.3.1 What are the strongest emotions in children? 

3.6.3.2 What are the most important causes of laughter? 

3.6.3.3 What produces more pleasure in children? 

3.6.3.4 What are the most important causes of crying? 

3.6.3.5 What causes anguish and anxieties in children? 

3.6.3.6 What are children afraid of? 

3.6.3.7 Why sometimes children are sad or melancholic? 

3.6.3.8 Why sometimes children are aggressive? 

3.6.3.9 Aggressiveness is encouraged or repressed? (how and why) 

3.6.4 Representing the world of children 

3.6.4.1 What are the questions most asked by children? 

3.6.4.2 What do children dream? 

3.6.4.3 What stories do children know? 

3.6.4.4 Identify childish beliefs about birth, death, the world after death, 

plants, etc. 

3.6.5 Expectations of adults towards children 

3.6.5.1 What characteristics are desirable in children 

3.6.5.2 Describe a good boy 

3.6.5.3 Describe a good girl 
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3.7 Education 

3.7.1 Traditional education 

3.7.1.1 Figures that intervene in the transmission of knowledge 

3.7.1.2 What is taught to a child, according to the different ages between 

5-7? 

3.7.1.3 Time spent teaching children 

3.7.1.4 Methods for the transmission of knowledge (How is it taught?) 

3.7.1.4.1 Learning the language 

3.7.1.4.2 Learning for protection 

3.7.1.4.3 Learning the spatial paths inside and outside the 

Rancheria 

3.7.1.4.4 Geographical areas 

3.7.1.4.5 Time learning 

3.7.1.4.6 Learning about flora and fauna, its difference 

and treatment 

3.7.1.4.7 How the child learns his place in the family 

and in society (according to gender) 

3.7.1.4.8 Learning of procreation and sexuality 

3.7.1.5 Songs, stories and educational history (examples) 

3.7.1.6 Rituals of initiation (what, how, where, who, why) 

3.7.1.7 Children with learning disabilities (what is done, etc.) 

3.7.2 Religious education 

3.7.2.1 Elders teach children? (What, how, etc.) 
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3.7.2.2 Children learn to heal? (what, how, etc.) 

3.7.2.3 Do priests and nuns teach children? 

3.7.3 School 

3.7.3.1 Existence inside or outside the community 

3.7.3.2 Type of school (government, churches, etc.) 

3.7.3.3 Function and grades 

3.7.3.4 Age of admission 

3.7.3.5 Child of one or more ethnicities 

3.7.3.6 Wayúu or Colombian teachers 

3.7.3.7 Intercultural bilingual system 

3.7.3.8 Schedule 

3.7.3.9 Feeding 

3.7.3.10 Activities 

3.7.3.11 Opinion about school 

3.7.4 Media education 

3.7.4.1 In the houses are there radios, phones with internet and 

televisions? 

3.7.4.2 Are children recipients of all types of media? 

3.7.4.3 Which type of media do you see or hear more often? 

3.7.4.4. Is there control on the part of adults? 

4.7.4.5 Opinion about radio, phone with internet and television 

3.8 Work activities 

3.8.1 Learning (according to gender) 
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3.8.1.1 How children learn work with adults? 

3.8.1.2 Children's games and children's games that mimic the work of 

adults 

3.8.1.3 Aid provided by children in adult work 

3.8.1.4 Girls in the house, in the Rancheria, in the fishery ... 

3.8.1.5 Boys in the house, in the Rancheria, in the fishery ... 

3.8.1.6 Crafts 

3.8.2 Child labour (by gender) 

3.8.2.1 Work activities that children do alone 

3.8.2.2 From what age 

3.8.2.3 Paid work 

3.8.2.4 Opinion on child labour 

3.9 The cultural place of children 

3.9.1 Children in the house 

3.9.1.1 Where children sleep? by age and gender 

3.9.1.2 Place where children spend most of their daytime? 

3.9.2 Social activities 

3.9.2.1 Occasions in which children can participate 

3.9.2.2 Occasions in which children cannot participate 

3.9.2.3 Sexual relations between parents 

3.9.3 Medical activities 

3.9.3.1 Do the children attend childbirth? 

3.9.3.2 Healing Assistance 
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3.9.4 Religious activities 

3.9.4.1 Elders religious activities 

3.9.4.2 Burials 

3.9.4.3 Wayúu religious ceremonies 

3.9.5 Special Situations 

3.9.5.1 Orphaned children (place, consideration, who cares for them, etc.). 

3.9.5.2 Children of single mothers 

3.9.5.3 Twins (experience and treatment) 

3.9.5.4 Difference in treatment between boy and girl 

3.9.5.5 Place of the first-born 

3.9.5.6 Treatment differences for the smallest child 

3.9.5.7 Place of the son of parents of different indigenous ethnicities 

3.9.5.8 Place of the son of Colombian and Wayúu parents. 

3.9.6 Stories of boys and girls 

3.9.6.1 Children's antics 

3.9.6.2 Stories of lost children 

3.9.6.3 Ancestral history about children 

3.9.6.4 Jokes with and of children 

3.9.6.5 Dreams with children 

3.9.6.6 The Dreams of Children 
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Appendix C 

Letter Of Consent for The Wayúu Parents 

Interview will be conducted either at the school or at home 

My name is Wilmer Felipe Pulido Vargas, and this dissertation project is part of the requirement 

for a Doctor in Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University. I am from Venezuela, and I am 

honoured to be welcome to live here at your Rancheria and be able to meet you. 

The goal of my research is to help understand the factors required for an educational program that 

meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children between 5 to 8 years old in La Guajira, Colombia.   

I would like to be able to ask your children some questions that are foreseen to last a maximum of 

60 minutes. The foreseen questions will refer to (1) Food and moving (2) Play, (3) Relationships, 

(4) Expressions of personality, (5) Education, (6) Work activities, (7) The Cultural Place of 

Children, (8) Activities at School, and (9) Activities at Home. 

This document constitutes an agreement to allow your child to participate in my research project. 

In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a 

Doctor of Social Sciences degree, I will also be sharing my research findings with my supervisor, 

Dr. Philip Cook, and my committee members. The information collected will be used for my final 

dissertation paper. Also, for conference presentations in Canada, and Colombia. 

Participants in this research will have an opportunity to be part of the dissertation research project, 

and to be part of a research that could lead to a change to the educational conditions of the Wayuú 

Children of Colombia. 
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I could answer any questions before proceeding. Information will be recorded in hand-written 

format and/or voice/video recording.  

Your child is not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose for your child 

to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not 

to participate in this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence.   

By signing this letter, you give free and informed consent for your child to participate in this 

project. 

  

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________ 

  

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix D 

Introduction Letter to Wayúu Parents 

My name is Wilmer Felipe Pulido Vargas, and this dissertation project is part of the requirement 

for a Doctor in Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University.  I am from Venezuela, and I am 

honoured to be welcome to live here at your Rancheria and be able to meet you. 

 The goal of my research is to help understand the factors required for an educational program that 

meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children between 5 to 8 years old in La Guajira, Colombia.   

I am aiming to hold a dialogue with your child that is foreseen to last a maximum of 60 minutes.  

The foreseen questions will refer to (1) Food and moving (2) Play, (3) Relationships, (4) 

Expressions of personality, (5) Education, (6) Work activities, (7) The Cultural Place of Children, 

(8) Activities at School, and (9) Activities at Home. 

Participants in this research will have an opportunity to be part of the dissertation research project, 

and to be part of a research that could lead to a change to the educational conditions of the Wayuú 

Children of Colombia. 

I am hoping to listen and to learn from your children. This exercise is very humble and its approach 

and nature, and I hope to gain a great deal of insight. Thank you for the opportunity to serve your 

community.  
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Appendix E 

Introduction Letter to Wayúu Students 

Conducted either at school or at home 

My name is Wilmer Felipe Pulido Vargas, and this dissertation project is part of the requirement 

for a Doctor in Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University.  I am from Venezuela, and I am 

honoured to be welcome to live here at your Rancheria and be able to meet you. 

The goal of my research is to help understand the factors required for an educational program that 

meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children between 5 to 8 years old in La Guajira, Colombia.   

This dialogue is foreseen to last a maximum of 60 minutes. The foreseen questions will refer to 

(1) Food and moving (2) Play, (3) Relationships, (4) Expressions of personality, (5) Education, (6) 

Work activities, (7) The Cultural Place of Children, (8) Activities at School, and (9) Activities at 

Home. 

In participating in this research, you will be part of a research that could lead to a change to the 

educational conditions of the Wayuú Children of Colombia. 

I appreciate your time and input on this research.  
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Appendix F 

Research Consent Form 

My name is Wilmer Felipe Pulido Vargas, and this dissertation project is part of the requirement 

for a Doctor in Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University.  My credentials with Royal 

Roads University can be established by telephoning [Professor Siomonn Pulla, School Director 

+1-250-391-2600, extension 4392]. 

This document constitutes an agreement to participate in my research project, the objective of 

which is to aim to help understand the factors required for an educational program that meet the 

cultural needs of Wayúu children between 5 to 8 years old in La Guajira, Colombia.   

The research will consist of open-ended, semi structure interviews, survey, video and/or voice 

recording; and is foreseen to last a maximum of 90 minutes.  The foreseen questions will refer to 

(1) What needs to be learned to increase the understanding of the cultural needs of Wayúu 

children?, (2) What are the factors required for an educational program for Wayúu children?, (3) 

What are the conditions that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an educational 

experience that is aligns with their cultural needs?, and (4) What are the appropriate policies and 

strategies that will provide adequate education and support literacy for Wayúu children in La 

Guajira, Colombia?. In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial 

fulfillment for a Doctor of Social Sciences degree, I will also be sharing my research findings with 

my supervisor, Dr. Philip Cook, and my committee members. The information collected will be 

used for my final dissertation paper. Also, for conference presentations in Canada, and Colombia. 
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Participants in this project will have an opportunity to be part of the research design proposal, and 

to be part of a research that could lead to a change to educational conditions of the Wayuú Children 

of Colombia. 

I could answer any questions before proceeding. Information will be recorded in hand-written 

format and/or voice/video recording. At no time will any comment be attributed to you unless your 

specific agreement to attribute that comment has been obtained beforehand. All documentation 

will be kept strictly confidential. 

An electronic copy, with no public access, will be held for a period of one year at Royal Roads 

University unless the client has indicated the report is to be returned for confidentiality reasons. In 

certain circumstances, future Doctoral/Ph.D. learners may review the report, provided permission 

has been obtained from the report writer. 

You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you 

are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in 

this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence.   

By signing this letter, you give free and informed consent to participate in this project. 

 

 

Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________ 

 

Signed: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: _______________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix G 

Research Overview for Wayúu People 

Cultural Needs of Wayúu Children Aged 5-8. 

 

Why am I here? We would like to you participate in a research project.  

 

What is the name of the research project? The name of the research project is: “What are the 

factors of an educational program that meets the cultural needs of Wayúu children aged 5-7, in 

La Guajira, Colombia”. 

 

What is the purpose of the research project?  The research is focused on working with Wayúu 

children, their parents, family and key informants who would like to learn and contribute to this 

subject. We also hope that Wayúu children, their parents, family, and key Wayúu and non-

Wayúu informants’ ideas will play an active role in changing policies and practices to 

meaningfully involve Wayúu children in processes that affect their lives. (e.g., what to include in 

their curriculums). 

 

Who is conducting the research? The research is being conducted by Wilmer Felipe Pulido 

Vargas. Wilmer is from Venezuela, whose residence is in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Wilmer is 

working on completing his doctorate in Canada at Royal Roads University. Wilmer has worked 

for many years working with children and young people in many countries around the world, and 

with Wayúu children and youth in Colombia and Venezuela. I believe that children’s voices and 

perspectives are important in decision making that affects their lives. 
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What types of questions does the research hope to answer? The research hopes to answer 

questions about What needs to be learned to increase the understanding of the cultural needs of 

Wayúu children? What are the factors required for an educational program for Wayúu children? 

What are the conditions that would allow Wayúu children to advance towards an educational 

experience that is aligns with their cultural needs? What are the appropriate policies and 

strategies that will provide adequate education and support literacy for Wayúu children in La 

Guajira, Colombia? The research also hopes to answer questions about how policies and 

practices can be developed or changed to actively engage Wayúu children in issues that affect 

their lives (e.g., the design and implementation of curriculum, school design, teaching 

methodologies, language, and parent engagement). 

 

Who are we working with? The research is working with Wayúu children from 0 to 12 years old, 

their parents and family, and key Wayúu and non-Wayúu informants in La Guajira, Colombia.  

 

What does be a participant in the research mean? Over the next few months, we would like to 

meet with you several times. During these sessions, we would like to work with you using some 

fun and engaging activities and tools (e.g., photography, art, drama, video) to answer the 

research questions and develop a process for change. We would like Wayúu children, their 

parents, family and key informants to take an active role in the activities, the analysis, and 

creating actions. We also hope to bring Wayúu children, their parents and families together to 

provide Wayúu children opportunities to share their ideas and play an active role in changing 

policies and practices to support Wayúu children in sharing their views and perspectives. 
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Why does the research want to work with Wayúu children? We want to work with you because 

we feel it is important to understand the cultural needs of Wayúu children, and we want to 

encourage adults to work with Wayúu children when designing processes and making decisions 

that affect them. 

 

Do I have to participate? It is important for you to know that you do not have to participate in 

the activities if you do not want to, even though your parents have provided with their consent 

and permission. Participation is completely voluntary and you are free to say that you do not 

want to take part. You have the right to make this decision and we do not want you to feel 

pressured by someone else. The decision to participate is yours. 

 

What if I am not old enough to give consent? We want all participants to make the decision if 

they want to participate or not. For all participants under the age of 18, we also need consent 

from your parents or guardians.  

 

What if I give consent and then change my mind? Even if you decide to give consent for your 

children to participate and join the activities, you can change your mind for whatever reason at 

any time. You should not feel bad about making this decision. Everyone has the right to change 

his/her mind. We also do not want you to feel pressured to give consent and/or participate. If you 

decide that you do not want to participate any longer, we ask that you please tell me at any time. 

I want to make sure you are okay. I also want to understand why you have made this decision so 

that we can improve. You do not have to tell us why if you do not want to. This decision is up to 
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you. If you decide to withdraw from the project, we will ask you if the data gathered up until that 

point can be used or not. It is up to you to make this decision and whatever you decide will not 

affect you negatively. 

 

What benefits will I receive from participating? I will provide with Bahá’í children class and 

Ruhi courses, and I will provide water and food for the Wayúu children during our time together. 

I hope that through the research, Wayúu children will feel more confident to share their ideas 

with others and will have the opportunity to collaborate with young people and adults to create 

changes to involve Wayúu children in decisions that affect their lives. I think your contributions 

could benefit all young people who wish to share their stories about issues that affect their lives. 

 

What are some of the risks of participation? Some of the activities might ask questions about 

things some Wayúu children find personal or difficult to answer. If any of the activities or 

questions make you feel uncomfortable or you don’t want to answer or participate, you do not 

have to. This is your choice and deciding not to answer or participate will not affect you 

badly/negatively.  

 

How will information be recorded? I would like to record information gathered during our time 

together through photos, videos, notes, art, drama, and voice recording. I will only do so if you 

agree and say it okay. I will seek consent for each type of recording. You can agree or decline to 

each format. 
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I want to capture as much as I can because I think what you have to say and share is very 

important and I want to make sure I hear exactly what you say. If you do not want me to use a 

camera or voice recorder this is okay. I can take notes by hand. It is important that you feel 

comfortable and I can adapt to suit your needs.  

 

What about privacy, confidentiality and anonymity? Because we are working in a group, it is 

difficult for us to ensure that the information will be kept private. As a group we will come up 

with group guidelines on how to respect the wishes of the group, including how information can 

be shared outside the group or not. 

 

If you would like to share some personal information in private with us, you can do this. We will 

keep this information confidential except if the information you share is putting you at risk. We 

have a responsibility to report to legal authorities if we know of any illegal activity like child 

abuse. We will talk to you about this first before we share the information. 

 

How will the anonymity of participants be protected? In all the research documentation we will 

not use your names. Instead, we will use code numbers or pseudonyms to represent each 

individual participant. We will not use your names to protect anonymity. 

 

All data will be stored on Wilmer’s bag and computer. Only Wilmer and the participants 

themselves will have to access to the raw data. Participants will also have access to their raw data 

because it is theirs.  
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Once the study is complete all records or documentation will be kept for five years. It is up to the 

participants to decide how they wish the information to be archived and/or destroyed before and 

following this 5-year period. 

 

How will the results of the research be used and how will participants be informed of the 

research results? The results of the research will be used to help prepare Wilmer’s Doctoral 

Dissertation and prepare key reports, videos, policy papers, etc. I will also work to identify how 

you wish to share the results. It is important that participants have a say in how the research 

results will be used and applied, as the information gathered belongs to you. If any raw data (e.g. 

creative outputs, recordings, or photographs) or results are going to be used for other reasons or 

in other ways not agreed upon by the group, additional permission is required. 

 

The research results will be shared with the Wayúu children, their parents, families and key 

informants throughout the research process through verification sessions. We consider these 

sessions to be very important. 

 

What if I have questions? If you have any questions about the research before it begins or 

during the process, please ask and we will do our best to answer them for you. The contact 

details for the research team are below: 

● Wilmer Pulido’s mobile: +57-000-000-000 

● Wilmer Pulido’s email: wilmer.pulido@royalroads.ca 
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Appendix H 

Recommendations 

Investing in Wayúu people’s socioeconomic resilience is critical to breaking the cycle of 

induced poverty, starting by educating Wayúu children. Each Rancheria should create the 

conditions to have space or a community center where knowledge related to Wayúu culture, 

education and ethno-education can be generated and shared among community members, 

including children, in a culturally safe space. 

I believe that children’s voices and perspectives are important in decision-making that 

affects their lives. For example, any policy tries to increase school attendance should involve the 

children themselves. Equally important, is to support and accompany the Elders (grandmothers) 

who wish and desire to continue with the Wayúu ways of living, mainly with the Oralidad [Oral 

Culture], since a large part of the Wayúu culture is transmitted in that way. By focusing and 

working alongside the children and grandmother, a great part of the work needed to meet the 

cultural needs of Wayúu children is achieved. With the practice of interculturality (cross-cultural 

dialogue between Wayúu and Colombian people) as a methodology and a practical strategy for 

the exchange of knowledge and assets, there is an opportunity for children to share and express 

their ideas, hopes and wants of what and how their cultural needs can be met. Interculturality is a 

scenario of articulation and interaction between the reality of peoples (Wayúu and Colombian), 

social organizations (Wayúu and Colombian government), community and academia. Some 

practical ways to achieve this goal and the factors of an educational program for Wayúu children 

– (1) institutional development, (2) quality teaching, (3) Wayúu identity, (4) contextual 

appropriateness and cultural needs - are the following:  
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Institutional Development 

1. Strengthening institutional development by contextualization and 

endogenization. The present reality, even that of the Rancherias studied in this 

dissertation, is increasingly complex and interrelated.  Interculturality is an imbalance. 

Educational institutions, in order to function in the world today, must rely on the fusion 

of disciplines. Academic rigidity typified by excessive academic load - long academic 

hours - traces, as well, a path of inflexibilities to the detriment of institutions, students 

and teachers.  

2. Human capacity building - especially for Wayúu parents - should be the focus in order 

to create the right conditions for development to occur at each Rancheria. Members of the 

Rancheria must develop the capacity to take responsibility and stop blaming the 

government of Colombia, members of the Rancheria, family members and so on for the 

misfortunes that occur daily. A series of workshops for Wayúu parents could be designed 

to promote the awareness, importance and impact of education for Wayúu children and 

overall, for the advancement of the Wayúu people.  

3. Create or rehabilitate spaces where members of the Rancheria, including 

children, consult about their affairs. The channels of communication among 

members of the Rancherias that I worked with – five in total – are broken. Only during a 

funeral or an emergency, some members will consult. The belief system, the activities 

and communal events that unite all members of the Rancherias are not there, are not 

working. The daily struggle for food, water, health and hygiene is occupying the mind of 

everyone, creating stress, resentment, frustration and at some moments, desperation. Each 

Rancheria should create the conditions to have space or community centers through 
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which knowledge related to Wayúu culture, education, ethno-education and so on can be 

generated and shared among community members, including children.  

4. Assign roles and responsibilities. It takes a village to educate a child. A strong 

educational system is the cornerstone of any country’s growth and prosperity. Assign to 

each member of the family and all members of a Rancheria (Elders, adults and youth) 

roles and responsibilities in order to assist their children to attend school, meet their 

cultural needs and achieve literacy. 

5. Strengthen the science and art of consultation. It is advisable to not place 

wholehearted reliance on information from a few local actors but to seek multiple sources 

of advice before proceeding with program design. Due to tensions between Wayúu 

institutions and the Colombian government, reliance on advisors from these two groups is 

complicated and, at times, disputes and conflicts are the results. In the case of initiatives 

for Wayúu children, they are the ones who pay the consequences for these conflicting 

situations.  

6. Wayúu leaders and civil collaboration in curriculum design. This collaboration of 

the design will assist Wayúu children to learn all Wayúu activities and become active 

participants of the Rancheria. The collaborators – government and Wayúu leaders – will 

come in to assist the process. The Wayúu children are the focus of the curriculum and 

Elders have the authority to pass on the culture. The curriculum will assist in meeting the 

needs of Wayúu children by learning, using, and practicing the Wayúu culture. For 

example, a course designed to teach Wayúu children about agricultural knowledge and 

practices could be staffed by local Wayúu people who are closely connected to the area’s 

food production systems. Teachers and assistants will work with Wayúu children to learn 
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about the application of sustainable systems of food production on small experimental 

plots of land. Coordination and planning will be needed in advance with local Wayúu 

organizations and the Colombian government in order to get water, material, seeds and 

other necessary equipment to carry out the practices. These insights will then be shared 

with Wayúu farmers in each Rancheria and will involve their expertise and time to 

encourage teachers, assistants and the Wayúu children. The time allotted for these 

practices should be part of the school day.  

7. Creation and support of programs and activities (from inside the Wayúu culture 

such as a literacy program) geared to meet Wayúu cultural needs. Colombian and 

Wayúu institutions should provide support and resources that will fit the Wayúu culture 

and meet the cultural needs of Wayúu children and share them broadly in social 

media. Programs must emerge from the Wayúu people to become owned by the Wayúu 

people.  

8. Create spaces to hear the voices of Wayúu children. Clearly state in the curriculum 

and extra-curricular activities the need to have a balanced educational experience where 

Wayúu children can distinguish what is and what is not Wayúu knowledge, custom, 

tradition, art, games, music and so on. To become a world citizen, I would not focus on 

asking a child to reject identities outside their own culture but to encase the best of their 

own messages of cultural identity within the shell of their identity as a member of the 

human family, which won’t dwell on sorting of “is” and “isn’t” s. Also, by focusing on 

the “best of” Wayúu culture and setting aside traditions not in the best interest of the 

child, the teachers may honour traditional values without continuing the former restraints 

on honouring children’s voices. 
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9. Wayúu culture believes that cultural education knowledge lies at the center of 

social progress for the whole Wayúu society and that knowledge obtained must 

be from, and to the benefit of, the Wayúu perspective and culture. Wayúu 

foundations can support this belief by programs and activities, through the introduction of 

cultural agricultural practices in the curriculum for Wayúu children. This knowledge 

should be community-based, and ultimately, the means through which knowledge related 

to sustainable food production can be generated and shared among Rancheria members 

and among Wayúu Rancherias. 

10. Create a fair and just system to hire teachers. There is a need to remove from 

Wayúu authorities– Wayúu traditional authority – the power and authority to decide who 

will teach at their schools. There should be an open process based on qualifications, 

credentials, experience and educational vision or pedagogy. Teachers with an ethno-

education degree, willing to do what it takes to teach Wayúu children in a Rancheria, 

have been denied the opportunity to work because the Wayúu traditional authority won’t 

accept them. Instead, the Wayúu traditional authority chooses a family member, most of 

the time without any educational background and without an ethno-education degree, to 

be the teacher because the Wayúu traditional authority exercises political clout, extra 

revenue, currying favour and leverage on the family member. Wayúu traditional 

authorities exercise nepotism. 

11. Support the degree of ethno-education. Wayúu foundations and Wayúu authorities 

should work with the University of La Guajira to support the degree in ethno-education. 

Wayúu authorities must choose teachers who have an ethno-education degree to teach 

their children. Also, Wayúu foundations and authorities must put all effort into their 
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children to finish high school, and for those who are willing and are capable to teach, 

attending university and opt for the degree in ethno-education.  

Quality Teaching 

1. Connect curricula with Wayúu culture and the development of skills. In everyday school 

activities, teachers must try to incorporate cultural aspects in their lessons, geared 

towards the establishment of hard and soft skills. 

2. Create spaces to practice and enjoy Wayúu cultural activities. Teachers should 

accompany their students in practicing Wayúu cultural activities – mainly in the areas of 

arts and sports – to create a sense of achievement and support. Teachers should learn new 

teaching methods that include games.  

3. Teachers should teach in Wayúunaiki. To achieve this goal, teachers should have an 

ethno-education degree because by obtaining this degree, the teacher can read, write and 

understand Wayúunaiki. Teachers without this degree, although they can be Wayúu and 

know how to speak, they don’t know how to read, write and understand a text in 

Wayúunaiki. The incorporation of a teaching assistant system to provide aspiring 

teachers, current Ethno-education students and concerned community members 

opportunities to serve is important. This would allow Elders to participate in a daily and 

oftentimes, one-on-one fashion. This program can be instituted in each Rancheria, easily 

enhance communication between the generations, teachers and Elders. Eventually, this 

practice could evolve as a formal position or a part-time teaching assistant. This system 

will evolve from a volunteer to a paid position, created by grass-root and not by 

outsiders. 
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4. Teachers should understand and value the cultural needs of Wayúu children and become 

an expert in their practice. For example, teachers should understand the child’s 

background, to ensure that their connection to the land can be enhanced in forming 

Wayúu knowledge. This goal can be accomplished by sharing Wayúu stories in relation 

to La Guajira.  

5. Becoming agents of change. An emerging position for the Wayúu people to realize is that 

education alone can release the potential of each Wayúu child to become an individual 

that inspires change. This will allow the cultivation of self-esteem and motivation and 

will lead to becoming agents of change for their Rancherias. Furthermore, increasing 

literacy will improve the Wayúu economy and that of Colombia. The Holistic thinking 

approach to literacy should be to advance the understanding that Wayúu children can 

make a positive change and should see themselves as part of their Rancheria and the 

world. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the ethno-education methodology to transform 

both the Wayúu child and the Wayúu Rancheria. With ethno-education, the Wayúu 

children will acquire attitudes, qualities, skills, knowledge and capacities that will enable 

and contribute to their own education, At the same time, they will become active 

members of their Rancherias in a systematic process and will build a prosperous Wayúu 

society which every Wayúu has been desiring for a long time.  

6. To offer extra-curricular activities. Extra-curricular activities such as arts and sports 

activities, tutorials, children’s activities with Wayúu games and games with western toys 

in good condition. These activities should be run by teachers with an ethno-education 

degree.  
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7. Teachers will train students on how to use the internet. Teachers should offer a series of 

workshops about the best practices to use the internet and get access to information that is 

valuable, pertinent and useful.  

Define Wayúu Identity 

1. Foster appropriate values in meeting cultural needs for Wayúu children. Try to ensure 

that teachers express love and kindness towards all Wayúu children while they encourage 

Wayúu children to learn and enjoy Wayúu culture. 

2. Recognize and acknowledge the richness of Wayúu knowledge and how this knowledge 

can contribute to Wayúu children’s training and education. 

3. By showing and practicing with Wayúu children their customs, traditions, arts, games, 

cuisine, agriculture, farming and commerce activities, it will enable them to understand 

and value their culture and the Colombian culture.  

4. Teachers, parents, Elders and members of the Rancheria should encourage a culturally 

safe environment in order to connect Wayúu children to the Wayúu culture. 

5. Daily create opportunities in and out of the school to connect Wayúu children to their 

culture. For example, by using a dictionary daily.  

6. Teachers, parents, Elders and other members of the Rancheria should empower Wayúu 

children to understand, appreciate and love their culture. This is a very concrete way to 

get out of this stagnation, laziness, blockage, lack of interest where we are now. Recover 

the interest and motivation of the parents. This is a more complex task, but we need to do 

it. We must work with the parents. 

7. Contextual Appropriateness of Wayúu Cultural Needs 
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8. Create spaces for Wayúu children to have the opportunity to learn their own cultural 

ways of living by showing and doing daily activities in and out of school, where Wayúu 

children can realize the practicality of the Wayúu culture in their lives. Classrooms are 

designed for indoor activity and the playground to learn Wayúu games/arts and hands-on 

education. The use of the school in the evenings and weekends will assist Wayúu children 

to learn and practice their culture. 

9. An aspect greatly affecting the transmission of Wayúu culture and building the Wayúu 

identity to Wayúu children is the fact that the mother is the only person responsible for 

the material and spiritual education and training of her children, according to Wayúu 

traditions and way of living. With the advent of schools within Wayúu Rancherias, now 

the mother will share this responsibility with the teacher. One of the main factors, 

according to Elders and grandparents is the fact that the mother has the full responsibility 

to keep the house in good condition, to cook, to clean and so on; therefore, the Wayúu 

women and mothers have many responsibilities. These responsibilities have increased 

exponentially with the lack of water. Children are not receiving time and attention from 

their mothers; they are not learning about the Wayúu culture; they have been put to work 

at a very early age – sometimes by four years old – and they are not enjoying this early 

stage in life as a child. There should be consultation among the Wayúu people, including 

teachers and Wayúu traditional authorities, to consider this issue and start to find 

solutions. This factor – a mother’s level of education and engagement - must be solved. 

10. Some practical strategies to enhance mainstream school activities where the Wayúu 

culture can be taught and learned are the following: (1) Prepare spaces where Wayúu 

children can express their points of view. (2) Motivate Wayúu children to write and speak 
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in Wayúunaiki, enhancing the opportunity to show the vastness of the Wayúu culture to 

their teachers, parents, Elders, traditional authorities and all members of the Rancheria. 

For example, in some classes, a teacher asks each student to tell a story in response to a 

particular question about cultural value, as the teacher writes the key narrative points in 

their native language on the board. The process helps the class contextualize and 

personalize the concepts while collecting student-told stories reflecting the culture and 

language. Exposure of Wayúu children to Wayúunaiki language followed by Spanish. 

Wayúu culture comes first. 

a. Examples to assist the Wayúu people to become, once again, a prosperous and resilient 

society.  

b. Jaguey – the Wayúu people must have their Jaguey full of water: traditionally this is an 

element of a Wayúu Rancheria, a sign of life and prosperity 

c. La Rosa – Wayúu people should have their agriculture back as they have practiced it for 

centuries. La Rosa is a traditional Wayúu form of agriculture. Usually, several families 

get together and plant seasonal fruits and vegetables such as beans, corn, yucca, 

watermelon, melon, sorghum, enough for their daily diet. Wayúu children participate in 

these activities and this part of the Wayúu culture is taught to them. Also, this will 

alleviate the daily burden on their parents and themselves to work and find ways to help 

their families to obtain food. Due to the lack of water and high prices of seeds and 

agricultural materials, Wayúu people are not having their space to practice their 

agriculture and are forced to go to the city and buy food. Many times, Wayúu children 

must accompany their parents to help to sell their products to buy food. Consequently, 

Wayúu children do not attend school. 
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d. Corral for children – a space where children can learn and play Wayúu games. Bringing 

the culture back by practicing culturally oriented activities daily. Moving forward the 

Wayúu culture is the focus of the Corral. 

e. Grandmothers visiting the classrooms: An effective motivational factor that has resulted 

in an increase in school attendance and performance at Wayúu schools. These visits could 

be daily and last a few hours.  

f. A flexible curriculum: Once the basic educational cognitive learning goals have been 

agreed upon at the community level by a team including Wayúu members and ethno 

educators, a flexible framework for unit plans can help teachers imagine plans that unify 

essential elements such as moral themes, storytelling, role modelling from Wayúu Elders, 

farmers, women community leaders, etc. and projects that incorporate students’ voices—

all in the quest to carry on cultural values while seeking positive changes needed for 

sustainable communities. Full-Circle Learning offers an example of such a framework. 

Teacher- and student-driven, it cannot work as a dependency. 

g. A portion of daily classes should be taught under a tree: Wayúu children love nature and 

need to be in touch with nature daily. With enough rainwater, the Wayúu children will 

spend part of their day at school – a couple of hours - be taught under a verdant and big 

tree. Children’s brains are better developed in the environment that allows them to 

connect to their culture, to nature, to facilitate the learning process by acquiring 

knowledge and developing their skills and capacities.  
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Appendix I 

Information Necessary to Initiate Program and Activities for Wayúu Children 

The following are questions and thoughts of this dissertation that will require further 

research to gather more information necessary to initiate programs and activities.  

1. Everyday practices of the Wayúu children: their habits, beliefs and language. What are 

they? Can indigenous and non-indigenous educators use their awareness of these habits, 

beliefs and linguistic patterns as spigots for cognitive learning? They could be continually 

seeking the relationship between cultural values and the applied teaching practices that 

challenge learners to uplift the quality of life, resolve conflicts, find their creative and 

altruistic voices and address community dilemmas? 

2. How Does Contextualization Happen? Poor access to food and water can have a profound, 

lifelong impact on the child’s learning, health and, later, their contributions to society. As 

noted earlier, a child’s brain matures more rapidly than at any other time in life and this 

development happens between birth and seven years old. Wayúu children are growing up 

without the basic soft and hard skills needed to later find jobs that require a more 

sophisticated set of skills.  

3. Predatory elite capture of the institutions of State. The public resources of La Guajira, 

mainly coal, natural gas and salt, have been exploited by overseas companies and the 

population, the Wayúu people, have not felt the economic benefits in any significant 

manner. Mining companies in Wayúu territory have taken and contaminated the 

underground waters used by the Wayúu people. Now Wayúu people don’t have access to 

underground water and when they do have access, the water is salty, no good for human 

consumption.  
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4. Colombian Government and Wayúu People Relationships. During my stay in La Guajira, 

the relationships between the Colombian government and the Wayúu people were at their 

worst state since the 1990s, when the paramilitares [paramilitary] (insurgents) started to 

invade the Wayúu territory. This was due to the removal of the governor of La Guajira, 

the mayor of Riohacha and other government officials. The relationships were broken and 

classes were suspended. Direct intervention from the Ministry of Education was in force. 

Officials from the capital, Bogota, were in charge of solving the current issues, but these 

people were not experts in the context of Wayúu’s ways of living. Furthermore, there 

were misunderstandings and delays in the negotiations. Finally, a total stagnation of the 

whole education system took place for over six months. Also, teachers were not getting 

paid and the benefits were also cancelled, such as medical insurance, transportation and 

so on. The school year was only started in the months of July-August, with a delay of 6-7 

months. The school year finished in November. School performance, according to my 

informants, was the worst in the history of La Guajira.  
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Appendix J 

Challenges To Be Resolved 

The following points are challenges to be resolved by all those who consider the interests 

of the Wayúu children a priority matter. 

1. During the school year of 2018, with a delay of three weeks, the new school year started. 

The school year of 2019 started with a week delay. During the month of March 2019, 

there was a national strike to oppose government policies and for better benefits. The 

situation in La Guajira is chaotic, at the date of this writing, especially in the areas of 

health and education. Wayúu teachers are not getting paid and when they do get paid, the 

salary arrives late – up to three months’ delay, there is no food or not enough at the 

schools, nor funds or limited to pay for student’s transportation. Colombia is going 

through a very difficult situation and Wayúu people are suffering a great deal. While 

most analyses of Colombian and Wayúu policy and institutional development assume a 

relatively benign state apparatus, this is not the case in La Guajira, Colombia. Predatory 

elite capture of the La Guajira institutions is a feature of the Colombian-Wayúu 

relationship, one of the several factors about which the mainstream curriculum and 

educational policies literature seem silent. These elites will do what they can to maintain 

their positions and may take stands that interfere with meeting the cultural and 

educational needs and interests of Wayúu children that could limit their freedom of 

action. Strategies are required to work around these potential blockages. 

2. Motives of Wayúu traditional authorities and Government of Colombia officials. Wayúu 

children’s well-being, education and training should be a top priority for all government 

and Wayúu institutions and organizations. However, I did not observe, sense or feel this 
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objective in the interactions between these institutions and organizations. No one is 

taking responsibility for the bad school performance and literacy results of Wayúu 

children. No one is taking responsibility at the Rancherias for the evident loss of Wayúu 

identity and culture among Wayúu children.  

3. There seems to be an unstated assumption in most of the Wayúu authorities and 

government of Colombia literature that Wayúu traditional authorities and the 

Government of Colombia officials have the best interests of the Wayúu people in mind. 

This assumption needs to be questioned in La Guajira, Colombia and Venezuela, where 

the Wayúu traditional authorities and government officials are seen as a source of diverse 

benefits and their primary beneficiary, seems to be the Wayúu authorities and 

government officials themselves rather than the Wayúu people who they are supposed to 

be serving. This is a problematic situation with direct negative consequences for Wayúu 

children but understandable where the Wayúu commerce is underdeveloped, there is no 

social safety and there are a few other options for income for Wayúu people. The 

mainstream Wayúu authorities and government of Colombia and Venezuela literature do 

not say much about the challenges of working in these extreme and complicated 

contexts.  


